2. The Authority’s Interventions

2.1. The analysis of electronic communication
markets
Over the last 12 months, the Authority continued its activities associated with the
analysis of electronic communication markets pursuant to the provisions of the
Electronic Communications Code.
More specifically, in the reference period, the Authority concluded the review of
markets of voice call termination in individual mobile networks and of access and
origination of calls in public mobile networks, while the procedures for the analysis of
another 14 markets in the fixed and mobile telephony segments and of the market of
broadcasting transmission services for the delivery of broadcast content to end users
are under way.
Concurrently, on 19 June 2008, the Authority received from Telecom Italia
S.p.A. a proposal for commitments presented pursuant to law no. 248/2006 in
relation to a few sanctioning proceedings and regulatory procedures and, in particular,
the proceeding on the access network, initiated by resolution no. 626/07/CONS. The
evaluation of such commitments by the Authority was made in accordance with the
terms established by resolution n. 131/08/CONS, in compliance with the principles of
transparency and participation, and was completed on 11 December 2008 by
resolution no. 718/08/CONS.
Below are the details of activities of the procedure related to the assessment of the
proposal for commitments presented by Telecom Italia and of the further activities
carried out by the Authority in its analysis of electronic communication markets.

Evaluation of Telecom Italia’s proposal for commitments
On 19 June 2008, Telecom Italia presented a preliminary proposal for
commitments in relation to a few sanctioning proceedings and regulatory procedures
pursuant to law no. 248/06. In particular, the commitments related to the following
market analysis procedures: i) access to the fixed network (markets 1, 4 and 5 of
recommendation 2007/879/EC), ii) national and international telephone services
supplied at fixed locations (markets 3, 4, 5 and 6 of recommendation 2003/311/EC),
iii) wholesale and retail leased lines (markets 7 and 14 of recommendation
2003/311/EC and market 6 of recommendation 2007/879/EC), which procedures
were respectively started by resolutions nos. 626/07/CONS, 133/08/CONS,
145/08/CONS, 183/08/CONS and 184/08/CONS. On the other hand, the sanctioning
proceedings to which the proposal for commitments relates were those initiated by
resolutions nos. 4/07/DIR, 1/08/DIR, 2/08/DIR, 62/07/DIT, 63/07/DIT, 2/08/DIT,
3/08/DIT and 7/08/DIT.
In Telecom Italia’s intention, the proposal took account of the results of the public
consultation under resolution no. 208/07/CONS on the “Opening of a public consultation
on the regulatory aspects related to the structure of the fixed access network and the
prospects for the broadband next generation access networks (NGANs)” as well as of the
commencement of procedures for the analysis of markets of access to the fixed network
as per resolution no. 626/7/CONS, and suggested ways to supplement and strengthen the
provisions of resolution no. 152/02/CONS on equal treatment, so as to promote
increased competition in the markets of access to the fixed networks and all markets
associated therewith.
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The proposal was further intended to eliminate the underlying causes and the
consequences of Telecom Italia’s behaviours contested by the Authority in the
foregoing sanctioning proceedings and fundamentally corresponding to the following
practices: i) allowing network technicians to perform ADSL service marketing/sales
activities to its customers; ii) failing to take all organisational steps required for
administrative and accounting segregation and transparency in order to separate
network management units from final-service sales units; iii) deactivating - in several
cases - the carrier preselection service with Wind Telecomunicazioni S.p.A. without an
express request to that effect from the customer concerned, and deactivating - in
several cases - the same service without sending the notices required by the
applicable regulation; iv) finally, activating unrequested services.
As a result, by resolution no. 351/08/CONS of 25 June 2008, the Authority started
a procedure intended to assess such proposal and – pursuant to art. 2 of the regulation
on commitments no. 645/06/CONS (hereinafter the “regulation”) – suspended the
terms of the proceedings related to such commitments.
On 24 July 2008, Telecom Italia presented its definitive version of its proposal for
commitments, which was published on 29 July 2008 on the Authority’s website in order
to allow third parties to submit their observations and remarks in such respect.
Following the public consultation, on 29 October 2008, Telecom Italia presented its
own remarks in reply to the observations made by third parties and concurrently
compiled a new version of its proposal for commitments containing important changes
and supplements to its previous version.
With due account taken of the results of the public consultation, the Authority
observed that, notwithstanding the appreciable and significant improvements
contained in the new proposal for commitments, the measures proposed by Telecom
Italia, as amended on 29 October 2008, were still insufficient to ensure a
comprehensive and decisive structural improvement in the competitive conditions of
fixed-network access markets and the markets related therewith.
In particular, the Authority contended that it was necessary for Telecom Italia’s
commitments to: i) envisage further measures for the transparency of pricing of
intermediate services; ii) better specify the functions, structure and terms for the
functioning of the Monitoring Board under commitment-group no. 7; iii) ensure the
maximum level of next generation network (NGN) openness and facilitate the process of
transition towards such network; iv) envisage Telecom Italia’s submission to the Authority
for approval any revision of or change to its internal operations and functions; v)
envisage Telecom Italia’s membership in a body for the settlement of disputes arising
from or associated with provision of access services and in an NGN Committee to be
instituted by the Authority and – finally – vi) contain measures intended to contain
disputes with users.
As a result, pursuant to art. 5 of the regulation, the Authority invited Telecom
Italia to amend its proposal for commitments in the light of the evaluations and
indications listed in the six points above.
In reply to the Authority’s requests, Telecom Italia introduced further significant
changes to its proposal for commitments, and notified the same to the Authority
on 5 December 2008.
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On 11 December 2008 – after having assessed that Telecom Italia additions and
changes to its proposal met its previous requests and that, as a result, the overall
proposal for commitments contributed to improve the competitive conditions of the
sector through suitable and stable measures and remove the anticompetitive
conditions inherent in the offences assessed in the sanctioning proceedings in question
– the Authority approved such commitments and made them binding for Telecom
Italia S.p.A. by resolution no. 718/08/CONS.
The commitments made by Telecom Italia in its proposal can be summed up as
follows.
i) Open Access and SMP Services
The services covered by the commitments are “SMP” (Significant Market Power)
access services, i.e. services of wholesale access to the fixed network to be provided
on regulated terms based on the results of market analyses.
In February 2008, Telecom Italia instituted a new functional unit named Open
Access, whose main task is to manage, plan, develop and rationalise the access
network. The Open Access unit is only covered by the commitments hereof to the extent
that Telecom Italia undertook to preliminarily notified the Authority of any revision,
change and/or reorganisation of its internal operations or functions, and to perform any
revision, change and/or reorganisation with a significant impact on its commitments
only after receiving the Authority’s approval to that effect. The Open Access unit will
directly provide SMP services to Telecom Italia’s sales division and its wholesale
sub-division, which will continue to constitute the only contact with alternative operators
(hereinafter OLOs) for the provision of the foregoing services.
ii) Commitment-group no. 1 (institution of a new delivery process and a new
wholesale-customer management system)
Telecom Italia will implement a new consolidated delivery process for the
management of its relationship with its internal and external customers. Any orders
related to activation, deactivation, variation and migration of all of SMP services covered
by the commitments will be handled with a degree of priority that will be based on the
order of placement (i.e. on a first-come-first-served basis) and will be organised in a
set of queues to be differentiated in accordance with the type of service, the quality
level selected at the time of placing the order and the technical complexity of related
interventions. In case of unavailability of network resources for the requested service,
the applying OLO will ask Telecom to isolate the order in a single-queue waiting list
based on resources rather than on services, which will gather orders related to all SMP
services of OLOs as well as of the Telecom Italia RETAIL sub-division.
Telecom Italia further undertook to put in place a new ‘Customer Relationship
Management’, or CRM, wholesale system for the technical and commercial
management of relations between OLOs and the Telecom Italia’s Wholesale
Sub-division, specifically with regard to the provision of SMP and co-location services.
Such system will help OLOs perform, among other things, a pre-sales analysis, i.e. be
informed on line on the availability of the resources required for the execution of
contracts with end customers and will also provide them with the opportunity to use
an order tracing system. Other functions to be made available include a data
warehouse KO function to collect statistics on the reasons for the rejection of SMP
service orders sent to OLOs in the last 2 years minimum, and a function of co-location
service support by access to the new online database named “Space Availability DB”,
which will provide information on the available space for OLOs in the areas of
Telecom’s exchanges dedicated to Telecom Italia.
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iii) Commitment-group no. 2 (system of incentives and code of conduct for the
personnel of the Open Access unit and the wholesale sub-division)
Telecom Italia will introduce a system of incentives and bonuses for the
management of the Open Access unit and of the Telecom Italia WHOLESALE
sub-division in line with the principles of internal and external equal treatment, quality,
security and performance of the access network and satisfaction of all end users.
Telecom Italia further committed itself to adopt a specific code of conduct for the
management of the Open Access unit and of the Telecom Italia WHOLESALE
sub-division (hereinafter the “code of conduct”), which will define suitable rules and
policies intended to ensure compliance with the commitments made.
iv) Commitment-group no. 3 (performance monitoring)
Telecom Italia will introduce a “monitoring system” for the performance of Open
Access, which will measure and assess i) the quality levels of SMP services by
comparison between specific key performance indicators (KPIs) and key performance
objectives (KPOs) to be defined by Telecom Italia in association with the Authority and ii)
the compliance with the equal treatment principle by comparison between the KPIs
associated with the production activities of services intended for OLOs and KPIs
associated with the same activities intended for the sales divisions of Telecom Italia.
v) Commitment-group no. 4 (transparency guarantees and monitoring system)
Telecom Italia undertook to compile a monthly report summing up the results of
monthly reviews of Open Access KPIs - to be sent to the Monitoring Board under
commitment-group no. 7 - and quarterly and annual reports summing up the results
of the previous periods – to be sent to the same Monitoring Board, the Authority and
OLOs, in the latter case by mere publication on the dedicated portal.
vi) Commitment-groups nos. 5 and 6 (transparency of technical plans for the fixed
access network quality and development)
Telecom Italia undertook to notify the Authority, the Monitoring Board and OLOs of a
number of “Network Quality Technical Plans”, and their respective advancements for all
end customers to reap the benefits of its planned interventions. Telecom Italia further
undertook to notify the entities above of its “Technical plans for network development”,
for OLOs to be informed in advance of the evolution of the fixed access network so as to
plan their activities and investments.
vii) Commitment-group no. 7 (institution of a Monitoring Board)
Telecom Italia committed itself to institute a Monitoring Board (hereinafter MB) for
the correct implementation of its commitments – to be formed by five independent
members, three of which shall be appointed by the Authority and two by the Board of
Directors of Telecom Italia. The MB members, whose term of office will last three years
and not be renewable, will not be allowed to be also members of the management in
charge of the personnel of either Telecom Italia or electronic communication/
broadcasting organisations and/or enter into counselling or collaboration contracts with
such entities. Telecom Italia further undertook to define, in agreement with the Authority,
a regulation governing the MB’s organisation and procedures. The MB will notify the
Authority of all cases of breach of the commitments assessed by the MB which Telecom
Italia has failed to remedy in the period of grace prescribed by the MB.
viii) Commitment-group no. 8 (improvements in the regulatory accounting of
Telecom Italia and determination of transfer charges)
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Telecom Italia undertook to prepare and submit to the Authority for approval the
prices quoted by Open Access to Telecom Italia Retail, and to provide separate
accounting evidence for Open Access, which will be instrumental in appraising the
equivalence between transfer charges and the corresponding prices quoted to OLOs.
ix) Commitment-group no. 9 (measures for next generation access networks)
This group of commitments covering next generation networks envisages the
following: i) Telecom Italia’s publication of an offer on equitable and reasonable terms
to be regularly monitored and supervised by the Authority, for access to and sharing of
“cable-laying infrastructure” such as cable ducts and raceways, and, should this be not
technically or economically feasible, an offer for alternative terms of access to
switched-off fibre; ii) the extension of commitments to intermediate access services
provided by next generation networks for which the Authority imposed on Telecom, as
SMP operator, an obligation of supply on non-discriminatory terms and conditions; iii)
Telecom Italia’s membership in the Comitato NGN Italia (a next generation network
committee instituted by the Authority) within which it will propose guidelines for the
process of OLOs’ migration to next generation networks.
x) Commitment-group no. 10 (institution of a body dedicated to the settlement of
technical and operational disputes associated with network access services)
Telecom Italia undertook to become member of OTA Italia, a body instituted by the
Authority and in charge of settling technical and operational disputes associated with
the supply of network access services, and to adopt the contractual layout established
by the Authority.
xi) Commitment-group no. 11 (ban on sales made by network technicians and
sales force training programmes)
Telecom Italia undertook to include in its code of conduct a ban intended for its full
Open Access personnel operating in the production of SMP services and preventing them
to perform sales activities among end users. Telecom Italia further committed itself to
carry out informative campaigns designed to illustrate the sales ban imposed on its
Open Access network technicians and the sales personnel of its retail functional
units.
xii) Commitment-group no. 12 (obligation to report the activation of unrequested
services)
Through Open Access, Telecom Italia undertook to report to the Monitoring Board
any complaints related to unrequested activations communicated by end users to the
Open Access network technicians.
xiii) Commitment-group no. 13 (notification obligations for any CPS service
deactivations)
Telecom Italia committed itself to cease its CPS service deactivation procedure
whenever an OLO should notify a KO declaration following a second thought on the
part of a customer, equally when a different intention of the user is subsequently
identified and reported by Telecom Italia’s sales divisions.
xiv) Commitment-group no. 14 (measures intended to contain disputes with
users)
In order to rapidly solve the high number of disputes with consumers, chiefly
with regard to unrequested services and high bills due to premium-rate services,
Telecom committed itself to consistently and jointly manage all requests for conciliation
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received from customers by applying an organisational model similar to that followed for
amicable settlement, as per the framework agreement entered into with consumer
associations. Telecom further undertook to introduce specific objectives in the system of
bonuses and incentive intended for the Management of this new facility and to notify
the Authority of a specific plan for the reduction of cases awaiting judgement and the
resolution of new cases.
xv) Other arrangements
If need be, Telecom Italia and the Authority will jointly introduce changes to the
foregoing commitments in accordance with the applicable legislation and– after five
years of their approval – the Authority, on request from Telecom Italia, may initiate
a procedure for amending or revoking the same, whenever required in relation to the
changed competitive or regulatory context. The effectiveness of commitments will
cease whenever Telecom Italia should no longer be assessed as having significant
market power in any of the wholesale markets for access to the fixed network.
Otherwise, the commitments related to SMP services and commitment no. 9 will be
terminated limited to the specific markets in which Telecom is assessed as no longer
having SMP or limited to specific types of services for which Telecom is no longer
subject to regulatory obligations with regard to access and interconnection.
Any failure to comply with the foregoing commitments will be sanctioned in the
forms defined, and in accordance with the proceedings stated in resolutions nos.
645/06/CONS and 136/06/CONS as subsequently amended.

Activities carried out after the approval of commitments
Following the approval of commitments related to network access by other
operators (duly approved and made binding by resolution no. 718/08/CONS), the
Authority immediately put in place the activities required to insure the full
implementation of such commitments.
First and foremost, the Authority appointed all of the members under its own
responsibility which will take part in the governing bodies covered by Telecom Italia’s
commitments. The Bodies include a Monitoring Board formed by five members, three of
which, including a Chairperson, to be appointed by the Authority and two by Telecom; a
body in charge of settling disputes arising out of or in relation to the supply of
network access services, based on the experience of the Office of Telecommunications Adjudicator (OTA) in Great Britain, which will be called OTA Italia; a
Comitato NGN Italia open to all telecommunication organisations and in charge of
presenting to the Authority any issues related to the transition to next generation
networks.
In particular, the Monitoring Board shall be an independent internal body of
Telecom Italia which will monitor and supervise the correct fulfilment of
commitments and review the compliance of measured key performance indicators
under commitment groups nos. 3 and 4 with the principle of equal treatment and the
envisaged level of quality of service for fixed network access. The Monitoring Body will
proceed with the assessment of any breaches either out of its own motion or following
reports by third parties, and will report the same to the Authority. In addition, the
activities of the Monitoring Board will be illustrated in a quarterly report, which the
same will forward to Telecom Italia’s Managing Director and to the Authority, and in
which an account will be given of the degree of the company’s compliance with its
commitments, as well as in a final annual report. It should also be noted that the
institution of the Monitoring Board and its assessments will by no means interfere with
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With reference to the institution of the Monitoring Board, the Authority
appointed the Board members under its own responsibility, i.e. Prof. Giulio
Napolitano, who holds a Public Law chair at the University of Rome III, Gerard Pogorel,
professor of Telecommunication Economy at the Paris Ecole Nationale Supérieure des
Télécommunications, and Prof. Claudio Leporelli, who holds an Economic and
Management Engineering chair at the Rome La Sapienza University. The three
academicians, together with Francesco Chirichigno and Sergio Giovanni Fogli,
appointed by Telecom Italia make up the decision making body of the Monitoring Board,
which is chaired by Giulio Napolitano.
In addition, in its sessions of 4 and 18 March 2009, the Authority approved the
rules governing the Monitoring Board operation and procedures and expressed its
approval of the candidate proposed by Telecom Italia (Fabrizio Dalle Nogare) as
secretary of the Monitoring Board.
Resolution no. 718/08/CONS, whereby the commitments presented by Telecom
Italia were approved, further envisages the institution of a body in charge of solving
technical and operational disputes related to the supply of network access services,
named OTA Italia and the institution of a Comitato NGN Italia (Italian next generation
network committee) open to all telecommunication organisations and in charge of
identifying, coping with and submitting to the Authority any issues related to technical,
organisational and economic aspects associated with the process of transition towards
next generation networks (see paragraph 4.3). Telecom Italia undertook to become
member of both of the foregoing bodies.
Besides the activities related to the institution of the Monitoring Board, the
Comitato NGN Italia and the OTA Italia, the Authority started its monitoring of the
level of compliance with the envisaged commitments. More specifically, each
commitment-group presented by Telecom Italia and approved by the Authority has a
tight schedule of implementation, with the earliest deadline fixed - in many cases - at
31 March 2009, i.e. at the end of the first quarter from the date of entry into force of
the commitments.
In such respect, based on the documentation received, the Authority is
analysing – inter alia – the new SMP service delivery process; the new wholesale
customer management systems; the new system of incentives and the code of conduct
enforced for the personnel of the Open Access and wholesale functions; the new
system of performance monitoring for SMP services; measures for the transparency of
the monitoring system, of technical plans for the quality of the fixed access network
and of the technical plans for the development of the fixed access network; the terms
of enforcement of the ban on sales by network technicians as well as of the sales force
training programmes; the obligation to report any unrequested service activation; the
obligation of notice of any CPS service deactivation; and the measures intended to
contain disputes with users.
The Authority will continue its monitoring activity in the next few months on the
ground of its regulatory, monitoring and sanctioning prerogatives.

Markets of voice call termination on individual mobile networks
By resolution no. 667/08/CONS of 26 November 2008, the Authority concluded
the second round of analyses on the markets of voice call termination on individual
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mobile networks, after a long interlocutory phase of consultations with operators, the
European Commission and the Italian Antitrust Authority (hereinafter EC and AGCM
respectively).
More specifically, by resolution no. 305/08/CONS of 21 May 2008, the Authority
started a public consultation on its proposal for a resolution on the definition of
‘relevant market’, the identification of entities with a significant market power and the
imposition of regulatory obligations. In such respect, 16 entities - including fixed
network operators, mobile network operators, mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs)
and consumer associations - submitted their remarks and were heard in a hearing on the
results of the mobile termination market survey contained in the proposal for a
resolution. At the end of the public consultation, the Authority further requested the
participating entities to provide an update on the information concerning
telecommunication markets, so as to have any significant market changes arising from
the competitive dynamics between market players reflected in the final decision.
On 7 October 2008, the Authority sent the EC and AGCM its draft resolution, which
also included the results of the public consultation, so as to receive their opinions on the
results of the conducted market survey.
The opinions received from the EC and the AGCM confirmed the validity of the
market survey conducted on the definition of ‘relevant market’ and the identification of
entities with a significant market power and emphasised the importance of
implementing methods for the control of prices based on cost-effectiveness models.
In addition, at the end of the communication exchange with the European
Commission, the Authority extended the period of control on the prices of traffic
terminated on mobile networks by one year, and defined a glide path until 2012. Such
update entailed a reduction of the termination prices proposed by resolution
305/08/CONS as shown in the table below:
Table 2.1. Prices of voice termination services on mobile networks (2009-2012)
Eurocents/minute

From
1/07/2009

From
1/07/2010

From
1/07/2011

From
1/07/2012

H3G
Telecom Italia
Vodafone

11
7.7
7.7

9
6.6
6.6

6.3
5.3
5.3

4.5
4.5
4.5

Wind

8.7

7.2

5.3

4.5

Source: the Authority

The Authority has further set out to start a specific procedure for the definition of an
engineering/accounting cost model so as to transpose the guidelines contained in the
EC’s recommendation on the regulatory treatment of mobile and fixed termination
rates. In so doing, the Authority also envisaged that the production of such cost model will
be made in association with an independent expert with international experience in
the field.
As a result, the Authority started a procedure for the selection of an independent
expert with specific competence in the production of an engineering and accounting
cost model, which was concluded in April with the awarding of the project to Europe
Economics.
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The technical activities for the production of the model will start in May and are
expected to last six months.

The market of voice call termination on individual mobile networks –
Supplement to resolution no. 628/07/CONS on the application to
operator H3G of the obligations under art. 50 of the Electronic
Communications Code
By resolution no. 446/08/CONS of 29 July 2008 (published on the Authority’s
website on 27 August 2008 and in the Official Journal of the Italian Republic no. 203 of
30 August 2008), the Authority imposed on H3G, with effect from 1 November 2008, a
maximum rate of voice call termination on its network equal to 13.00 eurocents per
minute.
The resolution titled “Supplement to resolution no. 628/07/CONS on the
application to operator H3G of the obligations under art. 50 of the Electronic
Communications Code” was adopted – as is customary – following a public national
consultation (initiated by resolution no. 304/08/CONS of 21 May 2008) and after
having heard the European Commission.
More specifically, the Authority published its proposal for a resolution (Annex B to
resolution no. 304/08/CONS) in the Official Journal of the Italian Republic no. 139 of 16
June 2008. Eight operators participated in the public consultation. In general, the
observations made by operators having intervened in the public consultation pertained
to the procedural steps followed, the methodology used for determining the maximum
rate of voice call termination service on the network of H3G and, finally, the level of the
termination rate imposed on H3G.
The draft resolution was notified to the European Commission and, through the
Commission, to the National Regulatory Authorities of other Member States pursuant
to art. 12, paragraph 3 of the Code. In its letter SG-Greffe (2008) D/204577 of 15 July
2008, the European Commission expressed a few observations mainly on the
postponement of the imposition of cost-oriented rates and the provisional level of
termination rates imposed on H3G.
After considering the observations made by operators and the European
Commission, the Authority observed the following. In the first place, with regard to the
procedural steps followed, the intervention was motivated by the results of the
preliminary investigation conducted and the orientations emerged during the survey
on the market of mobile termination and the identification of the relevant remedies, as
outlined in the resolutions nos. 3/06/CONS and 628/07/CONS. Secondly, the adopted
methodology for the pricing of H3G termination was based – similarly to the
methodology adopted in the procedure concluded by resolution no. 628/07/CONS and in
compliance with the indications received from the European Commission – on the
results of the international benchmark and of the application of the ‘delayed
approach’. Finally, having regard to the scope of the intervention proposed, the
Authority determined the value of 13 eurocents per minute by using the
termination rates imposed on the companies of the 3 Group active in Europe as
base of calculation and with due account taken of the differential, in each country,
between the H3G termination rate and the current average termination rates. As
stated above, the value thus determined was deemed to be in line with the application
of the delayed approach.
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The market of access and origination of calls in public mobile telephone
networks
By resolution no. 65/09/CONS of 13 February 2009, the Authority adopted its final
resolution on the “identification and analysis of the market of access and origination
of calls in public mobile telephone networks”, whose draft version had undergone a
prior public consultation by resolution no. 309/08/CONS and subsequently sent to
the European Commission and the AGCM.
The consultation text was published on 10 July 2008 on the Authority’s website
and on 24 July 2008 in the Official Journal of the Italian Republic no. 172 (ordinary
supplement no. 181). 17 operators intervened in reply to the public consultation. Their
remarks were centred on the definition of the retail mobile and personal
communication service market, the definition of the market of access and origination of
calls in public mobile telephone networks and the results of the application of the three
criteria test to the market under review.
The large majority of participants agreed with the conclusions drawn at the end of
the analysis conducted by the Authority on the definition of the relevant retail market –
both in the part in which an insufficient degree of interchangeability between fixed and
mobile communication services was found, and in the part in which the existence of a
single ‘cluster market’ of mobile and personal communication services – which includes
access and communication services - was identified.
Likewise, the majority of operators having intervened in the context of public
consultation agreed with the definition of the market of access and origination of calls
in public mobile telephone networks proposed by the Authority. In such respect, in the
public consultation, the Authority found further evidence substantiating the proposed
definition: for instance, the operators recognised that the networks installed in the
national territory are fungible (i.e. interchangeable) and each one of them specified
that they had addressed to more than one MNO prior to executing a contract. In
addition, some operators set forth that they deliberately entered the market as ESPs
(enhanced service providers), so as to commence operating in the mobile telephony
market with a limited investment in comparison with the MVNO solution.
The most critical element in the course of the procedure was the application of the
three criteria test and, in particular, the evaluations on the second criterion, i.e. the
presence of characteristics from which it may be inferred that no conditions will develop
in a given time horizon that will lead to effective competition in a given market. Some
operators maintained that the second criterion was met, and emphasised the gradual
consolidation of the oligopolistic structure of the market. Other operators were not of
the same view, and underscored the satisfactory performance of the retail mobile
communication market and the competitive conditions characterising the market of
access and origination of calls in public mobile telephone networks.
After reviewing the arguments illustrated by individual participants in the
consultation, the Authority confirmed its general position expressed during the
public consultation, namely that the second criterion indicated by the European
Commission was not unequivocally met for the Italian market of access and
origination of calls in public mobile telephone networks and that, as a result, the
imposition of ex ante regulation was inappropriate for the market under review. In
particular, in line with the market analysis that underwent the public consultation,
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over the last few months, the Authority recorded a positive evolution in market
competitiveness for the mobile and personal communication market (virtual network
operators achieved nearly one million of active SIMs and prices were still declining) as
well as in the market of access and origination of calls in public mobile telephone
networks (with more than ten agreements executed). In addition, the Authority
observed that the hypothesis of a collective dominant position - applicable to the Italian
MNOs taken together or to a part of them - was not substantiated by facts. In the
former case, the results of the market survey and consultation have shown that the
differences between MNOs persist in terms of radio-frequency equipment, cost
structures, market shares and profitability margins. In the second case, apparently no
characteristics were found to exist from which it could be inferred that a tacit
collusion would persist in time. In particular, it may hardly be demonstrated that
Wind and/or H3G would not play a role as ‘maverick’ operators – i.e. operators
independent of and consequently departing from the behaviour of their competitors and
therefore likely to question the results expected by companies forming a tacit collusion.
Concurrently, in the course of the public consultation, the technical, economic
and contractual criticalities illustrated by the Authority in its resolution no.
309/08/CONS were confirmed. Therefore, in the final version of the text adopted by
the Authority’s Council, suitable instruments were identified - i.e. monitoring activity,
settlement of disputes between operators, possible change in the system of
assignment of number ranges to virtual network operators, revisions of the definitions
of MVNO (Mobile Virtual Network Operator), ESP (Enhanced Service Provider), SP
(Service Provider), ATR (Air Time Reseller) and IAP (Indirect Access Provider) under
resolution no. 544/00/CONS - which instruments will possibly be used by the
Authority in order to promote the further development of competition in the sector.
Finally, it is to be noted that the stand taken by the Authority was fully bolstered
by the AGCM as well as by the European Commission.
In its opinion of 5 February 2009, the AGCM agreed with the Authority on the
definition of the national market of access and origination of calls in public mobile
telephone networks. The AGCM further shared the conclusion drawn on the
inappropriateness to regulate the market under review, based on the application of the
three criteria test.
On 19 January 2009, the European Commission sent letter SG-Greffe (2009) D/175
containing a layout of a regulatory measure on “Market of access and origination of
calls in public mobile telephone networks”. In its letter, the Commission made no
comments on the proposed regulatory measure and observed that, in accordance with
art. 7, paragraph 5, of Directive 2002/21/EC, the Authority could adopt a final decision
and, in such an event, notify it to the Commission.

Markets of access to the fixed network
The procedure of joint analysis of retail and wholesale markets of access to the
fixed network (markets 1, 4 and 5 among the relevant markets specified in
recommendation 2007/879/EC) started in December 2007 by resolution no.
626/07/CONS and was then suspended in June 2008 following the commencement , by
resolution no. 351/08/CONS, of the procedure for the evaluation of the commitments
presented by Telecom Italia which also concerned, inter alia, the markets of access
to the fixed network.
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In December 2008, following the conclusion of the procedure for the evaluation of
the commitments as per resolution no. 718/08/CONS, the procedure for the analysis
of access markets resumed and, in March 2009, the Authority subjected its proposal
for a resolution in such respect to a public consultation, which was concurrently
notified to the European Commission and the AGCM (Italian Antitrust Authority).
The proposal for a resolution subjected to a public consultation pertains to the
definition of relevant markets and the evaluation of significant market power, whereas
the definition of remedies will be covered by a separate resolution. The proposal
further contains a section in which the Authority’s evaluations on the impact of Telecom
Italia’s commitments on the markets under review are illustrated.
In the draft resolution, the Authority identified as relevant markets i) the market
of access to the public telephone network at a fixed location for residential
customers; ii) the market of access to the public telephone network at a fixed
location for non-residential customers; iii) the market of wholesale (physical) network
infrastructure access (including shared or fully unbundled access) at a fixed location;
iv) the market of wholesale broadband access.
The Authority found that all of the identified relevant markets covered the entire
national territory. With special reference to the market of wholesale broadband
access, although the Authority recognised the existence of areas subject to higher
competitive pressure, it concluded that, given – first and foremost – the uniformity of
the commercial strategies adopted in the whole national territory by the incumbent
as well by alternative operators (OLOs), the market in question had a national
dimension. The Authority in any case identified the appropriateness to monitor
competitive conditions at sub-national level in view of, among other things, the
desirable development of next generation access networks (NGANs), so as to detect a
possible increase of territorial differences in time.
On the basis of the analysis of Telecom Italia’s market shares – which were very
high in all identified relevant markets – and other relevant indicators, the Authority
has ultimately concluded that, in all of the examined markets, no actual competition
exists and that Telecom Italia has a significant market power.
With reference to the pro-competitive impact of commitments on the examined
markets, the Authority, in line with its position adopted in resolution no. 718/08/CONS,
has now confirmed that such commitments are a useful element for the improvement of
the degree of competition of the sector and, in particular, of the markets examined
since, on the one hand, they constitute a more organic and efficient implementation of
the current regulation applied in such markets and, on the other hand, they strengthen
and complete the existing regulatory obligations. However, the evaluation on the
possible effects of the fulfilment of commitments on the individual markets for the
purpose of revising the current obligations was postponed to a subsequent procedure
intended to establish the maintenance, change or revocation of the applicable
regulation.
The public consultation, in which the main operators active in the sector
participated, ended in April 2009. Although OLOs raised objections on the evaluation of
the impact of commitments on the examined markets and the failed inclusion of the
definition of remedies in the draft resolution, they largely shared the conclusions drawn
by the Authority on the definition of markets and the evaluation of their degree of
competitiveness. Telecom Italia expressed its perplexities on the dividing line drawn
between the various segments of physical and virtual access markets to the fixed net
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work, and maintained that the access services provided through copper and fibre
infrastructure constituted at least two different market segments. In addition, Telecom
Italia contested the inclusion of broadband accesses for managed VoIP services starting
by number zero in the retail access markets, and further contested the national
dimension of the wholesale broadband access market.
Even though the European Commission and the Italian Antitrust Authority (AGCM)
expressed a number of observations on the various themes of the analysis, they did not
contest the Authority’s conclusions on the definition of examined markets and the
identification of Telecom Italia as the operator with significant market power in such
markets.
In the light of the outcomes of the public consultation and with due account taken
of the European Commission’s and of the AGCM’s observations, the Authority has set
out to adopt its final resolution in the near future.

Markets of publicly available local and/or national telephone services
supplied at fixed locations for residential and non residential customers
The retail markets of local and national telephone services (markets 3 and 5 among
the relevant markets specified in recommendation no. 2003/311/EC), whose
procedure of identification and analysis was started by the Authority with resolution
no. 133/08/CONS of 12 March 2008, are not included in the list of relevant markets
identified by the subsequent European Commission recommendation no. 2007/879/EC
of 17 December 2007 (as is common knowledge). However the Authority, on the
ground of its having previously identified Telecom Italia as operator with significant
market power, had imposed the regulatory obligations which it had deemed most
appropriate to solve any potential competitive problems and, consequently, initiated
its analysis in order to assess the appropriateness of ex ante regulation for such
markets on the basis of the existing national situation.
As stated in the section on the markets of access to the fixed network, by
resolution no. 351/08/CONS, the Authority started the evaluation of the proposal for
commitments presented by Telecom Italia pursuant to law 248/06, and, among other
things, resolved on a suspension of the procedure for the analysis of markets of access
to the fixed network. As a result, while considering that such commitment could have
also affected markets 3 and 5 of recommendation no. 2003/311/EC on account of the
fact that access to the fixed network is fundamental for the provision of voice telephony
services, the analysis of this markets was equally suspended until after the conclusion
of the investigation on the foregoing commitments.
The analysis of retail markets of local, national and fixed-mobile telephone services,
supplied at fixed locations for residential and non residential customers, however, has
continued in relation to its operational aspects – specifically through the processing of
the data and information sent by operators to the Authority. Prior to the suspension,
the operators had been sent a questionnaire designed to collect any useful information
for defining the market, assessing the degree of competitiveness of such market, and
assessing the appropriateness to impose and/or remove ex ante regulatory obligations.
Concurrently, volume and income data had been requested for a number of reference
years, so as to calculate the operators’ market shares and assess their evolution in
time. In addition, an interlocutory phase of talks has started with market players for
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the purpose of acquiring a better understanding of their perceived and/or experienced
competitive issues within the market, in the light of – inter alia - the evolution and the
specific technological changes intervened in the supply of the telephony services
under review.
On the conclusion of the suspension period, as stated in resolution no.
718/08/CONS, the fact-finding analysis has resumed normally and is still under way.
The Authority has set out to adopt a draft resolution in the next few months - to be
subjected to a public consultation and sent to the European Commission and to the
Authority Antitrust for their respective opinions.

Markets of publicly available international telephone services supplied at
fixed locations for residential and non residential customers
For the markets of international telephone services (markets 4 and 6 of the
European Commission recommendation no. 2003/311/CE), as far back as in March
2008, the Authority started a procedure by resolution no. 145/08/CONS designed to
the identification and analysis of such markets, the evaluation of the existence of a
significant market power for companies active in this segment, and the identification
of any regulatory obligations.
Similarly to the market of local and national telephone services, for these markets
too – by resolution no. 351/08/CONS, the Authority envisaged, among other things, a
suspension of the analysis procedure for the full period of the investigations on
Telecom Italia’s commitments – on the ground that such commitments could have also
affected markets 4 and 6 of recommendation no. 2003/311/EC for the very reason that
access to the fixed network is equally required for the provision of international voice
telephony services.
During such period of suspension, however, the operational activity related to the
analysis of international telephone service markets continued with the processing of data
and information which the operators had sent following a request for information made
prior to the adoption of the resolution that suspended the procedure. Such request
pertained to volume and income data and was designed to obtain any information
required for defining the markets, assessing the degree of competitiveness of such
markets, assessing the appropriateness to impose and/or remove ex ante regulatory
obligations, calculating operators’ market shares and assessing their evolution in time.
In December 2008, by resolution no. 718/08/CONS, the Authority resumed,
among other things, the procedure for analysing such international telephone service
markets and, as a result, the related investigations were followed up and are still in
progress.
The Authority is about to adopt the proposal for a resolution to be subjected to
public consultation and sent to the European Commission and the Antitrust Authority
for their respective opinions.

Market of wholesale leased lines
The Authority is about to call a public consultation for the market of retail leased
lines (market 7 of the European Commission Recommendation no. 2003/311/EC on
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the relevant markets), whose procedure started with resolution no. 183/08/CONS of
3 May 2008.
In the course of 2008, following the request for information presented in the
form of a questionnaire sent to operators, the procedure was suspended owning to
Telecom Italia’s presentation of its proposal for commitments stated above, with the
ultimate purpose of improving competitive conditions in some of the markets of fixed
telephony, including the market of leased lines. The procedure resumed on 11
December 2008, following the Authority’s approval of the said commitments by
resolution no. 718/08/CONS.
As recalled in the previous Annual Report, the market of retail leased lines is no
longer listed in the annex to Recommendation no. 2007/879/EC of 17 December 2007;
concurrently, as a result of the obligations imposed on Telecom Italia at the end of the
first round of analyses, this market is now regulated by resolution no. 343/06/CONS.
Therefore, in the light of the new recommendation of the European
Commission cited above, the procedure is designed, firstly, to define the relevant
market and apply the three criteria test for checking the appropriateness of applying
any ex ante regulation to the market. In particular, the Authority, after identifying the
relevant market, will assess whether any high non-transitory barriers to access exist,
whether market characteristics exist from which it may be inferred that no effectively
competitive conditions will develop in a given time horizon in that market, and will also
assess the relative efficiency of the applicable competition law and the complementary
ex ante regulation.
A final resolution will be adopted after collecting the contributions arising from
the public consultation and after receiving the opinions of the European Commission
and the Antitrust Authority.

Markets of wholesale leased lines
As already observed at the time of the previous Annual Report, by resolution
no. 184/08/CONS of 16 April 2008, the Authority started the analysis of markets of
wholesale terminating segments of leased lines (market 6 of recommendation
2007/879/EC, formerly market 13 of recommendation 2003/311/EC) and of
wholesale trunk segments of leased lines (formerly market 14 of Recommendation
2003/311/CE).
In the course of the preliminary investigation, participants were asked to reply to a
questionnaire designed to quantify costs, revenues, volumes and technical quantities
of operators and to present their observations on such markets. The questionnaire was
sent to 31 operators (representing nearly 99% of the markets surveyed in value terms)
and 2 trade associations. In addition, the Authority published the questionnaire in its
website for other interested entities to participate.
Right after sending the request for information, the procedure was suspended
following the presentation of the above-mentioned proposal for commitments from
Telecom Italia. As repeatedly observed, such proposal was assessed by the Authority
with regard to the suitability of commitments for solving a number of existing
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competition issues in the markets identified in the same proposal, and was
accepted by resolution no. 718/08/CONS on 11 December 2008.
The procedure for the analysis of wholesale leased lines resumed after that date,
after acquiring the relevant contributions from operators. In such respect, a
questionnaire response rate in excess of 90% of the consulted respondents was
recorded.
The processing of contributions received from operators is now in progress in order
to verify the current state of competitiveness at national level and adjust, where
necessary, the regulatory obligations prescribed at the end of the first round of
analyses concluded by resolution no. 45/06/CONS.
In particular, as the wholesale trunk segments of leased lines are no longer those
listed in the annex to the recommendation of 17 December 2007, no. 2007/879/EC,
the analysis of such market is focused on the definition of the relevant market and the
application of the three criteria test to verify the applicability to the market of the ex
ante regulation.
Foreseeably, in the next few months, after its evaluation of the markets of both
trunk and terminating segments, the Authority will adopt a resolution for a public
consultation with its own orientations related thereto.

Extension of the list of notified operators in the market of fixed network
termination
On 17 July 2008, by resolution no. 407/08/CONS, the Authority adopted a final
decision on the extension of the list of operators notified as having significant market
power - within the meaning of resolution no. 417/06/CONS – in the provision of fixed
network termination services (market 9 of the European Commission
recommendation no. 2003/311/EC), and imposed suitable regulatory obligations on
such operators.
More specifically, following the opinions received from the European
Commission and the Antitrust Authority, on 18 June 2008 and 17 June 2008
respectively, the Authority decided to confirm its orientation expressed during the
previous public consultation (initiated by resolution no. 693/07/CONS) to the effect
of identifying another 29 operators with significant market power in the termination
of calls on their own fixed telephone network, namely Acantho S.p.A., ADR TEL
S.p.A., Alpikom S.p.A., Brennercom S.p.A., CSINFO S.p.A., ConsiagNet S.p.A.,
Consorzio Terrecablate, Decatel S.r.l., Elinet S.p.A., Energ.it S.p.A., Fly Net S.p.A.,
Freeway S.r.l., Intermatica S.r.l., OkCom S.p.A., Phonica S.p.A., Rita S.r.l., Thunder
S.p.A., Trans World Communications S.p.A., Karupa S.p.A., Satcom S.p.A., Società
Trasporto Telematico S.p.A., Teleunit S.p.A., TEX97 S.p.A., TWT S.p.A., Uno
Communications S.p.A., Verizon Italia S.p.A., Vive la Vie S.p.A., Vodafone Omnitel
N.V, and Wavecrest Italia S.p.A.
With reference to envisaged obligations, the Authority extended to such operators
same regulatory obligations as those previously imposed on the OLOs identified by
resolution no. 417/06/CONS, save for control on maximum price, which now only
applies (to the extent provided for by resolution no. 251/08/CONS) to operators
Brennercom S.p.A., Fly Net S.p.A., TEX97 S.p.A., Satcom S.p.A., Uno
Communications S.p.A. and Vodafone Omnitel N.V (and the latter only for
termination services on the fixed network).
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Finally, in compliance with the opinions received from European Commission
and the Antitrust Authority, the Authority found it appropriate not to confirm the
provision whereby termination prices should be symmetrical to those of Telecom
Italia for calls terminated through wholesale broadband accesses implemented by
connection to exchanges already open to unbundling.

Markets of call origination and termination on the public telephone
network provided at a fixed location
By resolution 324/08/CONS of 11 June 2008, the Authority started an analysis of
markets of call origination on the public telephone network provided at a fixed location
and of call termination on the public telephone network provided at a fixed location
(markets 2 and 3 of the European Commission recommendation no. 2007/879/EC).
The procedure, whose duration was fixed at 180 days - save for any suspensions
related to the collection of information and the reception of opinion - is designed to
analyse the foregoing markets, assess the degree of market competitiveness and the
possible existence of operators with significant market power, and revoke, retain or
change the existing obligations.
In the course of the previous analyses, the Authority identified Telecom Italia as
operator with significant market power in the origination service (resolution no.
417/06/CONS of 28 June 2006). By the same resolution, the Authority further identified
as operators with significant market power for the service of call termination on their
respective fixed telephone networks Telecom Italia, Albacom (currently BT Italia), Colt,
Eutelia, Equant Italy (formerly Global One), Fastweb, Metropol Access Italia, Multilink,
Tele2, Tiscali, Welcome, and Wind. The 29 operators identified by resolution no.
407/08/CONS (kindly refer to the previous section) should be added on top of such
operators.
With regard to the specified obligations, it should be recalled that, for both
origination and termination services, by resolution no. 417/06/CONS, the Authority
imposed on Telecom Italia, over and above the obligation to allow access and use of
specific network resources, the additional obligations of transparency, non-discrimination, cost accounting and price control (the latter obligation was implemented
through a network cap mechanism for the reference offers of 2007, 2008 and 2009). By
the same resolution, the Authority envisaged for OLOs with significant market power in
the service of termination on their own network, together with less stringent
regulatory obligations, the further opportunity to request a derogation from the
maximum rate envisaged for year 2007, while retaining the maximum limit imposed
by the Authority for the following years. A request to that effect was presented by BT
Italia, Fastweb, Tele 2 and Tiscali (see resolution no. 692/07/CONS) as well as by
Multilink (currently Infratel Network Application S.p.A.), and the related investigation
procedure (“Evaluation, on the terms provided for by resolution no. 417/06/CONS, art.
40, paragraph 4, of the pricing of voice call termination provided at a fixed location as
proposed by operator Multilink”) was concluded by resolution no. 306/08/CONS of 5
June 2008 and implied the fixation of a termination rate equal to 1.74€cent/min for
the period from 30 March 2007 to 30 June 2007.
The procedure is particularly complex on the ground of the large number of
operators formerly notified in such markets as well as of structure of the existing
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obligations. The Authority has planned to adopt a proposal for a resolution by the end
of the year - to be subjected to public consultation and sent to the European
Commission and the Antitrust Authority for their respective opinions.

Market of transit services in the public fixed telephone network
By resolution no. 325/08/CONS of 11 June 2008, the Authority initiated a
procedure for analysing the market of call transit in the public fixed telephone
network.
Although such market is not included in the list of the relevant markets identified
by the European Commission as susceptible to ex ante regulation (recommendation no.
2007/879/EC of 17 December 2007), it is currently subject to regulation pursuant to
resolution no. 417/06/CONS, approved in June 2006 as part of the first round of
market analyses. More specifically, by resolution no. 417/06/CONS Telecom Italia was
imposed the following regulatory obligations as operator with significant market
power: i) access and use of defined network resources; ii) transparency; iii)
non-discrimination; iv) accounting segregation; v) cost accounting and price control
(the latter to be implemented through a network cap mechanism for the reference
offers of 2007, 2008 and 2009).
As envisaged by the Electronic Communications Code, the start-up of the analysis
focused on the market of transit services in the public fixed telephone network was
required in order to assess whether, based on the existing national circumstances, such
markets are susceptible or not susceptible to ex ante regulation. More specifically, the
procedure is first and foremost designed to define the relevant markets and apply the
‘threefold test’ to assess susceptibility of such markets to ex ante regulation. If the
threefold test is successful and the market analysis demonstrates the existence of one
or more entities with significant market power, then it will be required to retain or
change the current regulatory obligations. Conversely, if the threefold test is not met or
the market analysis demonstrates that actual competition exists, then the current
regulatory obligations will have to be removed.

Price tests
In its communication of 30 January 2009, the Authority started a procedure for the
improvement of the methodology currently used in the price tests it applies to some
regulated offers. The new procedure updates the methodology defined in resolution no.
152/02/CONS (on “Measures to ensure the full application of the principle of
internal and external equal treatment by operators with significant market power
in fixed telephony”), and is also instrumental in assessing the price test applicability to,
inter alia, “package” or bundle offers, the offers presented in the context of open
selection procedures and offers related to sub-national geographic markets.
In particular, any obligation of price control in the upstream market, although it is
based on the orientation to the costs effectively incurred in the provision of a service,
may not reasonably be exempted from an evaluation of the correct relationship of
proportionality with the final price. Price tests are purposefully intended to discourage
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any ‘price squeeze’ practices potentially adopted even in regulated markets, through
which a vertically integrated dominant operator would apply – for individual services or
service packages – so low retail prices as to prevent their competitors to replicate such
prices given the costs fixed in wholesale markets.

Market of broadcasting transmission services to deliver broadcast
content to end users
By resolution no. 159/08/CONS of 9 April 2008, the Authority imposed on
broadcasters Rai and RTI specific regulatory obligations deemed proportionate for the
purpose of correcting the current structure of the analogue terrestrial broadcasting
market, for which an insufficient degree competition was found in the market analysis
concluded by resolution no. 544/07/CONS.
The identified obligations were the following: (i) obligation of access and use of
specific resources; (ii) transparency obligation; (iii) non-discrimination obligation; and
(iv) accounting segregation obligation.
In particular, in accordance with the transparency obligation, the Authority
provided that, within 120 days of the notification of resolution no. 159/08/CONS, Rai
and RTI would be required to make available a proposal for a Reference Offer of
pricing and technical terms and conditions for the provision of access to their
respective infrastructures, as required for the installation and management by third
parties of a television transmission network on terrestrial frequencies in analogue
technique.
The Authority completed a monitoring activity on the implementation of the latter
obligation, which was fulfilled through the publication on the websites of Rai and RTI of
their respective offers with the level of detail required by the foregoing resolution.
Subsequently, by resolution 63/09/CONS, the Authority started the second round
of market analyses for the market of broadcasting transmission services to deliver
broadcast content to end users. Such market, which is included among the relevant
markets identified by European Commission recommendation no. 2003/311/CE, was
however excluded from the list of markets susceptible to ex ante regulation annexed to
the recommendation of 2007.
As a result, in order to assess if the market of broadcasting transmission services to
deliver broadcast content to end users is still susceptible to ex ante regulation and
therefore shall continue to be subject to the regulations under resolution
159/08/CONS, it will be necessary to check if the three criteria test (otherwise known
as ‘threefold test’) stated in the recommendation is successful. If the three criteria of
the test are met and the market analysis demonstrates the existence of one or more
entities with significant market power, then it will be necessary to assess whether the
current regulatory obligations need to be retained, revoked, supplemented or changed.
If, on the other hand, the test is unsuccessful, then such obligations will have to be
removed.
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2.2. Fact-finding inquiries
Fact-finding inquiry on “Prices and terms for offering SMSs, MMSs
and mobile data access services”
In association with the Italian Antitrust Authority (AGCM), the Authority conducted a
fact-finding inquiry on the current and prospective market and competitive terms for SMS,
MMS and mobile data access markets. In the latter market, segments that are growing
significantly and deserve further analytic investigations include Internet access,
data/e-mail traffic1 and premium rate services offered by network operators and
content/service providers. The inquiry provided the following indications (data are updated
as on 31 December 2008, unless otherwise specified).
a) The overall value of the SMS, MMS and MDS (mobile data service) markets came
close to 4 billion euros in 2008 (more precisely 3.97 billion euros), i.e. up 9.5% over
2007 (3.63 billion euros)2. More specifically the retail SMS market was the highest
ranking in terms of exchanged volumes (60 billion messages sent in 2008, or 164
million person-to-person SMSs per day), and in terms of turnover (2.38 billion euros in
2008). In addition, over the last two years, a sizeable growth was recorded in mobile
Internet access services.
b) However, there was a significant percentage of users not using SMSs, or 52% of
total mobile telephony users, with differences between the various operators, whereas in
other countries such as the UK, France and Germany non-users were nearly 20%.
c) Therefore, 38% of SMS users (or nearly 16 million users in total) subscribed to
packages or options, which – as will be seen below – is one of the reason why
operators’ average revenue was significantly lower than their list price (15 eurocents
for major mobile operators).
d) Competitions by customer groups can therefore be broken down as follows: i)
customers not using SMSs; ii) customers with a low use of SMSs and/or whose demand
is not appreciably influenced by the price level; iii) customers with a high use of SMSs
who typically use packages and options.
e) As set forth above, this new demand structure – encouraged, inter alia, by
mobile operators’ targeted pricing policies – significantly influences the cost effectively
incurred by users per individual SMS: those who send many text messages pay
significantly lower prices than those who send a few SMSs and who do not use quantity
discounts and therefore have to pay the list price. However, against this general
background, significant differences exist between operators in the number of
subscriptions to packages and this is reflected in volumes and terms of use.
f) At retail level in Italy, unit prices of SMSs3 increased from 2002 to the end of
the period under review from 12.2 €cent to 15 €cent for the four mobile operators,
therefore bucking the trend of general price dynamics for telecommunication
services.
1
Including access points suitably configured, i.e. those used by Blackberries or Iphones.
2
As a result of the change in methodology, some data may differ from those of the Annual
Report for 2008.
3
I.e. prices of individual SMSs purchased in the context of a basic rate plan.
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g) By contrast, the average revenue of SMSs exchanged between customers4– which
was already markedly below the level of unit prices – fell from 4.6 €cent in 2007 to 3.5
5
€cent in 2008 .
h) With regard to the SMS wholesale market, interconnection rates in Italy were
higher (5.25 €cent on average) in comparison with the rest of Europe (around 4€cent on
average). However this price remained stable from 2002 to the end of 2008, when
new agreements between a few operators caused the price to reach the current
average level.
i) On the other hand, MMS market is less significant in terms of exchange volumes6
and revenues and does not seem bound to reach the typical size of a mass market MMSs were nearly 1% of the SMS traffic in 2007, down from 2008 (-0.7%), with
revenues estimated at nearly 75 million euros for 2007 and 81.2 million euros for 2008
(+8% in value, with an average revenue of 34 €cent). As observed by a few operators,
with the emergence of other applications (emails with attachments, for instance), MMS
market shares are likely to progressively fall.
j) The market of Mobile Data Services (MDSs) is already a highly significant
market for mobile telephony and will be even more so in the short to medium term
(with sales worth 1.5 billion euros in 2008). For the purposes of this inquiry, it is hereby
recalled that MDSs include WAP traffic (used for billing or delivery of contents on
mobile networks), mobile internet access, use of dedicated Access Point Names (APN)
and premium rate services7 used from a mobile terminal (generating income for mobile
operators).
k) It has been calculated that, as early as in 2008, more than 4 million users used
broadband mobile services and mobile email applications, and sent nearly 19,700
terabytes in 2008 (+ 220% vs. 2007). For 2009, an ever higher growth is predicted. The
average revenue per megabyte was significantly reduced from 0.08 € to 0.04 €.
l) On top of revenues for premium rate services, one needs to consider, finally,
the turnover of content and service providers (CSPs), which is estimated at around
368 million euros in 2008, with regard to the provision of music, games and videos8.
Such market presents development dynamics in terms of revenues and is likely to
further enrich services offered, specifically in the area of mobile payments. The offer of
contents on mobile networks from, among others, network operators in their role as
content producers and distributors poses delicate consumer protection issues (see the
related section in this report).
The purpose of this inquiry – over and above the need to provide a picture of
structural characteristics and market dynamics– was to shed light on the competitive
conditions of the various markets examined, with reference to the interaction between
the different players active in the market and to the consumer protection issues.
4
This figure was obtained by isolating P2P SMSs actually billed from the other A2P SMSs
as well as from service-type SMSs taken together, such as for instance those sent and received at
no charge from a customer when credit is checked.
5
This is due to an increase in revenues (+3.2%) well below the increase in exchanged
volumes (+38%). The result is also ascribable to the introduction of specific rate options which
– based on the company’s intention to strengthen the ‘club’ effect– reward more the on-net rather
than off-net use.
6
Its use is mainly intended as vehicle for infotainment services.
7
Of which around 35% is charged back to content providers.
8
Source: Informa Telecom and Media 2009 – other sources give an overall assessment of
around 1.2 billion €, including messaging, mobile TV and other items. See the report “Il Web
diventa mobile” (Web goes mobile), Milan Polytechnic, 2008.
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With regard to relations between operators, it is worth noting, firstly, that Mobile
Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) are still in their start-up phase and therefore have
had a limited impact on the market so far; their total revenues amounted to nearly
14 million euros in the second half of 2008, with nearly 1.3 million customers in
December 2008 making up little less than 1.5% of the total SIMs in circulation.
In addition the difficulties in relations between MVNOs and the four infrastructure
operators (MNOs) hosting them on their networks were confirmed.
In the first place, a high level of wholesale prices quoted by MNOs for SMS
termination was reported in Italy, which exceeds the EU average by 25% as set forth
above. In addition, in a few cases, virtual operators complained that they had to
pay their host an off-net rate with no technical and/or economic justification10.
Similarly, other complaints pertained to the host’s failure to charge backs the
termination rate to the virtual operator.
As regards relations between MNOs and content/service providers, there seems
to be a marked difference between the situation recorded in Italy and in other
countries of Europe, where the percentage withheld by MNOs is far lower (to the tune
of 30% less based on reports from operators). This result may be ascribable to a lower
bargaining power of CSPs in Italy and, however, reveals the existence of not fully
balanced market situation in competitive terms.
In addition, an analysis of administrative costs for numbers starting by 4, as
reported in the Communications Code and used by the CSPs, shows values in excess
of those applied in the majority of other European countries. Operators requested a
downward revision of number-resource costs, which will only be possible by making
available longer numbers starting by 4 (which will drive prices down). Otherwise, it was
observed, the situation of incompatibility with the principles of equitableness and
proportionality would persist. To that end, it should be noted that the “Numbering plan
for the telecommunication sector and implementing measures” was currently revised
by resolution no. 25/09/CIR, which submitted the following proposals to public
consultation:
1) Postponement to 1 November 2009 of the term envisaged for the
implementation of the new structure of numbers starting by 4;
2)

Extension to 7 digits of number ranges starting by 4;

3) Permission to use a CLI (Calling Line Identifier) – now forbidden for premium
rate services – for numbers starting by 4 and for SMSs used by a subscribers information
service;
4)

opening of dialling code 455 for charity fundraising by SMSs.

Finally, with regard to consumer protection issues, the inquiry confirmed
considerable criticalities in relation to companies’ behaviours (first and foremost,
mobile network operators) as well as to a few contractual clauses entailing
disadvantageous conditions for customers.
9
Among MVNOs, Poste mobile is in a prominent position with more than 650 thousand
users.
10 The question is totally similar to that covered in the proceeding concluded by resolution
AGCOM 667/08/CONS on voice call termination.
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A phenomenon that is gaining ground is the ‘bill shock’, i.e. particularly onerous
bills due to users’ inadvertent consumption. In such respect, the two Authorities having
conducted the fact-finding inquiry followed up the phenomenon, and continued to
intervene to protect consumers; in the case of AGCOM such follow-up task included the
imposition of caps to monthly expenditure.
Besides such more recent phenomenon, complaints from consumer associations
pertained – equally in the market investigated – to the provision of other
telecommunication services as detailed to below.
First and foremost, complaints related to unrequested services, combined with
the difficulty to deactivate subscribed services. More precisely, complaints pertained
to: i) the degree of transparency in the purchase made (a subscribed service vs. an
individual download); ii) conditions for the execution of the service/product purchase
contract by SMS (e.g., subscriptions for the provision of games, logos or ringtones); iii)
the actual functioning of the mechanism used to terminate the subscribed service in
question; and iv) the excessive duration of contractual obligations (of up to 2 years),
which can only be terminated if customer pays a penalty.
In general, particularly serious cases were reported in which, although customer
sent deactivating SMSs or placed direct calls to operators to terminate the service,
charging continued for long periods after the date of termination notice11.
Other types of complaints pertained to purchases within the limits of residual
credit. It often happens that the network operator, which also handles customer billing
for services offered by content providers, accepts the customer’s request to provide the
service even though the “electronic purse” credit has run down and has not been
topped up.
Finally, the request was made to introduce rates measuring the actual
consumption and not organised in time blocks (for Internet connection). Currently,
subscribers using a time-based charge access (or connection options linked to a
prepaid card), pay for the service in accordance with minimum 15-minute
connections.

Fact-finding inquiry on digital content producers in the electronic
communications sector
By resolution 626/08/CONS of 6 November 2008, the Authority started a
fact-finding inquiry on content producers in the electronic communication sector. The
inquiry was intended to investigate all aspects related to the market of contents
provided by digital technology in the electronic communication sector and, in
particular, aspects related to the market structure and the related value chain,
business models, management of exclusive rights, copyright regime, possible
developments in demand and supply, competition between different distributed
platforms, development in terms of competition and pluralism, guarantee of access to
digital contents and neutrality of means of communication, benefits for end-users, and
forecasts in terms of cultural, economic and social developments. Given the
complexity of the fact-finding inquiry, the activity is organised by the Audiovisual and

11 The problem arises from the fact that an operator is the vehicle through which a content
provider is reached, but when the operator is requested to terminate the service provision contract
with the customer, its call centre declares that the operator is not in a position to handle the case.
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Multimedia Content Department in association with the Market Analysis, Competition
and Structure Department, and the Survey, Research and Training Department of the
Authority and additional contributions from specialised experts in the industries of
electronic communication and media are also used.
In the course of the inquiry, the Authority has started a number of hearings which
will involve, among others, content producers, broadcasters, trade associations and
experts of the audiovisual sectors and will be designed to investigate – through the
contribution already made – the various aspects of the process of innovating new digital
contents - ranging from typically technological and market aspects to those related to
competition, pluralism and cultural/social development.
The ultimate purpose is to compile, on conclusion of the activity, a “white paper”
on the contents offered in the electronic communication networks.

Fact-finding inquiry on the relations between minors, television
broadcasters and the new media
Finally, a further key project is worth noting – which, after careful preparatory work,
was started by the Authority’s Council by resolution no. 194/09/CONS and will be
developed in the next few months.
Given the pivotal role played on a daily basis by audiovisual contents and further
given the importance of a careful use of the old and new media for a harmonious
development of underage users and the corollary need to provide a suitable level of
protection for such user class, in such project the Authority intends to further analyse
the relation between multimedia offers at all levels and the social behaviour of
minors.
This interdisciplinary study is designed to draw a picture of so complex a subject
with highly significant social implications as the protection of minors with the help of
specialised experts through the organisation of dedicated survey teams, and to
describe guidelines in an apparently rapidly changing context, with due account taken of
technological innovation and the related digitalisation and media-convergence processes
now under way.
More specifically, starting from a systematic review of studies conducted on the
issue, the final purpose is to analyse the evolution of television offers in the last few
years and to pinpoint the most significant aspects of audiovisual content viewing and
use of the new media by children and adolescents. In addition, the underlying intention
is to check the suitability of the current measures provided for by the applicable
legislation on the protection of minors, which essentially consist in the identification of
time bands of the programme schedule that are subject to special forms of protection,
in the use of symbols to identify the type of programme, and in parental control
systems for encrypted transmissions.
The final goal of the inquiry is to compile a “white paper” on the relations
between minors, television broadcasters and the new media which, together with the
other fact-finding inquiry started by the Authority with resolution no. 626/08/CONS
on content producers active in the electronic communication sector, will help provide
a complete picture of the various aspects of audiovisual and multimedia contents.
The “white paper” will be enriched by qualified contributions from an expert panel on
the theme of quality television and will act as an authoritative reference point for
institutions, especially the Italian Parliament, as well as for insiders and public or private
organisations involved in the protection of minors.
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2.3.

Fixed telephony

In the period between May 2008 and April 2009, the Authority’s interventions with
regard to fixed telephony - and, more specifically, its regulatory and monitoring activity
pursuant to the applicable regulatory framework – consisted in the following:
i.

audit of the regulatory accounts of the notified fixed-network operator;

ii.

audit of the net cost of universal service incurred by Telecom Italia;

iii. verification of terms of public offers made by the incumbent operator through
a generalised price list;
iv. analysis of terms of public offers made by Telecom Italia in the form of
discount packages and specific offers;
v.

analysis of terms of public offers made by Telecom Italia for leased lines;

vi. approval of the 2008 reference offer for voice call origination, termination and
transit services in the fixed public network (markets 8, 9 and 10 of recommendation
2003/311/EC) and of the 2008 and 2009 reference offers for wholesale unbundled
access services in metal networks and subnetworks and for co-location services
(market 11 of recommendation 2003/311/EC);
vii. approval of the 2008 reference offer for wholesale line rental (WLR) services;
viii. approval of the 2008 reference offer for transmission services with dedicated
capacity and definition of transitional technical and pricing terms for year 2008;
ix. implementation of procedures for customers’ migration between operators as
envisaged by resolution no. 274/07/CONS and for number portability in the fixed
network.

Audit of the regulatory accounts of the fixed-network operator
notified as having significant market power
In general, an audit of regulatory accounts is aimed at certifying conformity of
account reports – as produced by the incumbent – with the applicable regulatory
framework.
Mazars & Guerard was appointed by the Authority as the certifier of Telecom Italia’s
regulatory accounts following its selection in the open bidding procedure for the
assignment of the auditing task on the accounting documents produced by the notified
fixed network operator for years 2005, 2006 and 2007, called by resolution no.
744/06/CONS.
In the reference period, the Auditor conducted its audit of Telecom Italia’s
regulatory accounting with regard to wholesale and retail services offered in its fixed
network for accounting years 2005 and 2006.
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In particular, Mazars & Guerard audited the conformity of accounts with the
applicable regulatory framework, while bearing in mind that the documentation
prepared by Telecom Italia for the years under review is the first application of the
Authority’s regulation on account-segregation and cost-accounting obligations, and
specifically the set of measures adopted on the completion of the first round of market
analyses on the market of fixed networks. The auditing task performed by the Auditor
was completed in compliance with the contractual terms through the delivery of its
auditing reports.
The conformity reports certifying the cost-accounting, account-segregation and
regulatory-accounting systems of Telecom Italia for accounting years 2005 and 2006
are now in the process of being published.
Mazars & Guerard is currently conducting its auditing activity on the regulatory
accounts compiled by Telecom Italia for year 2007 whose completion has been
scheduled by the end of September 2009.

Audit of the net cost of universal service incurred by Telecom Italia
By resolution no. 1/08/CIR on “Universal service: methodology for the universal
service net cost calculation and financing”, as already reported in the previous annual
report to the Italian Parliament, the Authority established the new criteria for
calculating the net cost of the universal service starting from year 2004.
In particular, with reference to years 2004 and 2005, new criteria will exclusively
be applied for the ex ante identification of potentially non-remunerative catchment
areas (APNRs). Telecom Italia identifies potentially non-remunerative catchment areas
based on such new criteria, concurrently reviewed and defined under art.3,
paragraph 2 of the foregoing resolution, as detailed below.
More specifically, a potentially non-remunerative catchment area:
a) is situated in a municipality whose altitude is above the levels of hills or
mountains as defined by the Italian Statistics Institute (ISTAT);
b) is situated in a municipality with a population of less than 7,500 inhabitants;
c) is situated in a municipality whose population density per square kilometre is
below the 35th percentile of distribution of population density per square kilometre of
municipalities;
d) is situated in a municipality whose per-capita income is below the national
mean income;
e) has a percentage of corporate customers on the total number of customers of
the area below the average percentage of corporate customers on the total
customers at national level;
f) is situated in a municipality whose percentage of non-residential real-estate units
exceeds 50% of total;
g) has a long distribution network per customer in excess of the 65th percentile of
distribution of similar lengths calculated on all local switches in the national territory;
h) is served by PDH transmission technologies and is not connected by high
capacity technologies or circuits including such technologies as SDH, GbE and DSLAM
transmission devices;
i) its local switch has a number of copper-pair output lines lower than 2,500.
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The new methodology for calculating the net cost of universal service will be
applied in its entirety stating from the evaluations for year 2006 and for a period not
below three accounting years.
On the basis of the deadlines stated in resolution no. 1/08/CIR, Telecom Italia
sent the calculation of its incurred net cost of universal service for years 2004, 2005
and 2006.
During the early phase of enforcement of the standards introduced by resolution
no. 1/08/CIR on the adoption of new methodological criteria for calculating the net cost
of universal service, with regard to accounting years from 2004, Telecom Italia has
presented a number of interpretation issues with reference to the identification of
potentially non-remunerative catchment areas.
The practice of the early enforcement of so complex a methodology as that defied
in resolution no. 1/08/CIR, and specifically the adoption of the provisions of art. 3 of
the foregoing resolution, has evidenced he need to further articulate such criteria.
In such respect, the Authority found it appropriate to analyse the interpretation
issues posed by Telecom Italia and to further call a public consultation on its
evaluations made on the APNR identification criteria that will be applied for calculating
such net cost, with effect from 2004, with special reference, in general, to the notion of
Municipality and, in particular, the criteria under items a) and f) above.
By resolution no. 76/08/CIR, the Authority therefore started a public consultation
on the amendment of resolution no. 1/08/CIR “Universal service: methodology for the
universal service net cost calculation and financing”. On the basis of the findings of
such public consultation, the investigation procedure pertaining to the partial
amendment of resolution no. 1/08/CIR is now close to completion.
With regard to the review of the net cost of universal service incurred by Telecom
Italia for years 2004 and 2005, the Authority has already initiated its investigations on
the analysis and applicability of the universal service net cost allocation mechanism.
With regard to year 2004, Europe Economics, the awardee of the open bidding
procedure under resolution no. 744/06/CONS, which was selected for auditing the
calculation of net cost incurred by the universal service provider for years 2004, 2005
and 2006, has already started its auditing activities.
The investigation procedure named “Universal service: analysis and applicability
of the net cost allocation and evaluation mechanism for year 2004” and the audits
conducted by Europe Economics were however suspended until the completion of
investigations associated with the public consultation called by resolution no.
76/08/CIR.
With regard to the audit of universal service net cost incurred by the universal
service provider for years 2007 and 2008, Telecom Italia forwarded its calculation
report.
As regards the performance of the audit on the calculation of the net cost incurred
by the universal service provider for years 2007 and 2008, the Authority is compiling
the relevant call for bids.
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Verification of terms of public offers made by the notified fixed
network operator Telecom Italia through a generalised price list
In the period under review the Authority continued its control of prices of telephone
services indistinctively applied by Telecom Italia to all customers with a review on the
correct application of the price cap mechanism fixed by resolution no.
642/06/CONS for the markets of local, national and fixed-mobile telephone traffic
(markets 3 and 5 of the European Commission recommendation no. 2003/311/EC).
The price cap mechanism applies to the three-year period 2007 to 2009, pursuant to
art. 12 of resolution no. 642/06/CONS.
For access services (subscription fees and one-time charges) the price cap
mechanism expired in 2007. With effect from 2008, no constraints are envisaged on
variations of access service prices.
Table 2.2 shows the constraints imposed by the price cap mechanism to the
percentage variations in the values of the consumption basket for services subject to
price control, determined by using the IPC (i.e. the ratio of the average Consumer
Price Indices for households of workers and employees in the two years preceding the
reference year), for years 2008 and 2009.
Table 2.2. Price cap constraints for years 2008 and 2009
Aggregates

Fixed –mobile
Retention 13

Local and
national

Constraints12 for 2008

Constraints for 2009

Residential

IPC - IPC

0.00%

IPC - IPC

0.00%

Corporate

IPC – IPC

0.00%

IPC - IPC

0.00%

Residential

IPC – 6%

- 4.28%

IPC – 6%

- 2.70%

Corporate

IPC – 6%

- 4.28%

IPC – 6%

- 2.70%

Source: Authority

In the reference period, two interventions were carried out on the prices of
telephone traffic services which exclusively covered calls from fixed to mobile
networks13.
Table 2.3 shows changes introduced by the first intervention, with effect from 1 July
2008 as well as changes made to termination service prices in the mobile networks
imposed on Tim, Vodafone e Wind, pursuant to resolution no. 3/06/CONS14.
12 It should be noted that the use of an IPC with two decimals is an innovation in the practice
so far used, and is intended to reduce the effect of causality associated with the approximation of
the constraint to a single decimal.
13 The average price per minute of calls from fixed to mobile networks results from the sum of
two components: a component fixed by the mobile network operator, i.e. the termination price;
and the other component, namely the retention charge fixed by the fixed network operator. The
price cap constraint is applied on this part.
14 Articles 10, 11 and 12 of the resolution prescribe that prices of mobile network
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Table 2.3.

Prices of fixed-to-mobile calls with effect from 1 July 2008 (in
eurocents, net of VAT)
Prices

TIM

Set-up
Peak (min)
Off-peak (min)

VODAFONE Set-up
Peak (min)
Off-peak (min)
WIND

Set-up (€cent)
Peak (min)
Off-peak (min)

H3G

Set-up (€cent)

Residential customers
current
proposed
6.56
6.56
14.50

12.80

8.49

7.43

6.56

6.56

15.00

13.29

8.67

7.59

6.56

6.56

16.06

14.05

9.22

8.04

6.56

6.56

Peak (min)

22.88

22.50

Off-peak (min)

13.49

13.25

Corporate customers
current
proposed
6.56
6.56
11.08

9.73

6.56

6.56

11.17

9.82

6.56

6.56

12.06

10.54

6.56

6.56

17.74

17.57

After the change, the value of the fixed-to-mobile traffic consumption basket
decreased 4.31% for the residential segment and 4.38% for the corporate segment – in
relation to the cap values for year shown in table 2.1.
Resolution no. 446/08/CONS on a “Supplement to resolution no. 628/07/CONS on
the application to H3G of the obligations of article 50 of the Electronic Communications
Code” under art. 1, paragraph 1 fixed the maximum price of the termination rate for
voice calls on the network of operator H3G at 13.00 eurocent/min, with effect from 1
November 2008.
Following the consequent variation in the termination price applied by H3G, a
further intervention was made on the consumer prices of voice calls originated from
the fixed network and terminated on H3G’s network in order to compensate for the
increase in the average retention charge which would have otherwise resulted as a
consequence of the reduction in the termination price from 16.26 eurocents/min. to
13.00 eurocents/min. of voice calls terminated on the network of H3G. The table
below illustrates the price variation introduced with the cited intervention:

termination are until 2007 subject to a cap of IPC – 13% for TIM and Vodafone, and of IPC – 16%
for Wind respectively. Current and proposed termination prices were not divided into peak and
off-peak and were therefore equal to the following for Tim, Vodafone and Wind respectively:
9.97 €cents/min and 8.85 €cents/min, 9.97 €cents/min and 8.85 €cents/min, 11.09 €cents/min
and 9.51 €cents/min; the termination price of H3G remained unchanged at 16.26 €cents/min as
provided for by resolution no. 628/07/CONS and the revision of the related retail price is due to
the obligation to keep in line the average revenues per minute of Telecom Italia net of
termination cost (retention charge) irrespective of the termination operator.
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Prices of fixed-to-mobile calls terminated on the H3G network, with effect
from 1 November 2008 (in eurocents, net of VAT)
Residential customers
current
proposed

Set up
Peak (min)
Off-peak (min)

6.56
22.50
13.25

6.56
18.34
10.65

Corporate customers
current
proposed

6.56
17.57

6.56
14.31

Source: Authority

Prices shown show no variation in the value of the fixed-to-mobile traffic
consumption basket for the retention charge and, therefore, for the purposes of the
price cap mechanism calculation at the time of coming into force of the termination
price as per resolution no. 446/08/CONS. Therefore, it can be concluded that the H3G’s
reduction in its termination price – in compliance with the provisions of resolution no.
446/08/CONS, was fully shifted to consumers determining a reduced price applied to
them: as a result the average retention price applied by Telecom Italia remained
unchanged from the previous period.
In the period from May 2008 to April 2009, the general price list applied to all
customers was also updated with reference to the subscription fee paid by residential
customers with effect from 1 February 2009. As already observed, the price cap
mechanism applicable to such segment in accordance with resolution no. 33/06/CONS
was in force until the end of 2007. The related price control obligations are now being
assessed in the context of the procedure for the revision and possible integration of
regulatory measures designed to promote actual competition in the markets of
access to the fixed network, as per resolution no. 626/07/CONS.
Telecom Italia proposed an increase in the monthly subscription fee from 12.14 to
13.40 euros per month, net of VAT, for residential customers while leaving other
charges paid by residential customers (activation, relocation etc.) unchanged;
similarly the subscription fees and charges for non-residential customers remained
unchanged. For vulnerable customers suffering from particularly severe financial
hardships, pursuant to art. 81 of ministerial decree no. 112 of 2008, the subscription
fee has remained unchanged. For protected customers, the 50% percentage discount
on the subscription fee amount has remained unchanged. In such class of users,
Telecom Italia’s proposal has determined an increase in the subscription fee, net of VAT,
from 6.07 to 6.70 euros.
Telecom Italia’s proposal, which was found compliant to the provisions of paragraph
2, art. 67 of the Communications Code, was approved on completion of an evaluation
made by the Authority15.
In such analysis, the Authority took account of the fact that Telecom Italia’s share
in the retail access market has shifted over the last four years from a value of more
than 90% to around 82%. The reduction of Telecom Italia’s market share in retail
access services is ascribable to the opportunity offered to end-users to access
alternative market offers to those of the notified operator.
15 Paragraph 2, art. 67 provides that obligations in the retail segment may include prescriptions
that would prevent the identified companies from applying excessive prices, or preventing the
entry of other participants into the market, or hampering competition by fixing predatory prices,
or unjustly privileging specific end-users, or unduly bundling their offered services.
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Based on the indications given by consumer associations, which where consulted on
the subject, the Authority decided that the acceptance of Telecom Italia’s proposal had
to be subordinated to an improvement of its quality of service indicators. Telecom
Italia’s proposal was approved by resolution no. 719/08/CONS, published in the
Official Journal of the Italian Republic no. 4 of 7 January 2009.

Analysis of terms of public offers made by Telecom Italia in the form of
discount packages and specific offers
The Authority performed a number of evaluations on the conditions of public
offers made by Telecom Italia in the form of discount packages and specific offers, on
the basis of the provisions of resolutions nos. 33/06/CONS and 642/06/CONS. The
latter resolution supplements the provisions of resolution no. 152/02/CONS on price
tests. Such testing instruments are intended to assess, in the context of package offers,
that Telecom Italia’s offers are not predatory and are replicable by an efficient
competitor. Price tests are applied distinctively for each of the traffic services offered local, national, fixed-mobile - and separately for residential and non-residential
customers.
In addition. resolution no. 642/06/CONS, under article 14, defines the conditions
for implementing price tests for offers defined in the context of public procedures for
customers’ selection of their service provider. More specifically, Telecom Italia is
required to notify the Authority of any awarding in its favour of contracts for the
provision of services in the market of publicly available local, national and fixed-mobile
telephone services supplied at fixed locations. In such respect, in July 2008, the
Authority concluded a procedure started following a report from operator Fastweb for
the evaluation of the offer through which Telecom Italia was awarded a contract in the
bidding procedure of the agency Intercent-ER for the supply of fixed telephony and data
transmission services to the public agencies of the Emilia-Romagna region. The
Authority judged Telecom Italia’s offer of traffic services replicable by an efficient
competing operator on the ground of the evolution of the competitive structure in
telephony markets, with special reference to the demand from public administration.
A similar conclusion was drawn by the Authority for the offer covering access and data
transmission services, although the applicable regulation provides for no specific
provisions on the assessment of prices of such services quoted in the context of bidding
procedures.
In the reference period, the Authority also conducted a number of evaluations on
the offers to consumers presented by Telecom Italia. In order to ensure compliance with
the applicable regulation, the Authority’s regulatory activity required, in some
circumstances, the performance of a long and complex process of evaluation and a long
interaction with Telecom Italia - given the possible criticalities affecting the prices
proposed by the notified operator in its offers.
In such respect, among the developments worth noting are the outcomes of the
supervisory activity conducted on the “Alice Tutto Incluso” offer and the option “No
Problem DueInUno” which consumers may elect to subscribe to in combination with
such offer for the inclusion of local and inter-district traffic carried on an additional line available to the customer - in the flat-rate all-inclusive scheme of the same offer.
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The supervisory activity conducted by the Authority in the reference period further
covered the analysis of offers characterised by the proposal of bundled local and
inter-district telephone traffic in VoIP mode and ADSL connectivity (access and traffic)
through the offer named “Alice Casa”. In such respect, reference shall be made to the
section 2.5 hereof on the monitoring activity on Telecom Italia’s retail offers of
broadband access services in ADSL mode.
The Authority is now conducting an evaluation of a few price lists designed for
Telecom Italia’s participation in public procedures called by corporate customers for
selecting a service provider for amounts below 500,000 euro, which price lists were
proposed by Telecom Italia pursuant to art. 14, paragraph 3 of resolution no.
642/06/CONS.
For some offers, it was found that, based on the ex ante appraisals of new pricing
policies, these were highly influenced by the criteria underlying the calculation of
consumption baskets of customers subscribing to such offers. As a result, Telecom
Italia was requested to provide, pursuant to art. 13, paragraph 12 of resolution no.
642/06/CONS, the actual data on its monitoring of the consumption of customers of
the offer.
The richness and variety of commercial proposals and related promotions
presented by Telecom Italia were such that the need was felt to update mechanisms
for the evaluation of offers in terms of replicability, non-predation and
non-discrimination. In particular, in order to conduct controls on the conditions of
Telecom Italia’s offers to consumers in the form of discount packages and specific
offers, it was found appropriate to regulate such instances as the bundling of
regulatory services, the pricing of promotions, the mixed bundling of regulated services
and non-regulated services/products, the forecast demand for offers and its elasticity,
test updates following the adoption of new technologies (e.g. VoIP) for both traffic and
access services, and the availability of periodically updated data in order to monitor
the evolution of the fixed telephony market.

Analysis of terms of public offers made by Telecom Italia for
leased lines
The final measure adopted following the analysis named “Market of retail leased
lines (market 7 of European Commission recommendation no. 2003/311/EC)”, i.e.
resolution no. 343/06/CONS of 19 June 2006, identifies Telecom Italia as operator with
significant market power and further introduces a multiannual price programming
mechanism, i.e. the price cap, which fixes, for the three-year period 2007-2009, a
maximum overall constraint to changes in the economic value of the consumption
basket (the reference used is the value of the consumption price basket in force as on
31 December of the year preceding that under review), which comprises all circuits
falling in the ‘minimum set’, i.e. direct analogue and digital circuits of up to and
including 2 Mbit/s.
Such constraint was fixed at IPC – 7% on the overall value of the service basket,
with a specific constraint equal to IPC – 7% for 2 Mbit/s considered separately.
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For 2008, the value used as consumer price index (IPC) for families of workers
and employees (net of tobacco products) was equal to +1.7% and, considering a
balance carried forward from the previous year of 0.03%, the annual percentage
variation of the value of the overall basket of consumptions of retail leased lines was
equal to –5,27% (for the sub-cap on the 2 Mbit/s segment, as no balance was carried
forward, the constraint was equal to –5.3%).
The reference offer for each year shall be notified by Telecom Italia by 1 November
of the year preceding the year under review. In addition, the opportunity has been
envisaged for the notified operator to change its offer during the year, in compliance
with the condition whereby at least half of the total planned annual reduction of the
expenditure, or no more than half of the increase in the total planned annual
expenditure shall be applied in the early six months of the year.
After confirming, as reference prices of retail leased lines for 2008, the list prices
already in force the previous year, in February 2008 Telecom Italia proposed its first
variation applicable from 1 June 2008, which will specifically amount to –2.75% and
–2.69% for the value of the overall consumption of leased lines and for 2 Mbit/s
digital circuits respectively.
With the subsequent publication of the price list to be applied from 1 December 1
December 2008, Telecom Italia completed the annual expenditure reductions
envisaged for circuits falling in the minimum set and for those at 2 Mbit/s.
In the reference offer of direct retail connections for 2009, Telecom Italia
proposed the price list already in force since 1 December 2008. Currently an evaluation
is under way of a new price reformulation applicable from 1 June 2009, proposed by
Telecom Italia in February 2009, pursuant to the provisions of resolution no.
343/06/CONS.

Approval of the 2008 reference offer for voice call origination,
termination and transit services in the fixed public network (markets 8,
9 and 10) and of the 2008 and 2009 reference offers for wholesale
unbundled access services in metal networks and subnetworks and for
co-location services (market 11)
By resolution 27/08/CIR, the Authority approved an amended version of Telecom
Italia’s 2008 reference offer for a number of services offered to interconnected
operators – more specifically voice call origination, termination and transit services in
the fixed public network (markets 8, 9 and 10). The approval was mainly based on the
control of compliance with the network cap constraints prescribed by resolution no.
417/06/CONS.
In the foregoing procedure, the Authority further provided the guidelines for
the enforcement of the current regulatory framework and specifically the
implementation of procedures for ‘subsequent’ number portability, i.e. number
portability when a number has already been previously ported.
In accordance with art. 6 of resolution no. 27/08/CIR, the Authority launched a
technical panel with operators intended for the implementation of the guidelines
envisaged by the foregoing resolution for the provision of number portability. Such
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specifications are designed to implement number portability both when Telecom Italia
acts as donor (i.e. the operator whose number was originally assigned by the competent
Ministry) and when the donor is any other operator.
By resolution no. 69/08/CIR, the Authority approved an amended version of
Telecom Italia’s 2008 reference offer for wholesale unbundled access services in metal
networks and subnetworks16 and for co-location services (market 11 of
recommendation no. 2003/311/EC) consisting in allowing an operator to allocate its
equipment in the Telecom Italia’s local exchanges. By the foregoing resolution, the
Authority also approved an amended version of pricing terms for the rental of copper
pairs and co-location services (power supply, conditioning and spaces for apparatus
co-location), based on the criteria fixed by resolutions nos. 4/06/CONS and 83/06/CIR,
and implemented the cost-orientation obligations on the basis of regulatory accounting
data. In the same resolution, the Authority defined the pricing terms of one-time
charges based on a ‘bottom-up’ cost calculation model i.e. a model based on the
analytic definition of activities performed, the related timing and the cost
components involved.
By resolution no. 91/08/CIR, the Authority called a public consultation on a proposal
for a resolution on the approval of pricing terms for unbundled access for 2009. Based
on the results of the consultation, by resolution no. 14/09/CIR, an amended version of
pricing and technical terms proposed by Telecom Italia was approved. Similarly to
resolution no. 69/08/CIR, the Authority’s approach was founded on the
implementation of cost-orientation obligations, based on the regulatory accounting
data on fees of copper pair rentals and for co-location services, and based on the
bottom-up model defined by resolution no. 69/08/CIR for on-time charges. In
accordance with such approach, the Authority approved – among other things – an
increase in the unbundling fee of less than half the level requested by Telecom Italia
and a reduction of the prices of main activation fees, i.e. the ULL (Unbundling Local
Loop) fee and the SA (Shared access) fee, compared to those requested by Telecom
Italia for 2009 and to the corresponding prices approved for 2008.

Approval of the 2007 reference offer for the Wholesale Line Rental
(WLR) service
By resolution no. 48/08/CIR, the Authority approved an amended version of Telecom
Italia’s 2008 reference offer for the Wholesale Line Rental (WLR) service, published on
30 November 2007, pursuant to resolution no. 694/06/CONS. The WLR service is an
intermediate service regulated by the Authority which, following the approval of the
Telecom Italia’s 2007 reference offer for the WLR, under resolution no. 114/07/CIR, came
into operation for the first time in the course of 2008. Such service enables operators
connected to Telecom Italia’s network to provide their own customers with telephone
network access and traffic services. In such a way, unlike the carrier preselection service
(CPS), the customer receives a single bill from Telecom Italia’s competitor (i.e. the
OLO).
16 The unbundling of local loop is a service providing an operator with access to Telecom
Italia’s copper network for last mile coverage and the use of traditional voice-call and broadband
services.
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The WLR was introduced by the Authority in order to enable the operators
competing with the incumbent to acquire customers in a way similar to that offered
when the unbundling service is technically available, equally in areas not covered by
the latter service (i.e. the only ones where WLR is offered).
Among main changes made to the Telecom Italia’s 2008 reference offer for the
service under review is the reduction of the WLR activation and deactivation charges,
the introduction of a traffic bonus with related value-definition criteria, and the
increase of the capacity to receive orders even considering the more intense process of
migration from CPS to WLR and the saturation of unbundling sites.
Another change pertained, in particular, to the introduction in the WLR reference
offer of a Service Level Agreement plus Assurance (a specific quality level that Telecom
Italia is required to ensure for the recovery of faults affecting corporate users), which
ensured better recovery times than those theretofore offered by Telecom Italia to its
corporate customers; a reason for this was that the market embraces all customer
classes including large account customers which are – by nature –more complex and
therefore require better performance levels.
A final change to Telecom Italia’s reference offer concerned the fixing of a few
criticalities affecting OLOs in the provision of multi-number ISDN service to their
customers through WLR, with the simultaneous activation of all numbers (i.e. the
main number plus the additional numbers assigned to the customer in the context of
its contractual relationship with Telecom Italia) and the streamlining of the
management of variations on the numbers.

Approval of the 2008 reference offer for transmission services with
dedicated capacity and definition of transitional technical and pricing
terms for year 2008
By resolution no. 42/08/CIR, the Authority approved Telecom Italia’s reference offer
for transmission services with dedicated capacity under resolution no. 45/06/CONS and
defined the related transitional technical and pricing terms for 2008.
In the foregoing resolution, the Authority defined the reference prices
applicable to the period 2006-2008 based on the cost-orientation obligations
prescribed by resolution no. 45/06/CONS for trunk and terminating circuits within the
meaning of the current regulatory framework. Pending the completion of the process of
migration from old wholesale digital direct circuits (i.e. dedicated lines) and partial
circuits (i.e. the transmission circuits with dedicated capacity defined in the previous
regulatory framework) to trunk and terminating circuits, the Authority approved the
technical and pricing terms for wholesale digital direct circuits and partial circuits to
be applied for year 2008.

Implementation of procedures for customers’ migration between
operators as envisaged by resolution no. 274/07/CONS and for number
portability in the fixed network
Procedures for customers’ migration between fixed network operators
implemented by means of any other intermediate services were regulated by the
Authority in resolution no. 274/07/CONS.
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The foregoing resolution titled “Changes and supplements to resolution no.
4/06/CONS: terms for access-service activation, migration and termination”,
introduced a number of provisions intended to make the switching of end customers
between fixed network operators by means of wholesale access services more efficient
and effective within the terms prescribed by law no. 40/2007. Used wholesale
services include ULL (unbundling local loop), SA (shared access), bitstream (and
naked bitstream) and WLR (wholesale line rental).
More specifically, resolution no. 274/07/CONS introduced a migration procedure
for customers’ switch between operators compliant to the provisions of law no.
40/2007 as to a maximum period of thirty days required for the switch and also implied
that the switch of the access resource (copper pair, bitstream, etc.) be made
concurrently with number portability, so as to minimise inconveniences for customers
and introduce additional benefits in terms of competition, market dynamics and
end-user satisfaction.
In particular, resolution no. 274/07/CONS divides the migration process into three
phases, namely phase 1 in which an end customer addresses a recipient operator and
states his intention to terminate his current service with the donating operator; phase 2
in which the recipient operator notifies the donating operator about its having received a
customer’s request for migration; phase 3 in which the recipient operator forwards the
request for migration to Telecom Italia’s Wholesale division which, in turn, terminates
the currently active service with the donating operator and activates the new service
with the recipient operator.
Both donating and recipient operators may only suspend the customer migration
process in exceptional cases, based on motivations specifically associated with a
technical problem. However, an end customer may exercise his right of withdrawal
(i.e. change of mind) in accordance with the applicable legislation.
One of the pivotal elements of the customer migration procedure is the availability
of a “migration code”, to be notified to customer by its service provider. Such code
contains all technical data required for the recipient operator to forward a correct
request for service migration to Telecom Italia’s Wholesale division.
The implementation of the foregoing procedures in the IT systems of operators
saw the Authority involved in an intense activity of technical-specification definition.
Resolution no. 274/07/CONS provides for the establishment of a technical panel
bringing together all of the operators concerned in order to define the details of
procedures and related terms of implementation.
In the proceedings of the technical panel, the activities required for the
implementation of procedures contemplated in the foregoing resolution and for the
conclusion of technical agreements between operators were completed in March
2008.
With a circular letter dated 9 April 2008, the Authority specified the terms of
implementation of resolution no. 274/07/CONS, in order to inform all operators of the
agreed technical requirements – suitably defined in accordance with the provisions of
resolution no. 274/07/CONS – and also confirmed the terms of implementation for
migration procedures and a few general principles in relation to the timing and terms of
provision of the migration code.
On 14 June 2008, following the proceedings of the technical panel, the layout of a
framework agreement was defined for end customers’ switch between operators, in
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compliance with resolution no. 274/07/CONS and the Authority’s circular letter of 9 April
2008. Therefore, operators could implement end customers’ migration procedures with
effect from 16 June 2008.
During the drafting of the final text of the framework agreement, in view of the
gradual implementation of procedures, operators shared the view that it was
necessary and appropriate to introduce a start-up phase from 16 June 2008 to 31
July 2008, during which limited values of capacity were fixed for the fulfilment of
requests for migration – such phase was required on the ground of the still incomplete
automation and entry into operation of processes. After the start-up phase, the
Authority adopted specific regulatory measures in which the capacity to meet
migration requests was adapted to actual market requirements.
In September 2008, when the start-up phase of the process of migration
procedure implementation was considered concluded, in the absence of voluntary
compliance with the required capacity level by operators, the Authority deemed it
appropriate to define a ‘request-fulfilment capacity’ level to be applied in the full
operation phase.
In such respect, the Authority issued resolution no. 68/08/CIR on “Provisions on
the daily capacity to fulfil requests for migration pursuant to resolution no.
274/07/CONS”, which defines the initial daily capacity to meet requests for migration
within the meaning of resolution no. 274/07/CONS and the terms for managing and
distributing such daily capacity by donating operators.
Following reports made by users and operators and further inquires conducted by
the Authority in order to check the degree of compliance with the applicable regulation
on operator switch, resolution no. 01/09/CIR was adopted, titled “Invitation to fixed
network operators - pursuant to art. 98, paragraph 11 of legislative decree no. 259 of
1 August 2003 - to comply with the regulatory measures on migration”.
By such resolution, the Authority required operators to fulfil customers’ request for
a migration code by means an IVR (interactive voice response) call centre, with a
response time not exceeding one working day. The Authority further required them to
provide a ‘pull’ migration code by written notice given at the time of signing the
contract or by web posting. Through such invitation to comply, the Authority further
imposed the use of ‘fulfilment rejection’ motivations in compliance with the provisions
of resolution no. 274/07/CONS and the following provisions on migration and, further,
in accordance with the terms agreed between the parties. Lastly, resolution no.
1/09/CIR prescribes the operators’ obligation to provide the Authority with the data
defined by resolutions nos. 274/07/CONS and 68/08/CIR in view of a permanent
follow-up of the migration process. Following further reports received from end users
and a few operators – specifically with regard to criticalities associated with the
retrieval of the migration code – by resolution no. 23/09/CIR, the Authority introduced
the requirement to report the migration code in bills.
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2.4. Mobile telephony
In the period between May 2008 and April 2009, the Authority’s Interventions
with regard to mobile telephony covered the following themes:
i. audit of the regulatory accounts of mobile network operators notified as having
significant market power;
ii. monitoring of conformity with the current regulatory framework on price
control;
iii. monitoring of conformity with the current regulatory framework on mobile
number portability;
iv. measures for the use of mobile frequency bands.

Audit of the regulatory accounts of mobile network operators notified as
having significant market power
The regulatory accounts at historic and current costs (HCA and CCA) of mobile
operators notified as having significant market power were subject to the audit and
certification of an independent auditor commissioned by the Authority in order to check
compliance with the account reporting obligations envisaged by the following
resolutions: no. 485/01/CONS on “Guidelines for the compilation of accounts for
regulatory purposes by notified mobile operators and evolution of the cost
accounting system”; no. 399/02/CONS on “Guidelines for current cost accounting for
notified fixed and mobile network operators and measures for the compilation of
regulatory accounts by mobile operators” and no. 3/06/CONS on “Market of voice call
termination on individual mobile networks (market 16 of European Commission
Recommendation no. 2003/311/EC): market identification and analysis, evaluation on
the existence of operators with significant market power and identification of regulatory
obligations”.
On completion of an open bidding procedure called by resolution no. 744/06/CONS,
Mazars & Guerard was awarded a contract to certify the regulatory accounts of operators
TIM, Vodafone and Wind for accounting years 2005, 2006 and 2007.
In the period from May 2008 to April 2009, the selected Auditor performed and
completed its historic-cost and current-cost audits, limited to year 2005, on the
accounting documents produced by the mobile network operators, and delivered its
conformity audit reports.
Mazars & Guerard is currently auditing the regulatory accounts compiled by the
notified mobile network operators for accounting year 2006.
With regard to the mobile operator H3G, its obligation to compile a regulatory
historic-cost and current-cost accounting system for years 2005, 2006 and 2007 was
introduced by resolution no. 628/07/CONS on the “Market of voice call termination on
individual mobile networks (market 16 of European Commission Recommendation no.
2003/311/EC): Evaluation pursuant to art. 15, paragraph 4 of resolution no. 3/06/CONS
on the application to H3G of the obligations of article 50 of the Electronic
Communications Code”.
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Monitoring of conformity with the current regulatory framework on price
control
With regard to the regulation on price control, by resolution no. 3/06/CONS, the
Authority introduced a mechanism for a planned reduction of termination prices of
voice calls in the networks of mobile operators TIM, Vodafone and Wind for years
2006-2008.
More specifically, as was already set forth in the previous annual report to the
Italian Parliament, pursuant to article 10 and article 11 respectively of resolution no.
3/06/CONS, the price of voice call termination on the mobile networks of TIM and
Vodafone is subject to an annual reduction constraint equal to IPC-13% and the price of
voice call termination on the network of WIND is subject to an annual reduction
constraint of IPC-16%
Pursuant to the provisions of the resolution stated above, with effect from 1 July
2008, the price of voice call termination on the networks of mobile operators TIM and
Vodafone, on the one hand, and Wind, on the other, was fixed at 8.85 eurocents per
minute and 9.51 eurocents per minute.
With reference the price control obligation imposed on H3G, by resolution no.
628/07/CONS, the Authority fixed, with effect from 1 March 2008, a maximum price of
voice call termination on the mobile network of H3G at 16.26 eurocents per minute.
By resolution no. 446/08/CONS, the Authority established that, with effect from 1
November 2008, the maximum price of voice call termination on the mobile network of
H3G would be reduced from 16.26 eurocents per minute to 13.00 eurocents per
minute.
In the reference period, the Authority performed a review activity in order to
check the observance of the constraints it had imposed on mobile operators TIM,
Vodafone, Wind and H3G. More specifically, the check was centred on the reduction of
the termination service price applied by mobile operators TIM, Vodafone and Wind with
effect from 1 July 2008, pursuant to resolution no. 3/06/CONS, and on the reductions
imposed on H3G with effect from 1 March and 1 November 2008, as per resolutions
nos. 628/07/CONS and 446/08/CONS. Further checks were made on the price
variations of fixed-to-mobile calls proposed by Telecom Italia in relation to the cited
price reduction.
In the same period, the Authority also continued its monitoring activity, in a
coordinated fashion with other European regulators, on the developments of voice call
termination on individual mobile networks. In particular, among other things, it
compared the mobile termination prices applied by Italian operators, in accordance
with the applicable regulation in the market of voice call termination on individual
mobile networks, with the average of prices applied by operators notified in the same
market in the main European countries. On a half-yearly basis, the results of such
benchmarking activity are published on the ERG website www.erg.eu.int. The Authority
conducted a periodic monitoring activity equally with reference to the market of SMS
termination, this time too in a coordinated fashion with other European regulators. In
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such respect, the Authority found it appropriate to compare, inter alia, the wholesale
price of the SMS termination service as applied by mobile operators in Italy with the price
of the same service applied by mobile operators in the main European countries. The
results of such comparison were then integrated in a broader fact-finding inquiry on
the service of the mobile market jointly conducted by the Authority with the AGCM
(Antitrust Authority) and published in May.

Monitoring of conformity with the current regulatory framework on
mobile number portability
Mobile number portability (MNP) or the opportunity to retain users’ phone
numbers when they migrate to another operator providing mobile telephony, voice
and data services is a user’s right expressly protected by article 80 of the Electronic
Communications Code (Legislative Decree no.259 of 1 August 2003).
In Italy, number portability was introduced in 2002 and, in March 2009 the number
of users that changed their operator while retaining their phone number were nearly
20 million.
By resolution no. 126/07/CIR, the Authority formalised the start of a procedure
intended to revise mobile number portability standards, including its provisions related
to economic and technical aspects and interaction models between all operators, in
order to take account of the entry into the market of Mobile Virtual Network Operators
(MVNOs) and Enhanced Service Providers (ESPs).
On the conclusion of such procedure, in full observance of the principle of
transparency and participation under art. 11 Electronic Communications Code, a public
consultation resolution (no. 60/08/CIR) was enacted and formally approved on 17
July 2008.
On the basis of findings of such public consultation, which saw a wide participation
of various stakeholders, including new entrant operators and was concluded on 15
September 2008, resolution no. 78/08/CIR of 26 November 2008 on “Standards on
mobile number portability” was adopted.
The resolution provides for a significant reduction of lead times for implementing
portability, defines monitoring and automatic adjustments mechanisms on the daily
request-handling capacity, i.e. the donating operator’s capacity to analyse/handle the
amount of portability requests, and establishes a set of rules designed for better
process efficiency, thereby reducing the number of portability operations that are not
immediately successful at the time of sending a first request. In addition, the
resolution further identifies a set of rules and procedures through which virtual
operators (MVNOs) are fully involved in the process and are fully assimilated to
infrastructure operators (MNOs) from a user’s standpoint.
In the context of the monitoring activity performed in order to check compliance
with the applicable regulation on mobile number portability, following the inspections
performed in the period from April to July 2008, at the Milan offices of Vodafone
Omnitel and of Telecom Italia S.p.A., it was found that such companies had adopted
corporate procedures consisting in the use, for commercial and promotional purposes,
of the personal data of customers having sent in a request for number portability, in
breach of art. 4, paragraph 9 of resolution no. 19/01/CIR which reads “the data of
customers requesting the activation of MNP shall be processed by the donating
operator with the utmost confidentiality and used exclusively for activating the
service”.
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The Authority, therefore, started two sanctioning proceedings at the end of
which injunctive orders were passed, and the two companies were each ordered to
pay a fine of € 240,000.00 (injunctive orders nos. 582/08/CONS of 7 October 2008
and 79/09/CONS of 19 February 2009).
Next, in the period from January to March 2009, the Authority’s offices received a
few reports and notices on problems related to the correct implementation of the new
regulation on mobile number portability adopted by the foregoing resolution
no.78/08/CIR. In response to such reports, the relevant assessment procedures
were started.

Measures for the use of mobile frequency bands
The 900 and 1800 MHz frequency bands are traditionally used for public mobile
services in GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) technology. Technological
development will shortly make it possible to reuse such bands giving priority to the 900
MHz band equally for advanced broadband systems including UMTS (Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System). Use of 3G (third generation) systems in GSM bands is
generally known under the name of ‘refarming’. Finally, the 2100 MHz is already used
for 3G UMTS services.
By resolution no. 541/08/CONS of 17 September 2008, on “Procedures and
rules for the allocation and use of frequency bands at 900 and 2100 MHz by
electronic communication systems”, whose preparatory work had already started in
2007 with the publication of the resolution no. 343/07/CONS on a public consultation,
the Authority reformed the regulatory framework for the allocation of frequencies in
mobile bands, by fostering – first and foremost – the reorganisation of the 900 MHz
band, with a concurrent launch of a bidding procedures for the allocation of available
frequencies, thereby laying down the foundations of an orderly start of the refarming
process.
The adopted regulatory measures are therefore intended for multiple purposes: on
the one hand, they are designed for the rationalisation of the currently rather
fragmented spectrum allocation and utilisation, so as to recover efficiency and
technically prepare the ground for refarming rollout; on the other hand, there is a need
to rebalance the overall allocation of frequencies to operators, through, among other
things, the assignment of the 900 MHz band to be made available on completion of the
rationalisation plan which constitutes a real digital dividend. Concurrently, through
the assignment of the available band, specifically the band at 2100 MHz, which is also
open to new entrants, the Authority intends to weigh up the actual interest that exists
for the entry of new market participants.
In further detail, the adopted resolution helps rationalise the 900 MHz band use by
GSM operators. The latter, in accordance with suitable regulatory requirements,
presented a rationalisation plan which, in February 2009, was approved by the Ministry
for Economic Development and Communications after receiving the Authority’s advice.
Following such approval, the plan implementation is now in progress. The
reorganisation of the 900 MHz band will be ensure a more efficient use of the spectrum
and rebalance the frequencies allocated to various operators, which will therefore
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benefit from up to 25 MHz in total of national band between 900 and 1800 MHz, in line
with the European average, with consequent advantages for competition. In addition a
full block of 5 MHz will be progressively released nationwide, with the opportunity to
allocate the released block, as early as in the course of 2009, to any new entrant
operators (to be sought through a competitive bidding for frequencies at 2100 MHz),
or alternatively to existing operators without a GSM band. In this case too, competitive
conditions will be improved. Finally, as a further goal, the reorganisation plan will result
in a level playing field among all operators for the future refarming authorisation, which
may only be given after the reform of the European legislation, which currently still
reserves such band for exclusive GSM use.
In the band at 1800 MHz, the cited resolution no. 541/08/CONS, after
acknowledging the delays in the development of suitable innovative technologies for the
transition to 3G and the consequent reduced interest on the market, confines itself to
postpone future allocation plans, although it also offers an option for the allocation of a
portion of the band of up to 10 MHz, where available, to any new entrant operators or
alternatively to existing operators without a GSM band, in order to rebalance the allocated
frequencies.
Finally, the resolution in question initiated procedures for the allocation of three
5-MHz blocks at 2100 MHz, to be made available after the revocation of frequencies
from IPSE2000, the operator that acquired the UMTS licence in 2000 and
subsequently never started operations and did not comply with the obligations to
which it was bound by the licence. The existing mobile operators may compete for at
most two of the three blocks available, whereas a possible new entrant may be
allocated all of the three blocks, equally by means of a special ‘combined offer’, i.e.
an offer that can be selected in its entirety or partially in the course of the various
rounds of the auction. With such procedure, on the one hand, new entrants would
easily be awarded the bandwidth that most suits their industrial plans, and on the
other the State would obtain - for the auctioned assets - a value corresponding to
market price. In relation to such competitive procedure, the Ministry for Economic
Development published an invitation to bid at the end of March 2009 and consequently
the relevant procedures are now in progress.
Resolution no. 541/08/CONS also provides for a number of other asymmetric
measures in favour of new entrants, consisting in roaming on advantageous conditions
in the GSM network which a new entrant at 2100 MHz would be eligible for as well as in
the 3G networks reserved for the awardee of the released block at 900 MHz.
With the measure reforming allocation plans contemplated by the resolution in
question, the Authority, which pioneered other similar interventions in Europe with
regard to the 900 MHz band, intended to consolidate the process of development of
the national mobile market, which proved to be among the most advanced and
innovative worldwide, and therefore created the conditions for a further technological
development and a for a more balanced growth of competition.
By resolution no. 559/08/CONS of 24 September 2008, the Authority started a
public consultation for acquiring the necessary elements for the definition of the
regulatory framework designed to allocate the frequency band at 2.6 GHz for
electronic communication systems, for the purposes of, among others, art. 29 of
the Code. The 2.6 GHz band is designed for the family of IMT (international mobile
telecommunication) systems among which are UMTS technologies. Recently, the
technologies standardised by the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers),
among which is WiMax (worldwide interoperability for microwave access) and its
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evolutions have become part of that family. In any case, the principle of technological
neutrality does not prevent the use of such band by other technologies, provided there
is evidence of their compatibility.
With regard to band usage, two poles of interest will presumably oppose each
other; the first – derived from the mobile segment – sees the band in question as an
extension of capacity for current mobile systems17, hence as an opportunity to
increase the bandwidth for the provision of services. The market segment that
embraces this approach will presumably be interested in using the band in FDD
(frequency division duplex) mode, i.e. using a separate spectrum for the two
terminal-to-network and network-to-terminal transmission directions. The other pole
of interest is associated with wireless access, i.e. technologies deriving from the IEEE
standards, including WiMax, in which the band is seen as a reserve of new capacity as
well as an opportunity for coverage extension18 given its better propagation
characteristics than those of the currently used band (3.5 GHz). Such market segment
is presumably interested in using the spectrum mainly in TDD (time division duplex)
mode, i.e. using the same allocated spectrum block alternatively for the two
transmission directions. The first use, FDD, is typical of cellular systems, which mostly
befits balanced or symmetric traffic in the two directions, the second is more typical of
data traffic, in which download traffic, from the network to the terminal (e.g. for
Internet access, etc.) prevails.
Technical standards for an orderly use of the spectrum have achieved a
compromise solution with a few fixed system parameters19 combined with the
opportunity to accommodate a mixed FDD/TDD use, either by the preliminary fixing of
the quantity of band to be used for one mode or the other or by leaving the market free
to chose the method for optimum channelling of the traffic flow.
Against such background, the Authority’s measure proposes an evaluation of two
possible options of band arrangement. Fixed FDD/TDD channelling simplifies selection
procedures, but imposes on the administration the duty to verify that the optimum
division for the market is the one that has been defined in the specific case considered
(i.e. 10 TDD blocks and 14 FDD blocks). Dynamic channelling presents complementary
advantages, including that of leaving it to the market to select the most appropriate
technologies and the quantity of band to be allocated to such technologies.
The choice between the two options outlined above is the most significant theme
subjected to consultation. Over and above the channelling mode, through the
foregoing resolution the Authority proposes other issues to public discussion such as
the selection method for the allocation of frequency blocks, for which, in the case in
point, a ‘clock auction’ is proposed. In such auction method, bidders, during a phase of
gradual increase of the price starting from a minimum value for the block proposed by
the auctioneer, declare how many 5-MHz blocks (of each type, FDD and TDD) they are
prepared to purchase at the current price. Such system is simple and efficient in the

17 In this case, the 2.6 GHz band is seen as an ‘upward’ extension of the 2.1 GHz band which
provides an overall increase of capacity and the use of perfective technologies such as LTE
(Long Term Evolution).
18 In this case, the 2.6 GHz band is seen as a ‘downward’ extension to improve coverage and
offer new capacity with the existing technologies in the 3.5 GHz band.
19 I.e. Fixing of the minimum block at 5 MHz, pitch distance of duplex for FDD mode at 120
MHz, rules of compatibility between FDD and TDD blocks, etc.
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special case in question and can be used in both of the options outlined above so as to
determine the quantity of blocks allocated to each awardee20. Clock auction is then
followed by a second bidding phase to allow awardees to choose a specific frequency
blocks starting from the number of generic blocks awarded.
Other conditions proposed for the allocation of rights to use frequencies are the
classical ones of allocation procedures and include, in relation to the specific
characteristic of the band and potential operators interested, the awarding of rights of
use on a national basis, minimum coverage obligations associated with the
use-it-or-lose-it condition, flexibility of use, possible trading and leasing opportunities
similar to those adopted for BWA (broadband wireless access) (WiMax) with resolution
no. 209/07/CONS. The Authority also proposed to consultation the opportunity to
introduce special reserves for any new entrants and the terms of definition for such
candidates.
The consultation in question saw the participation of 21 entities, eight of which
were also consulted in hearings between November and December 2008. The Authority
examined the findings of the consultation and acknowledged a considerable
polarisation of answers in favour of either options proposed, and with marked nuances
even on its other proposed regulatory conditions. Therefore assessments are under way
in order to reach a final resolution which would mediate between the two opposing
interests. For an ultimate evaluation, it is also appropriate to wait until a consolidated
calendar is prepared by the foregoing Ministry on the availability of the 2.6 GHz band.

20 What is more, a maximum limit of 50 MHz per awardee was envisaged to avoid any
‘looting’ phenomena, as well as a minimum limit of 10 MHz to favour the offer of qualified services.
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2.5. The Internet
As regards the Internet, in the reference period, the activity carried out by the
Authority mainly concentrated on the following:
i. approval of the 2008 bitstream service reference offer for operators’ access to
Telecom Italia’s broadband data network;
ii. monitoring of Telecom Italia’s retail offers for broadband access services in
ADSL technology;
iii. regulation of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services;
iv. definition of national interconnection specifications for using numbers starting
by 5 for nomadic VoIP services.

Approval of the 2008 bitstream service reference offer
The bitstream service replaces Telecom Italia’s provided wholesale ADSL service
and introduces technical and economic innovations. Such intermediate service enables
competing operators to access the transmission capacity of Telecom Italia’s
packet-switched broadband data network available between a delivery point at local or
regional level and customers’ premises. The bitstream service enables operators to
provide users with broadband Internet connectivity, VoIP and video streaming.
Unlike the unbundled access service, in which an operator rents a copper pair line
for last mile coverage and installs its own infrastructure (fibre line) to reach the
incumbent’s local exchange, the bitstream service enables Telecom Italia’s competitor to
deliver data traffic originated at more remote level to the incumbent, which implies
lower infrastructural costs. More specifically, the bitstream reference offer makes
nearly 30 delivery points – called parent nodes – available throughout Italy: an
operator purchases from Telecom Italia both the access component for last mile
coverage and the transport component from Telecom Italia’s local exchange to the
parent node. An interconnected operator is also offered the option to purchase
transmission capacity for long-distance data transmission (i.e. between parent nodes),
which ensures total coverage of the national territory from one or a few delivery
points.
Bitstream represents an essential alternative for the supply of broadband services in
the areas in which unbundling is not available, or where unbundling exchanges have no
spare capacity.
By resolution no. 13/09/CIR, the Authority approved an amended version of
the technical and pricing terms of Telecom Italia’s 2008 reference offer for the
bitstream service.
Such changes mainly pertain to reductions in the prices originally proposed by
Telecom Italia. In particular, the monthly access fee was down from 9.0 euros per month
to 8.5 euros per month. The Authority’s intervention also resulted in reduced one-time
fees for the activation of bitstream accesses in shared and dedicated lines and in reduced
fees for service configuration in the broadband network. The Authority further provided
guidelines for the compilation of the 2009 reference offer, and required price reductions
for both access and transmission services.
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Wholesale bitstream services contemplated in the 2008 reference offer present
improved technical characteristics when compared to Telecom Italia’s wholesale ADSL
offers. In addition, a reduction of costs incurred by the competing operator was
observed partly as a result of the changeover from a price-control system for Telecom
Italia’s prices based on the retail minus criteria to the cost-orientation method. In opting
for the bitstream reference offer, competitors may extend the range of services offered
to consumers and, given the advantage of more affordable wholesale prices, offer lower
retail prices.
Significantly, the 2008 reference offer for the bitstream service approved by the
Authority is among the most advanced in Europe. In allowing competitors to access
bitstream capacity on three hierarchical levels of delivery nodes (distant node, parent
node and local exchange), it contributes to a higher infrastructural development of the
interconnected operator, in accordance with the ladder-of-investments principle.
The reference offer in question is among the few in Europe in which bitstream
service is based on the use of the Gigabit Ethernet technology, which Telecom Italia has
implemented over the last few years and offers improved efficiency in the provision of
specific services (such as IPTV) and reduced costs compared to the ATM technology
previously used.
The 2008 reference offer for the bitstream service, further allows OLOs to access
the devices introduced by Telecom Italia in the context of initiatives designed to reduce
the digital divide, among which are MINIDSLAMs (placed in areas served by exchanges
not connected by fibre) and DSLAMs, located in distribution cabinets used to obviate the
technological limit of multiplexers present in the primary access network, which do not
support xDSL accesses.

Monitoring of Telecom Italia’s retail offers for broadband access
services in ADSL technology
In the period from May 2008 to April 2009, the Authority’s activity in the market of
Internet access mainly pertained to the analysis of Telecom Italia’s retail offers of ADSL
connectivity (known as ‘Alice’ offers) in order to check its compliance with the applicable
regulatory requirements. The Authority’s activity mainly focussed on the operator’s
compliance with the requirement of giving a prior notice of technical terms and prices
as well as with the requirement of retail offers replicability through the currently
available wholesale services.
The Authority activity was centred on auditing the replicability of Telecom
Italia’s commercial offers named “Alice casa”. Such offers consist in the provision to
end customers, against payment of a monthly flat rate, of an access service
exclusively based on ADSL technology, which includes Internet surfing, VoIP telephony
(with one ore more phone numbers) and, optionally, IPTV.
In such respect, the Authority introduced guidelines for the performance of audits
on the replicability Telecom Italia’s offers. The Authority has also instituted a
consultation panel on the theme of price test with operators with reference to the
foregoing audit activities.
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Regulation of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services
In the course of 2007, the ERG (European Regulatory Group) instituted a
workgroup for the compilation of a European Common Position in charge of defining
guidelines for the regulation of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services. The
workgroup, coordinated by the Authority, was set up to harmonise standards for VoIP
services in the European Union, specifically as regards such issues as the use of
geographic and non-geographic numbers, emergency service access, and regulatory
obligations of VoIP service providers. The workgroup’s proceedings ended with the
approval by the ERG of a Common Position, which defines a shared framework on the
theme of VoIP services.
In the reference period, the workgroup activity continued with the introduction of a
questionnaire meant for European national regulatory authorities to check the current
state of implementation of the foregoing common position on VoIP. The performed
analysis, to be published on the ERG website, disclosed sufficient consistency in the
VoIP regulations of individual member states through the common position, although a
certain degree of variation in the treatment of nomadic VoIP services and in the location
of calls placed through nomadic terminals was observed.

Definition of national interconnection specifications for using numbers
starting by 5 for nomadic VoIP services
With regard to regulatory measures for the provision of VoIP services, by resolution
no.11/06/CIR, the Authority introduced, inter alia, a specific class of numbers starting
by digit 5 for the provision of nomadic VoIP services at national and international level.
For customers to use such number class starting by digit 5, an ‘Interconnection
Commission’ was instituted with the Ministry, whose meeting saw the participation of
representatives from the Authority. Its performed activity concerned the definition of
technical specifications for interconnection in view of an effective use by customers of
this number class.
In the course of 2008, the Commission’s activity was completed with the definition
of an interconnection specification document.
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Digital terrestrial video and
audio broadcasting
Planning activities
The planning activities carried out in the period between May 2008 and April 2009
were implemented, in compliance with the provisions of resolution no. 163/06/CONS
on “Guideline – approval of a programme of interventions aimed at favouring a rational
use of frequencies designed for radio and television services in view of their conversion
to digital technology”.
The guideline defines a set of activities for the revision and enforcement of the
National Frequency Allocation Plan as well as for the implementation of a rational
conversion of the radio and television system from analogue to digital technology
which, among other things, took account of the final decisions approved by the
Regional Conference on Radio Communications (RRC06) organised by the
Radiocommunication Sector of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU-R) and
held in Geneva from 15 May to 16 June 2006 to discuss the planning of the digital
terrestrial broadcasting service in the frequency bands 174-230 MHz (for digital audio
and video broadcasting) and 470-862 MHz (for digital video broadcasting),in the
countries of region 1 located west of the 170th E meridian and north of the 40th S
parallel and in the Islamic Republic of Iran.
By resolution no. 603/07/CONS of 21 November 2007 on the “Criteria for the full
digitalisation of video broadcasters in the Sardinia region in anticipation of the
analogue terrestrial switch-off fixed at 1 March 2008, the Authority established the
procedure for issuing the licences for frequency use intended for the operation of digital
video broadcasters; such procedures were converted to a parliamentary act by art.
8-novies of Law no. 101 of 6 June 2008 titled “Conversion to law, with amendments, of
the decree-law no. 59 of 8 April 2008, on urgent provisions for the enforcement of EU
obligations and of the decisions of the Court of Justice of the European Communities”,
published in the Official Journal of the Italian Republic no. 132 of 7 June 2008.
The same resolution, under art. 2, paragraph 4 envisaged the start-up of a
procedure designed for the identification of digital terrestrial networks to be deployed in
the Sardinia region and the consequent awarding of temporary frequency licences by
the then Ministry for Communication. In the context of such procedure, the Authority, in
agreement with the Ministry, i.e. the present-day Department for Communications of
the Ministry for Economic Development, instituted a technical panel with stakeholders
to be affected by the final measure. On completion of the proceedings of such technical
panel, a plan was drafted for the region – formalised through the adoption of resolution
no. 53/08/CONS titled “Plan for the allocation of frequencies for the digital video
broadcasting service in the Sardinia Region in view of the analogue signal switch-off”.
The positive experience gained with the institution of such technical panel
confirmed the validity of the working method with the adoption of resolution no.
200/08/CONS of 23 April 2008 on “Plans for the allocation of frequencies for the
digitalisation of television networks in all-digital areas: commencement of procedures
and institution of technical panels”, which initiated the planning procedures with the
institution of dedicated technical panels for each of the foregoing all-digital areas, for
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the purpose of identifying the digital
ares identified at that time, i.e.
Autonomous Trento Province and the
of temporary licences for the use
Development.

terrestrial networks to be deployed in all-digital
the Autonomous Valle d’Aosta Region, the
Piedmont Region, with the consequent allocation
of frequencies by the Ministry for Economic

The first procedure for the digitalisation of television networks in the Autonomous
Valle d’Aosta Region was concluded with the adoption of resolution no. 506/08/CONS of
28 July 2008 on a “Plan for the allocation of frequencies for the digital video
broadcasting service in the Autonomous Valle d’Aosta Region in view of the analogue
signal switch-off”. The agreement was endorsed by the public broadcaster RAI and all
national and local television broadcasters active in Valle d’Aosta.
The planning activity took account of all identified requirements, such as universal
coverage and the development of public television service, protection of linguistic
minorities, assured continuity of transmissions currently broadcast and protection of
previous investments, development of mobile television and new technologies, with
due account taken of the role of local broadcasters in digital television and the
possible entry of new network operators in the sector.
The above-mentioned art. 8-novies of law no. 101 of 6 June 2008, under
paragraph 5, provides that, in order to comply with the provisions of art. 2-bis,
paragraph 5 of the decree-law no. 5 of 23 January 2001, converted, with amendments,
to law no. 66 of 20 March 2001, and its subsequent amendments, and in view of the
frequency allocation plan implementation, by a non-regulatory decree of the Ministry
for Economic Development issued in agreement with the AGCM (Antitrust Authority),
a calendar shall be defined, within three months of the date of entry into force of the
conversion law of the decree-law no. 59 of 8 April 2008, for the definitive transition to
digital terrestrial video broadcasting with the indication of the national districts
concerned and their respective deadlines.
Such calendar was established by the decree of 10 September 2008 of the
Ministry for Economic Development, and its subsequent amendments and
supplements, which divides the national territory into 16 technical areas and, for each
of these, the transition to digital technology is planned in one of the half years
intervening between the decree signature date and 31 December 2012, the ultimate
date for transition (see paragraph 1.2.3.).
In particular, the calendar provides for the transition of Area 1, including Piedmont
with the provinces of Turin and Cuneo, and Area 4, with the autonomous provinces of
Trento and Bolzano, in the second half of 2009; the related planning activities were
completed in the context of the technical panels instituted with the stakeholders to be
affected by the final measure.

Resolution no. 181/09/CONS
On 7 April 2009, the Authority approved resolution no. 181/09/CONS on the
criteria for the complete digitalisation of terrestrial television networks based on which it
will initiate formalities under its own responsibility with regard to procedures for the
allocation of frequency licences. Such resolution provides for the use of the SFN (single
frequency network) technique to optimise the use of radio resources and therefore plan
the division of a higher number of national networks into national and local networks
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(reserve of one third in accordance with the applicable regulation). Based on the SFN
technique, the allocation plan will expectedly be structured into 21 national networks in
DVB-T technology covering approximately 80% of the national territory, and a further
4 national networks in DVB-H technology. The division into 21 national network in
DVB-T technology abides by the principles illustrated below.
With regard to the existing national broadcasters, resolution no. 181/09/CONS
provides that they will have sufficient transmission capacity for broadcasting
programmes in standard definition (SDTV) and high definition (HD) and at least one
multiplex per broadcaster will be provided. Based on the principle of non-discrimination,
such rule will also be applied to broadcaster Europa 7, the recent awardee of a
television channel. This conversion rule should provide, for each analogue channel,
sufficient transmission capacity for transmission in SDTV and HD. In accordance with
such criteria, national multiplexes would be 8 out of the 21 available in total for
national DVB-T networks.
Each broadcaster legitimately operating a digital terrestrial network arising
from the acquisition of frequencies, pursuant to art. 2-bis, paragraph 2, of law no.
66 of 2001 (frequency trading) and art. 23, paragraph 3, of law no. 112 of 2004, will
be entitled to the conversion of the digital networks currently operating in single
frequency technique so as to guarantee the availability of transmission capacity to third
parties and to take account of investments made by network operators; as a result, it
is calculated that 8 digital networks are required for the conversion to single frequency
of the current existing digital network that uses the less efficient multifrequency
system. All operators will in any case be required to return to the State the
frequencies currently used in each Region and, in exchange, they will be allocated a
single frequency per network. Finally, the resolution also envisages, for television
broadcasting to mobile terminals, the rationalisation of existing DVB-H networks
implemented by operators through frequency trading with their consequent
conversion into planned networks.
The conversion of existing local analogue television networks into planned digital
networks shall necessarily be made in compliance with regulatory requirements
envisaging, as said above, the allocation of at least one third of available transmission
resources to such sector. This implies that similar conversion rules to those envisaged
for the networks of national broadcasters will also apply to the networks of local
broadcasters, with the twin obligation to return frequencies on the date of analogue
signal switch-off and of the use of digital single frequency networks.
On converting the current national television system, therefore, a national
digital dividend will be available of at least 5 television networks (plus a possible
DVB-H network). Such digital dividend will be subjected to competitive bidding based
on criteria that will ensure the maximum degree of openness to competition and
promotion of new programmes in accordance with selection procedures based on
objective, proportionate, transparent and non-discriminatory criteria, in compliance
with the principles established by Community law. The rules of procedure to be
adopted, in line with European best practices, will allow for the admission of all
entities operating in the European Economic Area (EEA) and will possibly envisage a
‘beauty contest’ mechanism similar to that used in other Member States, while
bearing in mind the following principles and criteria:
1. provide an efficient use of the spectrum through the use of SFN;
2. promote technological innovation in the interest of the industry and
consumers;
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3. ensure the best possible evaluation of the spectrum with due account taken
of the dissemination of good-quality contents to highest numbers of Italians.
In addition, the resolution envisages, based on the national and Community
regulatory framework, the introduction of a limit to the number of television networks
that can be obtained by existing broadcasters through the rules of procedure identified
above in order to ensure similar development opportunities for all potential bidders and
apply equal treatment in compliance with the principle of proportionality and
non-discrimination. To that end, resolution no. 181/08/CONS defines a set of important
asymmetric measures designed to increase the level of competition of the national
television system. The five lots subjected to bid (namely the 5 national television
networks) will be divided into two parts:
1) part A, comprising three lots reserved for new entrants and other existing
operators. No bids will be accepted from operators that, before the conversion of
analogue networks and the rationalisation of existing DVB-T digital multiplexes, had
two or more national television networks in analogue technique);
2) part B, comprising two lots open to any bidder.
Offers will be subject to a maximum limit (cap). The cap is fixed at such a level as
to prevent that, on completion of the bidding procedure, an operator may obtain more
than 5 DVB-T national multiplexes. Therefore, in the case of integrated television
broadcasters which currently operate 3 national networks in analogue technique, the
cap is fixed at one multiplex, while, in the case of an integrated broadcaster operating
two national networks in analogue technique, the cap is fixed at two multiplexes. If, on
completion of the procedure, one of the integrated broadcasters which currently
operates 3 national analogue networks is awarded one multiplex, then it will be
required to transfer 40% of the transmission capacity of such multiplex to third-party
non-integrated content providers. If the integrated broadcaster that currently has 2
national analogue networks available is awarded both of the multiplexes of lot B, it will
be required to transfer 40% of the transmission capacity of one of the two multiplexes
to third-party non-integrated content providers. The requirement to transfer 40% of the
transmission capacity on the multiplex in question will apply from the time of the
actual allocation of the national multiplex to the integrated broadcaster that wins
the bidding procedure and will remain in place for five years after the date of the
analogue signal switch-off at national level.
Another asymmetric measure envisaged in the measure adopted, which will
facilitate the deployment of digital terrestrial transmission networks by new entrants
and ensure the development of such networks within a reasonable timeline is the
obligation to offer transmission services at cost-oriented prices. This obligation is
imposed on existing broadcasters that already have networks with wide national
coverage. Existing broadcasters will offer transmission services to new entrant digital
terrestrial network operators for a five-year period running from the execution of the
relevant agreements. Third-party applicants will enjoy a right of access at
cost-oriented prices for a five-year period. Such five-year period will run from the time
of actual access by third-party applicants. A possible refusal of access may only be
justified by objective practical impediments, which will be subject to the Authority’s
control. In any case, applicant broadcasters may bring the case before the Authority
in order to obtain from it a binding order.
The programme - as approved - will be put into practice through a set of
implementing measures. In particular, such measures will cover the technical rules
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for the conversion of existing networks, administrative procedures and procedures for
the allocation of frequency licences. The competitive bidding for the allocation of TV
frequency licences will be called by the Ministry for Economic Development which is
responsible for issuing invitations to bid based on the rules established by the
Authority. The decision adopted will favour a rapid definitions of the rules for a gradual
analogue signal switch-off in the various Italian regions based on the planned calendar
and will act as a reference point for a rapid conclusion of international coordination.

Obligation to transfer 40% of transmission capacity of
digital terrestrial networks
By resolution 645/07/CONS of 19 December 2007, the Authority approved the
specification for the procedure to select entities eligible for forty percent of digital
terrestrial network transmission capacity to be transferred pursuant to resolution no.
109/07/CONS (hereinafter, the specification). The specification contemplates a
selection procedure intended to seek independent providers suited for access to the
transmission capacity to be transferred in which pluralism and competition in the
television system are pursued by requiring content providers to produce quality and
attractive programmes for viewers so as to speed up the introduction of digital
terrestrial technology.
On 24 April 2008, on the websites of the Authority and of operators under the
obligation to transfer transmission capacity, namely RAI (1 multiplex), Elettronica
Industriale (2 multiplexes) and Telecom Italia Media Broadcasting (2 multiplexes), the
prices of the transmission capacity to be transferred pursuant to specification were
published, as revised by operators following observations received from the Authority.
From the date of publication of such prices, sixty days were granted for the
presentation of applications by the entities fulfilling the requirements of the
specification.
The selective procedure for the assessment and scoring of the submitted
applications for access to transmission capacity was entrusted by the Authority to a
Commission appointed for such purpose by a separate resolution, formed by 5
members with proven experience in the sectors of communications, radio and
television programme scheduling, economy, finance and legal affairs, of which three
selected by the Authority and two by the Ministry for Economic Development.
On the expiry of the term for submitting applications for the selective procedure,
the Commission completed the phase of eligibility assessment by verifying applicants’
fulfilment of the specification requirements. At the end of such phase, the Commission
appraised and compared the applications of eligible entities in accordance with the
parameters prescribed in the specification with regard to three areas: editorial plan,
corporate plan and project for the use of transmission capacity. At the end of the
foregoing evaluation, the Commission compiled ranked lists of transmission capacity
awardees, by differentiating between applicants for national transmission capacity and
applicants for regional transmission capacity. By resolution no. 449/08/CONS dated 29
July 2008, the Authority’s Council approved the ranked lists compiled by the
Commission. Below is a table illustrating the ranked lists compiled by the Commission
and approved by the Authority at both national and local level:
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Table 2.5.

National ranked list for acquiring 40% of transmission capacity of digital
terrestrial networks
Applicant

Total
Score

1
2

Digital TV Channels Italy S.r.l.
NBC Universal Global Networks Italia S.r.l. ref. 37232
“Progetto Cinema”

69
66

3. (equal third
positions)

NBC Universal Global Networks Italia S.r.l. ref. 37231
“Progetto Factual”

60

Consorzio Alphabet (consortium yet to be established)
5.

Rete Blu S.p.A.

57

6. (equal
sixths)

Class Editori S.p.A.

55

Turner Entertainment Networks Ltd
Channel “Cartoon Network”
Turner Entertainment Networks Ltd
Channel “Boomerang”
9. (equal
ninths)

The Walt Disney Company Italia S.p.A.
Channel “Disney Family”

52

The Walt Disney Company Italia S.p.A.
Channel “Disney prescolare”
The Walt Disney Company Italia S.p.A.
Channel “Disney Animazione”
AIR P TV Development Italia S.r.l. ref. No. 37566
AIR P TV Development Italia S.r.l. ref. No. 37568
AIR P TV Development Italia S.r.l. ref. No. 37571
AIR P TV Development Italia S.r.l. ref. No. 37574
AIR P TV Development Italia S.r.l. ref t. No. 37576
18

AIR P TV Development Italia S.r.l. ref. No. 37578
QVC Italia S.r.l.

50

19

Top up Tv Italia S.p.A.

49

20

Anicaflash S.r.l.

45

21

Sitcom Società Italiana Comunicazione S.p.A.

40

22
23

Infront Italy S.r.l.. TV Channel “Easy Baby”
Archimede S.r.l..

36
32

24

Infront Italy S.r.l.. TV Channel “Big Dream”

31

25

ESPN (Europe Middle East Africa) Ltd

30

Source: Authority

Table 2.6.

Local ranked list for acquiring 40% of transmission capacity of digital
terrestrial networks

Region of
Applicant
Veneto
Lombardy

Applicant
Antenna Tre Nordest S.r.l.
Telelombardia S.r.l.

Total
Score
41
47

Source: Authority
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Following the publication of ranked lists, the Authority interacted with network
operators under the obligation to transfer transmission capacity and with the entities
included in ranked lists, and requested them to confirm their intention to broadcast
the programmes proposed in their letter of application and to indicate the multiplex
selected for the allocation of their contents.
After which, the Authority associated the programmes proposed by awardees with
the multiplexes of network operators under the obligation to transfer transmission
capacity, based on the ranked list order and taking account of the preference
expressed by each applicant, without overlooking allocation-efficiency criteria and
compatibly with the availability of transmission capacity in individual multiplexes. Based
on the prescriptions of the specification, the transfer contracts entered into between
operators under the obligation to transfer transmission capacity and awardees shall be
notified - within five days of their execution - to the Authority, which will check their
conformity with the regulation as per resolution no. 435/01/CONS and with the
specification. In case of any disputes, the Authority will decide in accordance with the
prescribed dispute settlement procedures.
The selection procedure - completed in accordance with the terms prescribed in the
specification - was therefore instrumental in ensuring the access by independent
content providers to the transmission capacity of digital terrestrial networks, with
positive impacts in terms of pluralism, programme-schedule quality and richness in
the choice offered to users.
Digital audio broadcasting

The period between May 2008 and April 2009 saw the continuation of proceedings of
the technical panel on digital audio broadcasting, in which the Ministry of
Communications, the public service broadcaster RAI, and national and local radio
broadcasters’ associations are represented. The panel was instituted by the Authority
and entrusted with the specific function to assess the results of technical tests made by
national and local, public and private radio broadcasters, as a useful base to gather
elements for the new planning of digital radio frequencies. The objective is to achieve
the necessary regulatory adaptations and frequency-planning adjustments for a
concrete development of the market of radio transmissions in digital technology
within the framework of clear rules based on the principles of pluralism, competition
and technological innovation.
In addition, it is worth noting that, over the last 12 months, a few tests of new
technologies have been initiated. In particular, tests were conducted in specific
geographical areas intended to develop multimedia networks and services for digital
audio broadcasting and to identify radio parameters for Visual Radio DMB/DAB+
programmes.
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2.7. The public broadcasting service
The present section deals with the activity of the public radio and
television broadcasting service, in accordance with the public service
contract undersigned by the Ministry of communications and Rai, for the
period 2007-2009, which sets the "further radio and television broadcasting
service obligations", in addition to those defined by the radio and television
Consolidation act. For this activity, art. 48, paragraph 1 of the radio and
television Consolidation act calls for vigilance by AGCOM.
The international regulatory framework on which the activity of the
public radio and television services and of the control Authorities is
founded, consists of the C9 protocol attached to the Amsterdam treaty. Its
function is to provide a true interpretation of the institutional treaty, in
which are defined, within general economic services, the public radio and
television services, in view of their role as bearer of extra-economical
interests strictly connected with the principles of democracy, pluralism,
protection of fundamental rights, and safeguard of the cultural identities.
In recognising the sovereignty of the member states on the institution,
regulation and financing of public broadcasting services, the subsequent
interpretative communication of the 2001 Commission sets, nevertheless,
certain conditions: that the mission is clearly expressed in a formal
document issued by a public Authority; that a body is created, in charge of
ensuring that the mission is implemented; that public funding is
proportional to the costs of the activity being undertaken, taking into
account the peculiarity of the same.
When the body called to perform the public broadcasting service
operates following a mixed funding regime (public funding, advertising),
therefore also operating on the market, in competition with other
broadcasting companies, it will be necessary to prevent diversion of public
money for the funding of commercial activities, resulting in State support,
that would distort the competition on the reference market. The mixing of
public funding regime management and competition regime management
can be prevented by means of company separation, or accounting
separation.

Accounting separation in relation to the public service activities
The national lawmakers have taken charge of these needs by
introducing in art. 47 of the radio and television broadcasting Consolidation
act, the obligation for the concessionaire of general radio and television
public broadcasting service to maintain separate account, for the purpose of
determining the cost of supplying public services, and ensure compliance
with the transparency and responsibility principles connected with the use
of public funding.
As a consequence RAI must produce a balance sheet with separate
accounting for the revenue deriving from licence fees and the charges
incurred for the provision of public services, following a model approved by
AGCOM.
With Resolution no. 102/05/CONS dated February 10th 2005 for the
"Procedure for the implementation of art. 18, paragraph 1 and 2 of law no.
112 dated May 3rd 2004", AGCOM has set out the accounting principles
laid down by lawmakers into precise guidelines, which the public service
concessionaire shall abide to, when implementing the accounts separation

system.

Art. 1, par. 1 of the mentioned Resolution no. 102/05/CONS requires
that RAI operates in accordance with national and international accounting
principles, paying the utmost attention to the analytical procedures outlined
in the recommendation no. 98/322/EC of the Commission, and that the
allocation of accounting items is performed according to the causality
principle, as defined in the said recommendation. The subsequent art. 2
requires that the company activity is split into three accounting sets:
A) public service set. including the costs and revenues relating to
production and programming activities falling within the public service
activity;
B) commercial set, including the costs and revenues relating to
production, programming, and sale activities falling within the commercial
activity;
C) technical service set, including costs and revenues relating to
instrumental transmission and support activities, for the production,
programming, preservation and broadcasting of the programs.
The company must also highlight transfert charges between the
individual accounting sets. These prices must take into account a suitable
return on the invested capital, providing separate evidence for the charges
paid by public and commercial sets for the use of the technical services. The
public service set must also include the charges for missing advertising
revenues caused by the legislations the public service concessionaire is
subjected to. Lastly, fixed assets and additional costs must be included
following the principle of fully allocated historic costs (HCA-FDC).
With Resolution no. 186/05/CONS dated June 9th 2005, AGCOM approved
the accounting separation draft produced by RAI on the basis of AGCOM
guidelines. The draft calls for the implementation of the following regulatory
principles: causality (revenues, costs and capital used are allocated on the
basis of the direct analysis of their origin, or the action that resulted in
obtaining the revenue, sustaining the cost, the acquisition of an assets, or
the occurring of a liability; if a direct analysis is not possible, the allocation is
made on a non-arbitrary measurable basis, based on the relationship with
costs that can be directly allocated; in all other cases, a general allocation
principle is applied); objectivity (the allocation is made in an objective way);
consistency (allocation principles and methods are consistent across times);
transparency (transparent allocation methods are used); quantitative
parameters (quantitative parameters are used, inspired to the rationality,
demonstrability, and objectivity criteria). The principles mentioned have a
decreasing priority hierarchy: in case of discrepancy, the priority criteria
shall be applied.
Subsequently, following tests performed on RAI 2004 separate accounting
system by the accounting auditing firm Deloitte & Touche s.p.a. 1 , with
1
with Resolution no. 393/05/cons dated October 13th 2005, AGCOM approved RAI proposal to entrust the auditing
of the separate accounting to the said company for the period 2004-2006, subsequently extended to 2007. The
entrusting of the auditing activity to an auditing company is a requirement of the radio and television broadcasting
Consolidation act.

Resolution no. 541/06/CONS dated September 21st 2006 AGCOM introduced
in the draft some formal changes on the representation of economic margins,
in order to facilitate the reading of the corresponding results. In addition, with
the same Resolution AGCOM also approved the detailed operating
procedures for the calculation of the advertising minutage requirements in
programs belonging to RAI "commercial" area, based on more restrictive
advertising requirements the concessionaire is subjected to, when compared
with a private operator.

The separate accounts presented in 2008
On November 10th 2008, RAI forwarded the report of the auditing
company Deloitte & Touche s.p.a. on the auditing of the separated
accounting data at December 31st 2007.
On the same date the report was also forwarded by RAI to the Ministry
for economic development, in accordance with the radio and television
broadcasting Consolidation act.
From the auditor's report, the following can be summarised:
• The revenues from subscription fees and agreements, fully allocated to
the A public service set correspond to 1719.2 million €. The expenses for
public services activities, including direct costs, capital costs, and transfert
charges totalled 2134 million €.
• The resulting deficit of 415.7 € is reduced - for the benefit of
television subscribers - to 159 million €, by allocating to the public
services the commercial revenues resulting from advertising (256.7),
remaining after allocating to the commercial set the resources from the
market,
corresponding to those that a private operator would have
obtained.
• The auditing company states that "there is therefore no excessive
compensation of the public service, incompatible with the criteria of the
European directives".
• The B set - commercial - shows a positive margin of 113.8 million €
(after taking out the advertising revenues described in set A).
• By comparing the costs of 2007 separate accounts with those of 2006,
it appears that the public service deficit (in relation to the revenues) is
reduced by 137.3 million € (from 296.3 million in 2006, € to 159 million €
in 2007).
• Following decree of the Ministry of Communications dated December
18th 2007, the cost of the ordinary licence fee for radio Broadcasting (for
private users) for 2008 was increased by 2 €, from € 104.00 in 2006, to €
106.00 in 2007.

Table 2.7. RAI separate accounts -2007
2007 Separate accounts

A

B

Licence fee
Advertising
Others
Internal transfert charge revenues
Direct costs + Capital cost
- Direct costs
- Transfert charge intercompany
- Capital cost
Internal transfert charge costs
Margin following art. 47, par. 1, TUR
Residual advertising
Margin following art. 1, par. 4, Res.
102/05/Cos
Advertising
- Total advertising from balance sheet
- public service advertising
- advertising minutage requirement
Net advertising
Value in million €
Aggregate A
Aggregate B
Source: Deloitte & Touche s.p.a.- Rai

1,588.0
131.3

0.0
880.2
51.5

1,494.2
1,151.3
292.9
50.0
640.7
- 415.7
256.7
- 159.0

568.8
376.4
176.9
15.6
249.1
113.8
680.2
113.8

A

2007

528.0
-271.
3
256.7
2006

- 159
114

-296
143

B
1.136,8
-528.0
271.3
680.2
2007 vs
2006
137
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The activity of RAI during the execution of the service contract
The system for the measurement of the quality of the offer - article 3
The service contract institution fulfils the need to make the mission of
the radio and television public broadcasting service as in line as possible
with the requirements and needs of an ever changing society. In addition
to expressing the values - and therefore the contents - of the public
services, it constitutes the tool for both assessing the pursued objectives,
and regularly redefining the duties to entrust to the public concessionaire.
With reference to the current contract, it is necessary to point out that
one specific duty is not fulfilled by RAI. We are referring to the dispositions
of art. 3 on the quality of the radio and television offer, and precisely the
introduction of a new system for measuring the offer quality objectives. Art.
3 sets out the framework of a complex measurement system aimed at
assessing, using two separate monitoring programs, the quality of
broadcasting, in terms of public value, and the corporate reputation, or the
image of the public concessionaire and the value it is allocated by viewers.
The same article also requires that the monitoring data are summarised in
the three macro-indicators below:

– market performance indicator, referred to the perception of users, in
relation to the
single elements of the radio and television offer;
– public value indicator, referred to the objective quality of the
broadcasted programs;
– corporate reputation indicator, referred to the image of the public
concessionaire.

It also requires that RAI publishes the results of such measurements. The
contractual requirements listed above are the direct result of the content of
art. 48, par. 1, of the radio and television Consolidation act. In entrusting
AGCOM with the duty of vigilance on the public concessionaire, this article
establishes that the general radio and television public service must in
effect be provided "also taking into account the service quality parameters
and the satisfaction indexes of users as defined in the contract itself".
Since the expiring of the term by which RAI should have developed the
measurement system - i.e. 6 months from the constitution of the Scientific
Committee, pursuant art. 3, par. 8, of service contract 2 - AGCOM has
several times asked the public concessionaire to notify the status of
implementation of the required activities. From the information obtained
from RAI, it was learnt that the operating transposition of the designed
measuring system showed some issues both in terms of survey completion
times, and on the costs of carrying out such surveys. It was also learnt that
following this fact, in accordance with the Scientific Committee, RAI had
initiated a further analysis aimed at identifying the essential elements on
which the new system should be based.
Following further requests, RAI notified that a specific technical
capitulate had been produced for the starting of a "competitive offer
selection" to be activated with primary research bodies.

Within this framework, sentence no. 10443 dated April 23rd 2008 of the
Supreme Court stated that RAI is subjected to the community regulations
on tenders of public interest, as far as public tenders are concerned, which
include, among others, market research and public opinion survey services.
The need for adapting the selective procedure to the European tenders
regulation has resulted in an unavoidable extension of the times for the
activation of the tender for the supply of the measurement system. RAI has
given notice that they have started the procedure for the selection of the
institutes in charge of developing the new system following open and
transparent principles, by publishing the cognitive survey notification on
three national newspapers, and at the same time of the necessary
documentation, on a dedicated website. The procedure initiated requires
the assessment of the various candidates, the invitation to producing a
proposal to the best scoring companies, followed by the selection of the
contractor, following the criteria of the most financially advantageous offer.
Whilst taking into account the operating difficulties connected with the
new and articulated system for the measurement of the quality of the offer,
AGCOM has deemed appropriate that the actual implementation of the
system must occur within the period of vigilance of the service contract,
and for a duration consistent with the complexity and the innovative
characteristics of the project being realised. AGCOM has then decided to
urge RAI that the system for the measurement of the quality of the offer
should become operative within a precise length of time, quantified as six
months. This decision was notified to RAI during February of this year.

2
Following the requirements of art. 3, par. 8 of the current service contract, the Scientific Committee consists of six
members, 3 of which are appointed by RAI, one by the National Council of Users, one by the AGCOM. and one,
covering the position of chairman, by the Ministry of Communications. The document "Guidelines for the project for
the monitoring of the public value of RAI broadcastings and assessment of the corporate reputation of the
concessionaire for the public radio and television broadcasting service" transmitted to AGCOM by the Ministry of
Communication in February 2008, was discussed last year during the report to the Parliament.

The non-availability of the required system for the monitoring of
broadcasted programs is reflected on the subsequent articles 4 and 5 of the
service contract (which object is respectively the offer of the three general
terrestrial networks and the offer of the three national terrestrial radio
broadcasting networks), reducing the strength of the disposition contained in
the same. The consequence of the non compliance with the contractual
requirement is that RAI is able to fulfil the obligations on public service
programme schedules only on the basis of quantitative parameters.

The television offer and the radio offer - articles 4 and 5

Art. 4 of the service contract outlines the requirements of the public
service offer. In specific terms, it identifies nine types of public service
(Information; In depth analysis; Work, social communication, public utility;
Culture promotion, school and education; Tourism and quality of the
territory; Performing arts; Sport; Minors; Audiovisual promotion). It also
states that RAI must allocate to these genres "not less than 65% of the
total annual broadcasting of the three general terrestrial networks in the
time band between 6.00 am and 12.00 pm, and not less than 80% on the
third network". The same article also states that strictly public service
broadcasting "must be distributed on the various general terrestrial
networks across the year, including high viewing and prime time bands". It
also requires that RAI notifies AGCOM, on a six monthly basis, with the
details of the programs broadcasted by each network, "grouped according
to the genres listed in par. 1, indicating their broadcasting time, the
number of broadcasting hours, the percentage in relation to the total
programme schedule".

Tables 2.8 and 2.9 show the public service television offer data for the
three general RAI terrestrial networks. The data, compiled on an annual
23
basis 3, refer to the net time of the programs, in absolute values (hours,
minutes, seconds), and percentage values.
Pursuant art. 7 of the service contract, the share allocated to the
"Minors" genre is calculated annually on time band 07:00-22:30.

Tables 2.8 The offer of RAI general television networks (a.v.) 1st
1
January - 31st December 2008 - net Hours
Genre
Rai Uno

Time band: 6:00 - 24
Rai Due
Rai Tre

Networks
Total

Information
In-depth analysis
Work, social communication,
Culture promotion, school
and education
Tourism and quality of the
territory
Performing arts
3

945.24.23
348.51.16
1104.17.25
137.52.24

808.55.17
437.58.09
242.51.10
194.07.28

909.44.11
1121.00.57
743.23.52
952.23.05

2664.03.51
1907.50.22
2090.32.27
1284.22.57

143.53.11

125.36.57

42.30.36

312.00.44

54.47.38

36.49.27

160.04.08

251.41.13

With the second briefing RAI has forwarded an annual report of the six monthly data.

Sport
Minors
Audiovisual promotion
Public service total
Other genres
Programme schedule total

186.52.07
34.35.35
761.07.13
3717.41.12
2232.57.10
5950.38.22

608.13.39
1232.09.41
377.03.00
4063.44.48
2015.18.59
6079.03.47

474.41.19
634.17.04
701.55.26
5740.00.38
483.53.27
6223.54.05

1269.47.05
1901.02.20
1840.05.39
13521.26.38
4732.09.36
18253.36.14

1 Net hours: It does not include advertising, "infomercials and telesales,
promotional network advertising, social campaign advertising, announcements,
theme songs, intervals, time signals, broadcasting interruption and suspension.
Source: RAI

Tables 2.9 The offer of RAI general television networks (% v.) 1st
January - 31st December 2008 - net Hours1
Genre
Rai Uno
Information
In-depth analysis
Work, social
Culture promotion, school
Tourism and quality of the
Performing arts
Sport
Minors
Audiovisual promotion
Public service total
Other genres
Programme schedule total

15.89
5.86
18.56
2.32
2.42
0.92
3.14
0.58
12.79
62.48
37.52
100

Time band: 6:00 - 24
Rai Due
Rai Tre
13.31
7.20
3.99
3.19
2.07
0.61
10.01
20.27
6.20
66.85
33.15
100

14.62
18.01
11.94
15.30
0.68
2.57
7.63
10.19
11.28
92.23
7.77
100

1 Net hours: It does not include advertising, "infomercials and telesales,
promotional network advertising, social campaign advertising, announcements,
theme songs, intervals, time signals, broadcasting interruption and suspension.
Source: RAI

As shown by the data shown in table 2.9, in 2008 the volume of the
public service programme schedule between 06:00 and 24:00 by the three
general terrestrial networks constituted 74.08% of the total programme
schedule. In accordance with contractual requirements, the main public
service programme schedule share was broadcasted by Rai Tre (92.23),
while Rai Uno and Rai Due achieved respectively 62.48% and 66.85%.
Figure 2.1 shows the composition of the overall offer of the three
general terrestrial networks.
Figure 2.1 The offer of general terrestrial networks Rai Uno, Rai Due,
Rai Tre Public service genres and other genres in %.
Period: 1st January - 31st December 2008 - Time band: 06:00-24:00

Networks
total
14.59
10.45
11.45
7.04
1.71
1.38
6.96
10.41
10.08
74.08
25.92
100

Information 14.59
Other
genres
25.92
In depth analysis
10.45

Work, social communication,
public utility 11.45
Audiovisual promotion
10.08

Culture promotion, school
and education 7,04
Minors
10.41

Sports
6.96

Performing
arts 1.38

Tourism and quality of
the territory 1.71

Source: AGCOM based on Rai data

The item "Other genres" includes the macro-categories Extra European
Films and fiction and Entertainment.
Among the public service genres, Information is the one to which the
highest number of hours was dedicated (14.59% of the total programme
schedule of the three networks); following in the order, with virtually even
levels, are the genres Work, social communication, public utility (11.45% of
the total), In-depth analysis (10.45%), Minors (10.41%) and Audiovisual
promotion (10/08%).
Figure 2.2 highlights some strategic lines relating to the distribution, in
terms of broadcasting hours, of the public service hours within the
programs of each general network.

Figure 2.2 Public service program schedule of the three general
terrestrial network RaiUno, RaIDue, RaiTre.
Period: 1st January - 31st December 2008 - Time band:
06:00-24:00. % values on the total of the networks program schedule

Information

Culture promotion, school and education

Sports

In-depth analysis

Tourism and quality of the territory

Minors

Work, social communication, public utility

Performing arts

Audiovisual promotion

Source: AGCOM based on Rai data

RaiUno confirms a strategy already visible in 2007: the public service
offer of the network is centred, also in 2008, on the genres Work, social
communication, public utility (18.56% of the total programme schedule),
Information (15.89 of the total) and Audiovisual promotion (12.79 % of the
total), while the programme schedule share dedicated to the genre Minors
(0.58% of the total) remains minimal. Consolidated television program
choices are recorded also for RaiTre, which in accordance with the findings
of 2007, is the network offering the most share to the In-depth analysis
genre (18.01% of the total network programme schedule, compared with
5.86% of RaiUno and 7.20% of RaiDue), and the Culture promotion, school
and education genre (15.30% of the total network programme schedule,
compared with 2.32 of RaiUno and 3.19% of RaiDue). On the other hand, a
partial modification of the offer was recorded with reference to RaiDue .
In particular, from the comparison with the 2007 data, an increase is
noted in the public service programme schedule share (66.855 of the
programme schedule in 2008, compared with 58.54% in 2007), resulting in
a decrease of the hours destined to programs of the macro-cathegory Other
genres (essentially Entertainment and Extra-european Films and Fiction),
equal to 33.15% of the programme schedule for 2008, and 41.46 of the
one for 2007. The genres that, in percentage, show the highest increases
are Work, social communication, public utility (3.99% in 2008; 1.92% in
2007) and Sport (10.01% in 2008; 6.81% in 2007). As far as RaiDue
television programs are concerned, in terms of programme schedule hours,
the central position of the genre Minors (20.27% of the programme
schedule for 2008) is confirmed.
To complete the picture, below is the list of the public service program
titles broadcasted during 2008 on the three RAI general terrestrial networks.
The titles, included in the two six monthly notifications, are listed in
alphabetical order, by network and genre. In addition, the titles of hearing
impaired subtitled programs are listed in underlined bold, previews and
presentations excluded, repeats notified.

RAIUNO
Information

ANNIVERSARIO FONDAZIONE ARMA DEI CARABINIERI; ANNIVERSARIO
FON- DAZIONE POLIZIA DI STATO; ANNIVERSARIO FONDAZIONE
GUARDIA DI FINANZA; ANNIVERSARIO DELLA REPUBBLICA; CERIMONIA
ANNIVERSARIO VITTORIO VENETO; CONFERENZA STAMPA PRESIDENTE
DEL CONSIGLIO; CONSEGNA ONORIFICENZE CAVALIERI DEL LAVORO;
ELEZIONI POLITICHEIL VOTO...; EURONEWS; INAUGURAZIONE ANNO GIUDIZIARIO;
MESSAGGIO DEL PRESIDENTE; PRESENTAZIONE TG1; QUESTION TIME;
RELAZIONI PRE- SIDENTE AUTORITA’ GARANTE...; SETTEGIORNI; SPECIALE
PARLAMENTO; TG PARLAMENTO; TG1; TG1 (l.i.s.); TG1:ANNIVERSARIO
DELLA COSTITUZIO- NE..; TG1:ANNIVERSARIO DELLA LIBERAZIONE;
TG1:CERIMONIA
COMMEMORAZIONE
ANNUALE
EL
ALAMEIN;
TG1:CERIMONIA COMMEMORAZIO IL GIORNO DEL..; TG1:LETTURA
PUBBLICA COSTITUZIONE; TG1:SUA SANTITA’ INCONTRA...; TG1:VISITE
DEL PAPA...; TG1:VISITA PRESIDENTE U.S.A BUSH...; TG1:VISITA
PRESIDENTE
DEL
CONSIGLIO
IN
VATICANO;
TG1-EDIZIONI
STRAORDINARIE; TG1-FESTA DELLA MARINA; VERTICE MONDIALE
ALIMENTAZIONE.

In depth analysis
A SUA IMMAGINE; A SUA IMMAGINE SPECIALE; ANGELUS; ANIMA
GOOD NEWS; BENEDIZIONE URBI ET ORBI; BUONGIORNO ITALIA; E LA
CHIAMANO ESTATE; ELEZIONI POLITICHE-IL VOTO…; IL MONDO SECONDO
OBAMA; LA BIBBIA GIORNO E NOTTE; LE CROCI DEL LAVORO;
PIETRELCINA COME BETLEMME; PORTA A PORTA; PORTA A PORTA ESTATE;
PORTA A PORTA SPE- CIALE; QUELLO CHE; RITO DELLA VIA CRUCIS;
SANTA MESSA; SANTA MESSA COMMEMORAZIONE PADRE PIO; SANTA
MESSA DI NATALE; SANTA MESSA DI PASQUA; SANTA MESSA IN
SUFFRAGIO DI...; SANTA MESSA DELLE PALME; SOLENNE APERTURA ANNO
PAOLINO; SPECIALE TG1; SPECIALE TG1 ITALIA AL VOTO; SUA SANTITA’
RECITA IL REGINA; TELETHON-TUTTO BENESSERE; TG1:FUNERALI CHIARA
LUBICH; TG1:OMAGGIO DI SUA SANTITA’...; TG1: S.MESSA CELEBRATA
DAL PAPA; TG1:VEGLIA DI SUA SANTITA’...; TUTTO
BENESSERE; TV7.

Work, social commu-nication, public utility
10’ DI...; AGENZIA RIPARA TORTI; BOLLETTINO VIABILITA’; CONCERTO
PER I RAGAZZI DI...; ELEZIONI COMUNALI PROVINCIALI 2008; ELEZIONI
COMUNALI PROVINCIALI REGIONALI S.S.; ELEZIONI POLITICHE 2008;
ELEZIONI POLITICHE 2008 (l.i.s); ESTRAZIONI LOTTO; IL DOLCE &
L’AMARO; LA PARTITA DEL CUORE; LE NOTE DEGLI ANGELI; METEO;
METEO VERDE; NEL
NOME DEL CUORE; OCCHIO ALLA SPESA; ROADWAY FOR AFRICA;
SABATO & DOMENICA; SABATO DOMENICA & ESTATE; TELETHON;
TELETHON-OCCHIO ALLA SPESA; TELETHON-SABATO & DOMENICA;
TELETHON-UNO MATTINA; TG1-ECONOMIA; UNO MATTINA; UNO MATTINA
ESTATE; UNO MATTINA SPECIALE.

Culture promotion, school, and education
DIECI STORIE DI BAMBINI (replica); DREAMS ROADS; EASTERN ROAD
IN MOTOCICLETTA..; FRATELLO SOLE MADRE TERRA; GIOVANNI XXIII IL
PENSIERO E..; HERITAGE; I NOSTRI ANGELI; IL SIGNORE DEI FIUMI
AFRICANI; L’APPUNTAMENTO SCRITTORI IN TV; MITI E LEGGENDE DEL

MARE; OVERLAND 11; OVERLAND 7; PASSAGGIO A NORD OVEST; PONGO
& PEGGY GLI ANIMA- LI...; PREMIO BAROCCO; PREMIO CAMPIELLO;
PREMIO GLI OLIMPICI DEL TEATRO; PREMIO INTERNAZIONALE ALLA
LIBERTA’; PREMIO INTERNAZIONA- LE ISCHIA; PREMIO LETTERARIO
STREGA; PREMIO SIRMIONE CATULLO; QUARK ATLANTE; RAIUNO
RICORDA FUNARI; SPECIALE MODA E BAMBINI; STELLA DEL SUD; STELLA
DEL SUD GLI SPECIALI; SUPER QUARK; SUPER QUARK SPECIALE;
TG1-STORIA; ULTIME TRIBU’.

Tourism and quality of the territory

BOLOGNA MOTORSHOW; EASY DRIVER; EMOZIONI D’ALTA MODA; IL
MEGLIO DI LINEA VERDE; LINEA BLU; LINEA VERDE; LINEA VERDE
ESTATE; LINEA VERDE ORIZZONTI; LINEA VERDE ORIZZONTI ESTATE;
MILANO E MODA SPE- CIALE; MODA & DESIGN; MODA & FOTOGRAFIA;
MODA E MONDO ARABO; PREMIO INTERNAZIONALE DEL VINO; REGATA
ANTICHE REPUBBLICHE...; SIENA:PALIO DELLE CONTRADE; UNA VOCE PER
PADRE PIO.

Performing arts
58^ FESTIVAL DI SANREMO; ACCADEMIA DELLA CANZONE SANREMO;
AD ORIENTE; CASTROCARO-CONCORSO VOCI NUOVE; CONCERTO
ANNIVERSA- RIO DICHIARAZIONE DIRITTI UMANI; CONCERTO APERTURA
ANNO PAOLINO; CONCERTO BANDA CARABINIERI; CONCERTO BANDA
POLIZIA; CONCERTO DELL’EPIFANIA; CONCERTO DI CAPODANNO;
CONCERTO DI NATALE; CON- CERTO DI PASQUA; CONCERTO IN ONORE
DEL SANTO PADRE; CONCERTO SIN- FONICO; GIACOMO PUCCINI IV
ATTO...; JOSE’ CARRERAS-LA VOCE OLTRE.; LE NUVOLE-CONCERTO
TRIBUTO A..; LE VIE DELL’AMICIZIA...; MARIA DI NAZARETH IL MUSICAL;
MEMORIAL CONCERT; MUSIC 2008; NAPULE E’ PINO DANIELE...; PIERINO
E IL LUPO; PREMIO ENRICO CARUSO; PREMIO ROMA CONCERTO
INTERNAZIONALE DANZA; SANREMO DALLA A ALLA Z; TI LASCIO UNA
CANZONE; TI LASCIO UNA CANZONE-LA FESTA; TOSCA; TUTTO DANTE.

Sport
CIO AMICHEVOLE; CALCIO CAMPIONATO EUROPEO; CALCIO COPPA DEI
CAMPIONI; CALCIO COPPA ITALIA; CALCIO QUALIFICA- ZIONE
CAMPIONATO MONDIALE; CALCIO SUPERCOPPA D’ITALIA; CHAM- PIONS
LEAGUE; EURO 2008-AUSTRIA SWITZERLAND; EURO MATTINA; GRAN
PREMIO DI FORMULA 1; NOTTI EUROPEE; PIT LANE; POLE POSITION; RAI
SPORT; SPORT:CALCIO; TGSPORT; UN MERCOLEDI’ DA CAMPIONI.

Minors
51^ ZECCHINO D’ORO; ALLA RICERCA DI NEMO; CARS MOTORI
RUGGENTI; IO STO CON LEI; LA FAMIGLIA PELLETT; LA NUOVA FAMIGLIA
ADDAMS;
MATRIMONIO PER PAPA’; TUTTI A SCUOLA.

Audiovisual promotion
21^ SECOLO TESTIMONI E...; ALI’ BABA E I 40 LADRONI; ALLA LUCE
DEL ; APPUNTAMENTO AL CINEMA; APRI RAI; ARTEMISIA SANCHEZ;

BALDI- NI E SIMONI; CAPRI LA NUOVA SERIE; CARAVAGGIO;
CINEMATOGRAFO; CINEMATOGRAFO SPECIALE; COCO CHANEL; COTTI E
MANGIATI; DESTINO DI UNA IMPERATRICE; DON MATTEO; DON MATTEO
2; DON MATTEO 3; DON MATTEO 4; DON MATTEO 5; DON MATTEO 6; DON
ZENO L’UOMO DI NOMADEL- FIA; EINSTEIN; FIDATI DI ME; HO SPOSATO
UNO SBIRRO; I VICERE’; IL BAM- BINO DELLA DOMENICA; IL
COMMISSARIO DE LUCA; IL COMMISSARIO MON- TALBANO; IL
COMMISSARIO REX; IL CONTE TACCHIA; IL CORAGGIO DI ANGELA; IL
DESTINO HA 4 ZAMPE; IL FIGLIO DELLA LUNA; IL MARESCIALLO ROCCA
E...; IL VETERINARIO; IN NOME DEL FIGLIO; INCANTESIMO; INFER- NO SU
BERLINO; JULIA LA STRADA PER LA...; LA BUONA BATTAGLIA; LA FUGA
DEGLI INNOCENTI; LA MARCIA DEI PINGUINI; LA PRINCIPESSA SISSI; LA
STELLA DELLA PORTA ACCANTO; LA VITA RUBATA; LADIES IN LAVENDER;
LADY COP; LADY L; L’ATTENTATUNI IL GRANDE...; LE ALI; L’ISPETTORE
DER- RICK; LOCH NESS; LOURDES; MADRE COME TE; MARPLE;
MATRIMONI E PRE- GIUDIZI; MEDICINA GENERALE; OVUNQUE TU
SIA; PAOLO VI IL PAPA NELLA...; PER UNA NOTTE D’AMORE; PREMIO
REGIA TELEVISIVA; PRIXITA- LIA; PROFUMO DI DONNA; PROVACI ANCORA
PROF 2; PROVACI ANCORA PROF 3; QUALCOSA DI BIONDO; QUANDO SEI
NATO NON PUOI...; RACCON- TAMI CAPITOLO II; REBECCA LA PRIMA
MOGLIE; REX; REX CUCCIOLO LE AVVENTURE...; RICETTE D’AMORE; RINO
GAETANO MA IL CIELO...; SE CUCI- NI TI SPOSO; SISSI LA GIOVANE
IMPERATRICE; SOGNANDO BECKHAM; THE CONSTANT GARDENER; THE
QUEEN; TOTO’ FABRIZI E I GIOVANI...; TOTO’ PEPPINO E I FUORILEGGE;
TUTTI PAZZI PER AMORE; UN CASO DI COSCIEN- ZA 3; UN CICLONE IN
CONVENTO; UN MEDICO IN FAMIGLIA; UNA DONNA SCOMODA; UNA
MADRE.

RAIDUE
Information
ANIVERSARIO
FONDAZIONE
CORPO
FORESTALE;
CERIMONIA
CONSEGNA COLLARI D’ORO AL...; ELEZIONI POLITICHE-GLI APPELLI...;
ELEZIONI
POLITICHE-LE
INTERVISTE;
ELEZIONI
POLITICHE-L’INTERVISTA; ELEZIONI POLI- TICHE-CONFERENZA STAMPA;
ELEZIONI
POLITICHE-TAVOLA
ROTONDA; GIOCHI DELLA XXIX
OLIMPIADE;
GIUDIZIO
SUL
BILANCIO
DELLO...;
INCONTRO
RAPRESENTANZA ATLETI OLIMPIADI; MESSAGGI AUTOGESTITI; MESSAGGIO DEL
PRESIDENTE; QUESTION
TIME; RELAZIONE
GOVERNATORE.BANCA
D’ITALIA;
SPECIALE
PARLAMENTO;
TG
PARLAMENTO;
TG2;
TG2-18.30;
TG2-20.30;
TG2-EDIZIONE
STRAORDINARIA;
TG2-FLASH;
TG2-FLASH
(l.i.s);
TG2-GIORNO;
TG2-MATTINA; TG2-MATTINA (l.i.s.); TG2- NOTTE; TG2-ORE 18.00;
TG2-PARTE 2; TG2-PUNTO.IT; TG2-SERA; TRIBUNA POLITICA.

In-depth analysis
ANNOZERO; CONFRONTI; CULTO DELLA PENTECOSTE; CULTO DI
NATALE; CULTO DI PASQUA; CULTO EVANGELICO; FOCUS; FOCUS IL
FATTO DELLA SET- TIMANA; GIORNATA INTERNAZIONALE STUDIO PIO
MANZU’; IL CAFFE’ DI RAI NEWS 24; ITALIA ALLO SPECCHIO SPECIALE; LA
LINEA D’OMBRA; PROTE- STANTESIMO; QUASI LE SETTE; QUASI LE SETTE
SPECIALE; QUELLO CHE; RAI NEWS 24 REPORTAGE; SORGENTE DI VITA;
SPECIALE TG2; SULLA VIA DI DAMASCO; TG2-COSTUME E SOCIETA’;
TG2-DOSSIER; TG2-DOSSIER STO- RIE; TG2-E...STATE CON COSTUME;
TG2-MEDICINA
33;
TG2-MEDICINA
33
ESTATE;
TG2-MOTORI;
TG2-MOTORI ESTATE; TG2-NON SOLO SOLDI; TG2- PUNTO DI VISTA;
TG2-PUNTO DI VISTA SPECIALE; TG2-PUNTO.IT SAN REMO; TG2-PUNTO.IT

SPECIALE ELEZIONI; TG2-SALUTE; TG2-SPECIALE ELEZIONI.

Work, social communication, public utility
AGENZIA RIPARA TORTI; CONCERTO DI NATALE; ELEZIONI COMUNALI
PRO- VINCIALI 2008; ELEZIONI COMUNALI PROVINCIALI REGIONALI
S.S.(lis); ELEZIONI POLITICHE 2008; ELEZIONI POLITICHE 2008 (l.i.s);
ESTRAZIONI LOTTO; INSIEME SUL DUE; L’AVVOCATO RISPONDE; METEO
2; RAI NEWS 24 CONSUMI & CONSUMI; RE-IN ITALIA; TELETHON; UN
MONDO A COLORI (replica).

Culture promotion, school, and education
ACHAB LIBRI IN ONDA; ALASKA, ANCHORAGE E IN BARCA...; ALLA
SCOPERTA DELLA COSTA...; ALLA SCOPERTA DELLA TERRA...; ANDREA BOCELLI
STORIA DI...; BLU BELIZE; BORNEO, NELLA TERRA DEI...; CANADA, ILE DE
LA MADALEINE...; CARAIBI SEGRETI; CARNIA LE ALPI VERDI...; CARO
AMORE, CARO...; CARO AMORE...; CEBU LA PERLA DELLE FILIPPINE; CINA,
CULT BOOK (replica); DALLA GRANDE MURAGLIA...; CINA, SULLE
MONTAGNE DELLO...; COMPAGNI NELLA NOTTE; CONSORZIO NETTUNO;
DA OSLO ALLE PERLE DEL MAR...; DAL PACIFICO ALL’ATLANTICO...; DALLA
BORGOGNA ALLE CAMPA- GNE..; DENTRO IL MAR ROSSO; DUBAI ORO ED
ECCESSI NEL...; FILIPPINE ULTIMA FRONTIERA; GARGANO GIOIELLI
DELLA NATURA; GRAVINE DI PUGLIA; IL MARE DI NOTTE; IL MARE DI
NOTTE SPECIALE; IL MONDO DEI CORALLI; IL PARCO MARINO DI
RAS...; IL SANNIO; IL TIBET DELLA NATURA,DA...; IL TIBET DELLO
SPIRITO...; IN DANIMARCA, LUNGO LA VIA...; IN FRANCIA TRA STORIA
E...; IN GROENLANDIA TRA GLI...; IN OMAN, LUNGO LA VIA DEL...;
INCONSCIO E MAGIA; INDONESIA,VIAGGIO A SUMATRA...; ISLANDA
DESERTO DI LAVA E...; ISLANDA L’INCANTESIMO DEL...; LA GIOR- DANIA
DELLE OASI E...; LA RUTA MAYA; LA STORIA SIAMO NOI (replica); L’AR- TE
FUTURISTA; LE GROTTE DELL’ETNA; LINOSA SCONOSCIUTA E FAVOLOSA;
L’ONDA PERFETTA; MAGAZINE 2; MAURITANIA TRA OCEANO E...; MERAVIGLIE DI UN MONDO...; NAPOLI SOTTERRANEA; NATI IN ITALIA; NELLA
PRO- FONDITA’ DI PSICHE; NELL’ALASKA DEI PARCHI FINO..; NON E’ MAI
TROPPO TARDI (replica); PANAMA UN FILO DI TERRA TRA...; PATAGONIA
UN VIAGGIO TRA...; PERSEFONE AWARDS; PREMIO MARISA BELLISARIO;
QATAR, I MERCATI DI DOHA...; RAI NEWS 24 INCONTRI; RAI NEWS 24
STORIA/E; ROMA SOTTERRANEA; SAGARMATHA; SARDEGNA L’ISOLA NEL
VENTO; SEYCHELLES E BIRD ISLAND...; SIRIA,LUNGO LA VIA DELLA SETA;
SU AL SUD; SULLE DUE SPONDE DELLA MANICA; SVIZZERA, GINEVRA,
ZERMATT E...; TELEFUNARI; TERRANOVA, NELLE BAIE TRA...; TESORI IN
FONDO AL MARE; TUNISIA IL DESERTO CHE VIVE; VIAGGIO IN OMAN TRA
DESERTO...; VIAGGIO NELLA NATURA DANESE...; VOYAGER AI CONFINI
DELLA...; VOYAGER ESTATE; VOYAGER SPECIALE; YUKON QUEST SULLE
TRACCE DI....

Tourism and quality of the territory
AZZURRO TRICOLORE; BARI: FIERA DEL LEVANTE; BOLOGNA
MOTORSHOW;
EAT PARADE; L’ITALIA CHE NON VEDI; RAI NOTTE
CULTURA; REGATA ANTI- CHE REPUBBLICHE...; SERENO VARIABILE;
SERENO
VARIABILE
ESTATE;
SIENA:PALIO
DELLE
CONTRADE;
TG2-SI,VIAGGIARE; TGR-MONTAGNE.

Performing arts
CONCERTO DI CHIUSURA FESTIVAL DI SPOLETO; CONCERTO DI
CAPODAN- NO; CONCERTO PRIX ITALIA; CORPO DI STATO; DUE PARTITE;
EFFETTO VASCO; GOMORRA; GRAZIE; IL PALCOSCENICO DI RAIDUE; IL
PALCOSCENI- CO DI RAIDUE (concerto); IL PALCOSCENICO DI RAIDUE
(lirica); IL PALCO- SCENICO DI RAIDUE (musica leggera); IL
PALCOSCENICO DI RAIDUE (prosa); IL SIGNORE DI MEZZA ETA’...; IL
SOGNO DI UN UOMO RIDICOLO; IL TABAR- RO; IL TEATRO IN ITALIA; IN
UN VOLTO CHE CI SOMIGLIA; JUST LIVE MUSIC; LA BIBBIA HA (QUASI)
SEMPRE...; LA GENTE VUOLE RIDERE!; LA NEVE E L’AR- TE DI...; L’OSSO
D’OCA; MISS UNIVERSO (prosa); NEGRAMARO SAN SIRO LIVE; NORD &
SUD; NUOTANDO CON LE LACRIME...; PARODIA UN’ARTE PIU’ VERA....;
RAI NEWS 24 BACKSTAGE; REGNA LA ROGNA; RENZO ARBORE-IN GIRO
PER....; SCALO 76; SCALO 76 IMBARCO; SCALO 76 REMIX; SOLO MUSICA ITALIANA IN...; SUOR ANGELICA; VENICE MUSIC AWARD; ZUCCHERO
IN CONCERTO.
Sport
ASPETTANDO PECHINO; ATLETICA LEGGERA; AUTOMOBILISMO; BEACH
VOL- LEY; CALCIO AMICHEVOLE UNDER 21; CALCIO CAMPIONATO
EUROPEO; CAL- CIO COPPA DEI CAMPIONI; CALCIO COPPA ITALIA;
CALCIO
OLIMPICO; CANOA; CANOTTAGGIO; CERIMONIA APERTURA
CAMPIONATO MONDIALE CICLISMO; CHAMPIONS LEAGUE; CICLISMO;
CICLISMO SU PISTA; CICLO- CROSS; DOMENICA SPRINT; DRIBBLING
EUROPEI; DRIBBLING SPECIALE OLIMPIADI; EQUITAZIONE; EURO
2008-AUSTRIA SWITZERLAND; EUROSE- RA; GINNASTICA ARTISTICA;
GINNASTICA
ARTISTICA
FEMMINILE;
GINNASTICA
RITMICA;
GINNASTICA TRAMPOLINO; GRAN PREMIO DI FORMULA 1; JUDO; LA
DOMENICA SPORTIVA; LA DOMENICA SPORTIVA ESTATE; L’ALTRO
MONDIALE; L’ANNO DI SPORT; LOTTA GRECO ROMANA; LOTTA LIBERA;
MAR- TEDI’ CHAMPIONS; MOUNTAIN BIKE; NOVANTESIMO MINUTO;
NOVANTESI- MO MINUTO SPECIALE; NUMERO 1; NUMERO 1 GP; NUOTO;
NUOTO SINCRO- NIZZATO; PALLACANESTRO; PALLANUOTO; PALLANUOTO
FEMMINILE; PAL- LAVOLO; PALLAVOLO FEMMINILE; PENTATLON
MODERNO; PIT LANE; POLE POSITION; PUGILATO; RAI SPORT; RAI
SPORT-BEIJING 2008; RAI SPORT- DRIBBLING; RAI SPORT-OLIMPIA
MAGAZINE; RAI SPORT-OLIMPICHE EMO- ZIONI; RAI SPORT-SABATO
SPRINT; RAI SPORT-STADIO SPRINT POST.; RAI SPORT-TG OLIMPICO;
SCHERMA; SCI; SCI COPPA DEL MONDO; SCI COPPA DEL MONDO
FEMMINILE; SCI NORDICO; SOLLEVAMENTO PESI; SPORT ABI- LIA
SPECIALE; SPORT:CALCIO; TAEK WON DO; TENNIS; TENNIS TAVOLO;
TGSPORT; TGSPORT SPECIALE; TIRO A SEGNO; TIRO A VOLO; TIRO CON
L’ARO; TRIATHLON; TUFFI; UN MERCOLEDI’ DA CAMPIONI; VELA;
WINDSURF.

Minors
8 SEMPLICI REGOLE...; A PROPOSITO DI BRIAN; A SCUOLA CON
L’IMPERATO- RE; ACQUA IN BOCCA; ANTE-FACTOR; ANTONIO E LA BANDA
DEI...; ART ATTACK; ASPETTANDO X FACTOR; BABAR RE DEGLI ELEFANTI;
BABY FELIX & FRIENDS; BB3B; BOOM & REDS; BRAM E ALICE; BUON
NATALE DA PIPPO...; CAILLOU; CANTO DI NATALE DI TOPOLINO; CARGO
REMIX; CARPOOL A SPASSO COL...; CARTOON FLAKES; CHI HA PAURA?;
COOL RUNNINGS QUATTRO SOTTO...; CUCCIOLI; DUE UOMINI E MEZZO;
ELLIOTT, IL DRAGO..; EXTRA FACTOR; EXTRA FACTOR LA STORIA;
FANTASMI DETECTIVES; FESTA DELLA MAMMA; FIMBLES; FLIPPER &
LOPAKA; FRIENDS; GENITORI IN BLUE JEANS IL...; GEORGE RE DELLA

GIUNGLA...?; GIRLFRIENDS; GRIZZLY FALLS LA VALLE DEGLI..; HARRY E I
DINOSAURI NEL...; HARRY POTTER E IL PRIGIONIE- RO.; HARRY POTTER E
LA PIETRA...; HERCULES; HIDDEN PALMS; HIGGLY- TOWN HEROES 4
PICCOLI...; HOLES-BUCHI NEL DESERTO; HORSELAND; HOUSE OF
MOUSE-IL TOPOCLUB; I FRATELLI KOALA; I LUNNIS; I MIEI AMICI TIGRO E
POOH; I SAURINI E I VIAGGI DEL...; IL GIARDINO SEGRETO; IL GIAR- DINO
SEGRETO (Holland A); IL GIORNO DEGLI SQUALI; IL MAGICO MONDO DI
ELLA...; IL RITORNO DEL MAGGIOLINO...; IN 10 SOTTO UN TETTO; JOEY;
JUNGO; KANGOO JUNIORS; KATE & LEOPOLD; KEVIN HILL; KIM POSSIBLE;
KRYPTO THE SUPERDOG; LA BANDA DI MONICA; LA CASA DI TOPOLINO; LA
COMPLICATA VITA DI...; LA FAMIGLIA PASSIFLORA; LA STRAVAGANTE FAMIGLIA ODD; L’ALBERO AZZURRO; L’APPRENDISTA BABBO NATALE; LE AVVENTURE DI JACKIE CHAN; LE AVVENTURE DI WINNY..; LE COSE CHE AMO DI TE;
LE INCREDIBILI AVVENTURE DI ZORORI; LE NUOVE AVVENTURE DI BRACCIO
DI FERRO; LE NUOVE INCREDIBILI...ZORORI; LE SUPERCHICCHE; LEONARDO; LILO & STITCH; LILO & STITCH 2; LITTLE EINSTEINS; L’OMBRA DEGLI
ELFI; LOONEY TUNES; LOOPDIDOO; MANNY TUTTOFARE; MARCELLINO PANE
E VINO; MARTIN MATIN; MARY POPPINS; MERRIE MELODIES; MISS SPIDER;
MOWGLI E IL ILBRO DELLA..; NICK E LA RENNA CHE NON...; NORMAN NORMAL; OBAN STAR-RACERS; OLYMPICS; ORGOGLIO E PREGIUDIZIO; PHINEAS
AND FERB; PILOTI; PIMPA; PIMPI, PICCOLO GRANDE EROE; PINGU; POLAR
EXPRESS; PORORO; PORORO E LA MAGICA MISSIONE...; POWER RANGERS
MYSTIC FORCE; PRETTY CURE SPLASH STAR; PUCCA FUNNY LOVE; RAGAZZI
C’E’ VOYAGER!; RAGAZZI C’E’ VOYAGER! FESTE...; SAMSAM IL COSMOEROE;
SANDOKAN LE DUE TIGRI; SCALO 76; SCALO 76 CARGO; SCALO 76 IMBARCO; SCALO 76 REMIX; SCUOLA DI VAMPIRI; SERENDIPITY-QUANDO L’AMORE...; SERGENTE STRIPES; SHAUN, VITA DA PECORA; SHOEBOX ZOO; SPY
KIDS; SPY KIDS 2 -L’ISOLA DEI...; SPY KIDS 3-MISSIONE 3D GAME...; STREET FOOTBALL; STREGHE; SUPER NIYANDAR IL GATTO...; SYLVANIAN FAMILIES; SYLVESTER & TWEETY MYSTERIES; T COME TIGRO; TEXAS RANGERS;
THE KARATE DOG; THE REPLACEMENTS AGENZIA...; THE SCHOOL OF ROCK;
TOM; TOM & JERRY TALES; TOPOLINO & CO.; TOPOLINO E LA MAGIA DEL
NATALE; TOPOLINO PAPERINO PIPPO I TRE.; TOPOLINO STREPITOSO NATALE; TRACY & POLPETTA (replica); TUCK EVERLASTING-VIVERE PER...; TUTENSTEIN; TUTTI ODIANO CHRIS; UFFA! CHE PAZIENZA; UN VERO REGALO DI
NATALE; UNA BANDA ALLO SBANDO; UNA PESTE ALLA CASA BIANCA; UNA
SQUADRA DI CLASSE; WALT DISNEY; WARNER SHOW; WINNIE THE POOH
ALLA…; WINX CLUB; WINX CLUB IN CONCERTO; WOLFF UN POLIZIOTTO A
BERLINO; WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY; X FACTOR; X FACTOR-LA SETTI
MANA; X FACTOR-LA STORIA; YAKARI.

Audiovisual promotion
AMORI IN CORSA; APRI RAI; ASTERIX & OBELIX: MISSIONE...; ASTERIX
& OBELIX CONTRO CESARE; BRAVO GRAZIE; CINEMATINEE; D’ARTAGNAN E
I TRE...; ECCEZZZIUNALE.. CAP.SECONDO..ME; FEBBRE DA CAVALLO-LA...;
GIORNI DA LEONE 2; GLI OPINIONISTI; I SENTIMENTI; I VISITATORI ALLA
CONQUISTA...; IL COMMISSARIO KRESS; IL RUMORE DEI RICORDI; JULIA LA
STRADA PER LA...; LA FINE DI UN MISTERO; L’AMORE NON BASTA;
NESSUNO AL SUO POSTO; NOI DUE; PARADISO RUBATO; PILOTI; PILOTI
LAST MINUTE; PREMIO DAVID DI DONATELLO; REGINA DEI FIORI; RIDERS;
ROSAFURIA; SAPORE DI MARE; SAPORE DI MARE 2 UN ANNO DOPO;
SQUADRA SPECIALE COBRA 11; SQUADRA SPECIALE COBRA11 SEZ.2;
SQUADRA SPECIALE LIP- SIA; STRACULT SPECIALE VENEZIA; TERAPIA
D’URGENZA; THE LAST SIGN; THE OTHERS; TUTTA LA VERITA’ SU MIO
MARITO; TUTTI I SOGNI DEL MONDO; TUTTO SU MIA MADRE; ULTIMA
TRACCIA: BARCELLONA; WOLFF UN POLI ZIOTTO A BERLINO; ZODIACO;

RAITRE
Information
CELEBRAZIONE FESTA DI PRIMAVERA; CERIMONIA APERTURA
GIOCHI PARAOLIMPICI; ELEZIONI POLITICHE-L’INTERVISTA; ELEZIONI
POLITICHE- TAVOLA ROTONDA; MESSAGGI AUTOGESTITI; MESSAGGIO
DEL PRESIDEN- TE; QUESTION TIME; RADUNO NAZIONALE ALPINI; RAI
NEWS 24; SPECIALE PARLAMENTO; TG3; TG3-EDIZIONE STRAORDINARIA;
TG3-FLASH; TG3- FLASH (l.i.s.); TG3-MINUTI; TG3-SPECIALE FESTA
ESERCITO
ITALIANO;
TGR;
TGR-AMMINISTRATIVE
2008;
TGR-AMMINISTRATVE-MESSAGGIO AUTOGESTITO; TRIBUNA POLITICA.

In-depth analysis
AGENDA DEL MONDO; AGENDA DEL MONDO IL MEGLIO; ALTRE VOCI
DIRITTI NEGATI; AMORE CRIMINALE; BALLARO’; BALLARO’ REPORTAGE;
BALLARO’ SPECIALE; BLU NOTTE; C’ERA UNA VOLTA; CHE TEMPO CHE FA;
CHE TEMPO CHE FA ALBUM; CHE TEMPO CHE FA SERATA...; CHINA BLUE;
CIFRE IN CHIA- RO DECODER; DENTRO LA NOTIZIA; DESTINAZIONE
PECHINO; DIARIO DI CLASSE; DIARIO DI FAMIGLIA (replica); DOPPIO
GIOCO; ECONOMIX (repli- ca); ELISIR; ENIGMA; GRANDITALIA;
GREENWICH; IL CAFFE’ DI RAI NEWS
24; IL CAFFE’ DI RAI NEWS 24 SPECIALE; IL CAFFE’ ESTATE; IL CIELO E
LA TERRA; IL PASSAGGIO DELLA LINEA; IN MEZZ’ORA; INCHIODATO;
INTORNO ALLE ULTIME COSE; LA GRANDE PAURA?; LA GUERRA INFINITA;
LA VITA IN GIOCO; LA VITTIMA E IL CARNEFICE; L’ANALISI; LE
INTERVISTE DI TEMPI DISPARI; LE MANI SU PALERMO; LE STORIE DIARIO
ITALIANO; LE STORIE DIARIO ITALIANO SPECIALE; LUCCIOLE DELLA
FERROVIA; METTICILATESTA (replica); OMBRE SUL GIALLO; OPERAI;
PERCORSI; PRIMO PIANO; PRIMO PIANO SPECIALE; PRONTO ELISIR; RAI
NEWS 24 EVENTI; RAI NEWS 24 IN DIRETTA; RAI NEWS 24 INCHIESTA;
RAI NEWS 24 L’INCHIESTA; RAI NEWS 24
REPORTAGE; RASSEGNA STAMPA ITALIANA; REPORT; SCENARI
D’EUROPA; STORIE MALEDETTE; SUPER ZAP; TAGLIO DI CRONACA;
TANOS STORIE DI ITALIANI...; TATAMI; TELECAMERE; TELECAMERE
SALUTE; TEMPI DISPARI; TG3-LINEANOTTE; TG3-SALUTE INFORMA;
TG3-SPECIALE;
TG3-SPECIALE
ELEZIONI;
TGR-AMBIENTE
ITALIA;
TGR-AMBIENTE ITALIA SPECIALE; TGR- BUONGIORNO REGIONE/RAINEWS
24; TGR-BUONGIORNO EUROPA; TGR-IL SETTIMANALE; TGR-LEONARDO;
TGR-LEONARDO
SPECIALE;
TGR-L’ITALIA
DE
IL
SETTIMANALE;
TGR-NEAPOLIS; TGR-REGIONEUROPA; TGR-SPECIALE; TGR-SPECIALE
ELEZIONI; UN GIORNO IN PRETURA; USA 24; VOTA PER ME.

Work,

social communication, public utility

AGRI METEO; BOLLETTINO VIABILITA’; CHI L’HA VISTO?; CHI L’HA
VISTO SPECIALE?; COMINCIAMO BENE; COMINCIAMO BENE ESTATE;
COMINCIAMO BENE SPECIALE; ELEZIONI COMUNALI PROVINCIALI 2008;
ELEZIONI COMUNALI PROVINCIALI REGIONALI S.S.(lis); ELEZIONI
POLITICHE 2008; ELEZIONI POLITICHE 2008 (l.i.s); ELISIR SPECIALE; IL
MEGLIO DI
COMINCIAMO BENE; IN FABBRICA; ITALIA ISTRUZIONI PER L’USO;
METEO 3; MI MANDA RAITRE; OKKUPATI; PRIMO GIORNO DI DIO; PUNTO
DONNA; RACCONTI DI VITA; RACCONTI DI VITA SERA; RAI NEWS 24
METEO; RAI NEWS 24 PIANETA ECONOMIA SPECIALE; RAI NEWS 24
PIANETA ECONOMIA; RAI NEWS 24 SCI- ROCCO; SHUKRAN;
TG3-SPECIALE 1 MAGGIO; TGR METEO; TGR-ESTOVEST; TGR-I NOSTRI

SOLDI; TGR-LEVANTE; TGR-LEVANTE SPECIALE; TGR-MEDITERRANEO; UN
GOAL PER LA PACE.

Culture promotion,school and education
ALLE FALDE DEL KILIMANGIARO; ART NEWS (replica); BELLA DI NOTTE;
COMINCIAMO BENE ANIMALI E...; CORREVA L’ANNO; COSE DELL’ALTRO
GEO; CRONACA DI UN GIORNO DI... (replica); CULT BOOK (replica); DIECI
MINUTI CON...; EXPLORA SCIENCE NOW! (replica); FUORICLASSE(replica);
GAP SPE CIALE (replica); GEO & GEO; GEO MAGAZINE; IDEA DI UN’ISOLA;
IL GRANDE GIOCO; IL MIO NOVECENTO; IMPERMANENCE VIAGGIO NEL...;
KILIMANGIA- RO ALBUM; LA GRANDE STORIA; LA STAGIONE DEI BLITZ;
LA STORIA SIAMO NOI (replica); LA STORIA SIAMO NOI SPECIALE
(replica); LA STRAGE DELLA CERTOSA DI...; L’APPRODO; LO ZIO SAM E LA
VECCHIA EUROPA; MAGAZZINI EINSTEIN (replica); MEGALOPOLIS;
PASSEPARTOUT; PER UN PUGNO DI LIBRI; PIANETA FILES; PREMIO
INTERNAZIONALE FLAIANO; PREMIO LETTE- RARIO MONDELLO; PREMIO
LETTERARIO RAPALLO; PROFEZIA DI PACE (repli- ca); RAI NEWS 24
INCONTRI; RAI NEWS 24 STORIA/E; RITRATTI; RT ERA IERI; SUPER
QUARK SPECIALE; TERZO PIANETA; TIMBUCTU; ULISSE IL PIA- CERE
DELLA...; UN MUSEO PER L’ISTRIA; UNA BELLA VACANZA BUON...; VERBA
VOLANT; VIVA PUCCINI!.

Tourism and quality of the territory
AGRI 3; AGRI DOSSIER; GENOVA:SALONE NAUTICO; IL CARNEVALE DI
VIA
REGGIO; PALIO DI ASTI; SIENA:PALIO DELLE CONTRADE;
TGR-BELLITALIA; TGR-ITALIA AGRICOLTURA; VACANZE D’ITALIA.

Performing arts
1^ MAGGIO FESTA...; CHIEDISCENA; CHIEDISCENA SPECIALE;
COMINCIA- MO BENE PRIMA; COMINCIAMO BENE PRIMA SPECIALE;
CONCERTO PER LA VITA E PER LA PACE; CONCERTO DI FERRAGOSTO;
CONCERTO EVENTO; IL TEATRO
DI
EDUARDO;
LA
MUSICA
DI
RAITRE; MICHELANGELO TENGO NELLE...; RAI NEWS 24 BACKSTAGE;
TRISTANO E ISOTTA.

Sport
91^ GIRO D’ITALIA: GARA ALL’ARRIVO; ALPINISMO; ARRAMPICATA
SPOR- TIVA; ATLETICA LEGGERA; AUTOMOBILISMO; BASEBALL; BEACH
SOCCER; BEACH VOLLEY; CALCIO A 5; CALCIO AMICHEVOLE UNDER 21;
CALCIO CAMPIONATO EUROPEO UNDER 21; CALCIO COPPA ITALIA;
CANOTTAGGIO; CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE;
CICLISMO;
CICLISMO
SU
PISTA; CICLOCROSS; DUATHLON; EQUITAZIONE; EURO 2008-AUSTRIA
SWITZERLAND; EURO- SERA; GINNASTICA ARTISTICA; GINNASTICA
ARTISTICA
FEMMINILE; GINNASTICA RITMICA; GRAN PREMIO DI
FORMULA 1; IPPICA; MOTO- CROSS; MOTONAUTICA; MOUNTAIN BIKE;
NFL GAME DAY; NOVANTESIMO MINUTO; NOVANTESIMO MINUTO SERIE B;
NOVANTESIMO MINUTO SPE- CIALE SERIE B; NUMERO 1 GP; NUOTO;
PALLACANESTRO; PALLANUOTO; PALLANUOTO FEMMINILE; PALLAVOLO;
PALLAVOLO FEMMINILE; PATTI- NAGGIO ARTISTICO; PATTINAGGIO SU
GHIACCIO; POLE POSITION; RAI SPORT; RAI SPORT-IL PROCESSO ALLA...;
RAI SPORT-IL PROCESSO ALLA TAPPA SPECIALE; RAI SPORT-POMERIGGIO
SPORTIVO; RAI SPORT-SABA- TO SPORT; RAI SPORT-SI GIRA; RAI
SPORT-TGIRO; REPLAY; RUGBY; SCI; SCI COPPA DEL MONDO; SCI COPPA

DEL MONDO FEMMINILE; SCI NAUTI- CO; SCI NORDICO; SFIDE; SFIDE
OLIMPICHE;
SPECIALE
TOUR
DE
FRANCE;
SPORT
ABILIA;
SPORT:CALCIO; TAEK WON DO; TEMPI SUPPLEMENTA- RI; TENNIS;
TENNIS COPPA DAVIS; TGSPORT; TGSPORT SPECIALE; TIRO CON L’ARCO;
TOUR DI SERA; TRIATHLON; TUFFI; UN ANNO DI CALCIO; VELA; VELA A
VELA.

Minors
2 AMICI PER LA TERRA; 4 CONTRO Z; 4 CUCCIOLI DA SALVARE; A
CAVALLO DI UN PONY SELVAGGIO; A DANZA CON VANESSA;
ACCIPICCHIA: CI HANNO RUBATO..; AIA!; ALICE OLTRE LO SPECCHIO;
AMICI AMICI; AMICI INSEPARABILI; AS COISAS LA DE CASA; BASIL,
L’INVESTIGATOPO;
BEAR
NELLA
GRANDE
CASA
BLU;
BOB
AGGIUSTATUTTO; CACCIATORI DI DRA- GHI; CHE ANIMALE SEI?; CIAO
PRINCIPESSA; CIBO PER TUTTI; CUOCARI- NA; DR.DOG; DRAGO; E’
DOMENICA PAPA’; E’ DOMENICA PAPA’ SPECIALE; E’ PASQUA CHE
SORPRESA; EXPLORA ON THE ROAD (replica); FARO’ STRA- DA; FAVOLE;
FIABE DA TERRE LONTANE; FIABE DI ANDERSEN; FIABE POLACCHE; FIABE
UNGHERESI; FTPD FAIRY TALE POLICE DEP.; FUORI- CLASSE (replica);
GENI PER CASO; GEO MAGAZINE; GEREMIA CANE E SPIA; GINO IL POLLO;
GIRAMONDO DOC; GLI ARISTOGATTI; GLI INCREDIBILI; GLOBAL
GROVER; GNAM!; GRANI DI PEPE; GT RAGAZZI; GT RAGAZZI SPE- CIALE;
GURUGU’; HEIDI; HOLLY’S HEROES; I CARTONI DELLO ZECCHINO D’ORO;
I COSI; I GIORNI DELL’AVVENTO; I RIMEDI DI EVA; IL CASTELLO
ERRANTE DI HOWL; IL FANTABOSCO-VIDEOGIORNALE; IL GOBBO
DI NOTRE DAME 2; IL GRAN CONCERTO; IL MONDO DI HENRY; IL MONDO
DI STEFI; IL NIDO; IL PICCOLO RE; IL PIRATA BARBANERA; IL POSTINO
PAT; IL PRINCIPE E IL POVERO; IL QUARTO RE; IL RE DEL BLUES; IL
TESORO DELLE FIJI; JANE E IL DRAGO; JASPER IL PINGUINO; JUNGLE
BEAT; LA CITTA’ DELLE API; LA MELEVISIONE; LA MIA FAMIGLIA; LA
STRADA GIUSTA (replica); LA VIA DELLE FIABE; LAB STORY (replica);
LAMPI DI GENIO IN TV (replica); L’ARANCIA DI NATALE; LARGO A NODDY;
LAURA E LA STELLA DI NATALE; LE AVVENTURE DI ALADINO; LE
AVVENTURE DI PINOCCHIO; LE RICETTE DI ARTURO & KIWI; LE STORIE
DI ANNA; LEGGENDE SOTTO IL MARE; LETTERE DA FELIX; LIBERI VERSO
IL SOLE; LIBRI ANIMATI; LUPO ALBERTO; MAGLIA GIALLA; MARY
POPPINS; MEG AND MOG; MICA; MILO; MINUSCULE; MINUTI MONTATI;
MISE EN PLIS; MUMBLEBUMBLE; NATALE COL PINGUINO; ONDINO; PAPA’
CASTORO; PASSA LA PALLA; PIERINO E IL LUPO; PIPSQUEAK’S PLANET;
PISTAAA! ARRIVA IL GATTO...; PITT & KAN- TROP; PIUMA IL PICCOLO
ORSETTO...; PONPON; RACCONTI DAL MONDO; RICORDI
DI
UNA
VALIGIA;
SADDLE
CLUB;
SCARAMOUCHE;
SCOOTER AGENTE
SEGRETO; SCREECH OWLS SQUADRA SPECIALE; SCREENSAVER; SINBAD
IL MARINAIO; SONO UN ANIMALE; SOUPE OPERA; SQUADRA SPE- CIALE
VIENNA; STORIE DELLA MIA INFANZIA; SUPERFANTAGENIO; SUPER- JOB IL
MIO MESTIERE; TARZAN; TELEFONO AMICO; THE SECRET SHOW; TOMMY
& OSCAR; TOY STORY 2; TOY STORY IL MONDO…; TREBISONDA; UN NATALE
SPECIALE PER BARRY; UN SOGNO DI GIOVANNA; VIAGGIO IN CIMA AL
MONDO; ZOE KEZAKO.

Audiovisual promotion
007 LA MORTE PUO’ ATTENDERE; AD OGNI COSTO; ADDIO AMERICA;
ADORA- BILI E BUGIARDE; AGRODOLCE; AL BAR DELLO SPORT;
ALVARO PIUTTOSTO CORSARO; AMORE DI PERDIZIONE; AMSTERDAM
GLOBAL VILLAGE; ANCHE LIBERO VA BENE; ANCHE SE VOLESSI
LAVORARE,...; ANDRIESH; ANGELI SENZA
PARADISO;
ANIMA
PERSA; APNEA; APPUNTAMENTO A ISCHIA; APPUNTAMENTO AL

CINEMA; APPUNTAMENTO IN RIVIERA; APRI RAI; ARA- RAT-IL MONTE
DELL’ARCA; ARCA RUSSA; ARSENIO LUPIN; ASSASSINIO SUL TEVERE;
ATTANASIO CAVALLO VANESIO; AVANTI C’E’ POSTO; BELLE MA POVERE;
BLUE; BONNIE E CLYDE ALL’ITALIANA; BROKEN FLOWERS; BUFE- RE;
CACCIATORI DI DOTE; CAMERA CON VISTA; CANTAMI BUONGIORNO
TRI- STEZZA; CAPORALE DI GIORNATA; CENERE; C’ERA UN CINESE IN
COMA; C’ERA UNA VOLTA IL WEST; CHI SI FERMA E’ PERDUTO;
CHIMERA; CHOCO- LAT; CINEMA D’OGGI; CLASSE DI FERRO;
COMINCIAMO
BENE
INDICE
DI..;
COMINCIAMO
BENE
INDICE...SPECIALE; COPACABANA PALACE; DELITTO A PORTA ROMANA;
DESTINAZIONE
SANREMO;
DIO,
COME
TI
AMO!;
DIVORZIO
ALL’ITALIANA; DON GIOVANNINO; DON ZENO DI NOMADELFIA...;
DRAMMA DELLA GELOSIA; DUE BIANCHI NELL’AFRICA NERA; DUE SOLDI
DI SPERAN- ZA; E NAPOLI CANTA; ECCEZZZIUNALE...VERAMENTE; EL
ZORRO; ESTASI; ESTATE VIOLENTA; FANTASMA D’AMORE; FANTOZZI
CONTRO TUTTI; FATTO DI SANGUE FRA DUE...; FERDINANDO I, RE DI
NAPOLI; FOCUS ON SEX WORLD; FRANCO E CICCIO SUL SENTIERO..;
FUORI ORARIO; GANGSTER A PIEDE LIBERO; GENTE FELICE; GIARDINI
& MISTERI; GIARDINI IN AUTUN- NO; GIU’ LA TESTA; GLI ZITELLONI;
GOODBYE,MR.CHIPS;
GUAPPARIA;
GUARDIA,GUARDIA
SCELTA...;
GUARDIA,LADRO E CAMERIERA; I 2 POMPIE- RI; I 4 MONACI; I BAMBINI
CI GUARDANO; I DIPINTI DI MIO FRATELLO...; I DUE GONDOLIERI
(VENEZIA...); I DUE PERICOLI PUBBLICI; I FIGLI DEL LEOPARDO; I FIGLI
DI NESSUNO; I GIOCHI DEL DIAVOLO; I MANIACI; I QUATTRO
MOSCHETTIERI; IERI OGGI DOMANI; IL BANDITO; IL BIDONE; IL BUONO,IL
BRUTTO,IL CATTIVO; IL CARABINIERE A CAVALLO; IL CORAZZIERE; IL DIAVOLO E L’ACQUASANTA; IL FASCINO DISCRETO DELLA...; IL FIORE SULLA
PIETRA; IL GRANDE MAESTRO; IL LATITANTE; IL LOTTATORE E IL CLOWN; IL
MAGISTRATO; IL MULINO DEL PO; IL PESCE INNAMORATO; IL PITTORE E LA
CITTA’; IL POSTO; IL PRANZO DELLA DOMENICA; IL PRINCIPE FUSTO; IL RACCOMANDATO DI FERRO; IL REGISTA DI MATRIMONI; IL SEGNO DI VENERE;
IL SEGRETO DI ESMA; IL SOLE NEGLI OCCHI; IL SUO NOME E’ DONNA ROSA;
IL TUTTOFARE; IN GINOCCHIO DA TE; INTERVISTA; IO MAMMETA E TU; IO
SONO IL CAPATAZ; LA BESTIA NEL CUORE; LA CAMBIALE; LA CENTO CHILOMETRI; LA DISCOTECA; LA DOMENICA DELLA BUONA GENTE; LA FANTARCA;
LA FINE DEL GIOCO; LA FINE DEL MONDO; LA NOTTE; LA NUOVA SQUADRA;
LA RAGAZZA CON LA VALIGIA; LA RAGAZZA DI BUBE; LA RAGAZZOLA; LA
RISAIA; LA SCOMMESSA; LA SECONDA NOTTE DI NOZZE; LA SFIDA; LA VIA
DEL SUCCESSO CON LE...; LA VIACCIA; LA VOCE DEL SILENZIO; LADY HENDERSON PRESENTA; L’AMMIRATRICE; L’AMORE NASCE A ROMA; L’AMORE
RITORNA; L’ARCIERE DI FUOCO; L’ASSASSINO; LE AMBIZIOSE; LE AMICHE;
LE BACCANTI; LE INCHIESTE DEL COMMISSARIO MAIGRET; LE MISERIE DEL
SIGNOR TRAVET; LE OLIMPIADI DEI MARITI; LE VACANZE DEL SOR CLEMENTE; L’ESTATE DEL MIO PRIMO BACIO; L’EVIDENZIATORE; L’INTRUSA; LISA
DAGLI OCCHI BLU; LO SMEMORATO DI COLLEGNO; LONTANO DAL PARADISO; L’ORO DEL MONDO; L’ULTIMA CARROZZELLA; L’UOMO DI PAGLIA; MAIGRET E I GANGSTERS; MATRIMONIO ALL’ITALIANA; MEZZANOTTE D’AMORE;
MI PERMETTE BABBO?; MI VEDRAI TORNARE; MISS MEND; NEL SOLE; NESSUNO MI PUO’ GIUDICARE; NIENTE DA NASCONDERE- CACHE’; NON C’E’
PACE TRA GLI ULIVI; NON MI MUOVO; NON SON DEGNO DI TE; NON STUZZICATE LA ZANZARA; NON TI PAGO; OFF HOLLYWOOD (replica); OFF HOLLYWOOD VENEZIA (replica); OPERAZIONE SAN GENNARO; OPERAZIONE SAN PIETRO; PADRE PADRONE; PANE AMORE E FANTASIA; PANE,AMORE E GELOSIA;
PANE,AMORE E...; PAPPA E CICCIA; PECCATI D’ESTATE; PENSANDO A TE; PER
SESSO O PER AMORE?; PERDONO; PIEDONE A HONG KONG; PIEDONE LO
SBIRRO; POVERI MA BELLI; PREMIO NOBEL; PRIVATE; QUEL RAGAZZO DELLA
CURVA B; RICOMINCIO DA TRE; RITA LA ZANZARA; RITA,LA FIGLIA AMERICANA; RITORNO A CASA; ROMANZO D’AMORE; RUGANTINO; SAIMIR; SCUOLA ELEMENTARE; SE NON AVESSI PIU’ TE; SIGNORI SI NASCE; SOGNO DI
UNA NOTTE DI MEZZA...; SPAGHETTI HOUSE; SPIAGGIA LIBERA; SQUADRA

ANTIFURTO; SQUADRA ANTIGANGSTERS; SQUADRA ANTIMAFIA; SQUADRA
ANTITRUFFA; SQUADRA SPECIALE VIENNA; STASERA MI BUTTO; STESSO
SANGUE; SUSANNA TUTTA PANNA; TE STO’ ASPETTANNO; TGR-PRIX ITALIA;
TOLGO IL DISTURBO; TOTO’ YE’YE’; TOTO’ A NAPOLI; TOTO’ A PARIGI; TOTO’
CERCA CASA; TOTO’ CIAK; TOTO’ CONTRO I QUATTRO; TOTO’ E LE DONNE;
TOTO’ EVA E IL PENNELLO...; TOTO’ NELLA LUNA; TRE STORIE PROIBITE;
TROMBA FREDDA; TROPPO FORTE; TV TALK (replica); UN CASO PER DUE; UN
ETTARO DI CIELO; UN GENIO DUE COMPARI UN POLLO; UN JEANS E UNA
MAGLIETTA; UN PESCE DI NOME WANDA; UN POSTO AL SOLE; UN POSTO AL
SOLE D’ESTATE; UNA LACRIMA SUL VISO; UNA LUNGA LUNGA
LUNGA NOTTE...; UNO CONTRO L’ALTRO...; UNO SCUGNIZZO A NEW YORK;
URLATO- RI ALLA SBARRA; VISIONI PRIVATE (replica); VOLARE NEL BLU
DIPINTO DI BLU; W LE DONNE; WHAT’S HAPPENING?; ZUM ZUM ZUM LA
CANZONECHE...; ZUM ZUM ZUM N^2.

Source: Rai

Pursuant art. 5, par. 3, Rai must allocate at least 70% of the annual
programme schedule of the national channels Radio1 and Radio3, and at
least 90% of Radio3 programme schedule, to programs belonging to
strictly public service genres (Information;
In-depth analysis; Work,
society, social communication; Culture, school and education; Music and
entertainment; Service Public utility).
Table no. 2.11 shows the data, in absolute and percentage values, of
the Rai radio broadcasting offer. Absolute values refer to the hours of
broadcasting dedicated by each channel to the various public service
genres on a daily basis (see "average day), and across the year.

Table 2.11. The offer or Radio1, Radio2, and Radio3 radio channels
January 1st to December 31st
Radio1
Broadcasted hours
a.d.

year

%

a.d.

year

%

Total
Radio1 and Radio2
Broadcasted hours
year
%

a.d.

year

%

Channels total
Broadcasted
hours
year
%

4.46

1549

18.58

2.65

918

11.02

2467

14.80

1.05

382

4.39

2849

11.23

8.24

2861

34.32

1.00

348

4.18

3209

19.26

1.92

695

7.99

3904

15.
39

0.86

297

3.56

1.39

483

5.80

780

4.68

7.95

2884

33.14

3664

14.44

3.88

1346

16.15

2.91

1009

12.12

2355

14.13

0.39

142

1.63

497

9.84

3.33

1157

13.88

10.70

3714

44.60

4871

29.23

11.47

4160

47.81

9031

35.60

1.36

474

5.69

0.28

98

1.18

572

3.43

0.21

76

0.87

648

2.55

1.54

536

6.43

0.86

300

3.60

836

5.02

0.42

152

1.75

988

3.89

23.67

8220

98.61

19.80

6870

82.49

1509
0

90.55

23.42

8491

97.58

23581

92.96

0.33

116

1.39

4.20

1458

17.51

1574

9.45

0.58

211

2.42

1785

7.04

24.00

8336

100.0
0

24.00

8328

100.0
0

1666
4

100.00

24.00

8702

100.0
0

25366

100.0
0

Genres
Information
In depth
analysis
Culture, school
and education
Work, society,
social
communicatio
n
Music and
entertainment;
Service
(except Audio
descriptions)
Public utility
Public service
total
Other genres
Programming
total

Radio2
Broadcasted hours

Source: AGCOM based on RAI data.

Radio3
Broadcasted hours

As shown by the data by channel, the strictly service part of the
programme schedule broadcasted by Radio1 constitutes 98.61% of the
channel total, that of Radio2 82.49%, and that of Radio3 97.58%. The total
of the public service programme schedule of Radio1 and Radio2, equal to
90.55% of the total programme schedule of the two channels, is sensibly
higher than what required by the service contract (70% of the annual
programme schedule). The offer of the three radio channels consists, for
92.96%, of public service genres.
Figure 2.3 shows the sets of data relating to the overall offer of the
three radio channels. On this respect, we can identify a substantial
confirmation of the programme schedule for 2007: the genre with the most
hours is Music and entertainment (35.6% of the total offer for 2008;
35.89% in 2007); followed by In-depth analysis (15.39% in 2008; 14.09%
in 2007); Culture, school and education (14.44% in 2008; 14.37% in
2007); Information (11.23% in 2008; 11.12 in 2007).

Figure 2.3. The offer of Radio1, Radio2, and Radio3 national
channels. Public service genres and other genres in %. Period: January 1st
to December 31st 2008
Other genres
7.04

Information 11.23

Public utility 3.89

Service (except audio
descriptions) 2.55

In depth analysis
15.39

Culture, school and education 14.44
Music and entertainment 35.6

Work, Society, Social
communication 9.84

Source: AGCOM based on Rai data

Figure 2.4 show the composition of the overall public service offer split
by channel.
In line with what emerged for television channels, also for radio
channels 2008 data confirm the presence of the strategic program lines
already evident in 2007.
In particular it is confirmed that in term of
broadcasting hours, the main genre of Radio 1 is In-depth analysis (34.32%
of the channel programme schedule), while Radio2 and Radio3 have

favoured Music and entertainment (44.6% and 47.81% respectively).

Figure 2.4. the public service programme schedule of the national
channels Radio1, Radio2, Radio3.
Period: January 1st to December 31st. % values on the
total of the channel programme schedule
Information

Music and Entertainment

In-depth analysis

Service (except Audio description

Culture, School and Education

Public utility

Work, Society, Social Communication

Source: AGCOM based on Rai data

The multimedia offer - art. 6
Art. 6 of the service contract represents an important and qualifying
news of the mission entrusted to the public concessionaire, which expresses
the commitment of the radio and television public service to stand the test
of times, and look at the future.
Paragraph 1 of art. 6 entrusts to Rai the duty of significantly expanding,
on all levels, the traditional programme schedule horizons, both for
television and radio, pushing the public service to accepting the

technological, economic and cultural challenges that the transfer to the
new digital multitelevision environment entails. Paragraph 1 requires in fact
that Rai develops a audiovisual market positioning strategy aimed at
enhancing "in line with (...) its own public service nature", "its own editorial
production and its own audiovisual rights on the various distribution
platforms" (digital terrestrial, satellite, IPTV, mobile and Internet).
From the tone of the subsequent paragraphs it emerges that the first
new Rai frontier has been identified as the web editorial offer. Later on in
this paragraph, the other transmission platforms will also be discussed. As
also anticipated by the title of the same article, paragraph 2 and 3 provide
a detailed coding of Rai multimedia offer, or products such as websites
(on-line multimediality), the use of which is associated with interaction
possibilities of the users (interactive multimediality).
Web television is characterised by creation modes and criteria,
proposition and aggregation of peculiar contents, which redefine the
communication agreement and the utilisation experience of the users. It
constitutes in fact a territory where all contents are fluid, without any
space/time constraints, and in which active relations between content and
public are established. At the moment, it represents a sort of laboratory that
offers important innovation and experimentation opportunities. On this
respect, it is very indicative the content of paragraph 3, letter g) of art. 6,
on the basis of which the public concessionaire undertakes the commitment
of:
–
"offering users communication and discussion spaces, of
appropriate visibility, including the possibility of commenting on the overall
Rai radio and television programme schedule";
–
"assessing the possibility of publishing, subject to appropriate
guidelines, content generated by the same users (UGC-User generated
content)".
In more general terms, the contractual provisions discussed above
demonstrate how the digitalisation of the television system marks the
transition into a new era in the history of media, launching a new phase.
From this, the invitation to the public concessionaire to accept the inputs and
requests from widespread cultures (bottom-up pushes), and to favour the
assumption of a proactive behaviours of the public, including the possibility of
offering to the interested users the possibility of becoming authors and actors
of media products through which they can compare themselves with further
audience segments.
Paragraph 4 of art. 6 entrusts Rai with the obligation of forwarding to
AGCOM information on the multimedia offer. Such information was received
by AGCOM in line with the set deadline.
With reference to the requirements of art. 6, paragraph 2, according to
which Rai must "increase and update the service offered on its sites in order
to extend the current production of customised internet content, and give
increasing visibility to the offer of specific Rai content, with particular
reference to radio and television content".
- The notice describes the situation summarised below.
In 2008 Rai proposed on-line contents on over 700 sites, against
approximately 500 in 2007. The overall editorial offer concerned the Rai.tv
multimedia portal; RaiUno, RaiDue and RaiTre portals; the radio
transmission portal (the portals of Radio1, Radio2 and Radio3 channels);
the Rai fiction portal; the junior portal (for children and teenagers).
During 2008 the offer was enhanced with more radio and television

content and specific productions. In particular, Rai.tv portal, launched in
June 2007, included: on-demand offer, podcast4 offer, live direct content,
web Tv channels, user generated contents.
The information notice mentioned, forwarded by Rai pursuant art. 6,
paragraph 4 of the service contract, shows the daily traffic generated by the
users, with reference to unique users and medium usage times 5 , the
technologies used for gaining access, and the origin of the users6.
In 2008 the Rai portals have recorded a total of 998 million pages visited,
with a monthly average of 83.9 million pages visited and 4.7 million unique
users7. A comparison with the data relating to the 2007 monthly average
shows a 19% increase in terms of visited pages, and 12% in terms of
unique users.
Tables no. 2.12, 2.13, and 2.14 show the data and information on
monthly and daily usage, access and origin of users.

Table 2.12. Monthly and daily usage

Monthly Average
Daily Average

Pages visited

Unique
users

Duration of
visit (mm.ss)

83,155,711
2,720,598

4.733,869
278.546

4.54
4.57

Source: Rai

Table 2.13. Connection type
Connection type
Broadband
Narrow band
Browser
% Unique
users
MSIE 7.0
41%
MSIE 6.0
34%
Mozilla Firefox 3.0
13%
Mozilla Firefox 2.0
13%
Safari
3%
Source: Rai

% Unique users
79%
21%
Operating
% Unique
system
users
Windows XP
76%
Windows Vista
13%
Windows 2000
5%
Mac OS X Intel
3%
Mac OS X PPC
2%

Table 2.14. Origin domains
Origin domains

%

External

14%

Internal Rai

86%

4
The term podcasting is the result of the union of the words iPod (popular Apple audio file player) and broadcasting.
It indicates a type of distribution of audio and video content allowing to automatically download to the user pc files,
called podcast, regularly updated by the source.
5
To detect the consumption of web offer, the standard Internet measurement methods are used. Usage performance
indicators are: unique users, number of pages visited, videos provided, time spent.
6
Rai Report. Source: Audiweb – Nielsen//NetRatings SiteCensus – Nielsen// NetRatings NetView.
7
the indicator "unique users" can be compared to the indicator "net contacts" used in rating surveys on traditional television (Auditel).

External domains

%

Internal domains

%

Google

60%

televideo.rai.it

22%

Google News

3%

radio.ra.it

11%

Google Images

3%

raiclicktv.it

8%

Digital boards

2%

unpostoalsole.rai.it

6%

Tele Guida TV

2%

rai.it

5%

forum.rai.it

4%

Source: Rai

Based on the what shown on the report, the increases recorded by Rai
portals during the period 2005-2008 are in line with the Italian Internet
market (unique active users, monthly averages for the January-December
12 months period).
Tables no. 2.15 and no. 2.16 show respectively the composition of the
public8 (gender and age variables) that during 2008 visited the Rai portals,
and the composition of the Italian Internet public for the same year. The
data are expressed in absolute and percentage values. The internet market
does not include applications such as Instant messaging, media player,
media sharing, etc.

Table 2.15. The public of the Rai Portal
Average 2008: Rai Portal
Category

Gender

Age

Target

Composition
unique users
[000]

Total

3.052

100

male

1.777

58,2

female

1.275

41,8

2-17

150

4,9

18-24

348

11,4

25-34

690

22,6

35-49

1.135

37,2

35-64

1.754

57,5

729

23,9

50+

8

Unique users
[000]

The report specifies that "Neilsen Online has implemented in NetView the new Audiweb base research, replacing

the GNETT base research used until last September. The procedure of the new base research is completely different
from the previous one (7200 personal interviews per year against 3600 telephone interviews for GNETT),
unavoidably causing a break in NetView data trends, with a decrease of the total reference base of approximately
20%".

Source: Rai
Table 2.16. The public of the Internet Market
2008 average: Market
Category

Target

Unique users
[000]

Total
Gender

Total
22.907
male
12,935
female
9,972
Age
2-17
2,385
18-24
2,676
25-34
4,956
35-49
7,781
35-64
12,138
50+
5,108
Source: RaiTable 2.17 shows the data relating to the number of
contents published on the Rai Portals.

Composition
unique users
[000]
100
56.5
43.5
10.4
11.7
21.6
34.0
53.0
22.3

Table 2.17. Contents published in 2008
• 30,130 new video contents (clips of TV programs and whole programs).
• 1,400 hours of new whole TV programs on Rai Click.
• 28,751 new audio contents (clips of TV programs and whole programs).
• 8 new web TV channels.
• 9,800 new podcast contents, 6,400 audio and 3,400 video.
Source: Rai

The other broadcasting platforms
In addition to art. 6, already discussed, also art. 26, 28, and 31 of the
service contract define the behaviour of the public concessionaire in the
development of the various broadcasting platforms and in the presence of
its own content on the same.
Pursuant art. 26 Rai undertakes the commitment of free of charge
broadcasting, without additional costs for the user, of its own public service
programme schedule on the various distribution platforms, in compliance
with the rights of third parties and with the exception of specific commercial
agreements. This article, which obliges the public concessionaire to the
must offer commitment, requires an attentive assessment, in view of
copirights and commercial agreements between the parties, with the
understanding, however, that the public service mission is also that of being
the driving force for the circulation of quality "uncoded" content, in a
framework that sees the increase of pay content on the various platforms,
in order to continue to ensure a "universal service" for all users.
Art. 28 requires that Rai experiments on the broadcasting of radio and
television contents using new broadcasting technologies, such as DVB-H,
DMB, DRM, High Definition, IPTV, Wi-Maxl, and any other advanced

broadband technology.
Lastly, art. 31 imposes that Rai guarantees the actual universal nature
of the radio and television public service, ensuring that the users up to
date with the payment of the licence fee, and unable to receive the Rai
terrestrial signal, have free of charge access to the whole Rai programme
schedule broadcasted on the analogue networks in uncoded form and
broadcasted in simulcast via satellite and cable.
During the second half of 2008 Rai became the promoter, following
communication to AGCOM, in accordance with art. 43, paragraph 1 of
legislative decree no. 177/2005, of an initiative, in collaboration with RTI
and Telecom Italia Media, aimed at promoting the digital terrestrial
platform ("tivù") for the broadcasting of the free of charge programme
schedule, characterised by a recognisable trademark.
This initiative goes hand in hand with the creation of a satellite platform
intended for the free of charge television offer ("Tivù Sat") as an
integration of the digital terrestrial network coverage and to ensure that
the users of the public service that wish to, can receive the programme
schedule by satellite.
With regard to this operation, which constitutes an understanding in
accordance with art. 43 of the radio and television Consolidation act,
AGCOM is currently performing some assessments on its compatibility with
the field normative on pluralism and competition, and with the relevant
aspects of the safeguard of users in relation to the reception of television
offers, in the respect of the principles of technology neutrality and the
public service obligations set by the law and the service contract.

Minors
Programme schedule
The contractual obligations for the television offer for minors can be
found in art. 7 of the contract, which requires, among others, that the
concessionaire allocates a specific amount of the programme schedule to
programs for children and teenagers (paragraph 3), and that it
implements a program notification system in relation to the vision of the
same by minors (paragraph 6).
The check on the implementation of the provisions of art. 7, paragraph 3 of
the service contract has required a long discussion with the concessionaire and
an accurate review of the relevant normative. In communicating the data for
2007, Rai has in fact confirmed that 11.22% of the total programme schedule
broadcasted during the time band 7.00-22.30 was intended for minors.
Thanks to the data supplied by Rai, it was possible to calculate the share of
the total programme schedule intended for minors broadcasted in 2007
during the time band between 16.00 and 22.30. This totalled to
approximately 3%. As far as 2008 is concerned, the concessionaire broadcasted
18369 hours of programs for minors, of which 452 between 16.00 and 20.00,
equal to respectively 11.65% and 2.87% of the whole programme schedule of the
7.00-22.30 time band, as shown in figure 2.7, which also includes the data for
2007. However, this was in contrast with the literal interpretation of art. 7,
paragraph 3 of the service contract, which states that "In the time band
between 16.00 and 20.00 a minimum share of 10% of the annual general
terrestrial television networks programme schedule for the period between
7.00 and 22.30 must be dedicated to entertainment programs for minors and
9

Times are calculated net of advertising, infomercials and telesales, promotional network advertising, social

campaign advertising, announcements, theme songs, intervals, time signals, broadcasting interruption and
suspension.

education and information programs for children and teenagers".
On this point, the concessionaire has forwarded the section of the
summarising document dealing with the implementation of the service contract
defined by the joint Commission10 pursuant art. 37 of the same contract.
The document indicated that, within the framework of an assessment
consistent with the requirements of art. 7, and in more general terms with
the spirit of the service contract, the disposition of art. 7, paragraph 3
should have been interpreted in terms of development by Rai of a program
for the gradual increase of the programme schedule share dedicated to
minors during the time band 16.00-22.00, to be completed during the three
years of validity of the contract. This interpretation resulted from the
consideration that a restrictive interpretation of the disposition would have
caused a partial overlapping of Rai offer of programmes specifically
dedicated to minors on the two networks, with the parallel overlapping of
the public of reference for the corresponding programs11, which would have
been in contrast with art. 2, paragraph 4 of the service contracts, which
engages the concessionaire to ensure "a balanced editorial offer, capable of
maintaining suitable rating for the fulfilment of its own functions".
The concessionaire has also highlighted the fact that a share equal or
higher than 10% corresponds, in absolute values, to over 4 hours a day of
programs to be broadcasted during the 16.00-20.00 time band only.
Besides, if this programme schedule was all centred on the 16.00-20.00
time band,
other time bands would become empty, especially that
between 7.00 and 16.00, which are also well used during working days
(figure 2.5) and holidays (figure 2.6). The rating data shown also indicate
that in 2008, between 7.00 and 22.30, and between 16.00 and 20.00, the
percentage of children and teenagers between 4 and 19 viewing the
programs constituted respectively 10.5% and 10.8% of the whole viewers
and that, therefore, in percentage terms, the quantity of minor viewers
was similar for the two time bands.

Figure 2.5 Total TV - viewing rating, children and teenagers 4-19
year old (Year 2008 - Time band: 6:00-24:00 -Working Days)

10

This Commission is in charge of defining the most effective operating procedures for the implementation of the

dispositions of the service contract.
11

Minors represent just over 10% of the whole television public (Rai data).

Source:Rai - Auditel data (guests excluded)

Figure 2.6 Total TV - viewing rating, children and teenagers 4-19
year old (Year 2008 - Time band: 6:00-24:00 - Saturday and Sunday)

Source: Rai - Auditel data (guests excluded)

Besides, the examination of the law this regulations is part of, as well
as the assessment of both the guidelines issued by AGCOM 12 , and the
12

Resolution no. 540/06/CONS setting forth "Issuing of the guidelines pursuant resolution no. 481/06/CONS on the

content of further radio and television general public service obligations, pursuant art. 17, paragraph 4, of law no.
112, dated May 3rd 2004, and art. 45, paragraph 4, of the radio and television Consolidation act" published on the
Republic of Italy Official Journal no. 240 of October 14th 2006.

opinion of the parliament vigilance commission on the service contract
draft 13 , together with the assessment of the joint Commission in
accordance with art. 37, call for a systematic interpretation of the same
disposition. In fact, art. 45, paragraph 2, letter h) of the radio and television
Consolidation act, binds the concessionaire to ensure that contents
specifically intended for minors are broadcasted at appropriate times. The
guidelines of AGCOM and the opinion of the Parliament vigilance
Commission aim at ensuring that in particular during the so-called
"protected band (16.00-19.00), only programs for minors are broadcasted,
that are in line with the requirements of the TV and minors self regulation
code.
One must also take into account the above consideration made within
the framework of the joint Commission, which also include the
representative of the Ministry of competence.
In view of such considerations, during the meeting of April 16th 2009
AGCOM Council took into consideration the contract disposition in
reference, sharing the interpretation of the service contract of the joint
Commission pursuant art. 37, which clarifies that in accordance with the
provisions of art. 7, and in more general terms, with the spirit of the
service contract, the disposition of paragraph 3 of the stated article, must
be interpreted in terms of the development by Rai, in this much narrower
band (16.00-20.00), of a gradual increase of the programme schedule
share specifically intended for minors during the three year validity period
of the contract.
"The Council therefore invited the concessionaire to gradually increase
the programme schedule share destined to minors during the time band
16.00-20.00.

One will in fact also note, against with the increase during 2008 of the
programme schedule share for minors during the 7.00 and 22.30 time band,
a small decrease in the broadcasting of the same type of programs during
the time band 16.00-20.00, due to particular situations such as politic
election and the "Beijing Olympics" (figure 2.7).

Figure 2.7. Programme schedule share for minors, by time band and
year

13

During the meeting of February 14th 2007.

Source: Rai
Therefore, AGCOM will pay particular attention in ensuring that the
share of the programme schedule for minors is suitably incremented during
the 16.00 and 20.00 time band, in compliance with the service contract,
and the normative on the safeguard of minors.
It is also important to emphasise that during 2008 RaiDue broadcasted
1192 hours, corresponding to 22.72% of the network programme schedule,
mainly during the time band 7.00-14.59, and to a lesser extent the
18.00-20.00 time band. RaiTre broadcasted 630 hours, corresponding to
11.69% of the whole network programme schedule, mainly during the time
band 15.00-18.00 on working days , and in the morning hours during the
weekend. RaiUno broadcasted the program "Zecchino d'oro", some television
series and films, for a total of 14 hours, making up 0.28% of its programme
schedule.
Programs for minors are therefore broadcasted mainly between 7.00
and 18.00, and in particular on RaiDue and to a lesser extent RaiTre. This
programme schedule alternates across the two networks, showing
increases on both network during the 18.00-20.00 time band.
It is also important to consider that against over 10% of the
programme schedule intended for minors in the three analogue networks,
Rai also broadcasts since June 1st on the digital terrestrial the channel "Rai
Gulp", entirely dedicated to children up to 12 year old. The morning
programme schedule is specifically intended for young children (pre-school
age), while that of the afternoon/evening is dedicated to children and
teenagers of school age.

The visual notification system for the safeguard of minors (seal)
Within the framework of contractual regulation on minors, pursuant art.
7, paragraph 6, Rai has produced a visual notification system which, as
already indicated, requires that all films, fictions and entertainment
programs suitable for joint viewing of minors and adults are notified with a
yellow flashing butterfly seal at the start of the program, and after every
advertising break, while those only intended for adult viewers, are notified
with a red butterfly seal displayed during the whole duration of the
program.
In considering this system, AGCOM had deemed it necessary to

recommend that Rai gradually implement a system for communicating to
the public the criteria for the classification of contents, both through
appropriate information means, and through the use of other
communication means (magazines, teletext, electronic guides), and that
the yellow butterfly seal be maintained for the whole duration of the
program. The scope of this recommendation was to ensure conscious
selection of programs based on one's own values and sensitivity, as well as
those of the minor.
Following request of AGCOM to know the progress status for the
implementation of the recommendations, the concessionaires informed that
the type of vision recommended to the public is communicated on a weekly
and daily basis to the involved companies and, through the press office, to
all newspapers and magazines. The information on programs only suitable
for adult viewing is provided on video during the daily announcements and
should appear on the teletext daily programme schedule pages. However,
AGCOM believes that the concessionaire should give more importance to
the procedures for accessing such information. As far as the program
classification criteria are concerned, the concessionaire has informed that they
are in line with current regulations (radio and television Consolidation act, TV
and minors self regulation code, and the same service contract), without
however specifying which are the reasons for the classification of a certain
content within a certain category, nor if these take into account in any way the
potential age of minor viewers.
With reference to the recommendation that the yellow butterfly "seal" is
displayed during the whole duration of the program, the concessionaire has
informed that this could be analysed in more details at a subsequent stage,
within the framework of a wider assessment of the results of the new
system.
Lastly, during 2008 the institute for the study of innovation - Media
Economia Società Istituzioni "ISIMM", appointed by AGCOM for television
monitoring, did not detect any breaches in relation to the notification
system being discussed.

Disables and social programme schedule - articles 8 and 38
Blind people
The access to the multimedia and television offer by people with
disabilities, in accordance with art. 8 of the contract, is guaranteed to blind
people by the audio description and by the broadcasting of programs in
"telesoftware"14 mode.
Audio descriptions enable blind people to listen to the description of
scenes without dialogue on medium wave radio channels . The total
volume of the audio descriptions broadcasted on medium waves in 2008
totals 355 hours, including 291 hours of audio descriptions and the
introductions to listening. These programs include several fictions (Brothers
and Sisters, Cold Case, E.R. Medici in prima linea, Ghost Whisperer, Justice,
Il Commissario De Luca, Il Commissario Montalbano, Raccontami 2, Senza
Traccia etc.) and some films (Indiana Jones: I predatori del- l’Arca perduta,
Indiana Jones: Il tempio maledetto, Indiana Jones: L’ultima crociata,
Sapore di mare, Sapore di mare 2, etc).
The "telesoftware" service of the analogue teletext (RaiUno and RaiDue),
on every day, has broadcasted in 2008 the programs "Spoken Books",
14

The telesoftware service allows blind people to access the television programme schedule through an appropriate

teletext reception card installed on pc. Using appropriate software for the reading of the screen, and support such as
Braille bar and voice synthesizer, the text transmitted is translated into Braille alphabet or into voice message.

"Electronic Books" and "Multimedia Works, on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays, with repeats the other days of the week. The total broadcasting
hours is 2190 (approximately 182 hours in one month) per each program.
In addition, 2190 hours of "Musical works" were broadcasted, 4305 hours of
"Daily press", and 8064 hours of "Communications of the Itailan Union of
blind and partially sighted people". Broadcasting hours are substantially
unchanged compared with the previous year. The "telesoftware" service on
the
teletext
website
(http://www.teletext.rai.it/teletext/pub/telesoftware.jsp)
updates
its
content on a weekly basis. The television programme schedule of a total of
8700 hours, in addition to the "telesoftware" service columns of the
analogue teletext, also includes "the best of Radio-Rai", Rai teletext news
(Last hour and First page) and the whole national and regional teletext
program in text only format, accessible from the Internet Teletext website,
address http://www.teletext.rai.it/teletext/pub/solotesto.jsp.
Since October 15th 2008, the experimentation of the "telesoftware"
service on the Rai terrestrial digital has also started (Mux-1 for the Sardinia
region, and Mux-B for the remaining national territory).
The daily
broadcasting, on 8 channels, includes the "Communications of the Itailan
Union of blind and partially sighted people", "Multimedia Works and Fairy
tales", "Music", "Spoken Books", "Electronic Books" in text format, and Rai
"Teletext News", split into topics.
Deaf people
Access by deaf people of television information is ensured by art. 8,
paragraph 2 of the service contract, which requires that the
concessionaire broadcasts within November 30th 2007, on each one of the
networks, at least one daily edition of the Tg1, Tg2, Tg23 programs
translated into LIS (Italian Sign Language), with subtitles. On this respect,
on November 26th 2007, as indicated by Rai, broadcasting of Tg3 in LIS
was started. However, from the data of the monitoring carried out during
January 2008, AGCOM has found that, contrary to the mentioned
requirement of the service contract, only RaiDue was broadcasting the
News program in LIS during the weekend. An inquest was therefore started
on April 14th 2008, with the aim of ascertaining the non compliance with
the public service obligation, during which it was highlighted the failure of
the concessionaire to broadcast Tg1 and Tg3 programs in LIS during the
days of Saturday and Sunday. In its defence report, Rai also pointed out
that within the permanent committee pursuant art. 38 of the contract, the
category association did not indicate any preference on the information
offer in LIS format and that, based on the possible assessments, an
increase in subtitles appeared to be preferred.
However, during an hearing of June 6th 2008, the representative of the
National Deaf people Body (Ente Nazionale Sordi - ENS) did indicate that
in all cases ENS has always asked for both means of access to the
program schedule and to television information, due to the fact that the
two access means cannot be considered in alternative to each other, but
as complementary.
There are in fact forty three thousand deaf people15, who suffer from
deafness that is congenital, or acquired before 12 years of age, and
therefore were unable to learn the spoken language normally. Among
them, the younger ones, and those with a good level of education and
learning use the two communication methods, LIS and the spoken
language, while the others, normally older or less educated individuals,
use exclusively LIS and are less familiar with the written Italian language.

15

Pursuant law no. 381, dated May 26th 1970.

In addition to those people affected by profound deafness, there are
approximately one million of individuals have hearing problems of
different intensity and nature, who access the television programme
schedule, or are helped by the use of subtitles. It is clear that the way the
information offer is used is affected by the different communication
methods that characterise deaf people and although the new education
methods facilitate bimodality 16 and bilingualism 17 , to date, for some
people with hearing disabilities, the only tool for access to information is
LIS.
Upon completion of the proceeding, the concessionaire was issued
during the month of August 2008, with a notice18 in accordance with art. 48,
paragraph 7 of the radio and television Consolidation act, asking to resolve
the non compliance within 30 days from the of the notice itself. The
concessionaire complied with the notice, and since September 20th 2008
has been broadcasting - in addition to the subtitled Tg1 at 20.00 o'clock,
Tg2 at 13.00 o'clock, and Tg3 at 14.30 o'clock - also Tg1, Tg2 and Tg3
programs in LIS during the weekend.
In more general terms, access to the programme schedule by deaf
people is guaranteed by translating the spoken language into Italian Sign
Language - LIS -, and by the subtitles.
As far as the translation into LIS of television programs during 2008, as
highlighted in table 2.18, 72 hours of programme schedule were
broadcasted in this way: the daily edition of the national news on the three
networks (approximately 52 hours) and the programs on administrative and
political elections (approx. 20 hours). Compared with the previous year, the
increase is approximately 70%, although in relation to the whole Rai
Programme schedule19 for the corresponding genres, the hours translated
into LIS correspond to 2% for the information genre, and below 1% for
"Work, social communication, public utility", while nothing at all is
translated from the other genres.

Table 2.18. Programs translated into Italian Sign Language - LIS by
network and genre1
absolute values (hours, minutes, seconds)
Period: January 1st to December 31st 2008
Time band: Whole day
Network
RaiUno

16

Title
Municipal, provincial, and special statute

Network total
1.34.37

25.27.57

In the bimodal or mixed method, signed Italian is used. The child is exposed to one language only, Italian.

However this is transmitted at the same time in two modes: signs and words. With this method, both the
acoustic-oral mode is used, because it uses the spoken words, and the visual-sign mode, because signs are used,
following however the structure of the spoken language.
17

In the deaf child, bilingualism includes both sign language and oral language (Italian). LIS has its actual morph

syntactic, lexical, phonologic and grammar characteristics that are different from the Italian language. Oral language
is learnt in its written mode and, if possible, spoken.
18

Resolution no. 382/08/CONS dated July 2nd 2008.
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Of the three analogue networks, in the 6.00-24.00 time band.

regions elections
Political elections
Tg1
RaiDue

16.49.10

Municipal, provincial, and special statute
regions elections

1.34.52

Political elections

4.14.18

Tg2

RaiTre

7.04.10

24.55.34

18.51.31

President's Message

0.14.53

Municipal, provincial, and special statute
regions elections

1.34.46

Political elections

4.17.16

Tg3

16.15.23

Total

72.30.56

22.07.25

72.30.56

1 The data only take into account the programme schedule translated
into LIS broadcasted on the terrestrial analogue.
Source: Rai
In 2008 Rai broadcasted 649720 hours of subtitled programs across the
three networks, with an increase of 13% compared with the previous year,
reaching almost 36% of subtitled programme schedule in relation to the
total programme schedule of the time band between 6.00 and 24.00 hours.
The macro-area "public service genres" of table 2.14 includes the genres
discussed in art. 4 of the service contract, while other genres includes those
that are not of public service. As shown in figure 2.8, "Audiovisual
promotion" and "Extra European films and fiction" include the highest
number of subtitled hours for the three networks. RaiUno subtitles a high
number of entertainment programs when compared with the other network,
while RaiTre allocates more space to cultural promotion programs, and RaiDue
to subtitling of programs intended for minors, which also constitute a
consistent share of its programme schedule. On the other hand, the number
of subtitled hours for the genres "Sport" and "Performing arts" is very low,
although an increase is noted in the variety of subtitled programs compared
with last year. The titles of the subtitled programs by genre and network
are highlighted in underlined bold in the list of the paragraph "The
television and radio offer - art. 4 and 5", while the programs belonging to
the macro area "Other genres" are listed in a specific list in this paragraph.
If on one side we can see therefore the increase in the quantity and
variety of subtitled programs, the quality of subtitling is still to be assessed.
Moreover, this was put under scrutiny by some associations of the
"Permanent Committee" pursuant art. 38 of the service contract21, as shown
in the following paragraph on social programme schedule and as notified to
AGCOM by a national category association for deaf people. Therefore it
20

A further 34 hours have been subtitled. Of these 18 belong to the "Performing arts" genre, but they are not

taken into consideration in the report or in the table because due to a transcription error, the concessionaire was
unable to insert them in the general database. Also, 18 hours of press conference interviews of candidates to the
2008 political elections were subtitled on the website.
21

The "Permanent Committee", consisting of representatives of non-profit Commissions, Councils and

Organisations at national level, appointed by the Ministry, and representatives of the concessionaire, expresses
opinions and makes proposals on the programme schedule and the initiatives of the concessionaire pursuant art. 8
of the contract.

seems that it is necessary to concentrate the investments in technology and
in the training of human resources to improve the quality of subtitles. These
are in fact necessary tools to ensure that people with hearing problems can
take advantage of the television programme schedule. If the quality of
subtitling is not adequate, this, from integration tool could become an
obstacle to the understanding of the events and situations presented and
represented by the television. For this reason it would be appropriate in the
future to concentrate the efforts not only on the increase of subtitles, but also
on the improvement of their quality. Lastly, it is worth mentioning that the
concessionaire has implemented a notification system for subtitled programs
that is displayed at the beginning of each program. Together with the
teletext pages dedicated to the topic, this system makes it possible to know
in real time the subtitled programme schedule, making it much easier for
interested people to access it.

Table 2.19. Subtitled programs1 by network and genre: absolute
values (in hours, minutes, seconds) and percentage values
Period: January 1st to December 31st 2008
Time band: Whole day
RaiUno
a.v.
%

RaiDue
a.v.
%

RaiTre
a.v.
%

Networks total
a.v.
%

Public service
genres
Information

220.26.16

10,67

195.09.02

9,12

149.01.43

6,49

In-depth analysis

165.56.46

8,05

73.05.58

3,42

178.48.46

7,79

417.51.30

6,43

Work, social
communication,
public utility
Culture promotion,
school and education
Tourism and quality
of the territory
Performing arts

39.15.04

1,89

32.14.52

1,50

150.47.42

6,57

222.17.38

3,42

96.27.12

4,66

41.49.05

1,97

717.06.02

31,21

855.22.19

13,16

56.43.49

2,76

44.20.20

2,06

10.33.13

0,44

111.37.22

1,72

2.55.23

0,63

29.09.41

1,36

16.13.04

0,70

58.18.08

0,89

Sport

39.19.41

1,89

1.31.33

0,09

0.00.00

0,00

40.51.14

0,63

Minors

9.02.35

0,44

702.24.30

172.26.31

7,53

883.53.36

13,61

Audiovisual
promotion
Public service total

621.27.35

30,16

363.53.44

560.12.31

24,38

1545.33.50

23,80

1261.34.2
1

61,15

1483.38.4
5

32,8
5
17,0
3
69,4
0

1955.09.3
2

85,11

4700.22.38

72,35

29,9
5
0,66

320.54.00

13,97

1298.08.51

19,98

21.04.21

0,91

498.14.17

7,67

30,6
0
100,
00

341.58.21

14,89

1796.23.08

27,65

2297.07.5
3

100,0
0

6496.45.46

100,00

564.37.01

8,68

Other genres
Extra European Films
and Fiction
Entertainment

337.42.29

16,39

639.32.22

462.52.32

22,45

14.17.24

Other genres total

800.35.01

38,85

653.49.46

Programme schedule
total

2062.09.2
2

100,00

2137.28.3
1

1The following are excluded: advertising, "infomercials and telesales,
promotional network advertising, social campaign advertising,
announcements, theme songs, intervals, time signals, broadcasting
interruption and suspension.
Source: Rai
Figure 2.8 Subtitled programs by genre and network
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Social Programme schedule
The "Permanent Committee" for the comparison on the social
programme schedule pursuant art. 38 of the service contract, consisting of
representatives of the social groups appointed by the Ministry, and by
representatives of the concessionaire, has sent its own opinion on the
document, issued by Rai22, on the themes included in art. 8 of the service
contract. This opinion acknowledges the high amount and importance of
the actions carried out by RAI, demonstrating that the programme
schedule is an integral and constituent part of the public service, and that
the concessionaire possesses the necessary professional skills and
competence to meet the demands of society and of the institutions of the
country on these topics.
The Permanent Committee has taken notice of the objectives achieved,
such as the realisation of national news both in LIS and subtitled, the
increase in the quantity of subtitles, and of subtitled genres, the
experimental monitoring of social pluralism. But it has also taken note of
those that still need to be fulfilled, such as LIS and subtitled regional news
programs, the regulations pursuant paragraph 5 (collection of funds etc.),
and the structure for the social programme schedule, pursuant paragraph
8. The opinion is completed by the "communication" issued by the
concessionaire, and the two additional declarations produced by the
representatives of FISH (Federazione Italiana per il Superamento
dell'Handicap - Italian Federation for the Overcoming of Handicaps) and
the Third sector Forum.
In these declarations, the representatives of the social bodies
acknowledge the efforts of the concessionaire, but demand that
communication on disabilities is improved, pointing out that these should
be represented correctly, avoiding the typical stereotypes "between beggar
and Batman", as it's the case some programs.
22

Pursuant art. 38, paragraph 3 of the service contract.
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The need is also highlighted, for improving the quality of
communication on disabilities, for example training the operators
(journalists, directors, etc.), involving disable people in the realisation of
programs and measuring not only the quantity of communication on the
topic, but also its quality. As far as quality is concerned, it is requested
that more attention is paid to setting suitable quality standards that meet
the need of access to the programme schedule by people with sensorial
disabilities. Whilst acknowledging the high level of commitment of Rai,
particularly starting from summer 2008, when the experimentation of
re-speaking23 was started, and steno typing services where reinforced, the
social parts believe that there is margin for improvement in the quantity
and quality standard of subtitles. They appreciate the significant increase
of the hours of subtitled performing arts, sports and political programs
broadcasted live, but complain about the scarce attention to regional
information spaces. They hope in a resolution of the difficulties
encountered by blind people in accessing the television programme
schedule, due to the broadcasting mode used for the audio descriptions
transmitted on medium wave radio frequencies, often affected by other
international radio stations and with limited coverage, as well as the
difficulties encountered in connection with the access to the teletext
service and the website, still non accessible.

Table 2.20. Titles of subtitled programs not of public service.
RaiUno
Extra European Films and fiction
.A.A.BABBO NATALE CERCASI; ACQUE PERICOLOSE; AFTER THE
SUNSET;
ALTA SOCIETA’; AMARE OLTRE LA VITA; AMORE
CONTESO;
AMORE
SENZA
PIETA’; ANN CONTRO ABBY; BAD
COMPANY-PROTOCOLLO
PRAGA;
BIGLIETTI...D’AMORE; CINDERELLA
MAN-UNA RAGIONE...; COLPEVOLE D’INNOCEN- ZA; COLPO GROSSO
ALLA NAPOLETANA; COME SPOSARE UNA FIGLIA; COSMIC SHOCK;
CRIMINE D’AMORE; DAMIGELLA D’ONORE; DARK TARGET OBIETTIVO...;
DIRTY DANCING BALLI PROIBITI; DOPPIA TRAPPOLA; DOPPIA VITA, DOPPIA
MORTE; FACCIA A FACCIA; FINCHE’ DURA SIAMO A GALLA; FLIGHTPLAN-MISTERO IN VOLO; FREE FALL PANICO AD ALTA QUOTA; GARA DI
CUORI; GENITORI IN TRAPPOLA; GOING FOR BROKE-UNA VITA IN...; GREEN
CARD-MATRIMONIO DI.....; IL CORAGGIO DI VOLARE; IL FIDANZATO DI
TUTTE; IL MARITO LATINO; IL MIRACOLO DELLE CARTOLINE; IL MISTERO DEI
TEMPLARI; IL PADRE DELLA SPOSA 2; IL PADRE DELLA SPOSA; IL RIMORSO;
IL SEGNO DELLA LIBELLULA; IL SEGRETO DI AGATHA CHRISTIE; IL SILENZIO
DEL TRADIMENTO; IL SILENZIO DELLA MEMORIA; IL VENTO DEL PERDONO;
INDOVINA CHI; INNAMORARSI ANCORA; IO & TU CONFUSIONE D’AMORE; LA
CROCIERA DELLA PAURA; LA FORZA DELL’AMORE; LA MALEDIZIONE DELLA
PRIMA...; LA MASCHERA DI FERRO; LA MEMORIA NEL CUORE; LA MONTAGNA
DELLA PAURA; LA PASSIONE DI CRISTO; LA RAGAZZA MADE IN PARIS; LA
SCELTA; LA SIGNORA IN GIALLO; LE CRONACHE DI NARNIA...; LE DUE VERITA’ DI JEAN; LE PAGINE DELLA NOSTRA VITA; LE PAROLE CHE NON TI HO
DETTO; LE SORELLE MCLEOD; L’ULTIMO SAMURAI; MIA MOGLIE CI PROVA;
MIRACOLO A MEZZANOTTE; MIRACOLO NEL BOSCO; PAROLE D’AMORE;
PENELOPE LA MAGNIFICA LADRA; PER UN POSTO SUL PODIO; PHENOMENON
II-GLI STRANI...; PRETTY PRINCESS; PRETTY WOMAN; QUANDO GLI ANGELI
SCENDONO...; QUELLA NOSTRA ESTATE; QUILL; RACCONTI DI FAMIGLIA;
RITORNO A KAUAI; SABRINA; SEI GIORNI SETTE NOTTI; SENZA ZUCCHERO;
23

These systems use voice recognition software.

SHALL WE DANCE?; SISTER ACT 2; SISTER ACT UNA SVITATA IN...; SOSPETTO LETALE; TEMPESTA DI FUOCO; TRE SCAPOLI E UNA BIMBA; TUTTE
LERAGAZZE LO SANNO; TUTTI I MERCOLEDI’; TUTTO PUO’ SUCCEDERE;
UN BAMBINO PER DUE; UN BREVE INCONTRO; UN DESIDERIO E’ UN
DESIDERIO; UN NONNO PER NATALE; UN TUFFO NEL PASSATO; UNA
FAMIGLIA SPEZZATA; UNA SECONDA CHANCE; UN’AMERICANA ALLA
CORTE DI....; UN’AMICA PER MIA FIGLIA; UNICO TESTIMONE; UNO
SCAPOLO IN PARADISO; UNO SCONO- SCIUTO ALLA MIA..; VERDI
DIMORE; VIVERE CON IL NEMICO; VOGLIO MIO FIGLIO; VOLO
323:CRONACA DI UN...; VOLO K.A.L. 007 ALLA RICERCA…
Entertainment
ALTA TENSIONE; ALTA TENSIONE IL CODICE...; CARRAMBA CHE
FORTUNA!; DIMMI LA VERITA’; FESTA ITALIANA; INCREDIBILE!; LA
BOTOLA; LA PROVA DEL CUOCO; LA VITA IN DIRETTA; L’EREDITA’;
L’EREDITA’ LA SFIDA DEI 6; MISS ITALIA 2008; MISS ITALIA NEL MONDO;
NAPOLI PRIMA E DOPO; ORNEL- LA ANCORA PIU’ DI ME; PARENTI
TALENTI; REAZIONE A CATENA; REAZIONE A CATENA-L’INTESA...;
SPECIALE VARIETA’ (var); SUPERVARIETA’; SUPERVA- RIETA’ SPECIALE;
TELETHON-LA VITA IN DIRETTA; VARIETA’; VARIETA’ ASPETTANDO
MISS...; VERDETTO FINALE.

RAIDUE
Extra European Films and Fiction
15 ANNI E INCINTA; ALIAS; ANGELI D’ACCIAIO; BROTHERS & SISTERS
SEGRETI...; CALENDAR GIRLS; CLOSE TO HOME-GIUSTIZIA AD...; COLD
CASE-DELITTI
IRRISOLTI;
CRIME
STORIES;
CRIMINAL
MINDS;
DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES; DESPERATE HOUSEWIVES SPECIALE; ELOISE
A NATALE; ELOI- SE AL PLAZA; E-RING; FBI OPERAZIONE TATA; FINAL
DESTINATION
2;
FRAMED-LA
TRAPPOLA;
FRIENDS;
FUOCO
INCROCIATO; GHOST WHISPERER; GROSSO GUAIO A RIVER CITY;
HEARTBREAKERS VIZIO DI...; I MAMBO KINGS; I PREDATORI DELL’ARCA
PERDUTA; I SEGRETI DI BROKEBACK...; I TUOI, I MIEI E I NOSTRI;
IDENTITA’ VIOLATE; IL MONACO; IL TOCCO DEL MALE; IL TRIAN- GOLO
DELLE BERMUDA; IN & OUT; IN HELL - NELL’INFERNO; IN NOME DELL’ONORE; INDIANA JONES E IL TEMPIO...; INDIANA JONES E L’ULTIMA...;
IO E LA FIGLIA DEL PRESIDENTE; J.A.G. AVVOCATI IN DIVISA; JANE DOE;
JERICHO; JESSE STONE CACCIA AL...; JUSTICE NEL NOME DELLA LEGGE;
KEVIN HILL; LA CLASSE DEL SIGNOR CLARK; LA MIA MIGLIORE AMICA;
LA RAGAZZA DELLA PORTA...; LA VENDETTA HA I SUOI SEGRETI;
L’ANELLO DELLA DISCORDIA; LAW & ORDER:I DUE VOLTI...; LE NOTE
DELL’AMORE; LIBERTY STANDS STILL; LINEA DIRETTA; L’ORGOGLIO
DEGLI AMBERSON; LOST; LOST MANUALE DI SOPRAVVIVENZA; L’UOMO
CHE SUSSURRAVA AI...; MCBRIDE; MEDICAL INVE- STIGATION; MEDICI
IN PRIMA LINEA; MIRACLE; MISERY NON DEVE MORIRE; MONA LISA
SMILE; N.C.I.S. UNITA’ ANTICRIMINE; NAVE FANTASMA; NELLA MORSA
DELL’INGANNO; NORA ROBERT’S ANGELS FALL; NORA ROBERT’S BLUE
SMOKE; NORA ROBERT’S CAROLINA MOON; NORA ROBERT’S MONTANA
SKY; NUMB3RS; OCEANO DI FUOCO-HIDALGO; OTTO GIORNI PER LA
VITA; PER AMORE DI ANDREW; PRIVATE PRACTICE; RITORNO A COLD
MOUNTAIN; RITORNO A KAUAI; ROB-B-HOOD; RUSH HOUR 3-MISSIONE
PARIGI; SENZA TRACCIA; SHAOLIN SOCCER; SIGNS; SNOW DOGS-8
CANI SOTTO ZERO; SOMMERSBY; SPIA PER CASO; STARSKY & HUTCH;
SUPERNATURAL; TESTIMO- NE INVOLONTARIO; THE 4400; THE
AVENGERS-AGENTI SPECIALI; THE CORE; THE DEAD ZONE; THE
DISTRICT; THE HUNTED-LA PREDA; THE NINE; THE SEN- TINEL; THE
YOUNG BLACK STALLION; UN AMORE INVISIBILE; UN GRANDE SOGNO
NEL CASSETTO; UN TUFFO NEL BUIO; UNA BANDA ALLO SBANDO; UNA

VITA SEGRETA; VANILLA SKY; VIKY E I DELFINI; WAKE OF DEATH -SCIA
DI
MORTE; WEEDS; WHITE OLEANDER-OLEANDRO BIANCO.

Entertainment
GARDEN; MEZZOGIORNO IN FAMIGLIA SPECIALE; PIAZZA GRANDE;
SCORIE.

RAITRE
Extra European Films and Fiction
3 LIBBRE; A 30 SECONDI DALLA FINE; A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE; AL
VERTICE DELLA TENSIONE; ALAMO-GLI ULTIMI EROI; AMAMI O LASCIAMI;
APOCALYP- SE NOW; ARSENICO E VECCHI MERLETTI; BACIAMI STUPIDO;
BALLA COILUPI; BLIND JUSTICE; CACCIA AL LADRO; C’ERA UNA VOLTA IN
AMERICA; COLPO GROSSO; COMINCIO’ CON UN BACIO; DELITTI
INQUIETANTI; DELIT- TO ALLA CASA BIANCA; DELITTO PERFETTO;
FORREST GUMP; FUGA PER LA VITTORIA; GAZEBO; GIORNI DI TUONO; IL
13^
GUERRIERO;
IL
DOTTOR
ZIVAGO;
IL
FANTASMA
DELL’..-Schumacher;
IL
GRANDE
SENTIERO;
IL MOMENTO
DI...(Schumacher); IL PADRE DELLA SPOSA; IL PADRINO; IL PIRA- TA; IL
PRINCIPE DELLE DONNE; IL RAPPORTO PELICAN; IL TESTIMONE PIU’
PAZZO...; IN JUSTICE; INTRIGO INTERNAZIONALE; JOHN Q.; LA DONNA DEL
DESTINO; LA GIURIA; LA GRANDE CORSA; LA PANTERA ROSA; L’ANGOLO
ROSSO; L’ATTIMO FUGGENTE; MADE IN AMERICA; MEDIUM; MILLION DOLLAR BABY; NELLA MORSA DEL RAGNO; NEMICO PUBBLICO; NEVERLAND UN
SOGNO PER LA...; NINOTCHKA; NOTTE E DI’; OCEAN’S TWELVE; OPERAZIONE GATTO; PAPA’ DIVENTA NONNO; PAYBACK-LA RIVINCITA DI PORTER;
PEARL HARBOR; QUELLA SPORCA DOZZINA; RONIN; SAHARA; SARANNO
FAMOSI; SFIDA TRA I GHIACCI; SLEEPERS; SONO AFFARI DI FAMIGLIA;
STARGATE SG-1; SU PER LA DISCESA; SUA ALTEZZA SI SPOSA; TERRA
NOSTRA; THE BLACK DAHLIA; THE MAJESTIC; THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE; THE ROCK; TI AMAVO SENZA SAPERLO; TRAPPOLA IN ALTO MARE; TRAPPOLA SULLE MONTAGNE...; UNO SBIRRO TUTTOFARE; VIA COL VENTO; WIND
AT MY BACK; WINDTALKERS

Entertainment
CIRCO
MASSIMO
SHOW;
FESTIVAL
INTERNAZIONALE
MONTECARLO; PARLA CON ME; STUDIO UNO; TINTORIA SHOW.

CIRCO

Source: Rai

2.8.
Obligations connected with the radio and television
activity
Obligation of broadcasting European works and independent
production works.
During the reference period, the Management Team of audiovisual and
multimedia content has continued the sanctioning activity started during the

2008, issuing 86 proceedings for the violation of programme schedule
obligations, and 20 proceeding for violation of investment obligations, each
of them dealing with 2 to 4 violations. The total amount of the sanctions
issued since April 30th 2008 is 194,031.95 Euros.
The discipline dealing with the safeguard of European audiovisual
productions, introduced by law no. 122, dated April 30th 1998 and
transposed in art. 6 and 44 of legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31st
2005 was, as shown in the previous annual report, amended by law no. 244
of 2007 and law no. 31 of 2008. Pursuant art. 6 and 44 of the above
mentioned legislative decree no. 177 of 2005, as amended by laws no. 244
0f 2007 and no. 31 of 2008, as well as art. 37, paragraph 4, and 51 of the
same legislative decree, AGCOM was called to:
–
publish the criteria for the assessment of the requests for
the granting of dispensation for individual channels or programs that could
be traced back to the editorial responsibility of television networks,
suppliers of television contents, and suppliers of pay-per-view programs,
–
establish the criteria and the modes for the destination, by
the operators of electronic communication on fixed and mobile
communications, of a share of the revenues from the broadcasting of
audiovisual contents offered to pay-per view public, irrespective of the
type of the broadcasting, for the promotion and support of European
audiovisual works,
–
with reference to pay-per-view programs with a mostly
first-run film nature, define the criteria and the procedures for the
measurement of the fulfilment of the obligations on the actual availability
of relevant works in the six months previous to the broadcasting in the
reference year, and their success in cinemas,
–
determine the minimum broadcasting time reserved, within
the broadcasting and investment shares, to cinema or television works,
including animation works specifically intended for minors, or suitable for
viewing by adults and minors, and the modes for communicating the
fulfilment of the obligations laid out by art. 44 of the same legislative
decree no. 177, in compliance with the confidentiality principles pursuant
legislative decree no. 196 of June 30th 2003, and the sanctions in case of
default.
With resolution no. 448/08/CONS, AGCOM opened a public consultation
on the Draft regulations on the programme schedule and investment
obligations in favour of European works, and of works by independent
producers, which applies to the above interventions and replaces the
regulations approved with resolution no. 9/99. The following parties took
part in the consultation, through written reports and audits concluded on
December 9th 2008: AERANTICORALLO association, the national association
for cinema and multimedia industry (ANICA), the association of television
producers (APT), the association of independent television channels (ATDI),
the association of documentary film makers (DOCit), Fastweb s.p.a., FOX
International Channels Italy s.r.l., H3g s.p.a., RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
s.p.a, Reti Televisive Italiane s.p.a., SKY Italia s.r.l. and Telecom Italia Media
s.p.a.. On February 13th 2009, taking into account the observations made
during the consultation, the Council approved the regulations with
resolution no. 66/09/CONS.
Among the main new introductions are some definitions emerged with
financial law no. 244 of 2007 with reference to the subjects in charge of
fulfilling programme schedule and investment obligations. Among these,
the suppliers of pay-per-view programs are defined, which identification is
connected with the procedure for the purchasing of the programs before
its availability, in order to ensure compliance with the statement of the

Court of Justice in the Mediakabel 24 sentence. Also introduced were the
definitions of pay-per-view programs with mainly cinematographic content,
for which the financial law introduces a specific obligation. The criteria for
the identification takes into account the quantity of first-run programme
schedule, corresponding to at least 70%, in line with the requirements for
the definition of thematic channels. The definition of films was also
provided, in line with art. 2 of legislative decree no. 28, dated January
22nd 2004, which refers to the priority destination to cinema theatres.
Lastly, the concept of subduable hours, on the basis of the definition
pursuant art. 6 and 44 of legislative decree no. 177, dated July 31st 2005,
was clarified.
Art. 2 of the regulations calls for a modification of the most viewed time
band during which the obligation of European works programme schedule
must be fulfilled, which is delayed by 1 hour, starting from 19:30, to comply
with the shift of the television audience emerged from the most recent
viewing rating data. The programs integrally transmitted as a non-live
repeat, are not subjected to the obligation of broadcasting during the most
viewed time band, as they are a simple re-broadcasting, with a time delay,
of programs already subjected to these programme schedule obligations.
Thematic channels can identify ex post their main viewing band based on
their own specific editorial targets. This solution appears to provide an
even balance between the needs for juridical clarity and editorial autonomy,
taking into account the particularity of thematic channels, which does not
match a definition that does not take into account the specificity of the
themes presented, and the reference public.
Art. 3 indicates the compulsory programme schedule shares. With
reference to the tolerance thresholds and the needs to gradually reach the
reserve position set by art. 4 or TVSF directive, during the first
implementation of law no. 122/98, which integrated directive 97/36/EC, of
which resolution 9/99 is the implementation, AGCOM had identified in the
threshold of 7% a reasonable criteria for the gradual approaching to the
required shares. Ten years from that first regulatory intervention on the
matter, it appears equally reasonable to believe that the market is now
ready for the full application of the obligations, also in view of the fact that
for the innovative services, at the time not included in the primary
regulation, legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005 calls for specific
first application standards.
Therefore, the 7% threshold is removed, originally included in the
regulations approved with resolution no. 9/99.
At the same time, were also added the obligations on minors
introduced by art. 10, paragraph 10 of law no. 112 of May 3rd 2004,
transposed in art. 34, paragraph 7 of the Consolidation act. The listed
shares have been identified taking into account the time band for the
so-called "minors television", between 16.00 and 19.00, consisting of 3
hours, or 12% of the total daily programme schedule. Therefore, taking
into account the mentioned regulations on the shares for the broadcasting
of European works, it was considered that 20% of the television
programme schedule intended "for everyone", and half the time of the
programme schedule "specifically intended for minors (i.e. 6% of the
programme schedule), should be dedicated to the broadcasting of
European works. In this way, the minimum monthly time share for the
broadcasting of television programs specifically intended for minors is set
as 6% of the total broadcasting of European programs, while the minimum
monthly time share for the broadcasting of programs suitable for minors,
24

According to the Community law sanctioned with the sentence of June 2nd 2005, for the C-89/94 Mediakabel

case, pay-per-view programs are subjected to art. 4 and 5 of the TVSF directive, irrespective of the national
juridical regimes implemented in terms of authorisations.

or suitable for viewing by minors and adults, is set to 20% of the share
allocated to European programs.
Art. 4 specifies the types of European works on which to invest, also
making reference to the applicable decree of the Ministry for economic
development, together with the Ministry for cultural goods, for the definition
of Italian original work, and requiring a gradual compliance of the various
subjects, within 12 months from the implementation of the decree. It was
confirmed the possibility of complying with the investment obligation at
group level, maintaining the reference to the controlled or controlling
societies. In view of the different measures imposed by the financial law to
the supplier of uncoded content (destination of 3% of the revenue),
compared with the suppliers of pay content (destination of 3.5% of the
revenue), the possibility of compliance at group level is split, with the
possibility of indicating compliance to the obligation of the overall uncoded
media services, and the overall the pay Tv media services, provided by the
same party.
The regulation, and in more specific terms art. 5, sets the regulatory
measure required by the financial law in terms of obligations for television
services provided on request, to which pursuant paragraph 1, it is requested
to allocate to the production or purchasing of European works 10% of the
net revenue resulting from content traffic. This amount appears consistent
with the obligations set by the previous regulation (10% of investments in
European works), and by the new regulatory framework, as well as by the
new directive 65/2007, which modifies directive TVSF. Paragraph 2 sets a
gradual introduction to this obligation and allows a deviation during the third
year, not higher than 2%, which must be recovered by the following year.
Art. 6 includes the regulatory measure set by the financial law in terms of
criteria for the assessment of relevant cinematographic works, from which
depends the compliance with the obligation for investment for stations
broadcasting mainly first-run pay-per-view films. The standard indicates, as
determining factors, the actual availability of relevant works and their
success in the cinema circuit. The second criteria (success in the cinema
circuit), is specified at paragraph 1, in terms of takings in cinema theatres
during the solar year. The set amount, 1 million Euro, corresponds
approximately to the takings of the first 30 Italian produced films during
2007, as indicated by SIAE. In case of unavailability of rights for such films,
the obligation for pay-per-view programs may be decreased.

As implementation of the terms of the "one thousand extensions" decree,
new procedures have been set for the granting of dispensation from the
programme schedule and investment obligations, which ensure a
transparent procedure, in compliance with the adversarial principle. Lastly,
it was emphasised the exemption from the obligations of the regulations by
local broadcasting stations and suppliers of content.

Criteria for the allocation of residual rights shares
Following resolution no. 166/08/CSP, AGCOM has called for a public
consultation on the draft regulations concerning the criteria for the
allocation of shares of the residual rights resulting from the time limits of
the television utilisation rights acquired by radio and television operators,
implemented pursuant art. 44, paragraph 4 of legislative decree no. 177
dated July 31st 2005, to be subjected to public consultation, which
integrates and replaces the regulations approved with resolution no.
185/03/CSP. During the consultation, critical elements were highlighted in

the application of the current regulation on the criteria for the allocation of
shares of the residual rights resulting from the time limits of the television
utilisation rights acquired by radio and television operators. The need for an
intervention on the previous regulations dealing with the criteria for the
allocation of shares of the residual rights had clearly emerged during the
related survey, called for with resolution no. 164/06/CSP. Therefore, the
draft regulation subjected to public consultation has presented dispositions
aimed at:
–
facilitating the actual circulation of audiovisual works and
their broadcasting on the new platforms, using the new broadcasting
methods,
–
facilitating the establishment of a correct contractual
procedure between radio and television operators and producers, capable
of promoting the growth of the independent television production industry
and
–
safeguarding the competitive capabilities of this last, also
following the example of the regulations implemented in other European
countries.
Other criteria were also identified for determining the participation of
independent producers to the development and realisation of audiovisual
productions, also with the objective of enhancing, irrespective of the type
of contract agreed by the parties, the intellectual and creative contribution
of the work in terms of allocation of a share of residual rights.
The following parties took part in the consultation, through written
reports and audits concluded on December 3rd 2008: AERANTICORALLO
association, the national association for cinema and multimedia industry
(ANICA), the association of television producers (APT), the association of
independent television channels (ATDI), the association of documentary
film makers (DOCit), FOX International Channels Italy s.r.l., RAI
Radiotelevisione Italiana s.p.a, Reti Televisive Italiane s.p.a., SKY Italia s.r.l.
and Telecom Italia Media s.p.a.. On April 22nd 2009, taking into account the
observations made during the consultation, the Commission for services
and products approved the regulations with resolution no. 60/09/CONS,
which is currently being published.
Among the main new introductions following the public consultation, and
in accordance with the dispositions of the regulations on programme
schedule and investment obligations in favour of European works, and
works by independent producers, a specific definition was introduced, for
"cinematographic works", which makes reference to the main destination of
the works to cinema theatres, which follows the definition already included
in art. 2 of legislative decree no. 28 dated January 22nd 2004. In order to
extend the negotiation for residual rights also to format based programs,
and in consideration of the increased use of these intellectual works by
television operators, a definition of format was introduced, consistent with
the contractual procedure considered valid and currently used by S.I.A.E.
In the granting of the requests received from several parties, on the
classification of primary, secondary and tertiary rights, it was considered
appropriate to complete a reclassification of the right categories more
consistent with the current legislation and the current negotiation standard,
also in view of the field competence of this Authority, and the objective of
the regulatory intervention, aimed at ensuring the breakdown of the rights
and the corresponding separate negotiations. Therefore, two categories
were identified, with a distinction between original rights, or rights of first
television use of audiovisual works on the national territory, and derivative
rights, or types of rights different from original rights.
Art. 2 of the regulations defines the various audiovisual productions,

distinguishing between genre, i.e., cinematographic works, fictions, shows
and entertainment programs, cartoons and documentaries, and identifies
the methods for the realisation of the works in relation to the role of
producers and television operators. In this respect, four categories were
set, including the co-production, the pre-acquisition, the licence and the
production, mainly funded by the broadcasting station.
Art. 3 sets the maximum term for the time limitation criteria of
audiovisual works between seven and three years, depending on the type of
work. In addition, the negotiation principles were also established, between
independent and television operator. For this purpose, the requirement
was set for each operator to implement codes of conducts, within which
are indicated the criteria followed during the relationship between the
same and independent producers. These criteria also include, among others,
separate negotiations for derivative rights, the identification of minimum
activities describing the intellectual contribution of the producer, and other
guarantees aimed at safeguarding the confidentiality principles, in
connection with the projects proposed to the television operators.

Programme schedule obligations
Four categories of programme schedule obligations may be summarised
for the purpose of the sanctioning activity following notification:
1.

log keeping;

2.

preservation of recordings;

3.

interconnection;

4.

duration of the programme schedule.

The broadcasting of radio and/or television programs, using any technical
means, is of main general interest. In this framework, of the utmost
importance are the first two categories that fulfil the obligations that the
radio and television concessionaires are required to comply with, pursuant
law no. 223 of August 6th 1990 (art. 20, paragraphs 4 and 5), and
legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005, and, the last one
chronologically, law no. 101 dated June 6th 2008. In fact, private
concessionaires in particular are bound to keeping a log, with a progressive
page number on each page, stamped and approved in accordance with the
requirements of art. 2215 of the civil code. The log must include the weekly
data on the broadcasted programs, their origin, and the specific character of
the auto-production, following minimum common classification standards,
which shall be more detailed for some types of broadcasting stations, in line
with AGCOM resolution no. 54/03/CONS dated February 19th 2003. The
program log and the magnetic archive - or the preservation of the
recordings for the three months following the broadcasting date of the
programs themselves -, constitute two importance monitoring tools. But
they are also a source of knowledge that the lawmaker has imposed to
radio and television broadcasting company, to enable tracing back the
programme schedule of each broadcasting station in the medium term, a
necessity that cannot be disregarded when assessing the programme
schedule of radio and television broadcasting stations, and their compliance
with the law.
Within this framework, AGCOM has implemented:
–
13 injunction proceedings, for failure to comply after receiving a
warning, of which:
–
Sport),

9 on log keeping (resolution n. 130/08/CSP - Euros 1,032, Rete
(resolution n. 165/08/CSP – Euros 1,032, Radio Gamma

5), (resolution n. 191/08/CSP – Euro 1,032 Teleitalia), (resolution n.
225/08/CSP – Euros 1,032, Catalan TV), (resolution n. 19/09/CSP – Euros
516, I.E.S - ex Telesalute), (resolution n. 43/09/CSP – Euros 1,032,
Telesannio), (resolution n. 44/09/CSP – Euros 10,330, Retecapri),
(resolution n. 54/09/CSP – Euros 1,032, Canale 9), (resolution n.
64/09/CSP – Euros 516, Radio Gamma);
–
4 on the preservation of recordings (resolution n. 131/08/CSP –
Euro 1,032, Canale 33), (resolution n. 191/08/CSP – Euro 1,032, Teleitalia),
(resolution n. 55/09/CSP – Euro 1,032, Televenezia), (resolution n.
65/09/CSP – Euros 516, Radio Gamma 5);
–
16 cases dismissed, on log keeping and preservation of recordings,
of which 11 had been preceded by a warning;
–
10 warnings in accordance with art. 51, paragraph 2, of legislative
decree no. 177, dated July 31st 2005, as part of the sanctioning proceeding,
not yet closed, either by dismissal or injunction.
In addition, 19 proceedings were started with claim for breach or art.
20, paragraphs 4 and 5 of law. no. 223 of August 6th 1990, on the
obligation of program log keeping and preservation of program recordings.
Lastly, a proceeding initiated pursuant art. 29, paragraph 7, of
legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005, for sanctioning the
incompliance by private concessionaries for local radio and television
broadcasting to interconnecting for over nine hours to a satellite channel,
which was closed then filed due to cash settlement.

2.9.
Satellite authorisations and authorisations for
transfers of ownership of radio-television companies
Satellite authorisations
The work relating to the issuing of satellite television authorisations is
carried out by AGCOM pursuant to regulations passed with resolution no.
127/00/CONS of March
1st 2000, which regulates the issuing of
authorisations to undertakings broadcasting satellite television programmes
in one of the States that have signed the European Convention on
transfrontier television, agreed upon in Strasbourg on 5 May 1989, and
subsequently ratified with law no. 327 of 5 October 1991.
Pursuant art. 5, paragraph 1 of the said provision, authorisation
procedures, initiated following presentation by the involved party, of
appropriate application for each broadcasted program, are granted for a
period of 6 months, and are subject to renewal.
In relation to each application presented, the interested parties must
pay a contribution to AGCOM, as a reimbursement for the cost of the
preliminary investigation carried out for the purpose of granting the
authorisation. The contribution is updated at the beginning of the solar year
in accordance with the expected inflation rate. For the year 2009, in
application of art. 3, paragraph 1 of legislative decree no. 185 on: "Urgent
measures for the support of families, work, employment and enterprising,
and for redesigning the national strategic anti-crisis plan (changed into law
by law no. 2 of January 28th 2009 - published on ordinary. suppl. no. 14 of
issue no. 22 of January 28th 2009 of the Official Journal.
The actual volume of activities for the granting of authorisations to
satellite broadcasting of television programs for the period May 1st 2008 -

April 30th 2009, is shown in the data listed in the following table.

Table 2.21. Satellite authorisation activities
Year
2008/09
Applications for
authorisation/renewal/transfer/amendment

Year
2007/08

75

67

Authorisations granted

24

41

Authorisations renewed

17

10

Authorisations transferred

23

10

9

5

2

1

Authorisation amended based on the communications
received
Applications being handled
Source: AGCOM

From the comparison between the data for the period taken into account,
and the previous year, it is clear that, although the number of activities is
pretty much the same, a 50% decrease has been recorded, in the number
of

new authorisations, and a corresponding increase in the number of
transferred authorisation, indicating a trend towards an overall settlement
of the satellite television system, also through company incorporations and
mergers.
The overall consistency of the satellite television broadcasting sector
could be outlined today, in the complementary distinctions of an objective
and a subjective profile, in the number of programs for which authorisation
has been granted or renewed equal to 330, for a 134 applicants receiving
authorisation.
In relation to each authorisation granted, the personal technical data
declared by the applicants have been collected in a specific database, the
management of which provides, through the recording of the individual
positions, and the update of each subsequent variation, a general
monitoring of the sector.
Anyone being granted authorisation is required to notify any changes on
the information or documents supplied during the initial application. The
data most liable of being modified relate to changes in the legal setup of
the broadcasting station, change in the name of the broadcasted programs,
or changes in the technical broadcasting system. To the above types, one
must also add any documents resulting from the notification of technical
modifications, which, in accordance with regulations, the broadcasting
stations must supply to AGCOM.

The vigilance on satellite stations broadcasting in uncoded form, even on
daytime, programs with erotic/pornographic content mainly directed at
advertising premium tariff numbers for premium services, in breach of
current regulations, has been closely pursued also during the time period
being discussed.
Such vigilance, also driven by notifications received by the European
Commission, takes advantage of the collaboration and technical support of
the Communication Police, and the special Section of the Financial Police
(see paragraph 3.5).
Lastly, within the objective of setting parameters for satellite television
broadcasting stations and the players in the field, and in line with a
reinforcement of the vigilance tools, an action was undertaken during the
period towards the companies authorised to broadcast television programs
via satellite, with the aim of acquiring information and data both on the
location of the up-link equipment used, and on their partners making
available the necessary transmission capacity.
As a result of this activity, it was ascertained that bankruptcy declaration
sentences had been issued by the Judicial Authority against some
companies, during the period of validity of the authorisation already
regularly granted in accordance with resolution no. 127/00/CONS.
As a consequence, for such companies gone bankrupt , after
ascertaining that no required authorisation had been granted for a
temporary continuation of the company activity, which according to current
regulations would be the responsibility of the Judicial Authority, the
corresponding authorisation were automatically withdrawn.

Authorisations for transfer of ownership of radio-television
companies
The transfer of ownership of companies performing radio and television
activities is regulated by the authorising regulations pursuant resolution no.
646/06/CONS,

issued on the basis of the requirements of art. 1, paragraph s, letter c),
no. 13, of law no. 249 dated July 31st 1997, and the prescriptions of
legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005 (radio and television
consolidation act). Subsequently, law no. 222 dated November 29th 2007,
on: "Transformation into law, with amendments, of legislative decree no.
159, dated October 1st 2007, on urgent economic-financial interventions
for the development of social equity", art. 16, paragraph 4 bis, has
introduced (by replacing letter p) of art. 2, paragraph 1 of the mentioned
legislative decree no. 177/05) a new definition of the term "local television
level", relating it to the "performing of the activity in one or more areas, not
exceeding 10, including areas not adjoining each other, with a coverage
lower than 50% of the national population; The area is called regional or
provincial area when the operating area of the television broadcasting
activity is only one and falls within the territory of one single region or
province, and the station does not broadcast in other areas. The term "local
television level", without any further specifications, relates to regional or
provincial broadcasting. The above regulation has also introduced the
replacement of paragraph 3 of art. 23, ruling that: "With the exception of
the limitation of three concessions or authorisations for television
broadcasting at local level within each user basin, and in compliance with
the definition of local level....(omissis).... the same company may maintain,
also through subsidiaries or connected companies, more than one
concession or authorisation for performing television activities at local

level".
The regulation of the procedures for the granting of authorisations for
radio-television company ownership transfers, takes advantage of this
legislative and regulatory framework.
In the period discussed in this report, up to April 30th 2009, the volume
of activities carried out includes the starting of no. 33 authorisation
procedures, involving local television concessionaires, local radio
concessionaires, as well as companies authorised to operate as satellite
television broadcasting stations.
In more specific terms, 26 authorisation were granted (of which a
minimum part - in view of the "tempus regit actum" principle-, in
accordance with the procedures set by resolution no. 290/03/CONS), and
seven decisions of "no further action needed" were taken due to lack of
interest by the applicants (no. 3 of which relating to companies authorised
to operate as satellite television broadcasting stations).
The authorisations for the transfer of ownership concerned: 12 local
radio-television concessionaires; 13 local radio concessionaires; 1 company
authorised to broadcasting satellite television programs.
In the same way, during the same period also numerous activities were
started aimed at granting prearranged authorisations to the transfer of the
television company,
pursuant art. 11, paragraph 2 of AGCOM resolution no. 78/98.
The corresponding activity, for which both the Ministry for economic
development and communication and AGCOM are partly responsible, ended
with the agreement by the Ministry to the applicant-purchaser obtaining
ownership of the transferred authorisation, subject to AGCOM authorisation
for the transfer of the broadcasting company to the involved party.
For the application of this provisions, a total of 33 authorisations were
granted, for transfer of ownership of a broadcasting company, all relating to
local broadcasting stations only.

2.10.
ICS

The Integrated Communication System -

Below are the main results on the assessment of the economic value of
the integrated Communication System (ICS) for the year 2007.
As far as methodological aspects are concerned, they system used in the
previous value assessment cycles, the 2004'2005 two-year period, and 2006
(see the technical attachments to resolutions no. 341/06/CONS and no.
81/08/CONS), has been confirmed.
The ICS value assessment process was therefore carried out following
two paths:
a) the first one in relation to the traditional AGCOM competence areas,
called "standard areas", which consisted in the direct collection of revenue
data on approximately 400 subjects operating in publishing and in the
broadcasting sector, largely representative of the specific economic
activities of reference;
b) the second on the so-called "new-areas", represented by external
advertising, communication initiatives at the point of sale, sponsoring and
cinema, which, due to the apportioned and uneven range of subjects, was
carried out through the analysis of data and information supplied by

external sources.
Pursuing the objective of setting up tools for checking the data supplied
by the individual companies, and for comparison purposes25, also this year
specific questionnaires were forwarded to the main advertising
concessionaires and to the largest Italian publishing groups26.
Table 2.22 shows in details the 2007 revenues for the individual
economic sectors that make up ICS, which total value resulted equal to
24,437 million Euros. The main component appears to be broadcasting
(36.9%), followed by newspapers and magazines (29.1%) and advertising
using "non conventional" means (18.9%).

Table 2.22. ICS by economic areas in 2007 (million Euros)
Economic areas indicated Segmentation by economic
in Leg. Decree 177/05
sector
1. Newspaper and magazines 1. National and local newspapers
2. Magazines
Total
2. Annual and electronic
3. Annual press
press, also via the Internet
4. Electronic press
5. Press agency
Total
3. Radio and television
6. Free TV
7. Pay TV
8. Radio
Total
4. Cinema
9. Box office and advertising
5. External advertising
10. External advertising
6. Initiatives of
11. Initiatives of communication
communication of products of products and services
and services
7. Sponsoring
Total

12. Sponsoring

Total
turnovers
3,458
3,675
7,133
848

%
14.1
15.0
29.1
3.5

1,062
345
2,255
5,642
2,680
678
9,000
1,430
612
3,718

4.3
1.4
9.2
23.1
11.0
2.8
36.9
5.9
2.5
15.2

289
24,437

1.2
100.0

25

In particular, with similar information from external sources (financial analysis reports, business banks, etc.).

26

These are Cairo Communication, Caltagirone Editore, Class Editori, De Agostini Editore, Gruppo Editoriale

L’Espresso, Il Sole 24 Ore, Mediaset, Mondadori, Monrif, Rai, RCS Mediagroup, Seat Pagine Gialle, Sky Italia and Telecom
Italia Media.

Source: AGCOM based on various company data and sources

When compared to similar parameters of 2006, during 2007 the
individual ICS segments have shown different trends. In relation to the
overall variation (in the range of 700 million Euros), figure 2.9 shows the
contribution of each sector to the variation27.
It appears how 60% of the overall growth is due to the results of the
broadcasting sector, while on the overall newspaper and magazine
publishing shows a "negative" contribution, due to the slow decrease in
revenue for 2007.
With reference to the different types of revenue making up ICS, figure
2.10 shows a representation of the so-called "widened" area publishing
(which includes, in addition to newspapers and magazines, also the annual
and electronic press, and printing agencies), while figure 2.11 is centred on
the financing sources of the radio and television sector.
As it can be seen, for all considered sections the component of revenue
from advertising is of primary importance. In the radio and television
sectors it reaches approximately 55% of the total, against just over 50%
for the publishing sector. When taking into account only the newspaper and
magazine publishing sector, this percentage decreases - due to the non
inclusion of the annual publishing sector, for which 96 % of the revenue
consists of advertising - to just over 47%.

Figure 2.9. ICS 2007: distribution of the total variation (%)

27

It is pointed out that the contribution may be positive in case of an increase of the economic value of reference,

and negative in the opposite case. The sum of the different values will of course represent 100% of the reference
value.

1. Newspapers
2. Magazines
Average areas 1-2
3. Annual pub.
4 Electronic pub.
5. Press agency
Average areas 3-5
6. Free TV
7. Pay TV
Average areas 6-9
9 Cinema
10. External advertising
11. Initiatives
12. Sponsoring
Average areas 9-12

Source: AGCOM based on various company data and sources

Figure 2.10. Revenue by type within the publishing area (2007
in %)28
Annual and
Press
agency
2.8

electronic
press 5.8

Advertising
50.4

Copies and
collateral 39.2

Conventions and
provisions 1.8

Source: AGCOM based on various company data and sources
As indicated previously, in order to check the reliability of the data
collected from the individual companies, the compiled data were requested,
for the radio-television and publishing sector, for the main company and
28

Newspaper, magazine, annual press, electronic press and press agencies.

heads of group of reference.

Figure 2.11. Revenue by type within the radio-television area (2007
in %)

Pay TV 26.7

License Fee 17.4

Conventions and
provisions 1.8

Advertising 54.8

Source: AGCOM based on various company data and sources

Figure 2.12 provides a more detailed view of the split of ICS economic
value among the main market players. The companies of the Gruppo
Fininvest (Mediaset e Arnoldo Mondadori Editore) together reach 14.5%,
followed by Rai (11,9%), Sky Italia (9,7%) and, at some distance, by RCS
Mediagroup (5,1%) and Gruppo Editoriale L’Espresso (4,4%).

Figure 2.12. ICS distribution by company (2007 in %)

(1) Cairo Communication, Caltagirone, Class, De Agostini, Monrif, Sole 24
Ore, Telecom Italia Media

Source: AGCOM processing and estimation based on company data
Lastly, it is important to mention that during the next month of
September AGCOM shall commence a survey for the identification of the
relevant markets making up the Integrated Communication System, with
the aim of carrying out a subsequent analysis in accordance with art. 43,
paragraph 2 of the radio and television consolidation act.

2.11.
The proceedings on dominant positions and
assessment of concentration and understanding operations
in ICS
The Activities for the inquest on the proceedings on dominant positions
and assessment of concentration and understanding operations in the
Integrated Communication System, with reference to the limits set by art.
43 of legislative decree no. 177 of July 31st 2005 (hereinafter radio and
television Consolidation act) are carried out by AGCOM in accordance with
regulations 646/06/CONS of November 6th 2006.
According to the requirement of the above regulation, notified
concentration and understanding operations are checked by AGCOM during
a preliminary investigation that must be completed within 60 days from
the receipt of the notifications, unless in case of further integration
requests. Within the set due date, when considered appropriate due to the
possibility of a breach of art. 43 of the Consolidation act, AGCOM may
initiate a proceeding for ascertaining the actual breach of the principles of
paragraphs 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 of the same art. 43, and implement any
consequential measures that may be necessary. Otherwise, AGCOM will
conclude the preliminary activity with a proceeding.
With reference to this checking activity, as of April 30th 2009 51
resolutions issued undertaken for the non initiation of proceeding by
AGCOM council in relation to the concentration and understanding
operations exceeding the turnover threshold of art. 4, paragraph 1 of the
regulation, as well as 38 decisions of not undertaking an inquest, by the
audiovisual and multimedia content Management Team, for concentration
and understanding operations with a turnover lower that the threshold
indicated in art. 4, paragraph 1 of the mentioned regulations29.
The data on the volume of activities performed during the period from
May 2008 to April 2009, in relation to the checking activities for the ICS
understanding and concentration operations, are listed in table 2.23.

Tables 2.23. Volume of activities connected to the assessment of the
compliance with the principles of art. 43 of legislative decree no. 177
dated July 31st 2005
Operations subjected to checks

29

89

Resulting in resolution

51

Resulting in decision

38

Sanctioning proceedings

1

With decision taken during the meeting of May 9th 2007, AGCOM Council has appointed the Head of the

audiovisual and multimedia content Department to decide on concentration operations with a turnover below the
threshold of art. 4, paragraph 1 of the regulations attached to resolution no. 646/06/CONS.

Proceedings still (at April 30th 2009)
Source: AGCOM

The ICS economic areas interested by the checks carried out by AGCOM
in accordance with art. 43 of the radio and television Consolidation act were
television (48 operations checked) and radio (41 operations checked).
Among the most significant inquests during 2008 are the agreements for
allowing the offer of audiovisual contents on the various digital distribution
platforms.
During 2008, the company R.T.I. s.p.a. has given AGCOM, in
accordance with art. 43, paragraph 1 of the radio and television
consolidation act, preliminary notification of three agreements: the first
one with the company NBC Universal Global Networks Italia s.r.l., the
second with the company Walt Disney Company Italia s.r.l., the second
with the company Sky Italia s.r.l. The first two for the transfer to R.T.I. of
all pay mode distribution rights on a range of audiovisual contents,
counterbalanced by a range of services provided by R.T.I. to Universal as
supplier of television services; the third one on transmission and
distribution of audiovisual contents owned by R.T.I. on the Sky satellite
platform. Within a framework of offer of multiplatform contents, the
agreements notified will make the television offers available on the various
digital distribution platforms, for the benefit of the user.
According to art. 43, paragraph 1 of the radio and television
consolidation act and regulation no. 646/06/CONS, the audiovisual and
multimedia contents Management Team has initiated a series of
pre-proceeding checks for assessing the compatibility of said agreements
with the requirements of art. 43, paragraphs 7, 8, 9, 10,
11 and 12 of the mentioned consolidation act, ruling the authorisation
for the completion of the notified agreements.

2.12.

Advertising

Television and radio advertising
Among the institutional duties entrusted to AGCOM by institutional law
no. 249 of 1997 are the vigilance (art. 1, paragraph 6, letter b), no. 3) on
the ways of distribution of services and products, including advertising in
any form, and the issuing of regulations for the implementation of laws
(art. 1, paragraph 6, letter b), no. 5) on advertising in any form, and on
telesales, and the organised integration between the product or service
supplier or network manager and the user that entails the acquisition of
information by the user, as well as user information.
The monitoring of television broadcasting networks, implemented
through the recording and subsequent viewing of broadcasted programs,
enables carrying out checks on the adverts broadcasted both at national
and local level, for fulfilling any sanctioning duties. AGCOM performs both
quantitative checks, on the duration of adverts, and qualitative checks, in
terms of the positioning of the advert within or between the programs, and
analysis of some advert content. In particular, the activity on advertising
consists of the following functions:
–

checking of television advertising minutage,

–
checking of the positioning of adverts between and within
the programs,
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–
regulations,

evaluation of some advertising contents, in line with current

–
evaluation of advertising contents on the basis of the
guarantees for the users,
–
issuing of opinions on misleading advertising and improper
commercial practices.
The checks on television advertising broadcasted on analogue, digital
and satellite networks are carried out directly from the relevant AGCOM
office, while it is currently being formalised the delegation by AGCOM to
the regional Committees for communication, also for the television
advertising sector, for the checks to be carried out on local networks,
which high number and spread across the territory makes a centralised
monitoring activity difficult to handle.

The impact of changes in the regulatory framework
During 2008 there have been several legislative and regulatory
amendments that have had an impact both on the way adverts are
broadcasted, and on the stages of the sanctioning procedure.
At primary regulations level, the implementation of law no. 101 of 2008
has had important effects on the stages of the sanctioning procedure, which
has been greatly slim-lined, in consideration of the fact that the complaint
stage is immediately followed by the injunction, or in case of justified
reasons of the broadcasting company, by the filing of the procedure, without
going through the intermediate warning stage. The mentioned law has also
highly increased the sanction amount, further enhancing its role as deterrent.
These legislative changes have had a strong impact on the trend of the
proceedings initiated in accordance with the previous regulatory framework,
for which, if the warning stage has already been reached, two different
procedures will be undertaken, depending on the time the breach of the
warning has occurred: if such breach has occurred during the validity of the
cancelled regulation, AGCOM has been able to immediately implement the
injunction. On the other side, if the breach has occurred during the validity
of the new regulation, a new complaint document was needed; On the other
side, for proceedings already initiated but that have not yet reached the
warning stage, the new breach incurred on the basis of the amended
regulatory framework would not have justified the issuing of a warning, but
a new complaint that could be immediately sanctioned.
On a regulatory point of view, AGCOM resolutions no. 162/07/CSP and
12/08/CSP, integrating the regulations on radio and television advertising
and telesales on some aspects of advertising in relation to some aspects of
the transmission of telesales and telesales spots, definitely entered into force
on November 30th 2008, the date set by resolution no. 133/08/CSP. These
resolution adapt the national legislation to the requirements of the
89/552/EEC directive, so-called television without frontiers, establishing that
the telesales windows, broadcasted by stations and suppliers of contents at
national level, must have a minimum uninterrupted duration of at least 15
minutes.
On January 1st 2009, resolution no. 211/08/CSP entered into force,
including an interpretative communication on some aspects of television
advertising regulations, in particular in terms of self promotion, programs
consisting of independent sections, films, interruption of sport programs,
animated superimpositions, for the conciliation of the interests of viewers
and broadcasting stations. In more details, the mentioned communication

introduces some clarifications made necessary from the evolution of the
markets and the innovations introduced by the most recent advertising
techniques. It also deals with the inclusion of advertising in some program
categories, such as programs consisting of independent sections, films and
sports programs.
As far as the first aspect is concerned, it introduces the concept of
self-promotion in the context of the multiplatform setup of the current
television market and states that, in assessing the advertising of programs
broadcasted on the various platforms, or the advertising of collateral
products directly resulting from them, that can be traced back to the
publishing responsibility of the broadcasting station or supplier of contents, it
will be necessary to separate from the channel where the advertising
messages are being broadcasted.
It also indicates that animated superimpositions, so-called "in-logo",
characterised by the simultaneity of transmission and superimposition over
the television programs within which they are displayed, as they consist in
the simultaneous or parallel broadcasting of the publishing and the
advertising content, must therefore be regulated following the so-called
split-screen principles, due to the fact that they are aimed at the
broadcasting of advertising messages. Therefore, the same regulations in
terms of message identification, hourly and daily minutage, positioning and
time separation from other forms of advertising shall apply.
As far as the second profile is concerned, interpretative communication
shall be applied in relation to programs consisting of separate sections whereas these should only be considered to be the ones consisting of
separate and complete sections of the overall program, and which
communication content may be fully appreciated independently, without the
need for viewing previous or subsequent parts, provided that they have a
consistent duration in relation to the overall duration and nature of the
program -, inciting the broadcasting stations to notify their perception by the
viewer, to implement significant sound, visual of graphic elements, such as
theme song or tunes, announcements by the presenter, or other suitable
means.
In case of films (both cinema films and films intended for the television),
it is pointed out that, for the purpose of the regulations of advertising breaks,
these programs may be broadcasted in independently planned sections,
following the standard procedures of the cinema circuit, so that
advertisements during the intervals between the parts are not considered for
the purpose of the calculation of the number of interruptions allowed by the
legislation, provided that the planned duration of the individual parts is
calculated separately and without including the duration of the advertising
interval.
Lastly, as far as sports programs are concerned, the interpretation
communication clarifies that any play interruptions that may justify the
introduction of advertising are only those situations of play interruption that,
based on the official regulations of the specific sport disciplines may either
entail the obligation for the referee, to decide the recovery of lost time or,
subject to referee discretion, are characterised by elements which, based on
the actual occurrence, make the broadcasting station believe, following a
reasonable criteria, that at the end of the official duration of the competition,
the referee shall rule the recovery of the play interruption time in
accordance with the indications of the "practical guide" of the Italian
Association of Referees.
The year being discussed has been characterised also by the approval of
resolution no. 34/09/CSP on February 19th 2009, on the dispositions on
sound level of advertising messages and telesales, as a conclusion the long
survey initiated in 2006 with resolution 157/06/CSP, which identified the

need for a technical table including all involved parties, also taking
advantage of the collaboration of the Higher institute of communication and
information technology of the Ministry of Communications, to provide
definitive regulations on sound levels of advertising messages. In view of the
complexity of creating such definitive technical regulations, the technical
table, established with resolution no. 50/07/CSP of March 7 2007, had the
objective of producing a proposal for:
•
identifying any integrations and/or modifications on the setting of
technical parameters and the procedures for the detection of the sound level
of advertising messages and telesales, implemented on a temporary basis
by AGCOM for the guarantee in communications, with resolution no.
157/06/CSP;
•
define, where necessary, the procedures for carrying out technical
tests and trials in support and for checking the activities described in the
previous point;
•
define technical parameters and reference procedures, shared as
much as possible, in view of the final provision.
On the basis of the activities and the results of the technical table, the
above resolution no. 34/09/CSP states that public and private radio and
television broadcasting stations and the suppliers of contents operating on
terrestrial frequencies and via satellite, may broadcast advertising messages
and telesales with a power higher than that of ordinary programs, following
an algorithm and detection parameters defined by AGCOM.

The difference in levels is determined through sound power (loudness),
measured following the recommendations of ITU-R-BS 1770, which defines
the algorithms for the measurement of the audio signal with the aim of
calculating the loudness unit (LU)of the program. The procedure for the
measurement and the measurement algorithm defined by AGCOM entail a
comparison between two separate measurements referring respectively to
the long and the short period, with separate technical detection parameters
for the two cases (tolerance threshold, exceeding percentages, and
minimum number of detections). For the purpose of the assessment of the
compliance to the above resolution, AGCOM shall seek the collaboration of a
third party, with shall be indentified with subsequent proceeding.
Lastly, taking into account of the relevant changes introduced by the
regulation and in order to enable a gradual adaptation by the broadcasting
station and the companies producing the advertising messages, as well as
the purchase, installation, and putting into operation of the measurement
devices, and for the refinement of the checking procedures, starting from
the entry into force of resolution 34/09/CSP a 6 month test period for the
application of the new regulation has been set, with suspension of any
sanctions. For this purpose, a technical monitoring table has been
established at AGCOM, which includes the broadcasting stations and the
content suppliers, as well their representative and consumer associations.
This technical monitoring table shall perform subjective detections, using an
appropriate panel, of the loudness of adverts and telesales, to define the
impact of the tolerance thresholds set by AGCOM. At the end of the test
period AGCOM reserves the right to implement changes to the detection
parameters.
the constant monitoring of national broadcasting stations and the
continuous dialogue through auditing of the parties, have brought to the
knowledge of the regulations and their compliance. This is confirmed by the
stability in the number of proceedings initiated during the year being
discussed compared with the previous periods. In particular, there has
been substantial compliance with the regulations on telesales, while some

issues have emerged due to a non total understanding of the provisions on
self-promotions, (especially for in-promotions, or animated superimpositions
with self promotional content ), interruption of films and animated
superimposition with advertising content (see in-logo), as invested by the
mentioned interpretative communication. On this aspects, test type
monitoring is still being implemented.

Vigilance and sanctioning activity
The vigilance activity on adverts broadcasted is performed through the
control of the program schedule of both national and local broadcasting
stations.
As far as national broadcasting stations are concerned, three separate
possibilities have been identified:
–
a methodical vigilance across the whole programme schedule is
performed on analogue television concessionaires, consisting of the
recording of programs and the subsequent analysis and sorting of the
various advertising events broadcasted during each television day;
–
on terrestrial and satellite broadcasting stations, the monitoring is
performed on periodical rotation and/or sampling of some program types.
This is due to the high costs of the detection equipment (wide range of tools
needed for reception purposes, such as aerials and receivers, and different
coding systems used);
–
on radio stations, the specific control activity and start of the
preliminary proceedings are performed upon notification and/or complaint,
using specific offices and personnel of the Financial and the Postal Police.
During 2008, an European tender was completed for the starting of
methodical monitoring of all radio broadcasting stations broadcasting on the
national territory,
in order to ensure univocal monitoring across the whole territory.
As far as both radio and television local broadcasting stations are
concerned it is not possible to ensure a systematic monitoring procedure,
due to the high number of broadcasting stations, which would result in
extremely high monitoring charges, and the technical constraints due to the
impossibility of receiving and collecting all signals broadcasted at one
individual detection station. The monitoring activity is therefore entrusted by
AGCOM to local structures operating on a sample basis, following notification
received, for example, from private citizens, associations, broadcasting
stations, who then inform the competent AGCOM offices by forwarding any
relevant documentation.
Within the framework of the vigilance and sanctioning activities,
improvements have been recorded following the implementation of the new
regulations, also with reference to the level of awareness of the
administration procedure.
The status of the vigilance and sanctioning activities against national
coverage radio and television concessionaires is shown on the table, for the
period May 2008
8 April 2009. As far as local radio and television broadcasting stations are
concerned, in terms of breaches, of a total of 25 proceedings initiated during
the reference period, the following have been completed:
–
14 with warning (resolution no. 154/08/CSP and 155/08/CSP,
Canale Italia), (resolution no. 156/08/CSP, no. 157/08/CSP and no.
221/08/CSP, Telereporter Sud), (resolution no. 167/08/CSP, no.
177/08/CSP, no. 212/08/CSP and no. 61/09/CSP, Canale 58), (resolution no.

173/08/CSP, Gold TV), (resolution no. 222/08/CSP, Noello Sat), (resolution
no. 255/08/CSP, no. 256/08/CSP and no.. 257/08/CSP, TV Europa);
–
6 with order-injunction proceedings (resolution no. 187/08/CSP –
Euros 4.128, resolution no. 188/09/CSP – Euros 5.160, resolution no.
189/08/CSP – Euros 5.160, resolution no. 190/08/CSP – Euros 5.160,
Telenostra), relating to proceedings resulting in warning implemented before
the reference period , (resolution no. 62/09/CSPEuros 2066, resolution no.
71/09/CSP – Euros 2.066, Radio Monte Kronio);
–

1 dismissed (resolution no. 213/08/CSP, Radio Gamma 5).

Table 2.24. National television broadcasting stations, status of the
sanctioning activity in the television advertising sector
Type of breach
1. Public
concessionaire
minutage
2. Private station
minutage

Sanction
station
RAI 1
RAI 1

Complaing

Warning

Injunction

Amount

–

–

121/08/CSP

€ 10.000

Cont.163/08/DIC

NO

42/09/CSP

€ 10.329

–
–
NO

60/08/CSP
99/08/CSP
41/09/CSP
98/08/CSP
127/08/CSP
–

€ 20.000
€ 46.485
€ 10.329
€ 15.495
€ 40.000
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
€ 10.000

ITALIA 1
–
CANALE 5
–
CANALE 5 Cont.152/08/DIC
RETE 4
–
FOX
–
MTV
–
3. Interruption of
LA 7
films
FOX
4. Time distance from ITALIA 1
–
subsequent
FOX CRIME Cont. 29/09/DIC
interruptions
FOX
Cont. 30/09/DIC
5. Interruption of
RAI 1
–
programs less than
–
30 minutes long
SPORTITALI
A
6. Cartoon characters FOX
Cont. 73/08/DIC
used in adverts
adjoining the cartoons
themselves
7. Non notified advert CANALE 5
RETECAPRI
RETECAPRI Cont. 31/09/DIC
8. Interruption of
RAI 1
–
sports programs
9. Isolated spots
ITALIA 1
–
during matches
CANALE 5
–

–
117/08/CSP
–
–
39/08/CSP
118/08/CSP
119/08/CSP
105/08/CSP
–

–
–
–
–
138/08/CSP

223/08/CSP

194/08/CSP
136/08/CSP

–

–

128/08/CSP

–

–

134/08/CSP

–
–

–
–

In addition to these data, always with reference to local and national
broadcasting stations, during the reference period, it is appropriate to
indicate that, following notifications of the territorial Inspectorates of the
Ministry for communications, the Financial Police, the regional Committee
for communications, and the TV and minors committee, following
unqualified notifications and office monitoring activities, 21 proceedings
were initiated for claims of breach of art. 5-ter of the regulations on radio
and television advertising and telesales (implemented with resolution no.
538/01/CSP), introduced with resolution no. 34/05/CSP, on telesales of
cartomancy services and Lotto predictions. During the same period, in
relation to the above matters, the collective body applied the following
sanctioning measures:
–
12 warnings, 11 of which relating to proceedings initiated due to
claims before the reference period, (resolution no. 171/08/CSP, Rete Sole),
(resolution no. 172/08/CSP, Canale 10), (resolution no. 174/08/CSP,

Filing

201/08/CSP
122/08/CSP

Teledonna), (resolution no. 175/08/CSP, Gold TV), (resolution no.
176/08/CSP, Umbria TV), (resolution no. 184/08/CSP, Antenna 10),
(resolution no. 202/08/CSP, Stampa Sud), (resolution no. 203/08/CSP,
T.E.F.), (resolution no. 210/08/CSP, Retesette), (resolution no.
219/08/CSP, ATV7), (resolution no. 220/08/CSP, Telereporter Sud),
(resolution no. 250/08/CSP, Televenezia) and
–
13 order-injunction proceedings (resolution no. 129/08/CSP –
Euros 6,000, TRM), (resolution no. 144/08/CSP – Euros 12,000, La 9),
(resolution no. 224/08/CSP
Euros 6,000, T.R.M.), (resolution no. 25/09/CSP – Euros 2,066, RTE 24
H), (resolution no. 26/09/CSP – Euros 2,066, Umbria TV), (resolution no.
27/09/CSP – Euros 5,165, Retesole), (resolution no. 28/09/CSP – Euros
4,132, T.E.F.), (resolution no. 51/09/CSP – Euros 12,396, Telereporter
Sud), (resolution no. 52/09/CSP, Euros 6,198, Med 1 already Telemed),
(resolution no.
53/09/CSP Euros 6,198, Tele Rent), (resolution no. 70/09/CSP – Euro
4,132, Stampa Sud), (resolution no. 72/09/CSP – Euros 6,198, Med 2),
(resolution no. 144/09/CONS – Euros 12,500, Med 1 already Telemed)
relating to proceedings resulting in warning implemented previously.

Misleading advertising
Following the application, on September 21st 2007, of legislative decree
no. 145 and no. 146, for the alignment of the internal legislation on
misleading and comparison advertising and incorrect commercial practices
to the requirements of 2005/29/EC directive, AGCOM has now been called
to express its opinion both on advertising, and on commercial practices, if
these are, or will be distributed through magazines or newspapers,
through the radio and the television, or any other telecommunications
means.
The regulation (art. 26, paragraph 5, of legislative decree no.
206/2005) which required compulsory non binding opinion "when the
advertising message has been or will be distributed through magazines or
newspapers, or through the radio and the television, or any other
telecommunications means" was amended with the replacement with the
words "advertising" and "commercial practices" of the original term
"advertising message", leaving the substance and reason of the regulation
unchanged. On the other side, the regulation has introduced, within the
new trend perspective that facilitates "moral persuasion" practices, the
new concept of "engagements", consisting in a declaration of the
professional aimed at modifying the message or the practice, and the
commitment to resolve the consequences of the behaviour under dispute,
which is acknowledged and made compulsory following acceptance by
AGCOM, with the result of "eliminating the illegitimate profiles of the
advert.
In the period May 1st 2008 April 30th 2009, AGCOM has expressed 155
opinions on 160 adverts, 46 of which for messages on magazines and
newspapers, 8 radio messages, and 38 television messages, as well as 99
using other communication means, including 65 Internet messages; 34 of
the opinions expressed were for messages distributed using several
means.

2.13.
The detection of viewing and broadcasting
ratings of communication means

For many years in the media there has been a gradual widening of the
offer range, not only from the main broadcasters. The arrival of free press
in the printed sector, the satellite channels in the television sectors, and
web radio, as well as blog and communities appeared across the network,
all of which are nowadays widely acquired and followed phenomena, have
promoted the production of more and more targeted publishing content.
One of the most evident results is the parallel and equally significant
fragmentation of the users, that appear segmented into specific areas of
interests.
The trend could not fail to be reflected on the way advertising
investments are planned in relation to the various communication means.
In studying the audience, the attention, in the past concentrated on
number of viewers-readers-internet users, in order to establish standard
prices for advertising spaces, has gradually moved towards a more
attentive study of the profiles and the habits of use of individuals, providing
better definition of the reference targets, and of the share of population
potentially interested in a specific message.
The trend to integrating quantity measurements with qualitative
elements may be considered a physiological evolution in the history of
audience studies, aimed more and more at acquiring a detailed knowledge
on scientific basis.
Moreover, as stated by the different Institutes, the general economic
crisis of all sectors has affected, through a significant decrease of
advertising investments, also the companies of the media sector, and
qualitative audience information seem to be necessary to provide more
guarantee to the advertisers on the results of their campaigns.
The data supplied by the companies in charge of collating viewing rating
and mass media diffusion are therefore now more than ever a fundamental
element for the operation of certain markets. They are indispensable in
order to effectively allocate the lower level of resources available, in a
sector that is also characterised by the strong movement of individuals from
one mean to the other.
The new methods introduced during the last year by some survey
companies, that can also be interpreted on the basis of such scenario, have
been checked by AGCOM, for the safeguard of all involved parties, in terms
of the opportunity and suitability of the new implemented survey tools,
particularly on their compliance to the correctness and transparency
principles set out in the policy provision issued with resolution no.
85/06/CSP.
As far as television viewing ratings are concerned, with the last of the
three reports required following art. 3, paragraph 1, letter 2 of the
convention between AGCOM and the National Institute of Statistics, aimed
at completing a "Methodological studies on the quality of diffused statistic
information on television viewing ratings" 30 , AGCOM has equipped
itselfwith the necessary tool for the systematic assessment of the quality
of the surveys. The report, result of the complex research activity carried
out by the Institute during the 2007-2008 two-year period, contains the
"calculation of sampling errors and quality indicators of the Auditel survey".
The results, officially presented to AGCOM by Istat on April 27th 2009, in
the presence of Auditel, will be a valid platform for any fine tunings of the
research, which will be jointly defined, especially in terms of those
measures that may be deemed necessary for a higher and higher level of
auditability of the estimates supplied.
30

Convention approved with resolution no. 372/05/CONS.

AGCOM offices have also carried out the normal activities aimed, on one
side, to assessing compliance with the general criteria set by the policy
provision for television viewing, with particular attention to the structure
and composition of the representative sample of each television platform,
and on the other, to the monitoring of the suitability of the governance of
administrative bodies and the technical-scientific Committee of the survey
company.
As far as radio audience is concerned, with the investigation program
"Audiradio 2009", the company Audiradio has introduced some new
procedures, such as: a) raising of the data publication threshold, from 24
to 30 cases during the average day; b) an integrative survey, still being
tested, carried out through panel-diari.
After listening to the category associations, and following a careful
evaluation process, AGCOM has recently issued resolution no. 75/09/CSP
on the "Measures and recommendations for the company Audiradio on the
measurement of radio audience indexes", in which it was considered that
the raising of the publication threshold from 24 to 30 cases during the
average day may generate, if referred to a two-month period, more stable
data and better certainty for investors, with benefits for the whole radio
sector, while the same threshold could have excluding effects, if
implemented for the publication of the six-monthly or annual period report.
Taking into account that the variation coefficient, better detectable with
the segmentation of the user catchment area, and therefore in the
audience ratings of local radio broadcasting stations, decreases with the
extending of the analysed period, it was therefore considered appropriate
that the threshold of 24 cases could be a better solution for the publication
of six-monthly and yearly data reports.
In relation to the panel-diari survey, in order to avoid inconsistency
between diari data relating to 7 days and those obtained through
telephone interviews, Audioradio has implemented a unique processing and
publication method, through a "Unique planning tape", where the 7-day
data obtained from several sources is made comparable by means of an
"injection"
that
takes
into
account
listeners
behaviours
and
social-demographical parameters of those interviewed.
For those broadcasting stations that have taken part in the integrative
survey, the data listed on the unique tape will be the result of a merging of
the diaries and the telephone interviews; for all others that will have
reached 30 cases during the average day, it will only be obtained from the
telephone interview. Thanks to the use of diaries, the unique tape will also
include audience data for 7, 14, 21, and 28 days.
In view of these measures, the panel-diari appears on the whole
consistent, thanks to its experimental nature, with the survey procedure,
and in compliance with the requirements of art. 4, paragraph 1 of the
policy provision, which requires that the radio audience survey company
"promotes the fine tuning of the data collection tools in order to allow
more frequent and better updated collections on the various types of radio
broadcasting stations allowed by the law".

AGCOM believes that particular attention must be paid to the
transparency of surveys on radio audience as a whole, and to the
possibility of checks on their accuracy.
Resolution no. 75/09/CSP requires that Audioradio has a control system
for the quality of the surveys capable of collecting the required elements in
a structured manners, and indicators confirming the quality of the survey.
Regular Audioradio reports on the quality of data and the procedures
implemented for obtaining the final estimates must be made accessible to

all partners and survey participants.
The control system shall be inspected by a body highly competent in
the assessment and inspection of the quality of data, in no way controlled
by, or connected with, any partners of Audioradio, or anyone taking part in
the survey. This body, selected by Audioradio, and which details must be
notified to AGCOM, must then supply an annual report on the results of the
inspection and the quality of the audience survey.
As far as the use of the Internet is concerned, Audiweb, a company
owned for 50% by Fedoweb (on-line editors association), 25% by UPA
(Utenti Pubblicità Associate), and 25% by Assap Servizi (service company
of Assocomunicazione), appointed Doxa for completing a survey on digital
consumption of Italian people. The results have enabled an appropriate
representation of Internet population and to define the reference areas for
the surveys completed using the panel.
The methodological design is based on the integration of the panel data
(obtained from the computer of the internet users included in the sample
using a software meter), which record the behaviour of a statistically
representative sample of the Italian population, with an age between 11
and 74, with the census and objective ones, obtained through technical
feedbacks from the data collection servers or web servers activated from
the moment of opening of the web site. In addition to the audience daily
reports of the editors subscribed and the three-monthly reports containing
summarising data of the base research, the company has also started to
make available to the operators a monthly database. This consists of panel
navigation data, split at individual level, with the estimate of internet use
from the home, the office, and public access locations. The
socio-demographic profiles of the components of the panel and the daily
survey file of the census system, make it possible to perform different
types of analysis, for the purpose of publishing planning.
Autopress, the company in charge of carrying out surveys on press
readership, has become a limited company during 2008, and is currently
split in two components: the publishers component, and the users and
advertising agencies one.
Also in the case of readership indexes it must be noted the increasing
need for quality information. In terms of procedures, the questionnaire tool
has been modified (still at the testing stage), introducing a section on web,
and one on engagement (quality).
The web section detects the duplication of readers reading the same
headline both on paper support and on line.
The other section, quality based, is aimed at measuring the relationship
between the reader and the heading, as well as at supplying different
types of information, such as the reasons of the reader, the clarity of the
language and the utility of the articles for the assessment of the topics.

Following this methodological discontinuity, the results obtained with
the new questionnaire are not compatible with the previous edition
(2008/I) , and therefore will not be published. Audipress will therefore
carry out a new survey only dealing with on line reading, in addition to the
survey on quantitative data. Qualitative data will be collected once every
one or two years, taking into account that the relationship between reader
and heading is a variable that changes at a slower pace.
For the purpose of the publication of data, art. 12 of the Audipress
regulations indicates the minimum thresholds: 75,000 readers in the last 7
days for newspapers (headings regularly recorded, including any local
publication) and 90,000 readers in the last period for magazines.

As far as access is concerned, the survey is effectively open to all
headings, and art. 3 of the same regulation indicates that the publisher is
required to produce a declaration that self-certifies the number of copies
distributed only when reasons for disputing the data may arise.

2.14.

The protection of minors and of users

Normative and regulatory scenario
During the recent periods, the scenario for the protection of minors and
of users in the communication sector has undergone important
transformations.
With the implementation of directive no. 2007/65/EC, the European
Union has recently reviewed the so-called "Television without frontiers"
directive, with the aim of adapting it to the changes connected with the
evolution, both of the audiovisual market, and of technologies. The directive
highlights the effort of the European lawmaker in defining an overall
consistent policy on the matter, aimed at regulating the publication of
content, irrespective of the publication platform used. The dispositions
contained introduce minimum protection levels also for non linear services
(television services on-request, such as video on demand) for the
protection of children and teenagers, and the respect of personal dignity.
Once the internal acceptance process of the new community regulations
has been completed, AGCOM shall carry out a re-organisation of the
monitoring system in accordance with the new parameters introduced by
the directive.
During 2008 AGCOM has aligned its own vigilance and sanctioning
activities with the requirements of legislative decree no. 36 dated January
21st 2008 on the "Acknowledgement of the self-regulation code of sports
event commentary programs". The self-regulation code, issued by an
appropriate Commission established with decree by the Ministry for
communication and the Ministry for youth policies, identifies a series of
principles and obligations that must be fulfilled by broadcasting stations
and content suppliers, to ensure the accuracy of sport information, and the
promotion of the positive values of sports. On this respect, with resolution
no. 14/08/CSP, AGCOM has approved the regulations on the monitoring
and sanctioning procedures for the media and sport code, allocating to the
regional communication committees, which pursuant the institutional law
are bodies of AGCOM, precise action duties for the procedural activity.
And it is following the notifications received by a Committee, that AGCOM
was able to initiate and complete a proceeding that resulted in the fining of
a local broadcasting station, for broadcasting a commentary of a football
event during which the presenter had sworn and threatened referees and
local directors.

Vigilance and addressing activity
AGCOM has carried out an extensive activity on the protection of minors
and users. Within this framework, after an in-depth study AGCOM has
answered to the question of the Committee for the implementation of the
TV and minors self-regulation code on the application of the regulations on
television programme schedule obligation to teletext services broadcasted
on uncoded television channels. In particular AGCOM has supplied
interpretation means that may be applied in the specific case, extending
also to teletext services the ban, already included in the TV and minors
self-regulation code, of introducing advertising of certain products during

the so-called "protected" time band.

Following this clarification, the Committee has invited all broadcasting
stations broadcasting uncoded programs to align themselves with the
defined interpretation principle, to ensure, also in relation to the
introduction of adverts within the teletext services, an efficient application
of the dispositions for the protection of minors. AGCOM has also replied to a
parliamentary interrogation on the protection of minors with specific
reference to satellite programme schedules.
Following notifications received and office findings, AGCOM therefore
intervened several times with actions, also including sanctions, on
programs broadcasted by local, national, and satellite television
broadcasting companies.
Particularly important was, during the reference period, the monitoring
activity on pornographic content broadcasted in uncoded form by satellite
broadcasting stations during daytime, particularly during the protected time
band, a time band during which broadcasting stations are bound by law to
ensure a programme schedule suitable to minors, who are assumed to be
watching the television without adult guidance. This activity has been
constantly monitored by the European Commission, which in 2007 opened a
file on this topic against Italy, following complaints from users from various
member States.
During the reference period 21 order-injunction
proceedings were implemented, with particularly significant sanctions,
against satellite broadcasting stations authorised by the Italian authorities.
Many investigations were also initiated with the aim of ascertaining the
jurisdiction of Italy on broadcasters non-authorised by the Italian
authorities, which appeared to be broadcasting to Italian viewers. For these
ascertainment activities, strong collaborations were established with the
authorities of other member States, in order to facilitate a joint research for the
identification of the competent State for each individual case. The Commission
considers as very positive the strong commitment of AGCOM on the matter,
appointing it as the head of a wider collaboration project aimed at creating
an information exchange network on complaints on satellite programs from
States outside the Community, but also intended for a European
Community public, with the objective of facilitating the prompt identification
of the relevant competent authority for handling the case, implementing the
connection criteria set by the "Television without frontiers" directive.
The monitoring activity carried out has highlighted that the broadcasting
of uncoded pornographic programs is extremely widespread also at local
level, resulting in the implementation of twenty orders-injunctions against
local concessionaires, which very often repeat, during night time, programs
also broadcasted on satellite channels.
AGCOM has also paid particular attention to the analysis of animation
programs and products followed by underage public. For this purpose,
many programs have been examined, resulting in the implementation of
various actions. Among these, particularly well received by the association
for the protection of minors, was the action against an episode,
broadcasted by a national station, of the famous cartoon "Dragon Bali", in
which violence contents were detected, believed to be detrimental to the
physical, psychological or moral development of the minor.

Sanctioning activities.
In specific, during the reference period, 57 proceedings were concluded,

which resulted in the following actions:
n. 48 injunction orders, of which:
- 29 for the breach of art. 4, paragraph 1, letter b) of legislative decree no.
177, dated July 31st 2005: resolution no. 126/08/CSP – Euros 216,888,
national concessionaire Retecapri; resolution no.137/08/CSP – Euros 100,000,
national concessionaire Italia 1; resolution no. 12/09/CSP – Euros 15,495,
satellite station Dance TV; resolution no. 11/09/CSP – Euros 15,492, satellite
station Fuego TV; resolution no. 214/08/CSP – Euros 10,328, satellite
station Italian Music; resolution no. 216/08CSP – Euros 10,328, satellite
station Ulisse; resolution no. 237/08/CSP – Euros 10,328, satellite station
House Channel; resolution no. 246/08/CSP – Euros 10,328, satellite station
XLTV; resolution no. 247/08/CSP – Euros 10,328, satellite station Etruria
Channel; resolution no. 237/08/CSP – Euros 5,164, satellite station House
Channel; resolution no. 16/09/CSP – Euros 5,164, satellite station Laurenti
Channel; resolution no. 178/08/CSP – Euros 11,000, local concessionaire Rete
Sette; resolution no. 22/09/CSP – Euros 10,000, national concessionaire
Retecapri; resolution no. 146/08/CSP – Euros 8,000, local concessionaire
Quarta Rete; resolution no. 35/09/CSP – Euros 7,224, local concessionaire
Rete Sette; resolution no. 164/08/CSP – Euros 6,000, local concessionaire
Tele A; resolution no. 196/08/CSP – Euros 6,000, local concessionaire
Teledonna; resolution no. 195/08/CSP
–
Euros
5,000,
local
concessionaire Telenostra; resolution no. 152/08/CSP – Euros 4,000, local
concessionaire 7 Gold; resolution no. 145/08/CSP – Euros 3,000, local
concessionaire TVQ; resolution no. 15/09/CSP – Euros 2,064, local
concessionaire Teleambiente; resolution no. 14/09/CSP – Euros 2,000, local
concessionaire Tele A; resolution no. 179/08/CSP – Euros 1,000, local
concessionaire Italia 7 Gold Telecity; resolution no. 180/08/CSP – Euros 1,000,
local concessionaire Tele Rent; resolution no. 181/08/CSP – Euros 1,000, local
concessionaire Quarta Rete; resolution no. 198/08/CSP – Euros 1,000, local
concessionaire Tele A; resolution no. 199/08/CSP – Euros 1,000, local
concessionaire Canale Italia; resolution no. 23/09/CSP – Euros 516, local
concessionaire Rete Sette; resolution no. 24/09/CSP – Euros 516, local
concessionaire Canale Italia;

- no. 9 for the breach of art. 4, paragraph 1, letter b) of legislative
decree no. 177, dated July 31st 2005 and the TV and minors self
regulation code, in conjunction with art. 34, paragraph 3 of legislative
decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005: resolution no. 149/08/CSP – euro
50,000, satellite station S 24–Sky 881; resolution no. 215/08/CSP – euro
50,000, satellite station Italian Music; resolution no. 217/08/CSP – euro
50,000, satellite station Ulisse; resolution no. 218/08/CSP – euro
50,000, satellite station XLTV; resolution no. 245/08/CSP – euro 50,000,
satellite station Bio TV; resolution no. 248/08/CSP – euro 50,000, satellite
station Etruria Channel; resolution no. 235/08/CSP – euro 25,000, satellite
station Teleitalia; resolution no. 10/09/CSP – euro 25,000, satellite station
Ulisse Channel; resolution no. 197/08/CSP – euro 15,000, local
concessionaire Telereporter);

- no. 1 for the breach of art. 4, paragraph 1, letter b) of legislative
decree no. 177, dated July 31st 2005 and the TV and minors self
regulation code, in conjunction with art. 34, paragraph 3 and 4 of
legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005: resolution no. 13/09/CSP –
Euros 50.000, satellite station Dance TV;
- no. 1 for the breach of the TV and minors self regulation code, in
conjunction with art. 34, paragraph 3 of legislative decree no. 177 dated
July 31st 2005: resolution no. 150/08/CSP – Euros 50,000, satellite station

House Channel; resolution no. 236/08/CSP – Euros 25,000, satellite station
Bio TV;
- no. 1 for the breach of art. 34, paragraph 4 of legislative decree no.
177 dated July 31st 2005: resolution no. 163/08/CSP – Euros 50.000,
satellite station House Channel; resolution no. 182/08/CSP – Euros 10.000,
local concessionaire Telereporter Sud;
- no. 1 for the breach of the TV and minors self regulation code, as
recalled by art. 34, paragraph 3 of legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31,
in conjunction with art. 4, paragraph 1, letter b) of legislative decree no.
177, dated July 31st 2005: resolution no. 09/09/CSP – Euros 25,000,
national concessionaire Italia 1;
- no. 1 for the breach of art. 34, paragraph 1 of legislative decree no.
177 dated July 31st 2005: resolution no. 147/08/CSP – Euros 15,000, local
concessionaire Telenuovo;
- no. 3 for the breach of art. 1, paragraph 26 of law no. 650, dated
December 233d 1996:
resolution no. 196/09/CONS – Euros 2,582.30, local concessionaire Tele
9; resolution no. 597/08/CONS – Euros 10,000, local concessionaire Gold
TV; resolution no. 100/09/CONS – Euros 15,000, local concessionaire
Telereporter Sud;

– n. 9 filings, of which:
no. 4 for settlement for breach of art. 4, paragraph 1, letter b)
legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005: resolution no. 124/08/CSP
– Euros 1.032, local concessionaire LA 8; resolution no. 125/08/CSP – Euros
1.032, local concessionaire LA 9; resolution no. 148/08/CSP – Euros 1.032,
local concessionaire Studio Nord; resolution no. 249/08/CSP – Euros 1.032,
local concessionaire Antenna Tre;
no. 2 filings for the alleged breach of art. 4, paragraph 1,
letter b) of legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005: resolutions no.
17/09/CSP a n d
n. 50/09/CS P ,
local
concessionaire
GRP
Televisione;
no. 1 filing for the alleged breach of the TV and minors self
regulation code, implemented with art. 34, paragraph 4 of legislative
decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005: resolution no. 151/08/CSP, local
concessionaire Televenezia;
no. 1 filing for the alleged breach of art. 4, paragraph 1, letter b)
of legislative decree no. 177, dated July 31st 2005 and the TV and minors
self regulation code, in conjunction with art. 34, paragraph 3 of legislative
decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005: resolution no. 200/08/CSP, national
concessionaire Italia 1;
no. 1 filing for the alleged breach of the TV and minors self
regulation code and art. 2 of ministry decree no. 218 of 2006 in
conjunction with art. 34, paragraph 3 of legislative decree no. 177 dated
July 31st 2005 with contextual reference to the broadcaster: resolution no.
238/08/CSP, national concessionaire Rai Uno;

From the examination of the notifications, on alleged breaches to the
regulations for the protection of minors, the following was also
implemented:
– 19 complaints, of which:

4 for the breach of art. 4, paragraph 1, letter b) of legislative
decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005:
9 for the breach of the TV and minors self regulation code and art.
4, paragraph 1, letter b) of legislative decree no. 177, dated July 31st
2005 in conjunction with art. 34, paragraph 3;
3 for the breach of art. 34, paragraph 4 of legislative decree no.
177 dated July 31st 2005:
1 for the breach of the media and sport code as applied by art.
34, paragraph 6bis, of legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005;
-

7 for the breach of law no. 650 of December 23rd 1996.

– 20 administration filing acts.

Initiatives and studies
With the understanding that the vigilance activity cannot only consist in
monitoring and sanctioning activities, AGCOM, taking into account the
significant changes in the scenario, has undertaken projects and actions
with the aim of reaching an efficient and wider protection of minors and
users. It has therefore enhanced the relationship with the National Council
of Users, a particularly qualified body, and an expression of the association
world representative of the various categories of users of telecommunication
and radio and television services, consisting of experts in various disciplines
(see paragraph. 4.2).
In this framework, AGCOM has brought its contribution in the
realisation of important initiatives promoted by Cnu, such as the
"Videogames and Minors" conference, during which a new regulatory
system was proposed for the transversal regulation of all the aspects of
audiovisual communication (television, internet, telephony-videophony and
videogames). It also took part in coordination meetings with the Committee
for the implementation of the TV and minors code, with the Postal and
communication police and the special section for broadcasting and
publishing of the Financial Police, for the devising a synergic intervention
model aimed at the optimum fulfilment of the protective function towards
the users in general and minors in particular. It also contributed to the
completion of several activities, initiated by the Co.re.com, to increase
awareness with the institution, field experts and users on the subject, at
the same time guaranteeing education paths aimed at standardising the
assessment criteria, and fine tuning the technical skills of the personnel of
the various regional structures.
AGCOM has also supplied its support to the cognitive survey "media and
minors", promoted by the Parliament Commission for childhood: On
October 30th 2008 the presentation of President Corrado Calabrò took
place in the house of parliament. The president provided an overall
representation of the topic, outlining the activities carried out, the future
directions and intervention possibilities of AGCOM, announcing the starting
of a complex project aimed at the implementation of a "white book" on the
relationship between minors and the old and new media. (see paragraph
2.2).

Interventions on correction rights
Art. 4, paragraph 1, letter b) of legislative decree no. 177, dated July
31st 2005 guarantees the possibility of taking advantage of correction rights
for television broadcasters. During the reference period, 10 requests to
exercise correction rights were received by private parties, in accordance

with art. 32 of legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005 "Television
and radio news. Correction". AGCOM has found that in 5 case moral and
material damage had resulted for the parties issuing the complaint, and
ordered that the corresponding corrections be broadcasted.

Failure to communicate, within the prescribed terms and procedures, of
the data and news demanded by AGCOM during the inquest following the
correction request (art. 1, paragraph 30, law no. 249/97) has resulted in the
implementation of two order-injunction proceedings (resolution no.
231/08/CSP - Euros 1,032, Telejato, and resolution no. 29/09/CSP - Euros
1,032, 105 TV).

2.15.
Regulation for the ownership
commercialisation of audiovisual sports rights

and

During the reference period AGCOM has regulated, by means of one
single set of regulations approved with resolution no. 307/08/CONS dated
June 5th 2008, the inquest procedures and the ascertainment criteria for the
activities required by legislative decree no. 9 dated January 9th 2008 on
the regulation of the commercialisation of audiovisual sports rights. This
regulation included prescriptions on vigilance procedures for a correct
application of the dispositions of art. 4, paragraph 7 of the legislative
decree on access to the signal by the assignees of audiovisual rights, and
on the assessment, for the profiles of competence, of compliance to the
principles and requirements of the decree of the guidelines set for the
organisation of competition, and the formation and change of packets by
the independent intermediate. AGCOM approves the guidelines within 60
days from the date they are presented, and regularly identifies, at least at
two yearly intervals, the emerging platforms to which audiovisual rights are
offered on a non exclusive basis.
Art. 5, paragraphs 3, of the above decree requires AGCOM to issue
appropriate regulations, after hearing the representatives of the involved
categories and the consumers and users representative national
associations included in the list of art. 137 of legislative decree no. 206
dated September 6th 2006, on the procedures and time limits for the
exercising of the right to report with reference to television programs,
recognised for each event of the competition.
The subsequent paragraph 6 also requires that AGCOM sets, within such
regulation, the procedures for communication operator access to sports
facilities to record the event, for the purpose of the right to report, should
the competition, event organiser, or the rights assignee, fail to guarantee
the availability to the same communication operators of audiovisual
material (main and correlated image extracts, as per art. 2, paragraph 1,
letter l) and m) of the decree, marked with the logo of the competition
organiser). In accordance with the same prescription, the regulation must
also set the subjective and objective requirements for the accreditation of
communication operators within the sports facilities.
AGCOM has initiated the appropriate public consultation with resolutions
no. 94/09/CONS and no. 95/09/CONS of April 2nd 2009.
With reference to the activities prescribed by art. 5 of the above
legislative decree no. 9 of 2008, or the approval of the guidelines for the
commercialisation of audiovisual rights, AGCOM has approved, following the
corresponding preliminary investigations called for by the regulation
pursuant resolution no. 307/08/CONS, the guidelines presented by the

following competition organisers:

–
Basket ball Society League, Serie A, for the commercialisation of
uncoded and/or pay audiovisual rights and radio rights, both in Italy and
abroad, during the sport seasons 2009/2010, 2010/2011 and 2011/2012;

–
Italian Professional Football League for the sport season
2009/2010;

–
National Professional league for the commercialisation of
uncoded and/or pay audiovisual rights, and radio rights, both in Italy and
abroad, during the Supercoppa TIM match during the 2009/2010 season;

–
National Professional League for the commercialisation of
radio rights for the Serie A Championship competition matches and the
Serie B Championship competition matches, on the radio platform of the
Italian territory, at national and local level, and abroad, during the season
2009/2010.

–
National Professional League for the commercialisation of
audiovisual sports rights for Serie A championship matches, to be
broadcasted in uncoded form on the analogue television platform at local
and national level, during the 2009/2010 season;

–
National Professional League for the commercialisation of
audiovisual sports rights for Serie B championship matches to be
broadcasted in uncoded form on the analogue television platform at local
and national level, during the 2009/2010 season;

–
National Professional League for the commercialisation of
audiovisual sports rights for Serie B championship matches to be
broadcasted in coded form, also on pay TV, in the Italian territory, during
the 2009/2010 season;

–
National Professional League for the commercialisation of
audiovisual sports rights for Tim Cup matches to be broadcasted in uncoded
form, and/or on pay TV, in the Italian territory and abroad, during the
2009/2010 season;

2.16.

Political Communication

AGCOM carries out functions to guarantee the implementation of
current regulations on political information and propaganda, within the
scope of the duties set by art. 1, paragraph 6, letter b), number 9 of law no.
249 dated July 31st 1997 on information pluralism and safeguard of
correctness, completeness, impartiality, objectivity, and loyalty information
principles, and on the expression of the various political opinions and trends
listed in art. 3 and 7 of legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005
(radio and television Consolidation act).

The guarantee function carried out by AGCOM for the safeguard of the
right of equal access to information means, and of political communication
is strictly connected with the vigilance and regulation of the matter, through
monitoring of the programs of the national radio and television
broadcasters and the press, the regulation on the same issued by the
lawmakers with law no. 28 dated February 22nd 2000 (on the "Disposition
for equal access to information means during election and referendum
campaigns and for political communication"), and by the mentioned art. 3
and 7 of the radio and television Consolidation act.
The check and implementation of the regulations implemented by AGCOM
for guaranteeing communications, and by the Parliament Commission for the
general provision and the vigilance of radio and television services, based on
the distribution of competences and in relation to each individual electoral
competition, is aimed at setting procedures for the inquest-sanctioning
activities, which result in the implementation of final measures by the
Commission for services and products.
This agreement between the activities is structurally organised in one
single service, that of political communication, which deals with the ratione
materiae sector, inside which, during the electoral period, an appropriate
"par condicio" Unit is created.
The scopes of intervention for AGCOM in terms of communication
guarantee are not limited to national private radio and television
broadcasters and press, and general radio and television general public
service concessionaries - regulated by the Parliament commission for the
general provision and the vigilance of radio and television service -, but also
extend to local radio and television broadcasters.
For this purpose, regional Communication Committees support AGCOM
in fulfilling its vigilance and guarantee duties for the guarantee in
communications. These are own AGCOM operating bodies, created as a
result of law no. 28 of 2000 and the introduction of a full section of the
same law dedicated to local radio and television (law no. 313 of 2003 and
self regulation code issued with Ministry for communications decree of April
8th 2004).

The sanction system
Law no. 28 of 2008 prescribes, in case of par condicio breaches, mainly
restorative sanctions, which aim at reinstating, within reasonable times,
equality of access to political-electoral information, for the individual
"compulsory" special cases:

– political communication (essentially election forums)
–

information (television news and specific discussion programs)

–

self-produced political messages, free and at a charge

–

politic elections messages

–

political and election polls

-

institutional communication.

In addition to restorative sanctions, which impose the transmission of
spaces with the participation of mainly damaged political subjects, also
prescribed are the transmission or publication, including repeats, based on
the gravity, of messages stating the breach committed and, whenever
necessary, any corrections, with a frequency, by time band and distribution,
not lower than that of the communication being corrected.

AGCOM may also implement further urgent actions aimed at restoring
balance in the access to political communication.
Lastly, in case of non compliance with AGCOM measures, sanctions may
be applied in accordance with art. 1, paragraphs 31 and 32 of law no.
249/97 (administrative fine from 10,330 Euros to 258,230 Euros and, in
case of particularly serious or repeated breach, the suspension of the
concession or authorisation for a maximum period of six months).
Completing the sanction system, is the application of administrative
fines pursuant art. 15 of law no. 515 dated December 10th 1993, as
amended by law no. 28/00: as a result of law no. 689/81, the sanction for
the most serious breach is applied, increased of up to three-folds, if one
single action or omission breaches several regulations that would
administrative sanctions, or in case of several breaches of the same
regulation.
In the case of the concessionaire of radio and television general public
service, the ascertainment of the non compliance to the dispositions of the
vigilance Parliament commission entails the request to the concessionaire to
activate the disciplinary procedures of the working contract for the responsible
directors, pursuant art. 1, paragraph 6, letter c) no. 10 of law no. 249 of 1997,
as well as to ascertain compliance with the service contract.
As far as the local radio and television broadcaster is concerned, section
II of law no. 28/00 introduced following the self-regulation process, calls for
sanctioning measures - applied both automatically and upon application of
the involved party, but also following complaint of the National Council of
users -, consisting in measures, including urgent measures, aimed at
removing the damaging effects, as a way of compensation, or, whenever
not possible, interruption of the TV Station programs for a maximum of
thirty days.
In case of non compliance with the provisions on local radio and
television broadcasting, AGCOM shall apply administrative fines from 1000
to 20,000 Euros.
During the whole reference period from May 1st 2008 to April 30th 2009,
which included both the non electoral period and that relating to the
individual election campaigns, no. 23 proceedings were implemented, both
of a sanction and of a regulatory nature, as shown below.

Non electoral period
The non electoral period is regulated by:
–
Resolution no.
200/00/CSP
dated June 22nd 2000, on
“Dispositions for the implementation of the discipline on political
communication and equal access to information means during election
periods”, published in the Official Journal of the Republic of Italy, issue no.
152 of July 1st 2000, and integrated by resolution no. 22/06/CSP of
February 1st 2006, on “Disposition for the application of the current
regulations and principles on political communication and equal access to
information means during election periods”, published in the Official Journal
of the Republic of Italy, issue no. 29 of February 4th 2006.

- Resolution no. 22/06/CSP becomes important in terms of
reinforcement of the sanctioning provision in the pre-election period,
immediately before elections take place, by recalling both to the sanctioning
measures called for by art. 10, paragraphs 3 and 8 of law no. 28 of 2000,

and to sanctions pursuant art. 1, paragraphs 31 and 32 of law no. 249 of
1997.
–
Resolution no. 22/07/CSP of February 22nd 2007, recalling to
compliance with the relevant principles on access to information means in
non-electoral periods.

–
Regulation of the Parliament commission for the general provision and
the vigilance of radio and television services of December 18th 2002, on "Political
communication and self-produced messages in periods outside electoral or
referendum campaign periods", published in the Official Journal of the Republic of
Italy, issue no. 303 of December 28th 2002, as amended by resolution of October
29th 2003, published in the Official Journal of the Republic of Italy, issue no. 258
of November 6th 2003, which includes the dispositions in relation to the
concessionaire of the general radio and television public service.

For non electoral periods, in the absence of specific provisions, the general
principles on the matter imposed by art. 3 and 7 of the radio and television
Consolidation act, the provisions on pluralism imposed to Rai by the Vigilance
commission in the policy provision of March 11th 2003, and the provisions
issued by AGCOM in resolution no. 22/06/CSP (all information programs,
including news, forums, and discussion programs must comply with the
principles of information completeness and correctness, objectivity, equality,
loyalty, impartiality, plurality of the points of view, and equal treatment),
recalled in resolution no. 22/07/CSP, shall apply.

For the application of the mentioned normative and
framework, AGCOM has implemented 8 proceedings,
implementation of no. 8 measures, and precisely:

regulatory
with the

–
no. 4 warnings, two to private radio and television
broadcasters ,and two to the public concessionaires, for compliance, in
news programs (in two proceedings) and in information discussion
programs (in two proceedings), in relation to the applicants, with the
principles of information correctness and completeness, objectivity, equality,
loyalty, impartiality and plurality of the points of view among the political
parties, and equal treatment.

The compliance with AGCOM warnings of information programs is
ascertained through the monitoring of the programs with application, in case
of non compliance, of the corresponding measures (the sanctioning system
imposed by law no. 28 of 2000, also applicable in "par condicio" periods,
does not include specific sanctions for information programs. General
regulations are then applied, such as those for failure to comply to orders
or warnings issued by AGCOM, in accordance with art. 1, paragraph 31 of
law no. 249 of 1997, which results in a sanction from 10,330 to 258,230
Euros).

–
no. 1 proceeding, resulting in the reinstating of information
discussion programs on the public concessionaire, with the participation of
the exponents, to ensure equal treatment and the wider and more balanced
presence and possibility of expression of the various political parties.

–
no. 3 proceedings, subsequently filed - of which two relating to
the public service concessionaire - in relation to television news and a
discussion programs.

Electoral period
The political and administrative elections of spring 2008 were discussed
in the previous annual report.
As far as electoral events for the remaining part of 2008 and the
beginning of 2009 are concerned, AGCOM has implemented no. 11
sanctioning and regulatory resolutions, and 1 presidential proceeding, split
as follows, for each electoral campaign respectively.

Administrative elections:
–
for provincial and municipal elections in the Sicily Region and for
the municipal elections in the Sardinia Region, for the days of June 15th
and 16th 2008, AGCOM has issued resolution no. 115/08/CSP of May 14th
2008 (O.J. no. 125 dated May 29th 2008);

–
for the elections of the President of the Province of Trento and the
Councils of the Provinces of Trento and Bolzano, on October 26th 2008,
AGCOM has implemented resolution no. 204/08/CSP of September 10th
2008, for the confirmation of presidential order no. 8/08/PRES of August
26th 2008 (O.J. no. 26 dated September 3rd 2008);

–
for the elections of the Mayor and the municipal Council of Gaby
(AO), on November 9th 2008, AGCOM has issued resolution no. 209/08/CSP
of September 17th 2008 (O.J. no. 233 dated October 4th 2008);

–
for the elections of the President of the regional Board and
regional Council of the Abruzzo region, on November 30th and December
1st 2008, AGCOM has issued resolution no. 233/08/CSP of October 16th
2008 (O.J. no. 259 dated November 5th 2008);

–
for the election of the Mayor and the municipal Board of Aldeno,
Strigno and Borgo Valsugana, on March 1st 2009, AGCOM has issued
resolution no. 5/09/CSP of January 21st 2009 (O.J. no. 26 dated February
2nd 2009);

–
for the election of the XIV regional Council of Sardinia and the
region President, on February 15th and 16th 2009, AGCOM has issued
resolution no. 1/09/CSP of January 21st 2009 (O.J. no. 26 dated February
2nd 2009);

–
for the election of the Mayor and the municipal Council of
Civezzano, Folgaria, Mezzolombardo, Pergine Valsugana, Rabbi and Trento
(Province of Trento) and Badia, Brennero, Malles Venosta and Plaus
(Province of Bolzano), on May 3rd 2009, AGCOM has issued resolution no.
56/09/CSP of April 7th 2009 (O.J. no. 94 dated April 23rd 2009);

–
for the election of the members of the European Parliament for
Italy, on June 6th and 7th 2009, AGCOM has issued resolution no.
57/09/CSP of April 16th 2009 (O.J. no. 90 dated April 18th 2009);

–
for the provincial and municipal election, on June 6th and 7th
2009, AGCOM has issued resolution no. 59/09/CSP of April 22nd 2009 (O.J.
no. 101 dated May 4th 2009).

Of relevant importance in administrative electoral campaigns was the
compositional alignment of law requirements, provided by AGCOM in its
regulations,
which
has
enabled
the
regional
Committees
for
communications to carry out summarised inquests initiated without the
need for issuing proceeding proposals to AGCOM, following the transmission
of the documents, the supports acquired, and the audit reports.

In particular, in relation to the regional election in Sardinia, two
warnings were issued in relation to television news - one against the public
service concessionaire and the other against a local radio and television
broadcaster - for compliance to the principles of safeguard of pluralism,
completeness and correctness of information, objectivity, equal treatment
among the various political parties, avoiding to determine, also indirectly,
through shots that repeatedly recall in other contests the current election
campaign, advantageous situations for one political party in relation to the
other, as well as to guarantee a wider and more balance presence and
possibility of expression to political parties in competitions, should the
expression of opinions, or political-electoral assessments connected with
the election campaign itself, assume particular importance during
information programs.

Referendum:
The regulatory activity on political communication and equal access to
information has also been carried out through the implementation of no. 3
resolutions dealing with referendums, and in particular:

1.
Resolution no. 205/08/CSP dated September 10th 2008, on
“Dispositions for the implementation of the discipline on political
communication and equal access to information means, in relation to
campaigns for the referendum for the separation of the municipalities of
Valvestino and Magasa (Bs) from the Lombardy region, and their inclusion
in the Trentino-Alto Adige region, in accordance with art. 132, paragraph 2
of the constitution, on September 21st and 22nd 2008", published in the
Official Journal of the Republic of Italy, issue no. 225 of September 25th
2008.
2.
Resolution no. 206/08/CSP dated September 10th 2008, on
“Dispositions for the implementation of the discipline on political
communication and equal access to information means, in relations to
campaign for the popular referendums of the autonomous region Sardinia,
to abrogate art. 3 and 15 of regional law no. 29 dated October 17th 1997,
on the "institution of the integrated water service, identification and
organisation of the optimum territories, for the implementation of law no.
36 of January 5th 1994", and regional law no. 8 of November 25th 2004,
on "Urgent temporary safeguard regulations for landscape planning and

protection of the regional territory", on October 5th 2008, published in the
Official Journal of the Republic of Italy, issue no. 225, dated September 25th
2008;
3.
Resolution no. 234/08/CSP dated October 16th 2008, on
“Dispositions for the implementation of the discipline on political
communication and equal access to information means in relation to
campaigns for the referendum for the separation of the municipality of
Meduna di Livenza (TV) from the Veneto region, and its inclusion in the
Friuli-Venezia Giulia region, and the municipality of Leonessa (Ri) of the
Lazio Region, and its inclusion in the Umbria region, in accordance with art.
132, paragraph 2, of the constitution, on November 30th and December 1st
2008", published in the Official Journal of the Republic of Italy, issue no.
259 of November 5th 2008.

2.17.
The
Register
operators and the special
broadcasting infrastructures

of
Communication
Register section on

After over seven years from the implementation of the Regulation for
the organisation and keeping of the communication operator Register - ROC
(hereinafter "Register"), it has become necessary to perform an in-depth
review of the same, following the interventions of the lawmakers across
times, the nearing of the appointment of Co.Re.Com bodies for the
management of the Register, and the needs deriving from the management
of the special Register section on broadcasting infrastructures.
On November 26th 2008, with resolution no. 666/08/CONS, AGCOM
Council approved the new regulation revoking the dispositions of resolution
no. 236/01/cons and subsequent amendments made during the year, and
that constitutes a sort of Consolidation act on the keeping and management
of the ROC.

The review activity, preceded by a preparatory activity with the
representative of the field association, entailed in particular:

–
a widening of the categories of the parties required to subscribe to
the Register, precisely including network operators, content providers,
interactive associate or conditioned access service providers, and managers
of Internet sites for the publication of sales notices pursuant art. 490 of the
code of civil procedure, following the Decree of the Ministry of Justice of
October 31st 2006;

–
the revision of the forms, in view of the new types of operators
required to subscribe to the ROC, as well as of the administration needs
arisen from the management of the same;
–

a new definition of national level press agency;

–
the reduction of the term for the completion of the subscription
procedure from sixty to thirty days;
–

the possibility of automatic removal from the Register;

–
the exclusively electronic forwarding of the communications to
include in the Register;
–
the possibility of entrusting any Co.re.com requesting it, with the
management of the Register;
–
the publication of information relating to the name/legal name, tax
code, legal seat, activity and ROC number of those included in the Register
on the website of AGCOM.

The main new introduction of the new regulation consists in the inclusion
of the possibility of entrusting the Co.re.com offices, through delegation,
the investigation activity subscription procedures, as well the activity of
granting certificates demonstrating appropriate inclusion in the ROC.

The decentralisation of some ROC management activities, although
within a unique central system, will make the management of the Register
itself leaner, resulting in a faster definition of the new subscription
procedures, also to the benefit of communication operators.
With reference to the terms of the application for inclusion in the
Register, it has been decided that the application must be presented within
60 days from the starting of the activity. In those cases where the activity
is subjected to the granting of the appropriate authorisation, the term for
subscription to the Register shall start from the date such authorisation is
granted.
The term for the completion of the subscription procedure, in accordance
with the new administrative procedure regulation, has been reduced from
sixty to thirty days, unless an integration of the documentation presented
by the operators is necessary.
The regulation on automatic subscription, already implemented, has
been revisited, to allow that in those cases when the required integrative
documentation is not presented, or the application for subscription is not
presented within the terms, the procedure manager shall warn the party to
present appropriate application and, if necessary, shall obtain the necessary
documentation through the Financial Police office, in order to ensure
automatic inclusion.
The possibility of automatic removal of subscribed operators from ROC
has also been included, for those cases where based on the chamber of
commerce report, the operator appears to have been removed from the
national company register following examination procedure or closure, with
subsequent publication on the AGCOM website of the list of removed
operators.
An important new introduction is art. 13 of resolution no. 666/08/CONS,
which requires electronic forwarding of communications to the Register, to
simplify back-office activities, and ensure real time update of data.
In order to make some ROC data accessible to all, the information
relating to the name, TAX code, legal seat, ROC number of the subscriber
shall be published, as well as the type of activity performed. Each operator
included in the register shall be responsible for ensuring that the published
data are correct.
Resolution no. 666/08/CONS has been subjected to a first review
(resolution no. 195/09/CONS) which resulted in the amendment of art. 8
and 13 of the regulation, and introduced a new form (Mod.12/3.ROC) for
the communication of the names of trustees, following the implementation
of art. 14 bis, paragraph 2 of law no. 14 of February 27th 2009.

The new regulatory requirement on the owners of shares or titles of
publishing companies has recently brought some changes to paragraphs 4
and 6 of art. 1 of law no. 416 of August 5th 1981 and subsequent
amendments. In particular, the new regulation has introduced the
possibility that possession of control participation of publishing companies
of newspapers and magazines alike may also belong to companies indirectly
controlled by physical individual. It also allows, overcoming the previously
applicable ban, that control participation may also belong to trustees,
provided that the same forward to AGCOM the names of the trustors.

During the years, checks have been carried out on the positions in the
Register of communication operators of publishing companies applying for
contributions from the Presidency of the Council of Ministers, in accordance
with law no. 250 dated August 7th 1990, and law no. 416 dated August 5th
1981.
Moreover, checks were also carried out, requested by Poste Italiane, of
the positions in the Register, of communication operators of publishing
companies that enjoy tariff advantages pursuant legislative decree no. 353
dated December 24th 2003, turned, with amendment, into law no. 46 dated
February 27th 2004.
As far as the normal activity of the Register is concerned, 1008
communication operators have been included; 359 subscription certificates
have been issued; 183 companies have been removed, and 1500
amendment communications have been uploaded to the ROC electronic
system.
The figure below shows the split, by activity, of the companies included
in the Register.

Figure 2.13. Companies included in the ROC by type of activity (%)

Electronic communication
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press agencies with

advertising
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Electronic publishing
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publishing 56.99

Source: AGCOM

As deducted by the data shown in the table, 56.99% of the total
communication operators subscribed to the Register consists of newspaper
publishing companies, although a percentage reduction is recorded in
relation to the previous year, with a percentage increase in electronic
publishing, from 4.38% to 5.20%, and in companies supplying electronic
communication services, from 11.80% to 12.44%.
Lastly, it is pointed out that during the year some sanction proceedings
were started and concluded against some communication operators
performing telematic or telecommunication service activities, due to the
lack of telematic transmission of the annual communication to the Register.
The discipline relating to the "national register of radio and television
frequencies", which constitutes the special Register section of
communication operators, has been revisited by resolution no.
666/08/CONS, which cancelled the previous resolution no. 502/06/CONS.
The institution of the national register of frequencies has given the
possibility of setting up an interactive electronic system (accessible through
the internet), for the management of communications on broadcasting
infrastructures and the technical/administrative data of the equipment. The
IT system installed has given the possibility of achieving the functional
objectives set in the initial project.
In particular:
a) dematerialisation of all types of declarations (introduction of new
equipment, technical/administrative modification of equipment already
recorded, transfers, etc.);
b) possibility of performing all operations electronically. This allows each
operator to have available on-line the technical data of its own
radio-electric equipment and perform the appropriate updates through
tracing techniques for access to the database, which enables reconstructing
the history of the system. Each user shall be able to interact with the
system through a simple internet connection and access ID, provided by
the inspection and register Service;
c) guaranteed possibility of use for all types of notifying operators (from
the small enterprise with only one system, to the large national company
with thousands of systems);
d) progressive resolution of discrepancies in forwarding data. The
implemented automatic procedures allow monitoring of all database
modification operations and constant traceability of technical developments
and changes of ownership of the equipment recorded. This has been made
possible thanks to the introduction of a unique alphanumeric identification
code for each equipment (id_equipment), implemented with resolution no.
666/08/CONS. This identification code represents the "number plate" that
permanently accompanies the equipment in all its evolutions;
e) full traceability of any access to the system, and of the operation
performed by the users;
f) log of all technical/administrative
equipment (history log).

changes

performed

on

the

The analysis, design, realisation and test activities for the database and
the corresponding software have been completed during the last months of
2008. The new system has been made available to all users possessing
access rights (ROC subscribed broadcasting operators, authorised AGCOM
users and Public Authorities users) during the month of January, together
with the setting up of the technical table for the switch-off of western
Piedmont (see paragraph 3.2).

The usage statistics for the new system, together with the unanimous
appreciation by the broadcasting operators confirm the success of the
project.
Below are the results obtained during the period between January and
April 2009: approximately 66% of the broadcasting operators accessed the
Register system at least once, for a total of 3100 accesses, on average over
50 accesses per day, with peaks of over 140 accesses/day.

Figure 2.14. Use of the CFN by the operators (%)

Operators that have not yet
accessed the system 34.48

Operators that have accessed the
system at least once 65.52

Source: AGCOM

During the accesses a total of over 4500 files were acquired by the
Register, dealing with new inputs, technical/administrative variations, and
termination, involving, either individually or in group, approximately 12,700
plants, on an starting total of 25,146. This means approximately 70 files
per day, acquired solely in electronic and dematerialised form. This marks a
tangible development in the management of the database, if we take into
account that one file may relate to a considerable number of installations,
and that each installation requires the acquisition of a large amount of
information (80/90 different pieces of information, based on type). At the
moment the Register contains 25,188 installations confirmed in "active"
state. Thanks to the validation rules and the procedures implemented with
the specific objective of facilitating the correction of mistakes, the
percentage of installations showing significant mistakes has been drastically
reduced, from 51% in January 2009, to the current 23%.

Figure 2.15. Distribution of installations by type (%)
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Figure 2.16. Distribution of installations by compliance level
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Source: AGCOM
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2.18.

The inspection activity

During 2008, the inspection Service has carried out numerous
inspections
following the procedures of the new resolution no.
220/08/CONS, which increases the inspection assessment power, also for
third parties used by the communication operators for the completion of
activities connected with their services.
In more specific terms, the inspection activity for the reference period
dealt with:
•
compliance of operators with the migration procedures set
by AGCOM with their resolutions, including on Mobile Number Portability
procedures;
•
commercial policies, service sales channels, and management of
customer relations, internal procedures implemented by the broadcasting
companies, with particular reference to the problem of non-requested
services;
•
compliance with the regulations on the correct use of the
numbering systems by telephone operators;
•
the procedures for the channelling of satellite
communications.
The inspection activity, in conjunction with the Management Team for
the safeguard of consumer and the Management Team for electronic
communication services and networks, involved the following operators:
Telecom Italia s.p.a.., Wind Telecomunicazioni s.p.a.., Vodafone s.p.a.,
Fastweb s.p.a., Tiscali s.p.a., Karupa s.p.a., Opitel/Tele2 s.p.a., Eutelia s.p.a.,
Voiceplus s.p.a., Telespazio, Telecom Italia Sparkle s.p.a., Teleunit s.p.a., BT
Italia s.p.a.. and Uno Communication s.p.a.
In total, 155 days of external inspection activities were
completed, split as shown in the figure below, by communication
operator and field of activity.

Figure 2.17. Number of inspection days per operator

Total 155

Source: AGCOM

Figure 2.18. Number of inspection days per type of service
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Checking the payment of administrative fines issued by
AGCOM
The activity for checking the regular payment by communication
operators of the administrative fines issued by AGCOM was entrusted, in
accordance with art. 9, paragraph 9 of resolution no. 25/07/CONS of
January 17th 2007, to the inspection and register Service.
However, in order to meet the harmonisation and settling of the delicate

tax activity, made even more relevant by its validity as a conclusive
element of the "moral suasion" process, implemented also through vigilance
activities and, therefore, application of the various sanction orders, it was
agreed that the inspection and register service would only take charge of
the documentation on administrative fines issued after March 1st 2007, not
paid within the set terms, leaving the Management Team of audiovisual and
multimedia content with the task of handling the past debt, consisting for
the vast majority by proceedings completed with an order for the payment
of administrative fines for the audiovisual sector.
In order to speed up the general completion of the most evident fines,
for which payment could be requested immediately, the Management Team
of audiovisual and multimedia content has deemed it necessary to establish
an appropriate task force, including operators with legal and economic
profiles suitable for carrying out the activities connected with the recovery
of fines, for which the payment must be received before the due date of
March 1st 2007. The task force has the duty of activating the standard
controls. In case the payment request is founded and the individual parties
are unwilling to comply, it will arrange the individual "appropriate reports",
which will be forwarded to Equitalia s.p.a. (public national collection body),
through the inspection and register Service. In view of the current interpretation
issues, enforced by the lack of appropriate regulatory standards, particularly in
relation to administrative fines issued in the audiovisual and publishing sector, the
Management Team, following notifications from the task force itself, has initiated a
complex normative and legal assessment activity that is still ongoing.
During 2008, with three separate letters by the Management Team, the
task force was forwarded a total of 150 proceeding folders for non collected
fines.
Faced with these 150 debtors, the task force has preliminary sent
appropriate formal notice letters to enable them to spontaneously fulfil
their payment obligations. On the date of this report, 75 out of the 150
debtors have paid the administrative fines, including any fee and legal
interests due for late payment, pursuant art. 27, paragraph 6, of law no.
689/91, resulting in the collection of 3,750,000 Euros for breaches falling
under the field of competence of the Management Team for audiovisual and
multimedia contents, and approximately 900,000 Euros for breaches falling
under the field of competence of the political communication Service. As far
as the remainder is concerned, the task force has prepared the appropriate draft
reports to be forwarded to Equitalia s.p.a., Naples office, through the inspection
and register Service, with the aim of collecting the amounts indicated in the
related documentation of the sanction proceedings, for a total of 695,000 Euros,
plus any additional costs.
In line with its duties pursuant art. 9, paragraph 3, of resolution no.
25/07/CONS, the inspection and register Service has prepared and sent to
Equitalia s.p.a. no. 42 appropriate reports for the collection of the amounts
relating to administrative fines issued after March 1st 2007, not paid within
the terms of the proceedings, for a total
of 1,053,846 Euros,
corresponding to the total amount of the administrative sanctions applied,
net of any additional charges.

Destination of the institutional communication of public
administrations and bodies
The procedures for the distribution for the amounts that public
Administrations or Bodies, including economic ones, allocate, for the
purpose of institutional communication, to the acquisition of spaces of mass
communication means, are defined in art. 41 of legislative decree no.
177/2005.

Each public Administration or Body, including economic ones, pursuant
the above mentioned art. 41 and AGCOM resolution no. 139/05/CONS shall
forward, also electronically, no later than March 31st of each year, the
value of the amounts allocated to the purchase, for institutional advertising
purpose, of spaces on mass communication means for the previous
financial year.
For the declaration of the commitments for the year 2009, in accordance
with the above resolution, with reference to the 2008 financial year, a specific
information campaign has been initiated with the aim of raising awareness and
facilitating the implementation of the said regulation by those State
Administrations with the most significant balance sheets.
This awareness campaign began with a first stage consisting of direct
communication to each Ministry, Region and Province, also using
certified electronic mail. During the second stage it was then given
notice - confirming the availability for any training meeting to ANCI,
U.P.I, the Conference of autonomous Region and Provinces, the
Conference of the Chancellors of University, and the Presidency of the
Council of Ministers - Administrations coordination department - of the
implementation of the current applicable regulations, highlighting any
connected interpretation issues.
Of a no less importance was the issuing and approval of the new
understanding protocol with the Financial Police, which also included a
specific chapter on joint vigilance on the compliance with the said field
regulation.
A mailbox was also made available to public users, thanks to which it
was possible to deal with over 500 requests for clarifications and questions
received by AGCOM. At the same time an intense activity was undertaken,
consisting of direct telephone contacts with the requesting bodies, dealing
with technical problems (requests of registration, access to the site for
electronic forwarding of declarations, etc.), or the application of the
mentioned art. 41. AGCOM has therefore carried out a widespread and
demanding information campaign aimed at increasing as much as possible
the knowledge of the regulation and clarifying its interpretation. All this
was supported by a capillary and continuous direct connection with the
involved public bodies, with the aim of facilitating as much as possible the
fulfilment of the related duties.
In addition to the standard vigilance on the communications received,
during 2008, AGCOM has also completed on-site checks on 35 pubic bodies,
both of its own initiative and following complaints.
The in-depth study of these positions was concluded with the request of
issuing sanctioning proceedings, due to the non compliance with the
requirements of the current regulation.
In particular, the non communication, by some public bodies (Regions,
Provinces and Municipalities), within the terms and following the procedures
set by AGCOM, of the reports including the advertising expenses for the
years 2006 and 200731 has resulted, during the year of reference, in the
implementation of 15 proceedings, of which:
–
8 proceedings were closed with the Provinces and Municipalities
exercising the right of reduced payment pursuant art. 18 of law no. 689/81,
and the subsequent payment of an amount equal to one third of the
maximum applicable fine, for an amount of 1,733 Euros, multiplied by the
number of actual breaches committed, in specific relating to: Province of
31

Art. 41, of legislative decree no. 177/2005, integral reproduction of art. 7, paragraph 12 of law no. 112/2004, on

the failure to communicate the amount allocated for the purchasing, for institutional advertising purposes, of spaces
on mass communication means.

Udine, Municipality of Aversa, Province of Potenza, Province of Matera,
Municipality of Marcianise, Province of Naples, Region of Basilicata and
Province of Caserta;
–
7 proceedings were closed with as many order-injunction
proceedings, with the application of administrative fines between 1,040
and 5,200 Euros pursuant both art. 41, paragraph 3, and 51, paragraph 3,
letter d) of legislative decree no. 177 dated July 31st 2005, and setting the
level administrative sanctions for the breaches ascertained also on the basis
of their gravity, following the principle of the material joinder of fines for
each breach, multiplied for the number of occurrences. These refer to the
Autonomous Region Friuli Venezia Giulia, Province of Salerno, Municipality of
Casagiove, Municipality of Caserta, Municipality of Santa Maria Capua a
Vetere, Municipality of Maddaloni and Province of Avellino.
In addition to the completed proceedings, two more were initiated, and
the dispute was notified, for breach of art. 41 of legislative decree no.
177/2005. Within the scope of the same activity, a proceeding was also
initiated and then filed, for failure to forward to AGCOM the data and
information required pursuant art. 1, paragraph 30 of law no. 249/97, in
accordance with the required terms and procedures.
During the period of February to March 2009, AGCOM has received over
2300 electronic declarations on the types of engagements sustained.
Lastly, it will be useful to highlight - with reference to the formulation of
the norm being discussed - some objective and subjective issues arisen.
First of all it must be pointed out that the previous regulation specifically law no. 67 dated February 25th 1987, art. 5, paragraph 2 entailed the obligation by the administration of including in their balance
sheet a specific section listing all advertising expenses. Following the
implementation of legislative decree no. 177 of July 31st 2005, such
obligation appears to no longer apply.
Moreover, as it is well known, the regulation also requires that public
Administrations and bodies, including economic ones, must notify AGCOM
the amounts committed, for each financial year, for the purchase of
advertising spaces for institutional purposes.
Therefore, taking into account that the regulation deals with the
commitment stage for financial purposes (and not the payment stages, i.e.
receivables), these amounts may in effect not be paid, and end up as a
balance surplus.
Also, the commitment forecast entails application difficulties for all
those parties that implement a balance sheet structure that does not
include the commitment stage (like, for example, ASL and public bodies
which over time have become companies with registered capital, even if
fully or mainly public capital), and issue an operating balance sheet in
accordance with art. 2423, 2428 and 2435 of the civil code, which defines
the financial result, and presents an asset and financial situation.
Specifically under the scope of coordination with the other State
Administrations, it is important to highlight the initiative of the general
State Accounting office, which on April 6th 2009 issued a circular, for
account Auditors representing MEF within public bodies auditing committees,
expressly referring to the requirements set by AGCOM.
This represents an undoubted step forward in terms of the
reconciliations of the data communicated to AGCOM by each Administration.
However, in relation to the implementation of the regulation, several
bodies have pointed out the difficulties resulting from the planning of their
own advertising campaign, also taking into account the territorial coverage

of many Administrations.
In these cases, the most suitable remedy shall be a better coordination
among the various offices, through the identification of one single centre
undertaking the commitment for the institutional advertising expense.
With this in mind, AGCOM council has promoted meetings with the
central State Administrations, with the objective of discussing all problems
resulting from the application of art. 41 of leg. decree no. 177 of July 31st
2005
After this initiative of the Council, an appropriate circular is being
discussed, issued by the Presidency of the Council of Ministers - Publishing
department,
to which each central administration shall forward
observations and suggestions, also in relation to the formation of their
forecast balance sheets.
Following the results of this stage, AGCOM council shall assess the
implementation, with own resolution, of new procedures for the
communication of the data that each Body is required to supply in
compliance with current regulations. Any review of the field regulation shall
be accompanied by an update of AGCOM IT system, aimed at facilitating the
request of information and loading of data by each involved party.

2.19.
The disputes among electronic
communication operators
Within the scope of its activities for the resolution of disputes among
electronic communication operators, during the reference period AGCOM
has completed twenty five proceedings, and has completed the task of
reviewing the regulation for the resolution of disputes, approving, with
resolution no. 352/08/CONS, the "Regulation on the resolution of disputes
among electronic communication operators.
The implementation of the above regulation, which cancels and replaces
the previous implemented with resolution no. 148/01/CONS, has become
necessary, on one side to ensure compliance with the regulations of the
electronic communication sector, both at Community level, following the
issuing of the 2002 directives, and at national level with the implementation
of legislative decree no. 259 of 2003 on the "Code of electronic
communications", and on the other side, in response to some
implementation problems arisen during the enforcement of the
148/01/CONS resolution.
The last approved regulation acknowledges the dispositions of art. 23 of
the Code of electronic communications, and introduces some innovative
elements.
First of all, with specific reference to the field of application, the
regulation also deals with the disputes on wholesale premium offer for
access to the satellite platform, in view of the decision of the European
Commission COMP/M.2876 of April 2nd 2003 (Newscorp/Telepiù), which
were previously regulated by resolution no. 334/03/CONS, art. 2. Secondly,
under the procedure framework, and in accordance with the requirements
of art. 23 of the code that draws a unitary operating model, compulsory
connotation is removed from the conciliation attempt, as ordered by
paragraph II of the previous regulation, making such attempt optional and
applicable to each stage of the proceeding. The regulation splits the
proceeding in three separate stages: introductive, investigation, decisional.
During the first stage there is an acknowledgement, for the first time, of the

precautionary protection, which inclusion in art. 4, constitutes an essential
part of the justice based activity of AGCOM. The second stage deals with the
fulfilment of the duties of those in charge of carrying out the proceedings,
and the investigation stage is outline. Lastly, the third stage entails the
definition of the dispute within the regulatory framework, and a decision is
issued.
As previously indicated, during the reference period a total of twenty five
proceedings have been initiated, two of which pursuant paragraph I of the
regulation issued with resolution no. 148/01/CONS and art.
23 of the
code for electronic communications, and thirteen pursuant paragraph II of
the same regulation.
The remaining two disputes initiated during the reference period have
been handled in accordance with the new regulation issued with resolution
no. 352/08/CONS.
AGCOM has also implemented seven resolutions for the definitions of
the disputes initiated during the period before the reference period.
In particular, with resolution no. 41/08/CIR, AGCOM has resolved the
dispute between Bphone and Telecom Italia on the suspension of traffic
relating to non geographical numbering and specific 89X tariffs. In the
specific case, in accepting the prejudicial exception raised by the
counterpart, AGCOM has established that irrespective of an assessment
leading to treating of the problems reported in relation to the obligations
resulting from the code for access and interconnection, for the purpose of
the resolution of the dispute and the recognition of the competence of
AGCOM in deciding, the nature of the activity carried out by the operator
and the actual contractual agreements with the counterpart apply. In
particular, it will be necessary to ascertain if the plaintiff company is
qualified, at least for the period of reference of the dispute, as company
supplying electronic communication networks or services, in accordance
with art. 23 of the code.
With resolution no. 77/08/CONS, AGCOM has defined the dispute
between Teleunit and Telecom Italia, on the remuneration for services with
specific tariffs of non geographical numbers 89X and 0878. On this respect,
AGCOM has established that, also in the absence of specific contractual
agreements, and on the basis of the current general cooperation obligations
between the parties, in case of alleged fraudulent traffic, the party that has
not received the amounts has at least the obligation of promptly informing
the other party of the facts and documented resulting in the situation,
irrespective, for the purpose of the suspension of payment, of whether a
complaint for alleged fraudulent traffic has been filed to the competent
judicial authority.
Moreover, following the implementation of resolution no. 39/09/CIR, on
the setting of the criteria for the definition of termination prices of
alternative operators, in order to give importance to the decision of the
State Council, Section VI, no. 4888/07 of July 10th 2007, the disputes on
inverse interconnection with the companies Fastweb, Multilink, Brennercom
have been reopened (originally initiated against Telecom Italia and then
suspended with resolution no. 111/07/CIR), so that the corresponding
inquests could be carried out. In particular, it is pointed out that, in line
with the conciliation spirit that characterised this type of proceedings in
front of AGCOM, the companies Fastweb and Multilink have notified that
they have reached an agreement with Telecom Italia, therefore withdrawing
the corresponding complaints. AGCOM has ordered the filing of such
litigations with resolution no. 50/08/CIR and no. 10/09/CIR.
The dispute between Brennercom and Telecom Italia is still pending. In fact,
following the presentation of a new complaint by Brennercom, within the

same subjective and objective framework, for a different time period
compared with the previous complaint filed with AGCOM, with decision no.
3/DIR/09 of March 2nd 2009, a union of the two proceedings has been
ordered, pursuant art. 6, paragraph 1 of regulation no. 352/08/CONS.
Always with reference to the disputes initiated in the period before the
reference period, AGCOM has issued the order not to proceed, with
resolution no. 61/08/CIR, on the injunction presented by Fastweb for the
definition of the dispute with Telecom Italia, on the definition of the
fixed-mobile termination values on the Telecom Italia mobile network,
applied by the same starting from January 1st 2007. In addition, also
closed were the inquests on the two proceedings filed by Wind
Telecomunicazioni against Telecom Italia. The first on the procedures for
the termination of unbundling access, the second on the onward routing
service tariffs. The parties, under the guidance of AGCOM, have reached a
settling agreement, and the proceedings were filed with resolutions no.
80/08/CIR and 81/08/CIR.
Lastly, a mention is appropriate of resolution no. 9/09/CIR for the filing of
the legal action initiated during the reference period and filed by the company
Karupa against Telecom Italia, on telephone traffic generated by Telecom
Italia customers accessing Karupa non geographical numbers. Also in this
case, following an agreement reached by the parties under the guidance of
AGCOM, Karupa has withdrawn the complaint.
The table below shows in details the activities on the disputes initiated
during the period from April 2008 to April 2008, and the current state of the
related proceedings. It must be pointed out that the proceeding section also
indicates the type of dispute. In those case where the applicant has asked for a
compulsory conciliation attempt, the procedure was initiated pursuant
paragraph II of resolution no. 148/01/CONS; In the other cases the
proceedings were initiated pursuant paragraph I of the same AGCOM
regulation, and art. 23 of the Code of electronic communications. With the
entering into force of regulation no. 352/08/CONS, the disputes were initiated
following the new procedure. It is pointed out that the following table also
includes proceedings initiated during April 2008 not included in the previous
annual report summary.
Table 2.25. Disputes between electronic communication operators
Proceedings initiated during the period April 1st 2008 - April 30th 2009
Date
Received
17/04/08

Applicant

Counterpart

Alpikom

Telecom Italia

23/04/08

Eutelia

23/04/08

Eutelia

23/04/08

E-via

20/05/08

Karupa

21/05/08

Ambrogio

10/06/08

Più Uno
International
Wirenet

18/06/08

Object

Status

Economic condition for Closed (Par. II
the inverse
148/01/CONS)
interconnection service
STS
Non payment of
Closed (Par. II
services provided
148/01/CONS)
Inram Trading Non payment of invoice Closed (Par. II
for services provided
148/01/CONS)
Global
Non payment of invoice Closed (Par. II
148/01/CONS)
Communication for services provided
System/Rawal
Telecom
Telecom Italia Non payment of invoice Closed (Par. II
for services provided
148/01/CONS)
Digitel Italia
VoiP service
Closed (Par. II
deactivation
148/01/CONS)
Telecom Italia Inefficient ADSL
Pending (Par. II
148/01/CONS)
services
Eutelia
Unfair competition
Closed (Par. II

10/07/08
6/08/08
18/07/08
18/08/08
11/08/08

11/9/08
16/09/08
29/9/08
4/11/08

20/11/08

24/11/08

31/12/08

12/01/09
12/01/09

15/01/09

24/02/09

Communication
Alida
Elinet /Elitel

148/01/CONS)
Closed (Par. II
148/01/CONS)
Karupa
Telecom Italia Non payment of NNG Closed (Par. I
services
148/01/CONS)
E-via
Telvia
Non payment of invoice Closed (Par. II
148/01/CONS)
for services provided
E-via
Etnhotel
Non payment of invoice Closed (Par. II
for services provided
148/01/CONS)
Jet Multimedia Unitedcom/ BT Non payment of invoice Closed (Par. II
148/01/CONS)
Italia
Italia
for services non
required
Eutelia
Telecom Italia Higher tariff for NNG
Pending (Par. I
1487/01/CONS)
Greentel
Elsacom
Non payment of invoice Closed (Par. II
for services provided
148/01/CONS)
Telecom Italia Teleunit
Non payment of naked Closed
ADSL service
(352/08/CONS)
City Carrier
Telecom Italia Non payment of
Pending
revenues for special
(352/08/CONS)
tariff services
Eutelia
Global
Non payment of invoice Pending
Communication for services provided
(352/08/CONS)
System/Rawal
Telecom
Fastweb
Telecom Italia Discriminating
Pending
conditions for the
(352/08/CONS)
supply of ISDN line
services
Alpikom
Telecom Italia
Economic condition for Pending
the inverse
(352/08/CONS)
interconnection service
Quidex
Wind
Non payment of invoice Closed
for services provided
(352/08/CONS)
Brennercom
Telecom Italia Economic condition for Pending
the inverse
(352/08/CONS)
interconnection service
Tag
Eutelia
Migration of ADSL
Closed
services
(352/08/CONS)
Comunicazioni
agreement before
initiation
Wind
Telecom Italia Illegality of the invoice Pending
Telecomunicazi
for the monthly ULL
(352/08/CONS)
oni
licence fee

Source: AGCOM

Service suspension

2.20.
Sanction proceedings against electronic
communication operators
During the period from May 2008 to April 2009, AGCOM has carried out
pre-inquest activities on various possible breaches of the electronic
communication regulations, in accordance with art. 4 of the regulations on
sanctioning procedures. pursuant resolution no. 136/06/CONS and
subsequent amendments and integrations.
These activities required the initiation of a series of sanctioning actions,
some of which resulted in the implementation of order-injunction
proceedings.
The sanctioning activities carried out by AGCOM, during the first part of
the reference period, concerned the breach, by Telecom Italia s.p.a., of the
internal and external treatment equality regulation.
In the first case AGCOM charged Telecom Italia with allowing network
technicians to carry out promotions of ADSL services to their customers,
failing on the obligation of guaranteeing a sufficient level of separation
between the organisation units for the management of the fixed network,
and those in charge of selling final services, pursuant art. 2, paragraphs 1
and 2 of resolution no. 152/02/CONS,and art. 8, paragraph 1, of resolution
no. 4/06/CONS.
Also within the same period, Telecom was charged of breaches relating
to the activation of the free ADSL service without appropriate request by
the users, and failure of forwarding the agreements for the supply of the
network services. With these behaviours, the company failed on the
obligation of implementing all organization measures in terms of
administrative and accounting separation and transparency, necessary for
ensuring internal and external equal treatment, and of keeping the
organisation units for the management of the network separate from those
for the sale of final services, in breach of the requirements of art.

2 of resolution no. 152/02/CONS.. Lastly, Telecom Italia was charged
with breaching the regulation on the procedures for the activation and
deactivation of CPS (carrier preselection) services following resolution no.
4/03/CIR. In particular, AGCOM charged Telecom Italia with deactivating
the CPS service with contextual passage of customers, without sending the
required communications, in accordance with art. 3, paragraphs 1 and 5, of
resolution no. 4/04/CIR, and art. 2, par. 1, of resolution no. 4/03/CIR. The
described sanctioning proceedings, for the breach of the regulations on

equality of treatment, and on the procedures for the activation and
deactivation of CPS and ADSL services, were suspended with resolution no.
718/08/CONS, as a result of a complex activity that ended with the
approval by AGCOM of the commitments presented by Telecom Italia,
pursuant law no. 248/06. These proceedings will be suspended until the
corresponding inspection activities will be completed (see paragraph 2.1).
During the reference period AGCOM has also carried out inspections on the
correct utilisation of numberings and invoicing for the supply of premium
services to telecommunications subscribers. On this respect, AGCOM has
charged the companies Telecom Italia s.p.a, BT Italia s.p.a., Eutelia s.p.a. e
Webcom Tlc with the breach of the regulations of resolution no. 9/03/CIR.
In particular, the companies Telecom Italia and BT Italia have debited the
calling user without ensuring that they were able to use any services,
and also failed to indicate in the telephone announcement the applied
tariff, in breach of paragraphs 1 and 2 of art. 5 of resolution no.
9/03/CIR. With reference to the dispute against the company Eutelia,
failure to comply with the requirements of paragraph 1 of the said
resolution was ascertained. Lastly, as far as Webcom was concerned, the
charge was for the breach of art. 19, paragraph 1, of resolution no.
9/03/CIR, consisting in the use of 178 numbers for entertainments
services supplied to the calling users, paying the service centres for such
activities. This entailed a commercial and non personal use of such codes,
in full breach of the mentioned resolution. These activities have resulted in
the implementation of resolutions no. 624/08/CONS, no. 625/08/CONS, no.
40/09/CONS and no. 254/09/CONS, with which AGCOM fined BT Italia,
Eutelia, Telecom Italia and Webcom Tlc respectively, for non compliance
with the stated resolutions. On this respect it must be pointed out that
during the corresponding sanctioning proceedings Eutelia, Telecom Italia
and Webcom Tlc have presented, in accordance with law no. 248/06, a
commitment proposal. In relation to such proposal, the following must be
pointed out: First of all, the commitment proposal presented by Eutelia was
not taken into account, as it was received late. In relation to the commitment
proposals presented by Telecom Italia and Webcom Tlc, these were not
considered by AGCOM consistent with the requirements of the field regulation
on the assessment of commitments presented by companies within the scope
of sanctioning proceedings, with particular attention to the criteria set for this
purpose by resolution no. 136/06/CONS, following amendment by resolution
no. 130/08/CONS. In fact, in both cases the commitment proposals
presented by the companies only included the implementation of behaviour
and organisation procedures aimed at ensuring, pro-future, compliance with
already existing regulations, for the breach of which they were in fact
charged. In particular, in the case of Telecom Italia, in addition to the
stopping of the disputed behaviour, measures were included for the
monitoring of the activities carried out by the service centres to comply
with the obligation of control on the numberings that the operator is,
however, already required to comply with, in accordance with ordinary
compliance requirements. In the case of Webcom Tlc, the commitment
presented consisted essentially in the stopping of the questioned
behaviours. Therefore such commitment proposals did not include any
elements for the improvement of competition conditions within the sector,
a criteria which, pursuant art. 12-ter of resolution no. 136/06/CONS, as
amended by resolution no. 130/08/CONS, must be satisfied in order to
obtain approval of the commitment procedure and the suspension of the
sanctioning proceeding. AGCOM has therefore rejected the commitments
presented by Telecom Italia and Webcom Tlc, believing that in fact they
were not suitable for ensuring significant improvements to the field
competition conditions.
During the reference period AGCOM vigilance activity has also dealt with
the compliance with the current regulations on portability of the mobile

number.

In particular, following the inspections carried out during the stated
period, three sanctioning proceeding were initiated for breach of art. 4,
paragraph 9 of resolution no. 19/01/CIR.
These proceedings resulted in the implementation of resolutions no.
582/08/CONS and no. 79/09/CONS, with which AGCOM fined respectively
Vodafone and Telecom Italia, for implementing company procedures
consisting in the use, for commercial and promotional purposes, of the data
of own customers applying for MNP (mobile number portability).
With reference to the disputes against Wind Telecomunications s.p.a.,
the same presented a commitment proposal in accordance with the current
regulation. AGCOM has taken note of the preliminary inquest carried out by
the Management Team for electronic communication services and networks,
consisting in an assessment of the non obvious unacceptability of the
commitment proposal. Following this, with decision of the Director of the
electronic communication services and networks Management Team no.
2/2009, the proposal was published on the AGCOM website, in order to
enable the involved parties to forward their own observations, in
accordance with art. 12-bis, paragraph 6, of resolution no. 136/06/CONS,
in the text consolidated with resolution no. 130/08/CONS.

2.21.

Relations with consumers and users

During the reference period the three offices of the Management Team
for the protection of consumers (Office for quality, universal service and
relations with the associations, Office for the management of notifications
and vigilance, disputes and sanction Office) have positively developed the
activities undertaken since the creation of the Management Team in 2006,
and given space to new skills that satisfy the changing needs for protection
of a user base that is more and more aware of their rights in the specific
electronic communication field, and which therefore forwards regular and
consistent queries to the Management Team, in an structured and
organised manner, also thanks to the representation by the consumer
associations.

On this respect it may be appropriate to remind that preparatory
activities for the implementation of an understanding protocol between
AGCOM and the consumer associations in accordance with art. 137 of the
consumer code, were carried out at Management Team level. Such
understanding involved the component of the National consumers and
users Council (CNCU) at the Ministry for economic development, and was
undersigned by the Minister for economic development, Claudio Scajola
(as President of CNCU), and the President of AGCOM, Corrado Calabrò, on
August 4th 2008.

Thanks to the formalisation of the understanding protocol, the relations
with the associations are now much stronger, not only due to the
information and direct relationship channel within the Management Team,
represented by a monitoring office established within the Roma
headquarters, but also in view of the need of jointly and promptly
undertaking, in line with the underwriting of the Protocol, an information
campaign for the protection of users in view of the introduction of
selective call barring on premium numbers, which entered into force on
October 1st 2008 (as ordered by resolutions no. 418/07/CONS and
97/08/CONS, discussed later on).

In particular, the associations have taken part in the distribution,
through their regional branches, of an information leaflet (approximately
1,250,000 copies) on the implementation of the above measures. Many
inquests also took places, both for sanctioning purposes and for in depth
analysis of the regulations, following notifications from the associations,
who have shown that they are capable of collating together, quickly and
across the whole national territory, the problems of users, therefore
operating as actual AGCOM "sensors" on the most common and urgent
problems that the customer encounter in the electronic communications
sector.

There are therefore still many meeting points, both during the auditing
procedures of the various inquests initiated by AGCOM, and at permanent
comparison table level (established with resolution no. 662/06/CONS), for
consultations on important regulatory activity topics: an example can be the
implementation of the requirements of law no. 40/2007, the so-called
Bersani law, which sets the obligations of return and portability of the
residual credit on which AGCOM, as we will be able to see, took a strong
interest, as well as the cancellation of unjustified costs in case of withdrawal
from pre-formulated standard contract, or the quality of the access network
and the universal service, the comparison and increase of the many operator
tariffs, and the corresponding customer information procedures: all topics on
which also the attention of the public opinion was concentrated during the
second half of 2008 and the first few months of 2009.

Lastly, for the implementation of the operating stage of the
understanding protocol, some project were recently shared and approved,
for direct collaboration with the associations, in particular for the formation
of the so-called association "peacemakers", who will take care of the
procedures for the resolution of user/electronic communication operator
disputes, as well as for the creation of information leaflets and the update
of current guides.

Actions and provisions on transparency
During the reference period AGCOM continued its intense activity to
ensure vigilance and transparency of economic conditions, particularly in
relation to the provisions of the above mentioned law no. 40/2007, in view
of the clear allocation of vigilance duties for ensuring compliance with the
new regulations.
During the last year AGCOM, in line with the "Explanatory guidelines for
the vigilance activity to be carried out in accordance with art. 1, paragraph
4, of law no. 40/2007, with particular reference to the requirements of art.
1, paragraph 1 and 3, of the same law", has continued to assess the

compliance of operators with the requirements which, in terms of prepaid
services, call for a ban on maximum time limit for the traffic or the service
acquired, as well as on additional fixed costs and, within the more general
scope of all pre-formulated standard contracts implemented within the
sector, the possibility for the users to withdraw and change operators
without time limits and without charges that are not justified by the costs of
the operators, with a maximum 30-day notice, therefore ruling the
possibility, for users, of free withdrawal at contained costs.

With reference to the first profile, on the right for recognition of the
residual credit, AGCOM has been particularly active, resulting in the
implementation of two warning resolutions, upon conclusion of complex
inquests: the first one in 2007 (resolution no. 417/07/CONS), ordering that
the operators comply with the obligation of returning any residual credit to
users in case of withdrawal, also with various procedures (cheque, bank
transfer, vouchers, cash, transfer on SIM of the same provider, transfer on
SIM of other provider in case of portable number), was also fully confirmed
by T.A.R. Lazio - and recently also by the State Council - with the exception
of the term granted; the second (resolution no. 353/08/CONS),
implemented after the judgement of T.A.R. Lazio, sets a new term for the
implementation of the residual credit transfer service in case of MNP, which
the operators are therefore in the process of developing under the
supervision of AGCOM, in order to be able to provide a market offer during
the summer of 2009.
With reference to the profile of withdrawal costs, AGCOM inquests have
instead been diversified for each operator due to the fact that - in line with
the principles shown in the mentioned guidelines - they entail a detailed
assessment on whether the charges debited to the users in case of
withdrawal actually reflect the costs sustained by the operator.
In the television service sector, the first inquest on withdrawal costs
was opened against the operator Sky Italia S.r.l., who uses subscription
formulas which may entail costs for the withdrawal from the contractual
agreement. This resulted in an order to the company (resolution no.
484/08/CONS) to significantly reduce such costs, in line with the results of
the analysis carried out during the inquest, and, in a fine (resolution no.
644/08/CONS), for the breaches ascertained.
In the same way, an inquest on withdrawal cost was started also against
the operator R.T.I. - Reti Televisive Italiane, when the company launched
on the market a subscription formula, which brought to the opening of a
preliminary proceeding in accordance with resolution no. 136/06/CONS,
currently still pending.
As far as the telephone services are concerned, in view of the high
number of offers of fixed and mobile lines available on the market for each
individual operator, as well as the high number of operators, the activity
started with an assessment of the conduct of those who, also on the basis
of the notifications received by the users, seemed to apply particularly high
withdrawal costs and retained important market shares.
The activity therefore consisted in sending to the operators requests for
information, and in the corresponding analysis of the accounting
justifications supplied in the replies, which also due to the complexity of
some of the offers, continued until the end of 2008, and are still being
assessed today, at the same time as the inquest activities being carried out
on qualified access to television transmissions already discussed.
From the initial answers received by the operators, as well the
increased notifications from PMI, and therefore the so-called business
users, the urgency was ascertained, for assessing the possibility of

extending the applicability of the new withdrawal costs regulations also to
this kind of users which, in the same way as the consumer users of the
electronic
communications
sector,
are
required
to
undersign
pre-formulated standard agreements as described by the Bersani law.
In addition, the withdrawal costs charged to business users proved to be
much higher than those applied to residential users, also in view of a higher
degree of complexity of the services supplied, more and more connected to
the supply, in many cases and particularly in the mobile telephone sector,
of a high number of users connected to specific devices with high added
value technical functions.
As a consequence, following an in-depth juridical analysis, also
supported by an opinion of the Ministry for economic development, AGCOM
has concluded that the requirements of the Bersani law on withdrawal
costs for pre-formulated standard contracts should also be extended to
business users. This resulted in AGCOM updating the mentioned guide lines
on this point, which were then published on AGCOM website on July 17th
2008. This interpretation was recently confirmed by T.A.R. Lazio, with
sentence no. 5630/2009.
Still on the issue of transparency of the economic conditions for the
supply of electronic communication services, it is worth mentioning the
activity of AGCOM for the application of the requirements of art. 6,
paragraph 1, of resolution no. 126/07/CONS, for the implementation of
tools helping users to select electronic communication service providers, or
the most suitable tariff plan for their consumption profile, through a
comparison of the financial conditions of the offers of the various operators,
also through interactive activities.
AGCOM has also defined, following consultation with consumer
associations and the involved companies, the procedures and the
requirements for the accreditation of the calculation methods used,
particularly on the Internet network, for the comparison of prices and
conditions of electronic communication services. Thanks to the new
disposition, just like in the United Kingdom, shortly in Italy it will also be
possible to undertake the path for the assessment of the calculation tools
on the basis of certain parameters, such as accessibility, accuracy,
transparency, completeness, with the objective of setting a credit score
for the tools for the safeguard of users that comply with the specific
criteria set.
Always within the scope of the regulatory actions on transparency,
during 2008 and the first months of 2009 AGCOM continued paying
attention to the more and more widespread frauds consisting in debiting
users for calls to premium rate non geographical numbers (NGN), as well
as satellite and international high tariff numbers, which in the high
majority of cases the users themselves confirmed that they had never
made.
Already since 2007 and during the first months of 2008, AGCOM had
intervened with two measures for the protection of users (the already
mentioned resolutions no. 418/07/CONS and no. 97/08/CONS), which
called for a range of tools and obligations for the control of the charges,
particularly for residential users, in accordance with the requirements of
most consumer associations.
In particular, with resolution no. 418/07/CONS, new call barring
procedures to premium rate numbers were introduced, both by means of a
PIN, and through the permanent barring of higher risk number, which, for
this purpose, were indicated in a basket, attached to the same resolution,
updated regularly on the basis of the main issues ascertained on the
numbers during a certain period of time.

A first review of the basket was in fact already carried out with resolution
no. 201/08/CONS, which resulted in an update of the highly critical numbers,
and also partially modified the system for the inclusion of the numbers, with
the aim of making it more flexible in relation to the risks encountered.
A second review of the basket was initiated in October 2008 and is to be
completed soon. The review has become necessary to take into account:
–
the updating of the types of potentially most dangerous
numbers, following the analysis of statistic data requested to the main
operators and the applications for non-recognition of the traffic, directly
received by AGCOM;
–
the adjustments, following the entering into force on
September 30th, of the new national numbering plan, in accordance with
resolution no. 26/08/CIR (with particular reference to the newly introduce
premium rate numbers introduced, in relation to the 894, 895 bands, and
decade 4).
On the other side, resolution no. 97/08/CONS has further regulated the
permanent barring on outgoing calls (already introduced with resolution no.
418/97), requiring its automatic activation starting from June 30th 2008, for
a better protection of the user, in all cases where a specific request to the
effect of the contrary is not received, and therefore on the basis of a
so-called silent-consent mechanism.
T.A.R. Lazio has however suspended, following recourse of certain
service centres, the implementation of the resolution. As a consequence,
in June 2008 AGCOM issued resolution no. 348/08/CONS, which set a
new term of October 1st 2008 for the automatic implementation of the
protection tool, in order to ensure suitable preventive notification to the
users (in accordance with T.A.R. ruling).
Information to the public was ensured on one side through an intense
campaign of AGCOM in collaboration with the consumer associations as part
of the above mentioned understanding protocol, and on the other side,
through an information campaign, under the responsibility of the operators,
who too charge of informing their customers through appropriate
notifications sent with bills, and with notices published on at least three
national newspapers32.
The effect of the entering into force of this permanent call barring have
proved positive, with a significant reduction of abnormal traffic notifications,
and in the number of complaints for non-recognition of calls to the highest
risk numbers included in the basket: from the data recently received by
AGCOM from some consumer associations and Telecom Italian, the main
access operators, it was ascertained that from the point of view of the
associations, taking into account the three-month period from the end of
2007 and the beginning of 2008 (before the barring came into force), and a
similar three-month period between end 2008 and the beginning of 2009
(after the barring came into force), the decrease of complaints relating to
critical numbers decreased consistently, at least in the order of 10:1 (or by
90%).
On the basis of the data supplied by Telecom Italia, taking into account
the first quarter of 2008 and the first quarter of 2009, an 85% decrease in
user complaints, both private and business, was confirmed for
un-recognised calls to risk numbers included in the baskets, while the
notifications on abnormal network traffic were reduced by 98%
approximately.
32

The messages substantially explained to the users that those who wanted to use premium rate services and

other premium rate number could do so by specifically renouncing to the barring, or could opt for a PIN barring
system, which could be set-up by simply calling their own phone operator.

However, in December 2008, following some appeals by some service
centres, T.A.R. cancelled the mentioned resolutions on the automatic
activation of the barring following the silent-consent principle. AGCOM has
however presented an appeal with precautionary inquest to the State
Council.
Always on the topic of transparency of the telephone bill and charge
control, in July 2008 AGCOM implemented resolution no. 381/08/CONS,
which allows the suspension of payment for premium rate services
unrecognised by the users, with the ban, for the operator, from suspending
the base service until the dispute is resolved. In addition, operators must
supply their customers, upon request and free of charge, through the
operator, sms, or recorded voice message, a telephone notification warning
for any abnormal traffic that will be activate when an agreed threshold is
exceeded.
AGCOM has also coordinated the activities of the technical table with
fixed and mobile telephone line network and service operators, established
in November 2007, after the entering into force of resolution no.
418/07/CONS (in accordance with the requirement of its art. 6), which
sets the collaboration criteria that telephone operators must ensure for the
prevention of fraud.
the main fields of activity of the technical table were, during the last
year, the analysis and prevention of fraudulent scenario and phenomena
and the monitoring and control of fraudulent phenomena, to ensure
integrity of the network.
As far as these last, AGCOM has promoted, within the contest of the
technical table, the creation of an independent operator group for the
development of suitable tools for the control of fraudulent events, and the
integrity of their own networks ("monitoring workgroup", lead by Wind).
In this framework, the main actions were directed to defining and
agreeing a formal detection and notification procedure for alleged fraud
cases, with the aim of facilitating a quick implementation of all actions
needed for fighting them, and prevent their re-occurrence. During the
meeting of the workgroup, analysis and comparison were carried out, with
the aim of defining the various event classes to be considered as suspected
frauds (and therefore, as such, to be handled differently from insolvency
cases), as well as the procedures and the times to comply with, for the
notification among operators of any fraudulent events.
The activity of the group was initially centred on typical fixed line
scenarios (for example abnormal traffic from fixed line users towards critical
both non-geographical and geographical - international, satellite numbers).
Subsequently, following the setting up of the mobile operators workgroup,
established within the framework of the technical table, to specifically
address strategies for the prevention and monitoring of fraudulent events
involving the mobile network, the activity was extended to mobile network
scenarios, resulting in the trial implementation, for the six month period
from September 2008 to February 2009, of an operator detection procedure,
on their own network, and notification of possible fraudulent occurrences.
Thanks to the positive results of this trial, at the moment an agreement
is being formalised, involving all operators taking part (to the study of a
restricted subgroup consisting mainly of the representatives of the
regulatory sectors and coordinated by Vodafone), for the signing of a
specific understanding protocol, of which the procedure would become an
integral part, in addition to a section concerning the criteria to be
implemented for the payment of the corresponding interconnection charges.

Actions and measures on the quality of the services and
universal service
As far as quality is concerned, many actions of great value were completed.
First of all it is necessary to mention the operator service quality
website. It must be reminded that, pursuant resolution no. 179/03/CONS,
on the general directive on the telecommunication quality and service
chart, the suppliers of electronic communication services must publish on
their website the service charts, six monthly or annual reports on the
achieved levels of service, and the annual reports on service quality,
including indicators, measurement methods, and general set standards for
such indicators, as well as the actual results obtained during the solar
year of reference.

In order to allow the users an initial immediate and direct comparison of
the data published by the various operators, AGCOM has made available on
their site, starting from November 2008, the links to the operators websites
listing quality and service chart information; this measure is also aimed at
offering to the users the possibility of notifying to AGCOM any type of
problems or abnormalities detected both in accessing the documents, and
on their content, by sending observations and suggestions to a specific
e-mail address.
The links, which are set to be updated at six-monthly intervals
, are grouped by main electronic communication service areas, in
relation to which AGCOM has issued specific directives on quality and
service chart, defining quality indicators that are specific for the type of
service, and therefore:
- fixed voice telephone line (resolution no. 254/04/CSP)
- mobile and personal communication (resolution no. 104/05/CSP)
- pay Tv (resolution 278/04/CSP)
- fixed line
244/08/CSP).

Internet

access

(resolutions

no.

131/06/CSP

and

Particularly important and deserving of attention is the provision on the
quality of the broadband internet service access from fixed line (the mentioned
resolution no. 244/08/CSP), which introduced a new system for enabling the
individual user to know, in total transparency, both the performances of the
internet connection offer of each operator, enabling a conscious choice also
based on the quality of the services, and the actual performance of their own
line once the service has been activated.
In this way user can compare the various offers advertised, because the
operators must indicate in the information, forwarded using any means,
the minimum speed detected in the measurements performed, defined as
"band available for download in 95% of the cases", while in the past the
offers advertised only indicated the maximum theoretical speed.
A free service will also be made available to users in the future, for the
assessment of the actual performance of their own access line
(transmission speed, delay and data loss during the uploading and
downloading stages).
Following the interest shown during the 30 days after the
implementation of the resolution, AGCOM has initiated the procedures for
the identification of the independent party who, under their supervision,
will be in charge for completing the measurement activities, pursuing the
objective of assessing the actual performances of the internet access

systems on the basis of indicators defined at international level by ETSI.
This will be followed by the gradual extension of the measurements to the
whole national territory, and after that, by the introduction of performance
assessment systems for the users.
AGCOM has also intervened in the quality of the universal service, with
the approval, in July 2008, of resolution no. 153/08/CSP concerning the
"definition of the quality objectives of the universal service for the year 2008,
in implementation of art. 61, paragraph 4, of legislative decree no. 259, of
August 1st 2003".
New objectives were then set for 2008. In particular as far as the fault
repair time is concerned: taking into account the fact that consumer
associations indicate this as being one of the most important parameters of
users, it was deemed appropriate to require an improvement, on the basis
of the two measurement parameters, "80% percentile of the fault repair
time", from 59 to 54 hours, and "percentage of fault repair completed
within the maximum agreed contract time, from 86% to 87%. As far as the
percentage of pay public phones is concerned, in consideration of the gradual
decrease of calls made using this service, it was considered appropriate that
the objective for 2008 should be less stringent than the one for 2007, from
94% to 93%, in order to concentrate investment towards maintaining and
improving the quality of service for those areas that are of more interest for the
consumer.
In March 2009 resolution no. 49/09/CSP was approved, regarding the
"definition of the universal service quality objective for the year 2009, for
the implementation of art. 61, paragraph4, of legislative decree no. 259
dated August 1st 2003, with which AGCOM set the new objective for the
year 2009 for ensuring a significant and important improvement on the
2008 objectives, which would also take into account the requirements of
resolution no. 719/08/CONS, on the variation of Telecom Italia access
service prices, which art. 2 requires that Telecom Italia produces a
proposal of the 2009 universal service quality objectives that should
represent an improvement on the already proposed objectives, in
particular in terms of the indicators of fault rate by access line, fault repair
time, and response time to customer calls to support services.
Taking into account the positions expressed by Telecom Italia, other
access operators, and the consumer associations, as well as the results of
the assessment completed during the activity, at the Open Access Division
of Telecom Italia, on the universal service delivery and assurance
processes, the objectives set by the resolution foresee a substantial
improvement of virtually all universal service quality indicators, with
particular attention to indicators on delivery processes, preventive
maintenance, and invoicing. Such improvement will result in further actual
benefits in terms of quality of
customer support service, corrective
maintenance, and invoicing accuracy, to an average 10% improvement on
the objectives set for 2008.
As a conclusion of the public consultation following resolution no.
88/07/CSP, taking into account the positions expressed by the operators,
the consumers associations, the deaf people associations, some category
unions, and other parties of the sector, on May 14th 2009 AGCOM
Commission for services and products approved the final provision on the
quality of contact telephone services: resolution no. 79/09/CSP including
the "Directive on the quality of contact telephone services (call centers) in
the electronic communication sector".
the provision was also demanded by the various notifications from
consumer associations and from individual users, complaining about the
scarce quality of call centres, confirmed by the main inefficiencies, the
difficulties in contacting the operator, the long waiting times, the

uncertainty on whether the actual complaints/notifications/requests of
information are being taken into consideration, unsuitable operator replies,
activities and results in relation to complaints/notifications, excessive
pushiness of operators contacting customers, scarce or no indication at all
of the tools for the safeguard of users, lack of attention to the need of
disabled people (hearing impaired).
The directive defines the minimum quality rules and standards in order to
guarantee the rights of users, both when they make the contact (inbound),
or when they are contacted by telephone by the call centre for the activation
of services or promotions (outbound).
It particularly defines: the general behaviour principles and the rules for
ensuring the level of quality that call centre managers and operators must
maintain; some fundamental indicators of the quality of the inbound service,
the minimum values to comply with for the purpose of such indicators, and
a three-year plan for gradual improvement; free telephone access to the
call center, in compliance with the numbering plan of the
telecommunications sector (resolution no. 26/08/CIR); the minimum
requirements for free access to contact services with assistive technologies,
to guarantee for disabled users (hearing impaired); the principles the
operators must comply with, during outbound service activities.
Specific indicators have been introduced for inbound services, aimed mainly
at assessing the quality of inbound calls, and specifically: times of supply of the
service; "navigation time" between the options offered in automatic format
by the call center, for the selection of the option that enables the user to
talk to the operator when making a complaint; "waiting time" for the actual
operator answer, once the user has selected the option to speak to the
operator; "rate of resolution of complaints", in terms of the percentage of
complaints resolved without the need for the user to press for a solution.
For the navigation and waiting time, a three-year plan was set for gradual
improvement of the minimum standard values to comply with, with the
objective of a general reduction of the duration of the call.
The directive requires that customer support services are provided with
the number included, for this purpose, in the numbering plan (resolution no.
26/08/CIR art. 15), and therefore free of charge for the customer.

Particular importance was given to the guarantee of access to inbound
service by hearing impaired people, by allowing for the use of assistive
technologies, such as chat, sms, fax and e-mail, as well as "bridge services",
which it will be possible to gradually provide through the operator, or through
services currently managed by the National Body for the protection and
support of hearing impaired people (ENS).
AGCOM will carry out monitoring activities on the quality of call center services,
through call-back type investigations, also with the support of consumer associations.
The directive applies to operator of the fixed and mobile telephone line
service sectors, for all types of services (voice, data, video) provided.
Lastly, it is worth mentioning the measures implemented by AGCOM
during the reference period for the protection of the categories of disable
users, as a completion of the requirements of resolution no. 514/07/CONS,
with which, in addition to confirming, as in the past, the exemption - within
the framework of the obligation of universal services entrusted to Telecom
Italia s.p.a. - from the payment of B category subscription fee for deaf
people, AGCOM - taking into account the specific disabilities of totally deaf
and blind people, which entail, for the first one, a higher need of mobile
network services, and for the second ones, the need for longer internet
connection times, had also set the obligation for mobile phone operators to

produce every year a specific offer for deaf people including at least 50
free sms per day, and in which the price for any other service be the best
on the market for the same operator, as well as the obligation for all
operators providing fixed line internet service to grant to blind people a
total of 90 hours of free internet use, due to their sequential and non
synthetic access to information available on the web.
Subsequently, during 2008 AGCOM detected certain problems in the
implementation of the obligations listed above, due, presumably, to too
stringent interpretations of the regulations of the mentioned resolution no.
514/07/CONS. In fact, operators had practically believed that the free offer
of 50 sms per day to deaf users only included the so-called sms on net (or
on the network of the same operators), and that the granting of 90 free
internet access hours for blind users should only be intended for dial up
connection services.
Taking into account these positions and the ascertained need for a
further intervention to ensure an efficient protection of disabled users,
AGCOM has therefore promptly intervened, and after a supplementary
inquest issued two further resolutions in the matter, which helped resolve
the open issues.
In particular, with resolution no. 182/08/CONS all mobile operators were
warned to "also include the off net traffic in the 50 free sms messages
minimum per day of the above offer for deaf users", in addition to removing
any charges for access to such offer.
On the other hand, resolution no. 208/08/CONS clarified the issue of
the 90 free hours of internet access, which must be granted "irrespective
of the type and speed of the connection selected by the user", and that it
should be included in all operator offers, either for all usage based offers,
or through a 50 % reduction of the monthly charge for flat rate offers
including internet connection only, or on the internet connection monthly
charge if the offer includes other services, also requiring that the first
change of the tariff plan required by the user is free of charge.

Dispute resolution activities
The regulation on the dispute resolution procedures implemented with
resolution no. 173/07/CONS of April 19th 2007 was integrated and
amended by the regulatory dispositions of resolution no. 502/08/CONS of
July 29th 2008, which aimed at simplifying and streamlining the
corresponding procedure in compliance with the economic, efficiency and
proportionality principles of the administrative activity.
In consideration of the exponential increase of the inquests for the
resolution of disputes between operators and users, received in the
reference period between May 1st 2008 and April 30th 2009, a more
appropriate term was introduced of 150 days,
instead of the previous 90 days, in order to ensure the completion and
completeness of the preparatory inquests for the implementation of the
final decisional measures. In the same way, for the purpose of rapidity of
procedures, the recourse to the "directorial decision", as administrative
monocratic provision, instead of the college decision, implemented for the
resolution of disputes of low financial value, not exceeding 500 Euros,
guarantees the conclusion of the proceedings within short and reasonable
times.
As far as the number of referral application, presented in accordance with art.
14 of the mentioned resolution no. 173/07/CONS, it must be pointed out how
the same have more than doubled compared with the same period of the

previous year, exceeding 1,600. This data is also indicative of the higher
degree of understanding of users on the available means for the protection
of their rights, already mentioned in the past sections.
During the reference period, 2,140 proceedings were initiated, 60 of
which resulted in the implementation of the college decisional procedure
(resolution of the Commission for infrastructures and networks), 4 with the
implementation of the monocratic decisional procedure (directorial
decision), while 841 were resolved through a settling agreement during the
hearing, or in the stage before/after the same, with renunciation by the
applicant to the continuation of the inquest procedure (table 2.26).
From the number of the disputes deferred to the Management Team for
the protection of consumers, different issues have emerged, that can be
categorised in the following types: issues connected with network access
(either technical issues, such as fixed network faults, service interruption,
dial-up or ADSL access difficulties, or administrative issues, such as the non
activation of the telephone service, delay in its activation, non activation or
delay in the line relocation procedure); Complaints for unrecognised traffic
charges, particularly for calls not previously invoiced; changes in the
contractual conditions (such as disputes on tariff packets, lack of contractual
information and documentation, delivery of equipment); problems connected
with the procedures for migration from one operator to the other (in specific,
non respect of the terms of the carrier operator preselection procedure,
portability of both the fixed and mobile number, for the passage to ULL
mode), and issues related to the non implementation of law no. 40 of 2007
(on the right to the recognition of the residual credit and on the charges for
early withdrawal).
The experience matured during the management and resolution of
activities, which takes a significant role of "litmus paper" of the trend of
the telecommunication sector, both in terms of relationship with the users
and guarantees provided to them, has raised special interest also during
the definition of the framework Agreement undersigned on December 4th
2008 (see paragraph. 4.1), for the entrusting of duties to Co.re.com.. The
Management Team for the protection of users has therefore set up a
workgroup for the definition of the guidelines and the training activities for
Co.re.com. personnel that will carry out the entrusted activities for the
resolution of disputes between users and electronic communication
operators.

Table 2.26. Extrajudicial dispute resolution activities for the period
from May 2008 to April 2009
Received

Dismissed

Closed
with Closed
agreement
proceeding
2,140
64*
841
117
* Also including application received before the reference period

with

Source: AGCOM

Within the scope of the same dispute resolution procedure, the
requests for temporary measures on service suspensions, received in
accordance with art. 5 of the mentioned regulation, were, on the other
hand, approximately 587.
These cases, where already active, were taken over by the area
Co.re.com. responsible for the implementation of the temporary measure
on the suspension of the service.
For the definition of the cases occurred in those regions where Co.re.com is

Pending
1,160

not yet operative or has not yet requested the delegation of functions, AGCOM,
called to express an opinion instead of Co.re.com, has, in the high majority of
cases, acknowledged the spontaneous correction by the operator following the
request for clarification, and in only 11 cases was forced to proceed with the
implementation of a temporary measure.
Of these, in 5 cases the non compliance with the measure was
ascertained, resulting in the initiation of 5 sanctioning proceedings for
breach of art. 1, paragraph 31, of law no. 249/97, 4 of which are still
pending, while the fifth one will soon be closed due to the receipt of
reduced payment.

Vigilance activities and management of notifications from
users
During the reference period the office for the management of the
notifications of the Management Team for the protection of users has
intensely continued its presidency to the activities connected with the
management of the thousands of complaints, notifications, requests for
regulatory clarifications, or simple letters addressed to AGCOM for
information purposes, forwarded by citizens, consumer associations,
lawyers, various bodies, and public associations.

Those who have sent their applications to AGCOM consist mainly of
consumer-users, although a significant percentage is also made up other
categories, such as consumer associations, who have notified both general
behaviours, considered damaging for the rights of consumers, as well as
individual cases affecting individual members.

Below is a percentage representation of the complaints and notification,
with reference to the profiles of the parties that have forwarded their
request to AGCOM.

Figure 2.19. Notifying parties by type (%)

Consumer
associations 12.22

Company/Professional 8.22

Consumer User 73.07
Law firm 4.05

P.A. and Local Bodies
2.32

Ministry for
Communications 0.12

Source: AGCOM

The office has monitored and handled the applications received, also on
the basis of notification and intervention priorities set in view of the higher
number of breaches ascertained.
Within the same context, a report has been supplied to the notifying
user on the possibility of requesting a compulsory settlement, in line with
resolution no. 173/07/CONS, in those cases where the consumer has
requested compensation for damages caused by the behaviour of the
operator, which may entail the payment of the amounts indicated in the
general conditions of the agreement and by the regulation.
In particular, and without limitation, the main types of complaints
issued by the user related to:
a) invoicing of optional services not included in the contract;
b) line interruption in the presence of an unresolved complaint;
c) no answer to unresolved complaints;
d) bad service quality and/or invoicing of the same in spite of the fact
that it was not used;
e) invoicing for connection to premium numbers (899, 892, satellite);
f) long service activation time;
9) failure to transfer to another operator, with particular attention to the
"retention" activities relating to migration requests, both for the mobile and
the fixed line number.
Just as significant were the checks carried out on the compliance of law
no. 40/2007, with particular attention to the complaints relating to requests
for penalty charges for early contract withdrawal.
The many checks and inspections carried out have resulted in the
infliction of fines in accordance with the current regulations listed below.
Also worth mentioning is the innovative service sector, where the

distribution of the technological resources on the territory is not always
even, and so is also the quality of the services offered. This causes,
particularly in the most economically developed regions of the country, a
higher level of sensitivity, which results in the request of more and more
efficient services; this need goes hand in hand with the request by the least
industrialised areas of the country to bridge the technological gap with the
introduction of broadband services that are not always available in all areas
of the country.

The analysis carried out shows the following notification percentage
splits by region:

Figure 2.20. Notifications by region of origin (%)

Source: AGCOM

Table 2.27 shows the percentage splits of the notifications received
during the reference period for the main issues, identified using a code from
"A" to "N", which meaning is indicated in table 2.22.

Table 2.27. Quantity of the percentage of complaints and
notifications for the main operators
BT

Fastweb

H3G

Opitel

0.75
0.39
0.46
1.66

0.56
0.51

1.51
0.53
0.31
0.51

0.29

1.31
2.75
4,86
5,69
Source: AGCOM

A
B
C
D
E
F
H
M
N

Tot

1.87

Sky

Telecom
Italia

TIM

Tiscali

Vodafone

4.27
0.46
0.48
1.48

5.22
2.95
2.41
1.12
0.63

1.7
0.63
0.43
0.58

1.36

3.93
0.73
0.73
2.29

2.05
0.41
1
1.29

0.83

0.31

0.51
0.43

0.48

3.54
7,23

3.49
10,49

2.51
1.85
17.23
33,92

5.2
13,82

5.73
10,96

0.46
0,46

0.95

0.43
0.31
3.83
7,91

1.36
3,67

Wind
Wind Total
Infostrad Mobile
a

Table 2.28. Issue coding
A

activation/deactivation of non requested electronic communication services
(ULL, CPS, ADSL, BITSTREAM, NAKED, additional services, plan change or
application of not agreed tariff options , etc)

B

interruption of services and lines in breach of current regulations

C

failure to acknowledge complaints using the standard procedures

D

failure to transfer to another operator

E

failure to comply with current general directives on telecommunication
charts and service quality

F

change of tariff plans and general contract conditions without legal
notification

G

application of charges to consumers- users higher than the maximum
prices set by AGCOM

H

others

I

failure to comply with law 40/2007

L

non-recognition of traffic toward premium and international numbers

M

universal/relocation service

N

contract problems
Source: AGCOM

0.36

0.63
0,99

21.71
6.61
5.82
11.75
0.63
0.94
5.16
1.85
45.53
100

The following figure shows the split of notifications and complaints
received by AGCOM, during the reference period, among the main field
operators. The notifications relating to smaller operators have been grouped
under the item "Other smaller operators".

Figure 2.21. Notifications by operator (%)
Other smaller
operators 1.666

Source: AGCOM
Also during 2008 AGCOM as closely monitored the phenomena of the
activation of non-required services; In fact, it continued to receive
complaints from users on the charge, with corresponding invoicing, of
services not required and not ordered. In particular, although the billing of
additional services was reduced, complaints continued on the migration of
the line of the complainer on another operator network, without this being
clearly requested.
Important is also the number of occurrences of unilateral changes of the
tariff profile, without previous notification in accordance with art. 70 of the
Code of electronic communications.
It must however be pointed out that the many checks, carried out on
the basis of these complaints, have often highlighted the low level of
knowledge of the consumer of the regulations on the possibility of agreeing
a long distance contract on the basis of the agreement shown by the line
owner, in accordance with the general regulation and the regulation issued
by AGCOM with resolution no. 664/06/CONS.
The following graphs shows the percentage split of complaints for the
activation of services not required.

Figure 2.22. Notifications on services not required by type (%)

ADSL activation
Mobile subscription activation
Blackberry supply
Cordless video/telephone
CPS activation/deactivation
ISDN activation
Change of tariff plan with addition of various services
Pay TV
Activation of answering machine with voice SMS
VAS services through SMS/MMS
ULL activation/deactivation
Fixed line activation/relocation

Source: AGCOM

Sanctioning activities for breach of the regulations for the
protection of consumers/users
With reference to the sanctioning activities carried out during the period
from May 2008 to April 2009, AGCOM has initiated 57 new sanctioning
proceedings for breach to regulations for the protection of
consumers/users, relating to 229 occurrences, which have therefore been
partly consolidated in the same proceeding, and has closed 34 with Council
measure, 11 of which had been initiated during the previous period.
Of the proceedings indicated, 25 were concluded with the
implementation of order-injunction measures, 4 were closed with the
payment of a reduced fine, and 5 were closed for merit reasons (table
2.29).

Table 2.29. Sanctioning proceedings initiated or completed and
relating measures implemented (from May 1st 2008 to April 30th 2009)
Reduced fine Order-injunctionFiling
payment
–
6
–

Sanctioning regulation

Actual breach

Art. 1, paragraph 31, law
no. 249/97

Failure to publish information on the
service chart. Breach of art. 2,
paragraph 4, of resolution no.
179/03/CSP.
Transparency of contractual
–
information. Breach of art. 3 of
resolution no. 179/03/CSP.
Invoicing for non-requested services Breach 1
of art. 5 of resolution no.
n.179/03/CSP.
Invoicing for non-requested services Breach 1
of art. 7 of resolution no.
n.179/03/CSP.
Non compliance to the temporary
–

Art. 1, paragraph 31, law
no. 249/97
Art. 1, paragraph 31, law
no. 249/97
Art. 1, paragraph 31, law
no. 249/97
Art. 1, paragraph 31, law

Pending Total
1

7

–

–

1

1

–

–

–

1

4

–

–

1

5

5

6

no. 249/97
Art. 1, paragraph 31, law
no. 249/97
Art. 98, paragraph 9, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 98, paragraph 11, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 98, paragraph 11, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 98, paragraph 16, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 98, paragraph 16, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 98, paragraph 11, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 98, paragraph 16, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 98, paragraph 16, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 98, paragraph 16, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 98, paragraph 16, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 98, paragraph 16, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 98, paragraph 16, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 98, paragraph 16, leg.
decree no. 259/03
Art. 2, paragraph 20, letter
c), law no. 481/95

Art. 2, paragraph 20, letter
c), law no. 481/95

TOTAL

measure Breach of art. 5 of resolution
no. n.173/07/CONS.
Breach of art. 8 of resolution no.
2
n.179/03/CSP.
Non compliance with request for
–
information
Unjustified MNP refusal. Breach of art. 9 –
of resolution no. 19/01/CIR.
Non compliance with order issued with –
resolution no. 484/08.CONS
Breach of art. 21-23 of resolution no.
–
417/06/CONS and art. 70 cce
Breach of art. 17 of resolution no.
–
4/06/CONS and art. 70 cce
Breach of art. 3, att. A of resolution no. –
664/06/CONS
Failure to supply contract information. –
Breach of art. 70, paragraph 1 of leg.
decree no. 259/03
Incomplete contract change
–
information. Breach of art. 70,
paragraph 4 of leg. decree no. 259/03
–
Service suspension while formal
complaint pending. Breach of art. 4, att.
A of resolution no. 664/06/CONS
Interruption of service without notice. –
Breach of art. 60, paragraph 2, cce
Non compliance with universal service –
quality levels. Breach of art. 61,
paragraph 4 of leg. decree no. 259/03
Publication of tariff information. Breach –
of art. 4 of resolution no. 96/07/CIR.
Unjustified cost charges for early
–
contract cancellation. Breach of art. 1,
paragraph 1 and 3 of law 40/07
Premium service advertising not in
–
accordance with regulations. Breach of
art. 5, paragraph 3 of resolution no.
9/03/CIR
Supply of premium service through
–
numbers not in compliance with
regulations. Breach of art. 20 of
resolution no. 9/03/CIR
4

–

–

–

2

1

–

1

2

1

–

2

3

–

–

1

1

3

–

3

6

1

–

3

4

–

2

2

4

–

1

2

3

1

–

–

1

–

–

2

2

–

–

1

1

1

–

–

1

2

–

–

2

1

–

1

2

2

1

9

2

–

–

25

5

Source: AGCOM
20 types of breach were detected, almost all relating to dispositions
specifically dealing with the protection of consumers, while only two
proceedings were initiated in relation to the general obligation of
compliance with request of information by AGCOM.
The amounts inflicted in terms of sanctions or paid as reduced fine
payment totalled 6,054,145.00 Euros.
The following figure shows the amounts of the fines inflicted, including
reduced fine payments, by operator.

Figure 2.23. Amounts for sanctions inflicted from May 1st
2008 to April 30th 2009 (Euros)

34

12

2

68

Source: AGCOM

In line with the consistency of the notifications received on the point
being discussed, the sanctioning activity related, also during the last 12
months, two 12 cases of violations of the regulations for the prevention of
non-requested services, both with reference to certain types of services
(such as ADSL, ULL, CPS, in which case the provision of reference is the
one relating to the specific service provided), and in more general terms on
the implementation of the regulation approved with resolution no.
664/06/CONS. On this respect, several operators deemed appropriate to
present commitment proposals, which were however considered
inappropriate by AGCOM, and therefore rejected.
At the same time also the activity relating to the transparency of
contract conditions was intensified, with reference to the initial stage of the
relationship (failure to supply the compulsory information, supply of
misleading information), and also to the subsequent stages (e.g. in those
cases of modifications of the service conditions not notified using
appropriate means).
A particular type of issue was also discovered, thanks to the capillary
inspection campaign carried out in conjunction with the Financial Police, on
the compliance with the regulations on the publication and distribution of
service charts, which enabled the initiation of seven sanctioning
proceedings against as many operators.
As for 2006, also during 2007 it was found that the designated operator
(Telecom Italia) failed to comply with the Universal Service quality
parameter on fault rate, which was made worse by the exceeding of the
parameter set for fault repair time, in relation to the "95% percentile". This
resulted with the initiation of a sanctioning action with resulted in an
order-injunction proceeding.
Within the scope of the protection of the consumer it is also worth
mentioning the activity for discouraging the suspension by the operator of
services due to non payment in situations of disputes pending. In this sense,
with clear deterring objectives, it is worth mentioning the proceedings
initiated pursuant art. 60, paragraph 2, of the Code of electronic

communications,
664/06/CONS.

or

in

accordance

with

art.

4

of

resolution

no.

Lastly, one must mention the increase in the recorded cases of non
compliance with the regulations for the reactivation of service issued by
AGCOM and Co.re.com, in accordance with art. 5 of resolution no.
173/07/CONS, resulting in an increase in the number ( an presumably
destined to even further increases) of proceedings for this type of
occurrences during the reference period.

Figure 2.24. Proceedings initiated for each operator during the
period May 1st 2008 - April 30th 2009

Others

Source: AGCOM

Management of the relations with the public (URP)
In March 2009 AGCOM activated - as a result of the path initiated with
resolution no. 80/08/CONS - a multichannel contact center service, with the
duty of fulfilling the information needs of citizens and collect user
notifications on issues with electronic communication operators.
The service was conceived as an advanced call center integrating
telecommunication functionality with information system, adding to the
standard telephone alternative means of communication, such as e-mail,
web channels, chartrooms, fax, standard mail, sms messages, for accessing
information and services. In this way it is possible to offer a wide range of
contact opportunities (web, chartrooms - exclusively for the hearing
impaired -, and sms message services shall be activated following the result
of the trial stage, in June 2009): the service may in fact be reached on the
phone all weekdays from Monday to Friday, from 10.00 a.m. to 14.00 p.m.,
calling the toll free number 800.18.50.60 (from a fixed line), or the
geographical number 081.750.750 (from a mobile line), as well as by
e-mailing info@agcom.it.

The contact center is the result of the need for having a technicalorganisational tool capable of supporting working processes and procedures
for the improvement of efficacy and efficiency levels during the fulfilment of
AGCOM duties, with particular reference to the relations with the public and
the analysis, protection, and regulation activities.
In particular, the service listens to citizens and user queries, as well as
notifications from other involved parties (so-called stakeholders), and
promotes the right of transparency through a better access to the
documents and information on the status of the procedures of the
Management Team for consumer protection. It also constitutes an
important link between the citizens and AGCOM, as well as a mutual
knowledge platform, contributing on one side to increasing the awareness
of the public of AGCOM and their activities, and on the other side to refining,
through telephone surveys reaching wide and varied types of users
(consumer surveys), the knowledge of AGCOM of users' points of view.
At the same time the contact center has a strategic role for the
institutional activities of analysis, regulation and consumer protection.
The service constitutes in fact an important window on the external
environment, useful for collating the emerging issues in the relationships
between operators and users, and directing, as a consequence, AGCOM
activities. It also contributes, through the optimisation and standardisation of
the resolution process and the fine tuning of more advanced and integrated
operational tools (for example by sending specific forms through the
website), to the promotion of a more efficient management of notifications,
enabling AGCOM to provide quick answers to an increasing number of
applications.
The contact with users is ensured by a front office - working every day
at the times indicated above - in charge of receiving notifications and
requests for clarifications by citizens, and of supplying standard indications
and information for the correct management and resolution of issues. The
management and resolution of particularly complex issues is entrusted to
two further back office levels.
During the first two months of activity, there were a total of 4,447
contacts, with an average of 132 contacts per day. 44% of the contacts
were in paper form (fax and mail); 47% by telephone, and the remaining by
e-mail.
These contacts consisted for 20% in requests for information and
clarifications, while the reminders were notifications of issues arising with
communication operators.
The user complained particularly of problems relating with fixed telephone
lines (56%), followed by problems with mobile lines (23%), data transmission
services (20%), and pay-TV (1%).
The notifications received on fixed telephone line issues concerned mainly
the procedures for the transfer to another operator, regulated by resolution
no. 247/07/CONS (18%), disputes on invoicing (16%), inappropriate ULL
services and/or activation of non-requested unbundling services (15%),
faults or malfunctions (12%), and non/delayed activation or relocation of the
line (4%).
The notifications on mobile telephone lines consisted mainly in problems
on the non compliance with the requirements of law no. 40/2007, and
non-recognition of traffic.
Lastly, the notifications on data transmission service concern mainly the
activation of services not operating correctly.

2.22. Jurisdictional protection at national level
Statistic data
From May 1st 2008 to April 30th 2009 130 petitions were presented to
the regional administrative tribunal of the Lazio region, against AGCOM
proceedings. Of these, 58 were claims on telecommunication issues, 2 on
equality of access to mass communication means (so-called par condicio), 7
on organisation, 6 on personnel, 57 on audiovisual issues.
Of the 130 petitions presented during the reference period, 44 were with
precautionary petition. The discussion during the inquest resulted in the
rejection of 21 precautionary petitions, the acceptance of two (one only
partly, on procedure profiles of no substantial importance). 2 petitions were
followed by an order for cancellation from the role. the handling of the
remaining 19 petitions was postponed after the examination of the merit.
As far as the petitions (presented during the reference period, or already
pending), that were defined in relation to the above time period, they amount
to a total of 34, 25 of which were rejected, and 9 accepted.
Once in front of the State Council, 19 petitions were proposed in appeal,
3 of which on audiovisual matters, 15 on telecommunications, and 1 on
personnel.
Many of the appeals being discussed (14 petitions) included a
precautionary petition. The precautionary hearings resulted in the refusal of
one petition, 4 withdrawal by the private applicant, 2 upholding verdicts
(partially), while the handling of the remaining 7 petitions were postponed
after the examination in merit.
As far as the petitions defined in merit within the specific time period from
May 1st 2008 to April 30th 2009, these were a total of 22, defined as follows: 17
petitions rejected (with favourable result for AGCOM); 3 upheld (with only
partial unfavourable result for AGCOM); 2 withdrawn by the applicant.
It is also worth mentioning the data on extraordinary petitions made to
the President of the Republic.
During the reference period 15 extraordinary petitions were presented
against AGCOM. 10 of these were transposed in front of T.A.R. Lazio; 1
petition (on political communications) was defined in merit with rejection
decree; the remaining 4 are still pending;
As far as the extraordinary petitions already pending at the start of the
period being discussed, two of them were rejected (on personnel and
electronic communication).

The provisions of the law
During the reference period, important decisions were taken, which
traced important law provisions on matters relating to AGCOM institutional
activity.

Radio and television
Protection of minors
With reference to the protection of minors in the radio and television
sector, with T.A.R. Lazio verdict no. 4474 of May 19th 2008, in reinforcing a
legal orientation which appears nowadays well consolidated, the
administrative judge ruled that art. 15, paragraph 10, second line of law no.

223/90 imposes an "absolute" ban to the broadcasting of programs
containing (also or only) " gratuitous violence or pornographic scenes". It is
therefore recognised the legality of the fine imposed by AGCOM to a
television station for broadcasting offensive scenes, irrespective of the fact
that the broadcasting occurred during the night, outside the protected time
band.
With verdict no. 8322 of September 15th 2008 T.A.R. itself recognised the
legality of the proceeding with which AGCOM imposed to Rai a pecuniary
sanction for the broadcasting of a media release which, in discussing the
discovery of an international paedophile and paedo-necrophilia network
showed images and photos of naked minors or minors in situations that
could be immediately linked to sexual acts. This type of program was
considered by the judge as detrimental to the psychological and moral
development of minors, taking into account that the scale of the value,
including legal values, the rights to life and psychic and psychological
integrity of the person cannot be limited, and have a primary role.

Advertising
In terms of radio and television advertising, with verdict no. 9731 of
October 30th 2008, T.A.R. Lazio, in confirming the legality of resolution no.
162/07/CSP (for the adaptation of the regulation on television advertising
adopted by AGCOM in 2001 to the community regulation on "telesales" and
"telepromotion" windows), established that with art. 1, paragraph no. 5 of
law no. 249 of July 31st 1997 the national lawmaker "has entrusted to
AGCOM the duty of translating in immediately operative dispositions the
principles outlined by the primary regulation, by which is reasonably meant
not only the national regulation, but also the Community one that each
member state must implement". Therefore, according to the Administrative
Judge, AGCOM is authorised, even in the absence of a national regulation for
the acknowledgement of a directive, to exercise its own regulatory power, to
ensure direct and immediate implementation of the Community regulation.
With the recent precautionary order no. 1996 of April 21st 2009, the
State Council gave an opinion on the appeal proposed for the cancellation,
through suspension, of the mentioned verdict no. 9731/09. The appeal
judge decided to suspend the verdict in order to provide the Court of
justice with some prejudicial questions. He also ascertained that, "while
waiting the verdict of the Court of Justice, the basis does not exist, for
suspending the disputed regulatory amendment, which also appears in line
with the position take by the commission during the procedure for breach
against Italy". On the interruption of sports program by advertising, and in
particular the Formula 1 Gran Prix (GP), of notice is verdict no. 9774/2008
of section II of T.A.R. Lazio, issued at the end of a proceeding initiated by
Rai for the cancellation of an application order-injunction for a fine imposed
by AGCOM. With this verdict, the Council, on the basis of the relevant
community regulation, markedly on the Interpretation Communication of
the European Commission of April 28th 2004, has ruled that the
broadcasting of a Formula 1 GP may be interrupted by advertising, provided
that there is a minimum period of 21 minutes between interruptions.
Particularly clear appear in the sentence the individuation, in the matter, of
three disciplinary levels: "each introduces a special regulation with cancels
and supersedes the previous one. At a first more general level (paragraph 1, first
and second period), it is stated that advertising must be broadcasted "between
programs", thus not interrupting the individual program, implicitly complying with the
principle of standard compatibility between the television program and the advert,
unless in special cases (such as those of paragraph 6 in relation to religious functions).
The second level (paragraph 1, third period), discusses possible exception
to this general rule, allowing for programs being interrupted by advertising,

provided this is in compliance with the maximum permitted times and
number of events (elements specified in the subsequent paragraphs 3, 4
and 5). The third level (paragraph 2 and 3, first period), highlights the existence of
programs consisting of independent sections, for which any advertising interruptions are
forbidden, and adverts may only be introduced during pauses of the broadcasted action.
This verdict is in contrast with a previous decision of the State
Council no. 2446 of 2006, on a similar case, on which the Supreme
assembly in attributing a so-called continuative nature to the Formula 1
GP sports program had ruled, through the combined implementation of
paragraphs 1 and 2 of art. 37 of the radio and television consolidation
act, the ban on any kind of advertising interruptions of the program
itself.

Sanctions
With President of the Republic decree of March 5th 2009, it was rejected
the
extraordinary petition from Rai to the Head of State for the
cancellation of the note issued by AGCOM asking for the payment of the
late fee pursuant art. 27, paragraph 6 of law no. 689/81, due to the fact
that the original fine imposed o the television broadcaster had not been
paid within the agreed terms.
In the stated opinion of the State Council it was reinforced the decision
according to which the increase of the due amount corresponds to a further
additional sanction, closely connected to the main sanction within the scope
of one single sanctioning decision, and may be imposed in case of
important delay in fulfilling the obligation, defined by the lawmaker as each
semester from the moment the main sanction is due.
Additional amounts therefore constitute an automatic consequence of
the non payment and the obligation of their payment starts from the
moment the main sanction becomes due, or when "the related sanctioning
proceeding is potentially and abstractly suitable to being implemented,
therefore irrespectively of its actual implementation".

Frequencies
With judgment no. 2625 of May 31st 2008, the Judges of Palazzo Spada
gave their verdict on the appeal of RTI against judgment no. 13415/2006 of
T.A.R. Lazio on the petition of the broadcasting station Rete A against the
ban of the Ministry of Communications on the request for the allotment of
available frequencies pursuant art. 3, paragraph 8, law no. 249/97, and on
the note by which the Director of the regulation department of AGCOM had
declined the competence on the above allotment.
In confirming the inadmissibility of the appeal for this last measure, the
appeal judge noted that the "cancellation of the (ban) decision disputed in
first degree is not likely, not even potentially, to jeopardise the position of
RTI, due to the fact that the request made by Rete A was aimed at enabling
the allocation by the administration, of the so-called ownerless frequencies,
without any reference whatsoever to the actual position of RTI or other
broadcasting stations".
During the same dispute the State Council also intervened, section VI,
January 20th 2009, no. 242, stating that the granting of authorisations for
the radio and television activity at national level and the corresponding
allotment of frequencies are aspects without transfrontier interested,
destined to having an impact on a relationship where both the service
provider and the user remain within the national territory, in their
respective country of residence. It therefore resulted, during the

implementation of the decision of the Court of Justice with sentence
C-380/2005 of January 31st 2008 (discussed in the 2008 annual report),
that the so-called transitional regime, in accordance with art. 3, paragraph
7 of law no. 249/1997, in addition to being constitutionally legitimate until
December 31st 2003, does not cause any problems of compatibility with the
community law, at least until July 24th 2003, the date for the integration of
the new common regulatory framework for electronic communication
services, the electronic communication networks, and the related resources
and services.
For the subsequent period the State Council, taking into account the
estimated technical times for the implementation of the regulation for the
integration of the directive, has acknowledged that "the regulatory factors
invoked by the resisting Administrations (law-decree no. 352/03 and law no.
112/2004) cannot be considered insuperable, and the Administrations
should (and should have) revoke them, if that was the only way to allocate
the frequencies to Centro Europa 7".
On a compensation point of view, with reference to the request of the
broadcaster Centro Europa 7 for compensation for damages resulting from
the non allotment of frequencies, the judges of Palazzo Spada have, in
accordance with the rules of injurious damages, analysed the presence of
typical objective and subjective elements that must exist in order to
confirm the existence of an offence.
It was therefore concluded that in the specific case although the
existence of a factual and regulatory context of great complexity, although
excluding the offence and the high gravity of the conduct, it does not
however induce, in the opinion of the appeal judge, to consider the
Administration completely faultless.
Whilst excluding the possibility of any charges for AGCOM, the college
concluded that they could not consider void of any responsibilities the
Ministry of Communications, who appeared to have maintained for a long
time a conduct characterised by mistakes, omissions, and non univocal
behaviours, not backed up by reasonable motivations; also, its fault could
not be denied, always according to the opinion of the Council, due to the
only fact of having implemented an internal regulation that in effect must
be considered incompatible with the community regulations.
In view of the above principles, the Supreme Assembly has ruled the
partial granting of the plaintiff request for compensation for damages,
condemning the Ministry to the payment of one million Euros, amount
decided also in consideration of the fact that in the period for the definition
of the administrative judgement, the administration had ruled the allotment
of the frequencies to Centro Europa 7, implementing the authorisation
granted at the time.

Concessions
With judgment no. 5421, of October 29th 2008, the State Council,
section VI, ruled on the effects of the bankruptcy of the concessionaire on
the concession. Art. 52, paragraph 2, letter b) of legislative decree no. 177
of 2005 must be interpreted, on the basis of the requirements of the
subsequent paragraph, in the sense that the bankruptcy shall result in the
withdrawal of the concession for the broadcasting activity, unless the
company gone bankruptcy is granted authorisation for continuing its own
activity; in this case, however, the company gone bankruptcy shall not
enjoy a privileged status in relation to the other companies owning
concession (as it would be the case if it was believed that the authorisation
is, for this only, precluded from being withdrawn), and will be subjected to
the general rule according to which the non-use of the radio frequency shall

result in the withdrawal of the concession. In this way, a fair
contemporaneousness is ensured between the reason for the bankruptcy,
the national production, and the personnel employed by the company on
one side, and the expectation of the field operators, interested in competing
for the utilitas represented by the unused frequencies of the company gone
bankrupt becoming available again, on the other side.

Amendment
With judgment no. 12199 of December 22nd December 2008, T.A.R.
ruled that there will be no breach of art. 4 and 32 of the consolidation act
on the amendment right by the company refusing the request for
amendment advanced by the exponents of a political party, who
complained on the omission by the same broadcasting station, of the
names of the political exponents promoting an initiative deserving of a
positive response by spectators. It was in fact the opinion of the judging
committee that the wish of some political individuals of publicizing on the
public television network an initiative of high political importance "is
something totally separate from the reasons represented in art. 32 [on the
right for amendment, editor's note], for which other measures are
foreseen by the regulation, for the protection of the "par condicio", for
ensuring political parties access to the public television services".

Telecommunications
Sanctions
As far as the electronic communications sector is concerned, of notice are
first of all, due to the importance of the matters handled and the right
principles expressed by the administrative judge, the rulings by which T.A.R.
Lazio has expressed some important sanction principles.
With judgements no. 6847, 6848, 6849, 6850 of July 10th 2008, T.A.R.
Lazio has ruled that art. 8, paragraph 1, law no. 689 of November 24th
1981 represents the reference regulatory parameter for breaches in the
electronic communication sector.
This article imposes that breaches
ascertained at different times and each characterised by an independent
action aimed at providing the individual user with an illicit advantage, may
be punished by implementing the rule of the so-called material joinder;
according to this rule as many sanctions shall be applied as the number of
breaches of the acting individual.

General authorisation
With ruling no. 350 of October 22nd 2008, the Council confirmed
unlawful the Lombardy Region law for the breach of the competency
sharing criteria discussed in art. 117 of the Constitution, as it is in conflict
with art. 25 of the Code of electronic communications, and with the choices
of the state lawmaker on the liberalisation of electronic communication
services and simplification of the procedures, with the introduction, by the
regional lawmaker, of an actual independent authorisation procedure for
enabling call centres to perform their activity, notwithstanding the
possibility for the Municipalities, thanks to their regulatory power, and the
Regions, thanks to their legislative power, to regulate specific profiles also
impacting this sector.

Selective call barring

With judgements no. 11194, 11195, and 11197 of November 26th 2008,
T.A.R. Lazio cancelled some resolutions on selective call barring, deciding
on the competence of the Ministry. AGCOM has presented an appeal against
these sentences of cancellation with the State Council, which is still pending
(see paragraph no. 2.21).

Termination prices
On termination charges, with sentence no. 895 of January 22nd 2009
T.A.R. Lazio confirmed the legality of AGCOM decision of applying to H3G a
maximum termination service price that is different and higher than the
one imposed to current operators.
The administrative judge has first of all acknowledged that AGCOM may
legally take a decision in contrast with the opinion of the European
Commission, due to the fact that "even if the former art. 12 of the code
must take "into maximum consideration" the observations of the
Commission, constant compliance at all costs is not compulsory", as such
observations are not legally binding.
The Council has then also confirmed the legality of AGCOM resolution no.
628/07/CONS, on the "Market for the termination of voice calls on
individual mobile networks (market no. 16 among those identified by the
recommendations of the European Commission 2003/311/CE): assessment
pursuant art. 15, paragraph 4, of resolution no. 3/06/CONS on the application
for the H3G operator of the obligations pursuant art. 50 of the Code of
electronic communications".
On this respect T.A.R. ruled that the determination of the maximum
termination price imposed to H3G, decided not on the basis of a simple
mathematical calculation, but through a range of factors identified with the
specific purpose of ensuring a market balance of all operators within the
market, represents the completion of a technical-discretional activity being
undertaken by AGCOM, in line with the power entrusted to the same with
legislative decree no. 259 of 2003, in order to ensure economic balance in
the telephony market, avoiding the presence of dominant positions that
may prevent access of smaller operators, or make their presence on the
market more difficult.
And in fact taking into account the discretional activity undertaken by
AGCOM in the complex assessment and evaluation of the various interests
at stake, the administrative judge pointed out how the same may be
disputed within the strict limits of manifested illogic and unreasonable
behaviours, and how the judicial ruling may be in this specific case, "weak",
due to the fact that the "the judge is not allowed a substituting power such
to impose their own debatable technical evaluation, or their own logic
model for the application of the undetermined concept to the actions of
AGCOM, at the same time having to acknowledge the rationality of an
"administration reserve" on the merit, resulting in the removal of the
corresponding opportunity values from the power of inquest of the judge,
especially with the emerging of the measures implemented, outside the
political trend circuit, by a body having special authority in exercising
neutral powers".
The same considerations of the sentence just discussed can also be
found in ruling no. 1491 of February 16th 2009, during which T.A.R. Lazio
stated that the reduction of H3G termination prices is simply one step of
the path that AGCOM has duly undertaken for their gradual alignment to
those imposed to other operators with whom it shares the status of notified
company, due to its significant market power; the above path, also in light
of the indications received by the Community body, must, within a limited
amount of time, reach the objective of similar termination prices for all

market operators, with the elimination of any unjustified and anachronistic
advantages.
The Tribunal has therefore confirmed the legality of resolution no.
446/08/CONS, with which AGCOM has ruled the reduction of the maximum
termination price for voice calls on H3G networks, acknowledging that "the
new tariff structure, determined by AGCOM following an accurate
assessment of the data available, has become necessary for reducing
discrepancies and rebalancing the market".

Bistream service - Reference offer
With judgment no. 4869 of May 15th 2008 T.A.R. Lazio ruled on three
separate petitions presented by Telecom on bistream service, partially
cancelling resolution no. 249/0//CONS, and totally cancelling resolution no.
115/07/CIR.
T.A.R. pointed out that their final declaration of illegality is not in any
way the result of an assessment of the choice of AGCOM, a choice "which
nevertheless, being the expression of technical discretion, can only be
questioned within extremely reduced limits".
The ruling rather questions the legitimacy of AGCOM modus procendi.
The motivation in fact reads: "The foundation criticisms issued on this
respect by Telecom become clear if the relationship between the two above
resolutions is taken into account.
Resolution no. 34/06 deals the
"wholesale" broadband access market and substantially constitute the final
measure that AGCOM deemed appropriate to implement on conclusion of
the analysis carried out on this type of market, openly aimed at defining a
position of Telecom in it, and if necessary limiting it, in order to make it
compatible with the need of ensuring the protection, at competition level, of
the financial interests of smaller operators. It cannot be disputed, because
it is enforced by the documentation presented, that among the obligations
that such resolution imposes to Telecom are not those recalled by the same,
which appear for the first time in the subsequent resolution no. 249/97. The
disputed art. 23 is openly the "Implementation tool for the obligations"
imposed by the base resolution. It is therefore the tool used by AGCOM to
ensure that such obligations are fulfilled by the recipient.
Similar considerations were also made by T.A.R. on the obligation of
including in the offer the procedures for access to the multicast feature
(art. 15, paragraph 1, of resolution no. 249/07/CONS). Also here AGCOM is
accused of using an unsuitable implementation tool to impose "new"
obligations, not included in the resolution that completed the market
analysis. Obligations which, moreover, T.A.R. considered relating to a
different and independent market and which, therefore, would have caused
an unjustified widening of the so-called market-12.
However, with judgment no. 6529 of October 11th 2008, the State
Council ruled on the appeal of AGCOM for the amendment of the above
mentioned sentence of T.A.R. Lazio no. 4869/08, providing some important
different clarifications. Contrarily to what stated by the first degree judge,
the Supreme Assembly recognised that the requirements of resolution no.
249/07/CONS on the issue of multicast (art. 15, paragraph 1) and
repeatability of the offer (art. 23, paragraphs 4 to 7) are tools for the
implementation of the principles and objectives set by resolution no.
34/06/CONS, and therefore are, on a procedure point of view, completely
legitimate. The said requirements of resolution no. 249/07/CONS can in
fact be considered an "appropriate" logic instrument in accordance with the
finding or resolution no. 34/06/CONS, so much so, that their introduction
does not require a new market analysis. As far as the multicast feature is
concerned, the State Council did not agree with T.A.R. Lazio judgment on the

attribution of this feature to the different market 18 only. According to the
State Council, this feature is in fact suitable for use not only in the
re-transmission of a television service, but also to perform further electronic
communication services.
With judgement no. 3217 of April 16th 2008 T.A.R. had ruled the
cancellation of the reference offer for 2006, in the part which states that
Telecom "shall re-propose on the intermediate services the corresponding
promotions, giving at least 60 days notice to operators and AGCOM, before
introducing new access offers for their end users" (art. 2, paragraphs 2,
resolution no. 83/06/CONS).
On that occasion the first degree judge had declined the argument of
AGCOM aimed at confirming the simply consequential nature of the notice
obligation in relation to the more general non discrimination principle,
therefore dismissing the choice to introduce such obligation during the
approval of the reference offer, without an appropriate indication in the
definitions relating to the analysis of the corresponding market.
For the purpose of the cancellation of such decision, AGCOM appealed to
the State Council, which accepted most of the plaintiff position.
With judgment no. 6527 of December 23rd 2008, section VI of the State
Council, although partially confirming the cancellation ruled with the
mentioned decision no. 3217/08, implemented a rather different motivation,
declaring the field of applicability of art. 2, paragraph 6 of resolution no.
83/06/CIR in compliance with the purpose of AGCOM.
The appeal judge in fact stated that the disputed regulatory measure
impose to Telecom three separate obligations: notify AGCOM with a certain
notice period any "new access offers for their own end users", notify, with
the same notice, intermediate service competitors on the same retail offers;
re-propose at wholesale level similar proposals as the ones devised for the
retail sector.
Now, as far as the State Council is concerned, the cancellation ruled by
T.A.R. only concerned the second obligation of preventive communication
by the dominating operator to alternative operators of any retail offers.
The appeal judge has therefore confirmed the remaining obligations,
which is to notify AGCOM with notice any retail promotional offers and to
transfer on the intermediate service market - subject to communication to
OLO - promotional offers in line with those for the retail sector.
As a consequence , following the result of the appeal, in order to ensure
the actual possibility of the OLO of replicating the retail offers, within the
same anticipatory term, Telecom Italia shall not only notify AGCOM of any
retail promotional offers, but shall also activate a corresponding offer on the
intermediate service market.

Frequencies
On the matter of frequencies and individual licences granted in
accordance with art. 1 of Presidential Decree no. 318/1997, of importance
is the decision no. 4324 of September 10th 2008 of the State Council,
section VI, to exclude the possibility of the licensee to renounce to the
frequencies allocated following a public evidence procedure.
It is in fact the opinion of the Supreme Assembly that such renunciation
would be in contrast with the function of the licence which, having as object the
use of frequencies, does not have the pure and simple effect of widening the
juridical domain of the licensee, but also entails rights and obligations towards
the community.

Within the same decision, the State Council has also stated that art. 29
of legislative decree no. 259/2003, in identifying the possibilities within
which the limited availability of frequencies (a rare resource to be used at
its best in accordance with Community requirements) entails the need of
allocating the same following procedures of public interest, introduces a rule
that is functional to the need for ensuring a more perceptive public control
on the efficiency of the management of the frequency entrusted to the
individual licensee, and, at the same time, sets out a limit that is intangible
for the modification of the allotment conditions set following the results of
the public evidence procedure.

Operators-users disputes
With resolution no. 25853 of October 27th 2008 the Supreme Court ruled
that art. 1, paragraph 11 of law no. 249 of 1997 includes a condition for the
possibility of proposing the action - or the preliminary attempt of
conciliation -, which does not apply when the player has not agreed any
contracts with the telephone user, or when subjective situations are under
dispute, resulting from relations that have nothing to do with a telephone
user contract. Judgment no. 51 of February 18th 2008 of the Constitutional
Court confirmed the clear unacceptability of the constitutional illegitimacy
issues of art. 1, paragraph 11 of law no. 249 of July 31st 1997, which were
raised with reference to art. 24, 25, and 102 cost., as well as in relation to
art. 6 of the European Convention of human rights. In the specific case, the
judge denounced the alleged disparity of treatment of the stated regulation
in relation to users and providers of telecommunication service on one side,
due to the obligation of an attempt of conciliation and, on the other, towards
users and providers of other public utility services, as well as against the
same telecommunication bodies, when acting as agents against users, due
to the fact that they are not subjected to the preliminary conciliation attempt
obligation.
On this respect the Council emphasised that the provision of a tool such
as the compulsory conciliation attempt is aimed at ensuring the general
interest for the immediate resolution of substantial situations, through the
preventive resolution of the dispute, compared with a resolution reached
through a Court trial.
Always on the issue of contracts, in the sector of electronic
communications, with judgment no. 24334 of May 28th 2008 the Court of
Cassation acknowledged that the "lawmaker" has openly decided to
attribute to AGCOM such a vast competence that it may be considered
omni-comprehensive on the issue (exactly) of "communication guarantees",
and has confirmed the following right principle: "On the issue of
telecommunications contracts between user and authorised party or
receiver of licences falling within the type of those regulated by law no. 249
of July 31st 1997, and from the regulation on the resolution of disputes
among telecommunication operators and users... also the disputes for
establishing if one of the above said contract has in fact been agreed, are
subjected to the discipline included in said regulation, at paragraph 11 of
art. 1 of the law and in art. 3 and 4 of the regulation. Therefore, before
acting on judgment, the party must attempt a conciliation in front of the
Co.re.com of the territory".

Residual credit
With decision no. 2839 of May 7th 2009, in confirming the ruling of the
first Judge, the State Council stated the legitimacy of resolution no.

416/07/CONS on the "Warning to mobile operators to comply with the
obligation to grant to users the residual credit in accordance with art. i,
paragraph 3, of legislative decree no. 40 of 2007.
The Judges of Palazzo Spada ruled that the protection of the mobile
telephone service user pursuant art. 1 of law no. 40/2007 is implemented
"through measures that guarantee the reimbursement of the residual
credit in case of early contract withdrawal. Among these it must be
included, in addition to the right of receiving back the amount for any non
used telephone traffic, also the so-called portability of the residual credit in
case of transfer of the contract to another operator".
The Council also ruled on the coding scheme of the institutes in relation
to the fulfilment of the obligation to return the residual credit, considering
appropriate the appeal of AGCOM to the indifference principle, for the
obliged party, towards the creditor, and to the possibility of amending the
same by indicating the payment recipient (art. 1188 of the civil code), or
the instituting of the transfer of the credit, which operates independently
from the agreement of the debtor. As a consequence, "in conjunction with
the transfer of the contract - in case of a credit for unused traffic - the user
having the right to receiving back the credit, has therefore the possibility
of appointing the new operator as the recipient, who will allocate the
amount on the basis of the continuity of the service, also at patrimonial
level".
Lastly, the State Council expressed their opinion on the limits the
operator is subjected to, in requesting to the customer for which the
portability of the number must be ensured the payment of amounts
covering any expenses sustained for completing the transfer procedure. On
this respect, the Council observed that from the provision of art. 1,
paragraph 3 of law no. 40 cit., according to which the transfer of contract
occurs without any "expenses not justified by the costs of the operator" it
is assumed that the "mobile telephone service operator is relieved of any
financial charges resulting from the transfer of the contract, which
reimbursement, in the presence of justified costs, may be asked to the
user and may also include any expenses connected with the portability of
the credit".

Publishing
Contributions
As far as publishing is concerned, a mention is made of T.A.R. Lazio
judgment no. 3134 of March 5th 2009, by which AGCOM has been excluded
by the petition of a local television broadcaster against the measure
implemented by the competent Co.re.com on contributions pursuant law no.
448/1998. The judge in fact deemed that in administrative rulings, passive
legitimation must be referred to the administration implementing the
damaging and disputed act, or the administration to which the law has
attributed the disputed power; a power that, for the purpose of the
existence of the trial legitimation, must exist at the time the petition has
been presented, being any power transfers occurring after the judgment
irrelevant, with the exception of the possibility of intervention of AGCOM.

AGCOM organisation
Funding
Particular importance have, for the operation of AGCOM, the judgments of
the State Council (disposition judgments no. 371-380/2009) which, confirming
the first degree verdicts (T.A.R. Lazio, Rome, section II, no. 11596, 13718,

13722, 13717, 13720, 13719, 13721, 13723, 13714, 13724/2003), have
rejected 10 recourses proposed by the companies of the Rai group on the
contribution due to AGCOM in accordance with art. 6, paragraph 1, letter
b) of law no. 249 of July 31st 1997, and art. 2, paragraph 38 of law no.
481 of November 14th 1995, for the cancellation of the decrees of the
Ministry for economy and finances of 2001 and 2002, on the "Measure and
procedure for the payment due to AGCOM pursuant art. 2, paragraph 38 of
law no. 481 of November 14th 1995".
The Judges of Palazzo Spada rejected the argument of the plaintiff in
favour of the legitimacy of the measures disputed and the obligation of
paying a contribution also for those companies of the Rai group which,
although not having received an authorisation or concession, nevertheless
carry out activities connected and instrumental for the realisation of the
publicistic objectives that the public concessionaire is institutionally
required to pursue.
Incompatibility
With judgment no. 4469/09 of February 25th 2009, the Supreme Court
rejected the petitions of Rai and Dr. Meocci for the cassation of the decision
of the State Council, section VI, no. 341/2007, pursuant art. 326,
paragraph 1, cpc and 111 Constitution, thus definitively confirming the
legitimacy of the sanction imposed by AGCOM for the incompatibility of the
undertaking of the position of General Director of RAI, with its status of
former AGCOM commissioner, in breach of art. 2, paragraph 9, of law no.
481 of November 14th 1995.

